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Preface to ”Sustainable Freight Transport”
This Special Issue of Sustainability reports on recent research focusing on the freight transport 
sector. This sector faces significant challenges in different domains of sustainability, including the 
reduction of greenhouse gas emissions and the management of health and safety impacts. 
In particular, the intention to decarbonise the sector’s activities has led to a strong increase in 
research efforts—this is also the main focus of the Special Issue. We want to thank the authors, the 
numerous anonymous reviewers, and the publisher, who have contributed to the creation of this 
issue.
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1. Introduction
This Special Issue of Sustainability reports on recent research focusing on the freight transport
sector. This sector faces significant challenges in different domains of sustainability, including the
reduction of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and the management of health and safety impacts.
In particular, the intention to decarbonise the sector’s activities has led to a strong increase in research
efforts, which is also the main focus of the Special Issue.
Sustainable freight transport operations represent a significant challenge with multiple technical,
operational, and political aspects; the design, testing, and implementation of interventions require
multi-disciplinary, multi-country research. Promising interventions are not limited to introducing
new transport technologies, but also include changes in framework conditions for transport, in
terms of production and logistics processes [1]. Due to the uncertainty of impacts, the number of
stakeholders and the difficulty of optimization across actors, understanding the impacts of these
measures is not a trivial problem. Research, therefore, is not just needed on the design and evaluation
of individual interventions, but also on the approach of their joint deployment through a concerted,
public/private programme. This Special Issue addresses both dimensions, in two distinct groups of
papers—the programming of interventions, and the individual sustainability measures themselves.
The first 7 papers, besides offering insights about freight sustainability measures, also address
progress in the different, typical stages of programme preparation: (1) defining the objectives and the
problem; (2) learning from past experiences; (3) systematic generation of solutions; (4) understanding
system behaviour; (5) scenario building; and (6) evaluation of policies. The second group of papers
focuses on the evaluation of specific solutions to reduce the carbon content of transport. This concerns
a wide range of measures, including improved capacity utilisation, electrification, regulatory measures,
alternative fuels and vehicle aerodynamics. We introduce the contributions in more detail below.
Within the first group, the opening paper of Abiye Tob-Ogu, Niraj Kumar, John Cullen and Erica
Ballantyne reports on a systematic literature review of sustainability intervention mechanisms [2].
Two important findings are: (i) the identification of information and communication technology
as an opportunity to drive changes towards sustainable transport; and (ii) the strong geographic
compartmentalisation of the literature, confined to continental silos. The authors find that relatively
few papers are based on collaborative work across continents.
The contribution of Hongli Zhao, Ning Zhang and Yu Guan focuses on the identification of the
relative importance of factors determining air cargo safety for dangerous goods [3]. They find that,
besides regulation of dangerous goods acceptance, the capacity and quality of equipment and facilities
also play a role. A potential implication of these results is that, in the area of safety, benefits of
innovations in trade facilitation may be constrained by the available physical infrastructure.
Kinga Kijewska and Mariusz Jedliński introduce the concept of policy durability for sustainable urban
freight transport [4]. In urban freight transport, many policies are known to have been abandoned only
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a few years after their introduction. The authors analyse the causes and provide directions for more
robust policy making, focusing on the inclusion of critical stakeholders that need to be involved to
make measures succeed. In most roadmaps for decarbonisation in the freight transport sector, a shift
of loads is advocated from current trucks to high-capacity vehicles or even other modes of transport.
The recent experiences with these policies in Sweden are evaluated by Inge Vierth, Samuel Lindgren
and Hanna Lindgren [5]. In their ex post analysis of the impacts of the introduction of longer and heavier
vehicles in Sweden, they find that this measure has not had any discernible effect on modal split.
The share of different types of emissions of road transport changed, however, leading to a higher share
of GHGs.
An important element of discussions about impacts of policy measures concerns the rebound
effects of measures. Increased efficiency may reduce emissions per unit moved but may also increase
the number of units moved, due to the demand effect, thus partly neutralising the effects of measures.
Often, these rebound effects are assessed through the cost and time elasticities of freight transport.
In an original contribution, Franco Ruzzenenti explains how elasticities as currently used can be
misleading [6]. His main assertion is that tabulating flows as is done today neglects the complex
interdependence between flows that is present in networks and that is essential for considering rebound
effects. Therefore, he develops a new line of thinking using network theory that may prove important
for sustainability analyses.
Two further contributions take the perspective of practical solution scenarios at the country
and sector level, respectively. For Spain, Carlos Llano, Santiago Pérez-Balsalobre and Julian Pérez-García
develop scenarios for emission reduction of domestic freight transport [7]. They build up a consistent
flow database, develop default emission projections, and study the impacts of a shift of freight from
road to railways. Studies that link the analysis of modal shift potential to detailed flow databases are
scarce, and may support the development of modal shift policies that take into account the supply
chain context of goods flows.
Reporting about Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) research
aimed at the decarbonisation of the maritime transport services sector, Ronald Halim, Lucie Kirstein,
Olaf Merk and Luis Martinez develop pathways for emission reduction [8]. In a systematic study, using
a global freight transport and emission model, they consider 4 different pathways. Mobilizing all
available technologies, these could lead to a reduction of carbon emissions of up to 95% by 2035,
well beyond the current commitment of 50% reduction by 2050. The paper describes the approach
and assumptions behind this study, which contributed to the formulation of broadly supported
decarbonisation targets by the maritime shipping world.
The second group of papers discusses specific interventions that can be implemented to
decarbonise the freight transport sector and approaches that can be applied to evaluate their likely
effects. Jessica Wehner presents the analysis of opportunities to improve the energy efficiency of
operations by increasing capacity utilisation in logistics systems [9]. Her research results in the
categorisation of factors that cause unutilised capacity within the categories of activities, actors
and areas. These factors are then linked to a number of mitigation measures, such as relaxing delivery
schedules, training, and off-peak deliveries, among others. The paper also emphasises the need for a
standardised approach to the measurement of environmental impacts of logistics to enable meaningful
comparisons between companies.
The potential effects of introducing longer and heavier vehicles (LHVs) in the United Kingdom
are investigated by Heikki Liimatainen, Phil Greening, Pratyush Dadhich and Anna Keyes [10]. The authors
estimate that if LHVs were used similarly in Finland in the transport of various commodities, significant
savings could be achieved in truck kilometres, transport costs, and CO2 emissions. Furthermore, lower
road freight traffic volumes and reduced emissions are likely to more than offset the possible negative
effects of modal shift from rail to road.
Jesko Schulte and Henrik Ny focus on overhead line Electric Road Systems (ERS) as a way to
improve the sustainability of transporting goods by road [11]. The research show that although ERS
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may present some severe violations of the sustainability principles, especially in the raw material
extraction, production and use phases, they could still be a valuable element in the transition towards
a more sustainable freight transport system.
Based on a case study of a Polish town Gdynia, Jacek Oskarbski and Daniel Kaszubowski investigate
whether a mesoscopic urban transport model already in use there can be populated with urban freight
transport data in order to improve evaluation of potential CO2 reductions from the designation of
dedicated delivery places [12]. They conclude that this approach produces satisfactory results if basic
regulatory measures are considered. However, dedicated freight transport models that can take urban
supply chain structure into account are more suitable to study more complex policy options.
Tharsis Teoh, Oliver Kunze, Chee-Chong Teo and Yiik Diew Wong demonstrate that opportunity
charging offers the potential to significantly reduce the lifecycle costs of using electric vehicles in urban
freight transport without increasing related CO2 emissions [13]. The authors also find that other factors
also strongly influencing the lifecycle costs are the use of inductive technology, extension of service
lifetime, and reduction of battery price. The use of inductive technology and the carbon intensity of
electricity generation are the two other factors with a strong influence on CO2 emissions from electric
vehicles operating in towns and cities.
Ján Ližbetin, Martina Hlatká and Ladislav Bartuška discuss issues related to energy consumption
and GHG emissions related to the use of fatty acid methyl esters (FAME) biofuels in road freight
transport [14]. They conclude that even though FAME biofuels significantly reduce GHG emissions,
their production is highly energy intensive, which translates into steeper fuel prices. Therefore,
more research is needed into ways to reduce the energy requirements of FAME biofuels production in
order to bring the prices down to an industry-acceptable level.
In the final article, Erik Johannes, Petter Ekman, Maria Huge-Brodin and Matts Karlsson focus on
aerodynamic improvements for timber trucks in Sweden [15]. While the aerodynamics provide the
opportunity to reduce the transport cost of timber in Sweden, the changeover time is found to be
the most important parameter to them being economically viable. Hence, in the Swedish timber
transport sector aerodynamic kit that does not have to be manually installed is key to the profitability
of the investment.
Together the papers in this Special Issue paint a diverse and rich picture of opportunities in the
freight transport sector for a transition towards sustainability. They confirm the theoretical availability
of a significant and—from the perspective of the global sustainability targets—promising potential for
decarbonisation. At the same time, they make us aware of important limitations of policy measures,
caveats in our knowledge and weaknesses in our approaches to assess the impacts of policies. All these
provide new directions to accelerate R&D, innovation and public policy in the required direction and
ultimately create a more sustainable freight transport sector.
Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflict of interest.
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Abstract: With road freight transport continuing to dominate global freight transport operations,
there is increasing pressure on the freight transport industry and its stakeholders to address concerns
over its sustainability. This paper adopts a systematic review to examine the academic literature on
road freight transport sustainability between 2001 and 2018. Using content and thematic analysis,
the paper identifies and categorises sustainability intervention mechanisms providing useful insights
on key research applications areas and continental distribution of sustainable road freight transport
(SRFT) research. In addition to the six-overarching sustainability intervention mechanism themes
identified: decoupling, Information and Communications Technology (ICT), modality, operations,
policy, and other, future research can explore the effectiveness of different interventions mechanisms
identified in this study to improve sustainable practices across different continents.
Keywords: road freight; sustainability; intervention mechanisms; systematic review; externalities
1. Introduction
Despite its importance to economic growth and prosperity, there are valid concerns relating to
the sustainability of road freight transportation in terms of safety, efficiency, and health implications.
These concerns are reflected in the contemporary road freight transport literature [1–6].
Accordingly, there is increasing pressure on stakeholders to address externalities emanating from
freight transport operations across a variety of landscapes including urban, inter-urban, and rural
landscapes. For example, in Europe, road freight transport sustainability is a priority for the European
Commission (EC) with initiatives like MERCURIO, ERTRAC, KOMODA, and FIDEUS highlighting
the commitment of the supranational and State level actors to addressing road freight transport
sustainability. Academically, authors [6–8] have explored various sustainability initiatives in the
road freight sector with insights on policy approaches, multi-stakeholder involvement, and modal
integration planning. These initiatives represent some of the different mechanisms employed to
intervene and tackle road freight externalities. For example, the literature investigates and discusses
the idea of green corridor infrastructure for road freight transportation [9], other studies [1,10,11]
have explored applications of information and communication technology (ICT) to aid sustainable
road freight operations, whilst other studies discuss policy loopholes and freight energy management
strategies [12].
Intervention mechanisms represent efforts, tools, and approaches that are theory or practice
informed to address specific challenges. These capture not only the vitality of research inquiries into
sustainable road freight transport but also highlight the complexity of the field. A resulting implication
Sustainability 2018, 10, 1923; doi:10.3390/su10061923 www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability5
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of this complexity is a lack of knowledge congruence which can negatively impact the development
of research collaboration and efficiency [13]. Further, the literature is yet to address the impact of
contextual limitations on the adoption of specific intervention mechanisms and this can have interesting
impact for strategic planning amongst freight transport stakeholders. For example, green corridor
initiatives can be considered as Pan-European, with conceptual and pragmatic acceptance across the
European community. However, limitations relating to infrastructure or regional mobility may affect
their adoption outside of Europe, for instance the absence of such regional cooperation in Africa or
Southern America limits the pragmatism of such an initiative in these regions and thus highlights
potential knowledge gaps concerning relationships between contexts and intervention mechanisms.
The purpose of this paper extends to examining the focus of the literature as well as providing
some guidance for optimising future research and practice across different regions. In this regard,
the objective of this paper is to provide a synthesized account of the literature on sustainable road
freight transport (SRFT) interventions offering some insight on the main SRFT research streams,
taxonomies, as well as insights on the contextual implications for SRFT intervention mechanisms.
Such outcomes can improve future research synergy and collaboration, support strategic planning and
offer useful reference for future research.
To achieve our objective, the following research questions were posed:
1. What are the main intervention mechanisms advanced in peer-reviewed publications on sustainable
road freight transport?
2. What implications do regional contexts have on the adoption of different intervention mechanisms?
Addressing these questions through a critical review of the literature will advance the significance
of sustainable road freight transport as a critical area of research in the logistics and supply chain
sustainability literature. Additionally, it will address current knowledge gaps on the relationship
between intervention mechanisms and geographical contexts, with implications for future research
and practice. The rest of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 presents a discussion of systematic
literature reviews in management research; Sections 3 and 4 describe the methodology and analysis
approaches for the study; whilst Section 5 presents the study discussions. Finally, our concluding
statements and directions for future research are presented in Section 6.
2. Systematic Literature Reviews
The use of systematic reviews in the social sciences and specifically management research
has significantly developed in the last decade with increasing acceptance across ontological and
epistemological divides [14]. As knowledge converges and develops towards complementary methods
in the social sciences, the pillars of reliability and apposition are increasingly important [15]. It has been
advocated that systematic reviews help to map relevant intellectual territories that identify how and
where the literature base can benefit from further studies, i.e., the identification of research gaps [14].
Whereas others take a more instructive approach [16], calling for systematic reviews to support the
literature’s account of contextual factors that need to be integrated into management research.
The importance of these issues is addressed by [17] who underline the use of systematic reviews
to enable transparency, inclusivity, heuristics, and explanation in the review process. Accordingly,
the importance of systematic reviews of the extant literature on SRFT related studies has been
previously emphasized [4] who highlight the benefits to the development of research in this area.
However, since Perego’s review [4], there has been little done to update the literature in this area
and a recent review [18], focuses more on the general urban logistics function rather than road
freight transport specifically. SRFT research requires targeted and collaborative synergies to address
the ubiquitous challenges faced and a systematic review of the data can give useful funneling for
identifying specific trends as well as collaborative scope in SRFT research.
6
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3. Methodology
The importance of a review protocol prior to conducting a systematic review of the literature and
cited its usefulness for mitigating biases in the review process has been emphasised [17]. The literature
review protocol was implemented in four stages, i.e., design, review, selection and analysis.
3.1. Design of Review Protocol
Accordingly, 3 review team members jointly developed a protocol with inputs from discussions
with academic and industry experts in road freight logistics within and outside the UK. The purpose
of this was to enhance the rigour and evidence base of the review outcomes. The protocol tied the
review objectives to the processes establishing the data sources, plausible databases, inclusion and
exclusion criteria, search string techniques and acceptance schedule (Table 1).
Table 1. Review Protocol.










Timeframe Between 2001 and February 2018 Outside 2001–2018
Type Peer reviewed Non-peer reviewed, books,conference papers
Topic Road freight transport, road logistics,sustainable road freight transport
Non-sustainability,
Non-road freight transport
Language English or English Translate Non-English
Reviewer’s Initials Paper no.
Decision (Please tick)
Accept/Rationale Reject/Rationale
Search Technique Boolean, Verbatim and Word combinations:
The protocol was not considered a rigid guide and iteration supported modification as the
actual review process progressed. Although SRFT publications go back many decades, our focus
was on identifying contemporary and updated intervention mechanisms. The cut off timeline for
the review was initially set between the years 2001 and 2016 and later extended to 2018 (February),
following further reviews and feedback. This period coincided with uptake in technology as well as
commencement of the millennium development goals (MDGs), which underlined a global outlook
to sustainability across different sectors. Practical constraints relating to time, feasibility, access to
materials and review scope also informed the design and modification of the protocol. For example,
although we are aware of useful grey publications, we omitted these from the review due to
considerations on quality and reliability (peer-review process improves the value of the report) and
practicality (impossible to review all publications or gain access to regional publications across different
continents).
3.2. Review and Selection
Following the review and affirmation of the agreed review protocol, six databases; ScienceDirect®,
Emerald®, Taylor and Francis®, Sage®, Web of Science® and Google Scholar®, were identified as
suitable for conducting the literature search. This was informed by learning from similar literature
reviews and the need to represent the complexity of SRFT publications. Test searches revealed gaps
in scope of individual databases and we observed that the incorporation of more databases offered
greater opportunities for capturing the latitude of potential SRFT literature. Simple operator and
Boolean search methods were combined to execute the search using different phrases and strings to
implement the search.
In the first instance, the review process was designed to follow a funneling procedure, moving
from broad references to smaller and restrictive (Boolean) criterion as the review progressed. Search
strings and keys works including: “sustainable freight”; “green freight”; “road freight”; “sustain*
7
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freight”; “green freight*”; and “road freight*”, “sustain* logistics*”, were used to search these databases
with a combined yield of 2265 hits in 2016 and an extra 88 hits in 2018. After a review of titles and
over 300 abstracts from the first searches, a few adjustments were made to the protocol. For example,
the phrase “road freight” was removed from the ‘list of search strings’ due to its extremely large
sample when used by itself without ‘green’ or ‘sustainability’ included in the search. Boolean logic
was applied to combine keywords like “Road freight” and “sustain*”, improving the focus of the
returned results. In many instances, some of the results from these search strings failed to address any
sustainability issues and included other issues besides road freight transport. This led to the rejection
of 1158 papers, which were deemed irrelevant based on a 1st screen scanning of the titles and abstracts.
An important learning from this process was the critical role that titles, abstracts and keywords play in
influencing publication visibility and readership of peer-reviewed material.
Following further searches and ‘hit’ reviews, a decision was made to exclude Google scholar from
the ‘search database’ because of duplicity and source credibility. For example, a preliminary search
conducted using the ‘sustainable freight’ string returned just over a thousand results with Google
scholar accounting for over 90% of the results (Figure 1). Closer scrutiny of the results revealed that
over 200 of the results from Google Scholar were repeated on several occasions within the database
with varying citations from both peer-review and bogus sources. Furthermore, we established that
much of the ‘peer-reviewed’ references within the Google Scholar batch were already reported by the
other databases. Whilst it is plausible to suggest that the exclusion of the Google Scholar database may
raise questions about the scope of the evidence incorporated in the review, it was also important that
the review was conducted within robust but qualitative parameters. This is particularly important
when the “peer review” inclusion criterion is taken into consideration.
 
Figure 1. Chart illustrating initial database ‘hits’ for “Sustainable Freight” string.
Progressively, search terms were replicated across the remaining databases with additional
strings used to streamline the searches. As captured by the protocol, the focus was on peer-reviewed
material in published sources and a total of 403 hits were returned across 8 re-organized searches.
After screening for duplicates and relevance, a total of 168 materials were accepted for further review.
A 3rd stage review of the abstracts, introduction and publication type saw an elimination of a further
54 materials which were books, conference proceedings or items that did not materially discuss the
related subject of “sustainability in road freight transport”. A total of 98 journal articles from 44 different
journal titles were finally accepted for inclusion in the review report (Figure 2 and Supplementary
Materials: Appendix A1.
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Journals
Figure 2. Final Journal Selection.
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4. Analysis
Using the context, intervention, mechanisms, and outcome (CIMO) framework [17], each article
was carefully evaluated in line with the review objectives and we adopted a combination of content and
thematic analyses to review, interrogate, and organise the data for reporting (Supplementary Materials:
Appendix A1). Topics covered by the corpus extended across road freight transport performance,
design, and policy, highlighting the diverse literature spectrum. NVivo11™ [19] was used to query
and review the selected papers, exploring each paper in detail, identifying the principal focus of each
paper, key arguments, theoretical underpinnings, methodological design, and key findings. The coding
function on NVivo11™, was used to create and further query themes. Where we observed papers
as addressing multiple themes, we allocated them to the category where the predominant discourse
was aligned based on frequency of keywords used, authors’ depiction as content frequency, analogies,
and sorting. The use of NVivo11™ and multiple reviewers not only helped reduced perceptive bias,
NVivo11™ also supported the speed of the data query process to identify topical links, thematic
clusters, and alignments. For example, the frequency and cluster analysis tools in NVivo11™ were
used to identify key words and usage contexts, creating an objective output for further analysis. It was
also used to support our Jaccard co-efficiency testing to validate the emergent themes from the data.
The process was also influenced by previous knowledge about the literature on road freight
transport, for example we are conversant with papers from authors who examined the literature
to develop an online benchmarking tool for freight transport operations in the EU, Switzerland,
and Norway [20]; papers which investigated the use of ICT in road freight operations, highlighting CO2
emissions reductions and efficiency gains from the use of ICT in road freight operations [1,3]. This prior
knowledge contributed designation of themes although some reported themes were emergent from
the coding process.
To support the originality index of the extracted themes, we conducted a Jaccard coefficient similarity
test to distinguish the depth of correlation between the different themes [21]. The highest coding
similarities involved articles and codes discussing ICT, modality, and operations, with combinations
of 0.276 (ICT/modality), 0.143 (ICT/operations), and 0.115 (modality/others), respectively. With the low
similarity indexes between the different theme categories, we accepted the interpreted theme categories as
distinct themes capturing various intervention mechanisms from the reviewed literature.
In total, six themes were identified in the process: Policy, operations (design and process); modality
(uni-modality, co-modality, synchro and inter-modality); decoupling, ICT; and ‘others’ (land use, UCCs,
reporting, and measurement systems). Figure 3 shows the distribution of the articles according to the
intervening mechanisms that they addressed. Operations, policy and modality themes commanded
higher scholastic attention and accounted the majority of the 98 papers reviewed.
10
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Figure 3. Road Freight Transport Sustainability Intervention Mechanisms.
5. Discussion
There is a growing focus on road freight transport sustainability with a variety of approaches to
mitigate its consequences. In Figure 4, the Chart highlights the overall publication trend for papers in
this area and although the figures for 2018 suggest a further decline, this is entirely due to the cut off
period for the database selection (See Table 1). The analysis of the reviewed literature highlights several
interventions, which are classified, summarized (Table 2) and discussed below in themed categories.
 
Figure 4. Number of sustainable road freight transport (SRFT) publications per year.
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Table 2. Intervention Themes, Key Authors, and Topics Summary.




Wang et al., 2015; Sternberg et al., 2014;
Marchet et al., 2012; Davies et al., 2007
ICT use for CO2 reduction,
ICT use for intermodal transport, Efficiency
benefits of ICT use
9
Decoupling Alises et al., 2014; Liimatainen and Pollanen, 2013;McKinnon 2007
Decomposition analysis, Impact evidence,
Policy roles, and impact 3
Modality Li et al., 2015; Macharis et al., 2011; Caris et al., 2008;Winebrake et al., 2008
Dynamic modelling for intermodal freight,
Decision Support Systems (DSS) for
optimising intermodal freight, Energy and




Newnam and Goode, 2015; Li et al., 2015;
Midgley et al., 2015; Liimatainen et al., 2014;
Schiffer and Walther, 2018, Wang et al., 2014;
Palsson and Kovacs, 2014; Ando and Taniguchi, 2006
Socio-technical perspectives of externalities,
Alternative fuels,
Regenerative braking mechanics,




M’raihi et al., 2015; Stelling, 2014;
Ballantyne et al., 2013; Pieyck and McKinnon, 2010;
Eom et al., 2009; Dablanc, 2007; Steenhof et al., 2006
Emissions and influencing factors,
Stakeholder needs and local council
planning, emission ELKS factors and
planning horizons, cost measures and
practitioner approaches, decomposition
analysis, and modal shifts
23
Others Khorheh et al., 2015; Demir et al., 2014;Islam et al., 2013; Carballo-Panela et al., 2012
Green corridors, congestion planning, land





The operations theme represents interventions that focus on optimising SRFT operations through a
combination of equipment and process design initiatives. Articles in this category explored intervention
mechanisms across strategic, tactical, and operational levels. Topics relating to fleet management
strategies [22–25], routing [26–28], vehicular design and load utility [29,30], fuel type trade-offs [31–33],
and costs [34], were within this purview. Some of the main contributions in this area include the
importance of assigning the ‘right’ vehicle to the ‘right’ areas, advocating fleet management models that
account for environmental distinctions as a means for addressing CO2 emissions [22]. Other studies
identified significant energy index value (EIv) gains of 9–17% from modelling hydraulic controls using
the greedy optimization technique to investigate driving cycles, highlighting potential benefits heavy
goods vehicle (HGV) design as an SRFT intervention [29].
In terms of fuel choices and implications, Li et al.’s study provides useful insight into the
potential for alternative fuels in road freight operations [31]. They model consumption and demand
using a cost-optimisation strategy to forecast consumption, projecting long-term reliance on diesel
and gasoline fuels, which they estimate will still be responsible for over 70% of freight fuel by
2030. Of significant interest and implication for future research in this area, was the identification
that resource constraints for other fuel forms remained a principal limitation to bigger decline on
gasoline and diesel dependence. Although routing efficiencies remain of key concern to road freight
transport scholars, developing contributions in this area include modelling for routing optimisation,
Original Equipment Manufacturing (OEM) design insight, energy, and load decisions as well as the
development of DSS tools for routing and location planning [26]. The role of decision support tools to
aid management decision-making in terms of fleet vehicle selection and optimal combination strategies
is still an area with knowledge gaps on applications at different strategic levels.
Overall, we identified that an increasingly salient feature of many articles in this category was the
reference to, or combination with information systems technology elements as a fundamental of the
operations optimisation models. This was confirmed by the Jaccard coefficient results and underlined
elements of interrelationships between different themes [27,35,36].
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5.1.2. Policy
Policy captures State driven mechanisms for addressing road freight challenges. Critically,
interventions cover local, regional, and national levels of applications and this was interpreted
to involve more complexities compared to Decoupling strategies that were specifically national
or supranational in scope. Much of the literature in this category focused on the urban freight
problem [7,37–40]. Some key topical issues under this theme explored robustness of policy mechanisms,
for example one study advocate a ‘new stakeholder’ approach for addressing the urban freight problem
at local council levels [7]. This was to cater for conflicting objectives that often pitch businesses and
councils at opposing divides. Like Klumpp’s application of the Jevon paradox (rebound) theory to
examine SRFT failure reasons from an operations perspective [41], a previous study had reviewed
the USA environment and highlighted some crucial policy misconstructions in terms of the efficiency
metrics for road freight management advising;
“Policymakers should be careful when using existing freight elasticity estimates in the literature to
estimate the HGV rebound effect. Aside from general caveats associated with these indirect measures
of the rebound effect, freight elasticity estimates are influenced by a number of “factors of variability”
categorized by the specific nature of the shipping activity, the macroeconomic influences involved,
and the measurement tools used to assess elasticities. Ignoring these factors may lead to biased
results when applying the literature to a specific policy analysis case”—[12], (pp. 258)
The rebound effect refers to increased resource consumption because of relative efficiencies in
performance, i.e., the difference between projected and actual energy savings as a direct correlate
of increased efficiencies [12,42]. The arguments put forward suggests that policy makers need to go
beyond energy efficiency saving metrics to actual energy demand reduction measures. It is advocated
that measurement adjustments be made to policy projections for energy efficiencies in the road freight
sector, where rebound effects can be as high as 24%.
Similarly, another study models the same problem in Tunisia and explores policy strategies for
addressing the road freight emissions challenge [43]. They proffer a combination of incentivising
arrangements and fiscal strategies as useful for addressing these challenges. Furthermore, they compare
policy options in terms of decoupling as a mechanism for intervention as opposed to other incentivising
and fiscal arrangements, with a conclusion that the peculiar economic and political realities in the
context would significantly affect the viability of such a strategy. This point is particularly instructive
in the evaluation of strategic options for different countries, with developing economies less likely
to effectively pursue policy strategies that de-emphasize their main revenue and growth processes.
Another research saw modelled a policy quadrant to advance some policy directions for road freight
transport planning using empirics from Sweden [37]. Of keynote is the requirement for a combination
of legal, economic, societal, and knowledge instruments at national/local levels, which will support
direction, income, infrastructure, and behavioural adaptations, respectively required to meet future
targets. Some key contributions in this area include best practice collations, strategic planning tools,
and incentivising approaches for SRFT and cooperation amongst stakeholders.
5.1.3. Modality
The modality theme addresses the means and mode of transport employed to effect freight
mobility. Under this theme, the main topics focus on the combination with or substitution of road
freight transport with other modes of transport. In terms of substitution, the literature acknowledges
the critical qualities of flexibility, speed, and time from road freight transport, with implications
for last mile dependency on road freight for the foreseeable future [44–48]. However, the literature
presents a variety of modal combinations for addressing congestion, emissions, and cost concerns
unimodal road freight transport [46,49,50]. The terms ‘co-modality’, ‘multimodality’ and ‘synchro or
intermodality’ are used to represent modal options within the literature. Co-modality is defined as the
efficient use of different modes [51], whilst Ruiz-Garcia et al. differentiate between intermodality and
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multimodality, stating that multimodality implies using different transport modes and administration,
whilst intermodality refers to the integration of administrative and transfer process of freight shipment
across different transport modes [52]. Some operations aspects addressed in this category include
packaging designs, intermodal component requirements, and modal integration [47,50].
Intermodality is a central theme of the literature in this category; all the thirteen papers reviewed
under this theme discussed intermodality in some degree. This is perhaps driven by the rationale that
intermodality provides the most reasonable compromise for managing the emissions and congestion
challenge of road freight [53]. Rail and water modal combinations are considered as best complements
or alternatives for road freight transport although the literature acknowledges that for many shipments
from international sources, water freight transport is already an inalienable part of the freight transport
chain since it is the common export and import option for shipments between countries [48]. However,
the literature also notes intermodality as a complex model and highlights some common constraints
to its operationalisation: infrastructure [37,43,54]; decision support systems [50,54]; interoperability
and planning [10,52,55]; and transitioning implementation [48]. Contributions in this area include
costs modelling for different modal combinations, environmental benefits, and integration efficiencies
stemming from modal combinations.
Overall, the availability or investment in infrastructure like railways, jetties, hubs, and freight
corridors are prerequisites for modality-based interventions. The absence of these can undermine or
restrict the usefulness of modal interventions. Future directions in this area may focus on decision
support tools to aid transition, interoperability, and planning with significant elements of policy drivers
in this regard.
5.1.4. Decoupling
Unlike policy initiatives, decoupling as a policy strategy can only be pursued as a national or
supranational strategy mechanism and therefore excludes independent interventions at local council
levels [56]. Decoupling strategies established as national or supranational policy approaches, aimed at
separating economic growth from freight as a measure of curbing externalities from freight [6].
Traditionally, decoupling measures have focused on freight intensity (tonne-km), using modal
split, vehicle utilisation and emissions as metric units for GDP comparisons, economic planning and
forecasting [6,57,58]. Although results have been positive in countries like the UK and Spain, this is still
an emerging area within the literature and key concerns extend to its ‘emissions-shifting’ and measurement
metrics ambiguities. Additionally, its applicability as a viable mechanism in developing countries has
been rejected and recent political upheavals in Europe and the USA could further exert limitations on
strategies that de-emphasize manufacturing as a means of curbing freight externalities [43,57].
Perhaps a major contribution of studies in this area is the development of decomposition analysis
frameworks for investigating road freight and GDP correlations, contributing to progressive insight
and alignment between specific industry and freight intensity [6,56,57]. Freight policy strategists
at regional and national levels can benefit from these studies, with prospects of integrating context
specific economic structures for carbon reporting, haulage distances and modal choice splits into
existing GDP aggregate measures.
5.1.5. Information and Communications Technology
ICT accounted for ten (10%) of the articles reviewed although many of the other articles were
cross-themed with ICT. We constructed ICT to encompass both information systems (IS) and information
technology (IT), referring to combinations of hard and soft connectivity tools that support communication
exchanges, remote monitoring and performance management within freight transport operations [1,3,59].
Some papers adapt taxonomies for identifying and classifying road freight transport ICT systems, although
Wang et al.’s taxonomy provides the most comprehensive overview for deconstructing ICT mechanisms
for road freight transport operations [1,59].
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Accordingly, ICT is conceptualised as consisting of three main components, the software
components applications, including operating systems; the hardware components; and the information
component [1,51,59]. Addressing issues around connectivity, network relationship management,
enterprise processes, and asset management [3,60,61], ICT is commonly presented as positively
impacting road freight transport through operational efficiencies in road freight [1,62], providing
social benefits [3,10], cost reduction and effectiveness [55], driver working time, and administration
time reductions [3]. Critically, only Button et al. [10] and Sternberg et al.’s [3] papers explicitly addresses
the social aspects of ICT’s potential in terms of road freight transport sustainability. There is perhaps
more need for targeted research enquiries on the application of ICT to address social issues in road
freight transport.
The bulk of the literature focuses on environmental and economic aspects ICT use for road
freight transport sustainability [10,55,61–63]. The topical issues of ICT adoption drivers and barriers
is explored within the literature, with size, management capabilities, topologies, interoperability,
and industry structure emerging as some critical areas of concurrent research inquiries [51,59,63].
Some key contributions under this theme include safety, emissions modelling, and operations
integrations among freight stakeholders.
Despite the increased research uptake in this area, significant opportunities exist for contributions
around ICT mechanisms for achieving social sustainability measures as well as the development of
decision support system (DSS) tools for road freight efficiency and emission planning. We identified
that although there is a growing interest in the area of “big data” and “automated or driverless freight
transport”, none of the results in our search discussed these as key topics. This perhaps points to gaps
in the literature or limitations of publication abstracts and it is hoped that future research will address
these gaps.
5.1.6. Others
This generic category encompasses studies that focus on, performance and reporting tools [64,65],
land use and infrastructure [38,66], and freight transport reviews [44,67,68]. For example, the concept
of ‘green corridors’ as a Pan-European intervention mechanism for road freight transport sustainability
is addressed [66]. Green corridors require dedicated infrastructure for freight mobility, each of
which would incorporate inland waterways, road, rail, and shipping. As a strategy, ‘green corridors’
encompasses all of policy, ICT, intermodal and operations mechanisms that create dedicated freight
infrastructure frameworks that are ecologically and environmentally friendly. Additionally, one of
the papers, considers the infrastructure challenge from a more social perspective, exploring the illegal
use of parking bays and the implications for policy makers and managers, where illegal demand is
fuelling unauthorised parking with disruptive outcomes [38].
Finally, in terms of reviews, Khorheh et al., introduce an interesting perspective to the externality
problem, highlighting some direct and indirect impacts of road freight transport. They also highlight
taxation and incentive planning as some socio-economic mechanisms, in addition to information
technology and cultural instrumentations [44]. Their paper provides an extensive review of emissions,
discussing concurrent operational framework tools for managing emissions in road freight transport
and is comparable to a previous work [69]. Studies under this theme have contributed to research
guidance, strategic conceptualisations, and urban consolidation centre strategies.
5.2. Regional Context Implications
In terms of contexts and implications a coordinate analysis of the papers focused on identifying
the empirics of the papers or stated geographical locality of the papers reviewed (Table 3 and Figure 5).
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Table 3. Geographic distribution according to continental regions.
Distribution of SFT Research Focus
According to Continents
Count of Distribution of SFT Research







South East Asia 5
Total 98
 
Figure 5. Radar Chart showing coordinates of publications.
As depicted by Figure 5, there is significant disproportionality in the regional coordinates of
the articles reviewed. Perhaps influenced by database locations and web analytics settings, Europe
unsurprisingly accounted for the majority (63) of the papers reviewed, however, there were interesting
patterns observed across the different categories reviewed. All the different intervention mechanism
themes had been examined within European contexts, with decoupling being the exclusive preserve
of Europe. All three papers that examined decoupling as a subject matter were based on European
empirics [6,57,70]. It may be useful for future research to explore how regional frameworks like the
European Commission or European Union are influencing policy at State levels in comparison to other
regional blocs outside of Europe. Further, the geographical differences observed provide a useful
justification for future research around benchmarking and best practice sharing from one country or
region to another. This area is yet to be explored in the literature and there may be opportunities for
impact in terms of transferable exchanges between firms in this area.
With regards to publication trend analysis, besides the geographical distribution trend discussed
above, no other specific predictive trend was apparent in the papers reviewed. For example, although
the earliest paper focused on ICT [10], there was a 7-year gap between that and the next ICT paper,
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however subsequent ICT papers did not follow any timeline specification. For the other themes,
we observed a closer distribution of publications across the different years. From 2002, operations
focused research seemed the most stable stream of research with an average of two papers per year,
although we observed that publications in this area have averaged four papers per year since 2014.
The decoupling stream seems to have lost traction, as there has been no publication since 2014. Perhaps
the notable pattern seems to be the steady decline in publications from a peak of 16 papers in 2014 to
six in 2017 (Figure 4). This underlines the need for more focused SRFT research.
Our categorisation also highlighted some heterogeneity between modality and operations.
For operations, routing and scheduling, facility planning, fleet design, and energy consumption were
the most common topics within the European literature [30,36,71]. In contrast, the only paper from
Africa that was reviewed under these categories explored a myriad of bottlenecks such as corruption,
insecurity, and infrastructure limitations to road freight operations in Nigeria [24]. There is scope for
future studies to explore and model optimal operations and modality frameworks for countries in
Africa and South America.
As depicted by Figure 3 and Table 4, policy and operations are the most common intervention
mechanisms for road freight sustainability. Although the literature suggests that European and
American contexts are more likely to produce SRFT research initiatives compared to Asian and
African nations [43,72], there are still knowledge gaps in relation to establishing factors that drive
sustainable road freight policies by way of comparative studies across different continental regions.
Additionally, whilst some policy papers highlight stakeholder engagement decision challenges [7],
none of the papers we reviewed were focused on addressing multi-criteria decision making problems
at policy level. This is an important yet emerging area of interest and future studies in this area may
hold useful learning for policy makers and researchers in terms of decision making optimization,
knowledge transfer, and cross-national collaboration.
Table 4. Pivot matrix of intervention themes per continental regions.
Intervention Mechanisms
Continental Regions
AF AS AU EU GN NA SA Total
Decoupling 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 3
ICT (Information & Communications Technology) 0 0 0 8 0 1 0 9
Modality (Inter and Co-modality) 1 0 0 8 3 2 0 13
Operations (Design and Process) 1 3 1 26 4 2 0 38
Other 0 1 2 5 2 1 0 10
Policy 2 1 1 13 4 2 1 23
Grand Total 4 5 4 63 13 8 1 98
ICT is increasingly gaining preference amongst management and researchers, who identify its
potential to support sustainable road freight across social, environmental, and economic frameworks [1,3].
Whilst papers that focus specifically on ICT as a freight intervention mechanism are limited, much of
operations and modality themed papers recognize the propensity of ICT to support initiatives in these
areas [61,73]. For example, Harris et al. linked the success of 33 EU intermodal framework projects to
ICT technology [51]. This position is consistent with the findings from previous studies [48,52], where the
successes of intermodal interventions were project as dependent on ICT breakthroughs. ICT offers a robust
scope for exploring the multifaceted challenges associated with road freight transport in terms of both
existing technology and the range of problems addressed. Whilst requiring significant cost investment to
implement, ICT offers benefits in terms of performance control and monitoring [59]. Control in the sense
that management have the complete command over its deployment and usage within their operations,
with extended benefit for society. Despite the costs, it provides a more attractive option for addressing
performance and sustainability issues within road freight operations.
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As a developing pathway within the interventions approaches, the literature in this area is
still relatively sparse, particularly regarding social outcomes from ICT deployment for road freight
transport sustainability. Case studies and related in-depth methodologies may be adopted to help
promote understanding on adoption drivers, barriers and derived benefits from ICT use for road
freight transport operations. Our findings highlight potential areas for future research contributions
by way of extending current models and approaches to South American, African, and Asian contexts.
Future research may adopt exploratory approaches to understand drivers and barriers to interventions
or their effectiveness in relation to contexts.
6. Conclusions
The aim of this paper has been to provide a concise overview of the extant literature on road freight
transport sustainability, identifying and categorising intervention mechanisms as well as reporting on
intervention alignments with continental regions. In addressing the two research questions, this study
has identified six theme categories (decoupling, ICT, modality, operations, policy, and others) within
which the extant literature on road freight transport sustainability can be characterized. Combining
content and thematic analyses approaches, extracted themes were subjected to Jaccard’s coefficient
similarity test in order to validate the originality of each identified theme. In this regard, we believe our
study has contributed to the future research design agenda in this area with clear pathways for future
studies to explore and make contributions in this contemporary, yet complex area of academic interest.
Most notably, the results of the systematic literature review revealed that over a third (thirty-eight)
of the papers reviewed featured research around operations (design and process). Often the main
contributions of articles falling under the operations theme were around matching the vehicle to the
specific area in which it operates, and utilising fleet management models for addressing emissions.
Similarly, policy driven mechanisms featured highly in the articles reviewed (twenty-three), although
with urban freight dominating the academic literature in this area, there is clearly opportunity for
future research to expand beyond the urban context.
The geographical distribution of the articles reviewed (2001–2018) was also particularly revealing,
highlighting that sixty-five percent of papers reviewed identified with Europe as their geographic
region. Furthermore, papers that identify with decoupling as a policy strategy intervention are
exclusively associated with Europe, although there has been no recent publication under this theme.
Perhaps there is opportunity for enquiries in this area, exploring the potential for implementing
decoupling strategies in North America and Asia. Also, future studies may investigate the effectiveness
of decoupling strategies across Europe as the UK prepares to depart from the European Union.
Furthermore, as per regional contexts and mechanisms, we noted correlations between mechanisms
and continental coordinates. Our continental analysis suggests that SRFT research has relatively low
international collaborative applications, a common problem with many sustainability practices that are
occurring in continental silos. However, we recognise that externality impacts are not always local and
perhaps more needs to be done to improve sustainable practices across different continents to drive
collective and effective impact that will improve our understanding of different interventions across
different contexts. We are confident that our findings make significant contributions in a complex field
of study by categorising the extant literature in some simple yet objective modus that will support the
development of the field as well as support future research classifications. These findings will act as further
stimulus for research in this area of SRFT.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2071-1050/10/6/1923/s1.
Appendix A (1 and 2) contain details (schedule of reviewed papers and search log records) that are supplemental
to the main text and have been referenced in the discussion. The information within the appendix can be crucial
to the understanding of the themes discussed in the paper.
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Abstract: The safety of dangerous goods transport by air is directly related to human health and
environmental pollution. This paper investigates a model to evaluate the safety performance of the
transport of dangerous goods by air carriers. Based on a literature review, international regulations
related to dangerous goods air transportation, and expert opinions, this paper identifies an assessment
factor system with five drivers: organization/regulations, equipment/facilities, operations,
emergency, and training. A hybrid evaluation method of a joint analytical hierarchy process and
entropy weight is used to determine the importance of each factor and driver. The results suggest that
the regulation of dangerous goods acceptance, sufficient equipment/facilities, and the condition of
the equipment/facilities are the most important factors affecting the safety performance of dangerous
goods transportation by air. An empirical study reveals that the proposed model is stable and reliable;
thus, the model can guide resource allocation for air carriers to improve safety management of
dangerous goods transportation.
Keywords: air transportation; assessment model; analytic hierarchy process (AHP); entropy weight;
dangerous goods
1. Introduction
The safe transport of dangerous goods is of paramount importance to the government
and enterprises in any country. The type and quantity of dangerous goods transported via air
continue to increase due to new technologies and the use of new types of hazardous materials [1].
Dangerous goods include explosives, flammables, oxidizing substances, toxins, radioactive materials,
and corrosive materials. If these hazardous substances are not properly handled, risks such
as leakage, fire, or explosions may lead to air accidents or incidents, threatening the safety of
air transport. These consequences may cause personal injury, property damage, and especially,
environmental pollution [2]. For example, on 28 July 2011, a Boeing 747-48EF cargo aircraft owned by
Asiana Airlines traveling from Seoul to Shanghai caught fire and crashed into the sea 107 km west
of the Jeju Island [3]. An investigation of the accident indicated that the cargo aircraft was carrying a
total of 58 tons of newly developed electronic products, including mobile phones and lithium batteries,
which are classified as dangerous goods [3]. This accident caused two personal deaths, expensive losses
of cargo and an aircraft, and sea pollution. The extent of consequences of such incidents depends on
the type and quantity of the dangerous goods and the circumstances of the release. The pollution will
be more serious if toxic substances, corrosive materials, or radioactive materials are being carried and
then released. Although serious accidents resulting in heavy pollution during the air transportation
of dangerous goods have not occurred in recent years, each company that handles dangerous goods,
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including air carriers, is at risk of accidents or of other unsafe events that may cause great damage to
the economy and peoples’ lives as well as to the property and the environment. Therefore, from the
perspective of the government and air carriers, ensuring the safety and minimizing the risk and
potential losses caused by such incidents is highly important.
Research referring to dangerous goods transportation has addressed different aspects of these
problems. Routing choice or road selection have long been areas of interest in the road transport
of dangerous goods, aiming to reduce the potential negative environmental and public health
impacts [4–6]. The safety analysis and a risk assessment approach comprise the other focuses of
the research on road tunnels, railways, and sea transport of dangerous goods [7–11]. The methodology
used in risk-related research can be classified as qualitative, quantitative, or a combination thereof.
Qualitative approaches mainly summarize risk hazard identification from historical data of accidents,
incidents, and unsafe events to identify control measures for reducing accident rates [8,9], relying on
sharp insight and experience. Some studies have proposed specific mathematical formulas to calculate
the accident rate, damage rate, release rate, and concentration level of released dangerous goods in
railway transportation [10,12], but no empirical application currently exists. In terms of the combined
qualitative and quantitative approach, a popular tool is the risk matrix, which couples hazard severity
levels with likelihood levels to determine a cumulative risk level based on an expert’s score on each risk
factor [13,14]. Another representative decision-making method combining qualitative and quantitative
techniques is the analytic hierarchy process (AHP). Different types of risk factors are identified
hierarchically in the first step via qualitative analysis and then prioritized in order of importance as
calculated using a quantitative method [11,14,15]. The advantage of AHP lies in the use of expert
experience to quantify the relative importance of factors at different levels. A disadvantage is that the
factor weights are easily affected by expert subjectivity.
Prior studies have highlighted the importance of safety analysis or risk assessment when
transporting dangerous goods by road, railway, and sea; however, few scholars have discussed
these topics with respect to air transport. No research appears to have focused specifically on
the safety evaluation or risk assessment of dangerous goods transported by air. Hsu et al. [14]
established 14 indicators and established a risk matrix to evaluate the operational safety of dangerous
goods transported via air using fuzzy AHP in the Taiwan region. Chang et al. [15] identified 17 risk
factors using expert interviews and prioritized the order of management problems associated with air
transport of dangerous goods using AHP in the Taiwan region. However, both studies were limited
to Taiwan. Furthermore, the risk factors were identified from an industry development perspective,
including policies and regulations, safety audits and supervision, cargo agents, air police stations,
and customs airline personnel; only three indices were geared toward air carriers, which is hardly
sufficient to guide the management of dangerous goods in such settings. Research in this field began
in China in 2000, and over 10 papers on risk analysis have been published up to this point, but few
have dealt with air carriers based on the evaluation methodology. Du [16] established 10 indices based
on personnel, equipment, environment, and management to evaluate the safety of dangerous goods
transport activities among air carriers, but these factors lacked the necessary detail to guide air carriers
in improving their management of dangerous goods transport. A vulnerability assessment of a ground
emergency system pertaining to the air transport of dangerous goods was studied, including emergency
system construction and system implementation vulnerability [17]; unfortunately, the research did not
extend to other activities. Therefore, studies of risk assessment in dangerous goods transport focusing
on air carriers are needed. The present study seeks to fill this gap.
An increasing volume of hazardous materials has been transported via air in China in recent
years. By 2016, 26 out of 59 domestic airlines (44%) held permits for the air transport of dangerous
goods as cargo [18]. Dangerous goods transported by air can be found in air freights as well as items
carried by passengers or in checked baggage. Statistics show that the risk of unsafe incidents caused
by luggage is larger than that caused by cargo [19]. The safety of dangerous goods air transportation is
an unavoidable and pressing issue for airlines. Safety always comes first. If an air carrier encounters
24
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an unacceptable risk, no passenger will be willing to board its flight and the sustainable development
of the airline will likely be questionable. If the air transportation industry is exposed to many enduring
potential risks of dangerous goods, then the corresponding negative impacts on the economy, society,
and environment cannot be ignored.
To ensure and improve the safety level, a safety management system (SMS) was introduced and
has become increasingly popular among governments and air enterprises [20]. Beginning in 2015,
the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) required dangerous goods safety management to
include air carrier SMS [21]. The core of the SMS is risk management, and the most crucial component
of risk management is the identification of safety factors to monitor potential risks prior to accidents
and incidents, which is the foundation of control measure development.
In the previous literature, accident or fatality data were often investigated and used to measure
risk and/or safety of dangerous goods transport by road, railway, and sea [6–9]. However, from a
sustainability perspective, safety refers to preventing historical accidents and incidents from occurring
again while ensuring a timely response to such events. It is more important to take corrective action to
prevent future errors by emphasizing proactive safety measures, including adequate funds, resources,
and manpower [22]. This study aims to assess the proactive safety performance of dangerous goods
air carriers to prevent accidents before they occur. The overall goals of this study were to establish
a model to assess the safety performance of air transport companies. The proposed model includes
two key issues: factors affecting the safety sustainability of air transport enterprises and how to assign
weights to these factors. The main objectives of this study are as follows:
— To identify and categorize the main contributing factors in dangerous goods transport that affect
the safety and sustainability of air enterprises.
— To assign weights to these factors using a reasonable method.
— To test the model stability through an empirical study.
2. Research Method
The risk management process is used as a reference in this paper to establish the safety assessment
model for air transport of dangerous goods. The first step of the risk management process is the
identification of all potential risks. The next step is the assessment of identified risks to select suitable
and effective safety control measures leading to risk reduction. Thus, risk factor identification and
assessment are the most vital components of the entire risk management process.
The framework of this research process is shown in Figure 1. Several methods were used to
achieve the research objectives. To compile a comprehensive list of risk factors, interviews with
dangerous goods air transportation experts, using the Delphi method, were conducted to validate
safety factors identified based on a literature review and to explore additional factors. In the assessment
model, weight assignment is an important part of the evaluation result. At present, subjective and
objective assignment methods constitute the major approaches. In the second step, to measure the
weight of each identified safety factor, a mixed analysis method combining the AHP method and
the entropy method was applied. The former involves expert-based weight attribution and the latter
can compensate for the deficiencies of subjective opinion to some extent. The assessment model was
established by calculation and analysis. Finally, an empirical study was used to apply a fuzzy synthetic
evaluation (FSE) method to the model, and the combined method of the weight assignment proved to
be stable.
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Figure 1. The research method framework.
3. Model Established
3.1. Identification of Safety Factors
Establishing factors for air carrier safety assessment is a critical feature of this study and provides
a foundation for subsequent research. A literature review and expert interviews were conducted for
this paper. The literature review surveyed previous research on dangerous goods transported by road,
railway, sea, and air. A universal definition of safety research on a metro railway was used for reference,
which outlined six preliminary categories composed of human factors, facilities, and management
actions [23]. Though that research was aimed at the safety management of metro enterprises rather
than dangerous goods transport, some attributes are transferable to dangerous goods transportation
via air; certain factors, such as investment and infrastructure, are essential to any business seeking to
ensure safety.
Dangerous goods air transport must be carried out according to regulations, including specific
operation and training requirements. These include Annex 18 to the Convention on International Civil
Aviation (Chicago Convention), The Safe Transport of Dangerous Goods by Air [24], which outlines
the responsibilities of dangerous goods operators, including operations, information, and training;
and Technical Instructions for the Safe Transport of Dangerous Goods by Air (Doc 9284) [25], issued by
the ICAO, which stipulates specific operational responsibilities for airline operators, including stowing,
segregation, and documentation. These regulations are legal requirements for member states,
and China is no exception.
Based on the extant literature and international regulations, 19 factors influencing the safety
performance of air transport of dangerous goods were collected. The list of factors was then examined
by 15 experts on dangerous goods air transportation. The professionals came from enterprises,
government, and research institutes, and all are knowledgeable in the field of air safety with at least
10 years of experience. The detail information of all the 15 experts is listed in Table 1.
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Age 36–45 years old 7
46–55 years old 8
Education
Bachelor degree 9









After reviewing the list, some experts suggested adding the factor of “quality control of
outsourcing” to the index set because some air carriers outsource dangerous goods business to
ground handling agents; hence, a good quality control program is needed to ensure the outsourcer
party complies with all safety requirements of the carrier. Then, the list of factors was updated and
re-distributed to the 15 experts, who agreed that all factors derived from the literature, regulations,
and expert opinion were reasonable and important. The final 20 factors are presented in Table 2,
grouped into five dimensions based on their properties and attributes: organization/regulations,
equipment/facilities, operations, emergency, and training. Table 2 also provides an explanation of
each factor and corresponding references.






A good organizational and managerial structure delineates clear
responsibilities and a reasonable division of labor [16].
Quality control of
outsourcing (E12)
The quality control system is effective if dangerous goods business




Smooth and effective communication and coordination between
company departments are essential for daily work [8,16].
Safety investment
(E14)
Safety investment is essential funding that ensures safe operation of
dangerous goods, such as by introducing new technology, training,
safety incentives, or other activities [23].
Rules and
regulations (E15)
Rules and regulations delineate clear responsibilities for staff,
thereby improving safety overall [15,16].
Self-supervision
(E16)
A clear dangerous goods self-supervision and inspection system















Equipment and facilities should be reliable, and advanced
technology should be adopted to meet increasing freight volume
[16,23].
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Responsibilities such as sharing information with passengers and





Responsibilities such as sharing information with shippers and




Checking and receipt of dangerous goods must be consistent, and








Dangerous goods allocation, aircraft commander notice, apron






The emergency management plan is an action guide to minimize
potential event damage [17].
Emergency-handling
measures (E42)
Emergency-handling personnel and equipment must be adequate;
efficient and timely actions contribute to safety [17].
Emergency drilling
plan (E43)
The emergency drilling plan should be complete and conducted





A specific department should be responsible for organizing staff
training to improve operational capabilities [24,25].
Training program
(E52)
The dangerous goods training program should be up-to-date and
compliant with ICAO requirements [15,24,25].
Training quality
control (E53)
The training quality depends on the instructor, training method,
training environment and location, and so forth [16,24,25].
3.2. Weight Assignment
The safety factors discussed in the previous section may not equally affect the safety of dangerous
goods air carriers. A method of weight assignment must, therefore, be introduced to reflect respective
contributions to each safety factor and driver. A hybrid evaluation method based on AHP and entropy
weight is proposed in this study.
AHP is a structured technique for organizing and analyzing complex decisions. It provides a
comprehensive and rational framework for group decision making and is widely used around the
world [26]. However, the disadvantage of AHP is that it is influenced easily by expert knowledge
and experience or the preferences of decision makers. The entropy method is mainly based on the
correlation among the indicators, using a certain mathematical model, to calculate the index weights.
The advantage is that it fully taps into the information implied in the raw data and the evaluation
results are backed by a strong mathematical theory [27]. However, it ignores the knowledge and
experience of decision makers, and sometimes, the weight obtained from them may not match the
actual importance.
Given the advantages and disadvantages of these two methods, this study attempts to combine
AHP and entropy by adopting the latter to complement the functions of the former. The two methods
can thus overcome their shortcomings and make the results more accurate. Notably, this research
is not the first to combine the entropy weights with AHP to determine index weight. The entropy
method first appeared in thermodynamics and was incorporated into information theory by American
mathematician Shannon [28]. The earliest application of the entropy weighting method in conjunction
with AHP was a study of ship investment decision making [29]. Nowadays, the AHP-entropy method
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has been known and used in the assessment of various industries, including the safety assessment of
food-waste feed [27], the safety evaluation of smart grids [30], the risk assessment in banks [31], and in
community sustainability assessments [32]. These studies demonstrated that this integrated method is
scientific and effective.
3.2.1. Steps of AHP
The basic process to obtain the weights is detailed below (adapted from Reference [33]):
Step 1: Construct a set of relative weight matrices (RWMs).
This paper uses a 1–9-point scale to score the relative importance of each driver and factor
individually. For instance, if driver E1 and E2 are measured, and E1 is 5 times more important than E2
to the goal of safely transporting dangerous goods by air carriers, then the relative weight of E1 to E2
is denoted as 5; if E2 is 5 times more important than E1, the relative weight of E1 to E2 is denoted as
1/5. As illustrated above, each driver is assigned a global priority. This process is also used to weight
the priorities on the upper level (its driver) for each factor.
Step 2: Hierarchical ordering.
After establishing the RWMs, the maximum eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors of each
RWM can be calculated. Various hierarchy factors are ordered by their importance relative to other
factors from the previous hierarchy (that is, hierarchical ordering).




hi = 1 (1)




n×n is the RWM, λmax is the maximum eigenvalue of matrix
E, and h denotes the eigenvectors of E.
Step 3: Examine the consistency of the hierarchy.




(n − 1) (2)





The RI is the average random consistency index. The value of RI for different matrix orders
appears in Table 3.
Table 3. The average random consistency index of the 1–10 matrices.
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
RI 0 0 0.58 0.90 1.12 1.24 1.32 1.41 1.45 1.49
When the CR is less than 0.1, the weight coefficient distribution is reasonable and the matrix
is considered consistent; otherwise, the RWM must be revised and the weight coefficient should
be re-distributed.
3.2.2. Steps of Entropy Weight
The entropy method can measure the degree of disorder in a system. When the indicator provides
more useful information, the difference in values among the evaluated objects on the same indicator is
high and the entropy is small; thus, the weight of the selected indicator should be set correspondingly
high. On the contrary, if the difference is small and the entropy is high, then the relative weight should
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be smaller [34]. The entropy weight method can reduce the impact of the subjective arbitrariness in the
empowerment, making the evaluation result more objective. The steps of the entropy weight method
are as follows:




n×n RWM and obtain the standard matrix





Step 2: Calculate the entropy Gj, variation coefficient Kj, and weight Lj of each index:




fij ln fij (5)





Step 3: Use the entropy weight Lj of the jth index to revise the weight vector hj obtained via AHP





When using the AHP-entropy method to evaluate the safety vulnerability of dangerous goods
air carriers, the weights are calculated twice: AHP gives subjective results and the entropy weight
provides an objective evaluation. This integrated method ensures the scientific reliability of the weight
assigned to each factor that is combined with expert experience and the original objective data.
3.2.3. Calculation
The 15 experts were invited to determine the contribution of each safety factor to each driver using
AHP. These experts included scholars and government administrators, the latter of whom possessed
greater authority in dangerous goods air transportation but did not have sufficient understanding of
AHP. To comprehensively assess this scoring method, we distributed e-mail questionnaires to obtain
the factor weights and the respondents then provided an oral explanation of the scoring method
by telephone.
Five drivers of organization/regulations (E1), equipment/facilities (E2), operations (E3),
emergency (E4), and training (E5) were placed at the criteria level. The sub-criteria level was
composed of 20 safety factors. Each of the 15 experts provided six RWMs containing five matrices
at the sub-criteria level and one matrix at the criteria level; a total of 90 RWMs were collected. Then,
the arithmetical average values of the 15 experts’ RWMs were calculated to obtain six final RWMs to
proceed to step 2 of the AHP method. Taking the 15 RWMs of the criteria level (five drivers) as an
example, the average results are shown in Table 4.
Table 4. The relative weight matrix of the five drivers.
Drivers E1 E2 E3 E4 E5
E1 1 2.391111 2.055238 2.976296 2.344444
E2 0.418216 1 2.082222 2.896296 2.211111
E3 0.486562 0.480256 1 2.874074 2.34
E4 0.335988 0.345269 0.347938 1 1.516296
E5 0.42654 0.452261 0.42735 0.659502 1
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Next, we calculated the maximum eigenvalue λmax = 5.2269 and obtained the eigenvector.
h = (0.3597, 0.2501, 0.1921, 0.0981)T. The CI equaled
CI =
λmax − n
n − 1 =
5.2269 − 5
5 − 1 = 0.0567
As shown in Table 3, when n = 5, RI = 1.12, from which we determined that CR = CIRI < 0.1.
Therefore, the consistency of this RWM is satisfactory, indicating that the distribution of weights is
reasonable. Next, we calculated the entropy, variation coefficient, entropy weight, and comprehensive
weight according to Formulas (4)–(8), constructing Table 5:
Table 5. The weight results of the five drivers.
Drivers AHP Weight Entropy Variation Coefficient Entropy Weight Comprehensive Weight
E1 0.3597 0.994834 0.005166 0.09836 0.188832
E2 0.2501 0.988141 0.011859 0.225782 0.301383
E3 0.1921 0.983953 0.016047 0.305511 0.313234
E4 0.1 0.986302 0.013698 0.260785 0.139187
E5 0.0981 0.994245 0.005755 0.109562 0.057365
Similarly, the weight at the sub-criteria level was obtained by the AHP method and revised using
the entropy method. All the CR values shown in Table 6 are less than 0.1, suggesting that all RWMs
were sufficiently consistent.
Table 6. The consistency check of the five RWMs of the 20 factors.
Factor Matrix λmax CI RI CR
E11~E16 6.2282 0.0456 1.24 0.0368
E21~E23 3.0689 0.0344 0.58 0.0594
E31~E35 5.2511 0.0628 1.12 0.0561
E41~E43 3.0642 0.0321 0.58 0.0553
E51~E53 3.034 0.017 0.58 0.0293
The AHP weight, entropy weight, and comprehensive weight results for each factor are listed in
Table 7.
Table 7. The weight results of the 20 factors.
Factors
AHP Weight Entropy Weight AHP-Entropy Weight
Local Weight Global Weight Local Weight Global Weight Local Weight Global Weight
E11 0.388 7.3% 0.113502 1.1% 0.282154 5.3%
E12 0.1752 3.3% 0.21852 2.1% 0.245289 4.6%
E13 0.1333 2.5% 0.217898 2.1% 0.186095 3.5%
E14 0.0902 1.7% 0.185966 1.8% 0.107471 2.0%
E15 0.1027 1.9% 0.161273 1.6% 0.106117 2.0%
E16 0.1106 2.1% 0.102842 1.0% 0.072875 1.4%
E21 0.5056 15.2% 0.369197 8.3% 0.542323 16.3%
E22 0.2513 7.6% 0.510081 11.5% 0.372413 11.2%
E23 0.2431 7.3% 0.120723 2.7% 0.085264 2.6%
E31 0.185 5.8% 0.012719 0.4% 0.010947 0.3%
E32 0.2577 8.1% 0.077747 2.4% 0.09321 2.9%
E33 0.3008 9.4% 0.438008 13.4% 0.612948 19.2%
E34 0.1343 4.2% 0.263426 8.0% 0.164588 5.2%
E35 0.1222 3.8% 0.2081 6.4% 0.118306 3.7%
E41 0.5236 7.3% 0.210608 5.5% 0.352677 4.9%
E42 0.333 4.6% 0.470493 12.3% 0.50107 7.0%
E43 0.1434 2.0% 0.318899 8.3% 0.146253 2.0%
E51 0.4824 2.8% 0.464489 5.1% 0.640977 3.7%
E52 0.2182 1.3% 0.429028 4.7% 0.267794 1.5%
E53 0.2995 1.7% 0.106482 1.2% 0.091229 0.5%
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3.3. Model
The safety assessment model for dangerous goods transport by air was established after
identifying the safety factors and assigning a weight to each. The safety assessment model as described
in Table 8 was refined from the results of Tables 2, 5 and 7. The model can be used to assess the safety
level of dangerous goods transport by air for airlines.
Table 8. The safety assessment model for dangerous goods transport by air carriers.
5 Drivers Weights (W1) 20 Factors Weights (W2)
Organization and
regulations (E1) 0.188832
Organizational structure (E11) 0.282154
Quality control of outsourcing (E12) 0.245289
Communication and coordination (E13) 0.186095
Safety investment (E14) 0.107471





Equipment/facilities conditions (E22) 0.372413
Equipment/facilities performance (E23) 0.085264
Operations (E3) 0.313234
Luggage safety operations (E31) 0.010947
Ordinary cargo safety operations (E32) 0.09321
Dangerous goods acceptance (E33) 0.612948
Dangerous goods storage (E34) 0.164588
Dangerous goods loading (E35) 0.118306
Emergency (E4) 0.139187
Emergency management plan (E41) 0.352677
Emergency-handling measures (E42) 0.50107
Emergency drilling plan (E43) 0.146253
Training (E5) 0.057365
Training organization (E51) 0.640977
Training program (E52) 0.267794
Training quality control (E53) 0.091229
4. Case Study
After establishing the safety assessment model for dangerous goods transport by air, we used an
empirical study to examine the model stability. Many evaluation methodologies are available, such as
the grey incidence analysis, artificial neural networks, and others [35]. The fuzzy set theory is suitable
for risk assessment and has been adopted in many risk management studies [36]. The FSE method
is a particularly useful tool to manage uncertainty and multiple attributes in group decision-making
theories. FSE is defined by different fuzzy operators, which may produce different results even when
using the same assessment model [37]. We used four fuzzy operators to test the stabilization of the
model proposed in this paper.
We selected one mid-scale airline that has operated a dangerous goods transport business for
over five years. Ten experienced experts (2/3 of the 15 experts mentioned above) offered individual
evaluations of the safety performance (actual state) of this airline according to the factors listed
in Table 2. The evaluation was divided into two stages: in the first, experts reviewed all the
relevant documents in the office; in the second, they observed the actual process/situation in the
field. According to the factors listed in Table 2, 12 factors related to organization and regulation
(E1), emergency (E4), and training (E5) were examined in the first stage. Taking E11 (organizational
structure) as an example, we provided the experts with the organizational chart containing the
department and divisions responsible for dangerous goods safety in this airline to facilitate the scoring
process. Eight total factors spanning equipment and facilities (E2) and operations (E3) were evaluated
in the second stage. Taking E21 (sufficient equipment/facilities) for instance, the experts went to
the warehouse and the ramp to determine whether the equipment and facilities of dangerous goods
were adequate.
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The evaluation set consisted of V = {excellent, good, ordinary, poor, bad}. Taking E11 for
example, after reviewing the organizational chart for dangerous goods safety of this airline, two of
the 10 experts assigned a rating of “excellent”; four said “good”; three said “ordinary”; and one said
“poor”. Therefore, the evaluation results of E11 were {0.2, 0.4, 0.3, 0.1, 0}. The 20 factors were assigned
individually, and results appear in Table 9.
Table 9. The evaluation values of the 20 factors.
Assessment Level Excellent Good Ordinary Poor Bad
E11 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.1 0
E12 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0
E13 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.2
E14 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.2
E15 0.5 0.2 0.3 0 0
E16 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.2 0
E21 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.3 0
E22 0.1 0.4 0.3 0.1 0.1
E23 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.1
E31 0.1 0.4 0.4 0.1 0
E32 0.2 0.5 0.2 0.1 0
E33 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.2 0
E34 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.1 0
E35 0 0.4 0.4 0.1 0.1
E41 0.1 0.4 0.3 0.2 0
E42 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.1 0
E43 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.1 0.1
E51 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.1
E52 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0
E53 0 0.2 0.6 0.2 0
The weights of the 5 drivers in Table 8 is denoted as vector W1; the weights of the 20 factors is
denoted as vector W2; the assessment set in Table 8 is denoted as matrix R. Then the evaluation results
Q can be calculated by
Q = W1T × R × W2 (9)
In fuzzy evaluation, the commonly used operators include the minimum and maximum operator
(Z(∧,∨)), the multiplication and maximum operator (Z(•,∨)), the minimum and bounded operator
(Z(∧,⊕)), and the multiplication and bounded operator (Z(•,⊕)) [38,39]. To compare the discrepancy
of the evaluation results based on the AHP weights and comprehensive weights, eight evaluation
results (Table 10) were calculated using four different fuzzy operators, respectively, according to
Formula (9). Under the AHP weights, different operators produced different results: the evaluation
results of the two operators were “good” and those of the other two operators were “ordinary”.
Under the weights revised by the entropy method, different operators had the same results (“ordinary”
for all four operators). As such, the comprehensive weights demonstrated better weight stability than
the AHP weights, and the model developed in this paper seems to be robust and reliable because the
evaluation results did not vary by the operator.
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Table 10. The evaluation results of the different fuzzy operators.
Operator Excellent Good Ordinary Poor Bad Results
Fuzzy evaluation results of AHP weights
Z(∧,∨) 0.1513 0.2987 0.2856 0.1707 0.0936 Good
Z(•,∨) 0.1370 0.2960 0.3395 0.1762 0.0513 Ordinary
Z(∧,⊕) 0.1778 0.2999 0.2858 0.1811 0.0555 Good
Z(•,⊕) 0.1670 0.2919 0.3325 0.1716 0.0370 Ordinary
Fuzzy evaluation results of AHP-entropy
weights
Z(∧,∨) 0.1488 0.2403 0.3282 0.1878 0.0949 Ordinary
Z(•,∨) 0.1503 0.2354 0.3680 0.1985 0.0477 Ordinary
Z(∧,⊕) 0.1747 0.2529 0.3174 0.1929 0.0622 Ordinary
Z(•,⊕) 0.1596 0.2710 0.3569 0.1782 0.0343 Ordinary
The empirical results show that the efficiency and stability of the AHP-entropy method are better
than that of AHP alone and the evaluation results are more scientific and reliable according to the
model and algorithm established in this paper.
5. Results and Discussion
The model proposed in this paper aims to provide support for analyzing the safety
factors of dangerous goods transport by air carriers. The 20 safety factors listed in Table 2,
collected from a literature review and field experts’ opinions, have three features. First, the factor
system is comprehensive, incorporating safety assurance into human resources (organization, E1),
finances (investment, E1), and infrastructure (equipment and facilities, E2) along with the safety
promotion of professional operations (E3), emergency management (E4), and training (E5). This system
is thorough and provides enhanced guidance to air carriers to improve managerial oversight related to
dangerous goods. Second, although some factors such as E12 (quality control of outsourcing) and E14
(safety investment) were proposed and used in dangerous goods air transportation initially, the list of
factors was examined twice by industry experts with different occupational backgrounds, all of whom
pointed out that the factors are essential for the safety management of dangerous goods transport
by air.
The weights reflect the importance of each driver and factor. Judging from the weight results
in Table 5, the comprehensive priority of the five safety drivers are E3 > E2 > E1 > E4 > E5.
The comprehensive priorities of the five safety drivers are E3 > E2 > E1 > E4 > E5. In all cases,
the importance (that is, weight) of E1, E2, and E3 were higher than E4 and E5, and operations (E3),
with a weight of 0.313234, was identified as the most important driver affecting the safety of dangerous
goods transport by air. As such, dangerous goods operations should be prioritized first to guarantee
safety, followed by equipment and facilities. The operation of dangerous goods air transportation
not only involves accepting, storing, and loading declared dangerous goods according to the ICAO
requirements, it also requires the identifying of undeclared dangerous goods from ordinary cargo and
luggage to prevent potential risks, which may lead to more serious accidents and incidents [1]. In fact,
it is difficult for air carriers to distinguish hidden dangerous goods from ordinary cargo and luggage
without using security inspection machines, which has been a complicated proposition in China for
quite some time.
The AHP weight, entropy weight, and comprehensive weight results for each factor are listed in
Table 7. These three weights are subdivided by local weight (that is, the priority of each factor in its
own driver) and global weight (that is, its relative importance among all 20 factors). By comparing
the changes in global weights before and after revision using the entropy method, it is found
that: (i) according to the global weight results calculated by the AHP method, the importance
of each factor was nearly equally matched. The contribution of only one factor, E21 (sufficient
equipment/facilities), exceeded 10%; the weight distributions of the other indices were balanced.
The AHP method alone cannot determine the key activities on which air carriers should focus to ensure
safety, especially when resources are limited. (ii) After revision by the entropy method, three factors
had global contributions above 10%: dangerous goods acceptance (E33), sufficient equipment/facilities
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(E21), and equipment/facility conditions (E22). The global weight of each was 19.2%, 16.3%,
and 11.2%, respectively, accounting for 46.8% of the total. In other words, along with sufficient
equipment/facilities, air carriers should also focus on regulating dangerous goods acceptance and
equipment/facility conditions. These three aspects collectively determine the safety and sustainability
of the transport of dangerous goods by air. Therefore, after revising the AHP method via the entropy
method, the obtained weight set is more scientific and has practical value for industry work.
Dangerous goods acceptance (E33) was found to be the most important factor affecting the
safety of dangerous goods transport by air as revealed in Table 7. Du [40] indicated that acceptance
is an essential component of the safe transport of dangerous goods. In our research, we found
dangerous goods acceptance to be the most important factor among the 20 factors. The main task of
the dangerous goods acceptance for air carriers is verifying the regulatory compliance, including the
classification, packaging, marking, labeling, and all associated documents, a task that is completed by
the shipper or cargo agent. Dangerous goods acceptance transfers risk from the shipper or cargo agent
to the carrier. In the event of an incomplete investigation during the dangerous goods acceptance
procedure, the carrier is held accountable even if either the shipper or cargo agent is at fault [25].
Therefore, a specialized team of air carriers is often responsible for dangerous goods acceptance in
actual operations.
Equipment and facilities (E2) were found to have high priority as indicated in Tables 5
and 7. The equipment and facilities for dangerous goods transport by air include, but are not
limited to specialized warehouses, storage racks, unit load devices, forklift trucks, safety defense
equipment, inspection equipment, and so on. They constitute the essential hardware to ensure the
proper handling of dangerous goods. Compared to the performance (E23) of equipment/facilities,
sufficiency (E21; global weight = 16.3%) and conditions (E22; global weight = 11.2%) take precedence.
Air carriers are encouraged to maintain and upgrade equipment and facilities in a timely manner to
minimize the potential risks associated with damage and degradation.
The weights of the drivers and factors in Tables 5 and 7 were calculated with AHP and the entropy
method based on a pair-wise comparison of the relative importance of each driver and factor, judged by
15 Chinese experts using a 9-point scale. Therefore, the findings of the key drivers and factors detailed
herein are highly relevant to the actual conditions in China. Although the data in Table 5 show that
dangerous goods operations (E3) and equipment/facilities (E2) are key drivers behind the safety
performance of air carriers in China, organization and regulations (E1), emergency (E4), and training
(E5) cannot be ignored. Rather, the management, organization, and training surrounding dangerous
goods constitute strong and indispensable support for the infrastructure and operations business in
China. Without organization and training, any infrastructure, operations, and emergency handling of
dangerous goods are impossible.
We kept international applicability in mind during this study, including refining safety factors
from the literature when choosing an empirical case. The 20 factors summarized in Table 2 were
adopted from previous studies conducted around the world or from ICAO international regulations,
indicating that these factors are suitable for dangerous goods transport by air in China as well as in
other countries. Additionally, while the model investigated in this paper depended partly on the
judgment of Chinese experts and revealed some key drivers and factors useful for the development of
risk control measures in China, the 20 safety factors identified can also be used to assess the safety
situations regarding dangerous goods air transport of air carriers around the world. The assessment
model was verified using a case analysis combined with the FSE method. When selecting a mid-scale
airline as an empirical case, the representativeness and typicality were emphasized. The case study
indicates that the model obtains reliable assessment results: the findings show that the evaluation
results acquired through the AHP-entropy method are more stable than those calculated by the AHP
method. The proposed method is also more efficient and reasonable in identifying air carrier safety
levels. Therefore, the safety assessment model proposed in this paper is reliable and has good feasibility
and practicality for dangerous goods transport by air carriers.
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6. Conclusions
In contrast to road, railway, and marine transport methods, air transport is more international
and the goods it carries are of higher universal value. The impact scope of the occurrence of accidents
and incidents involving dangerous goods is wider and the consequences are even worse than with
other modes of transportation. The transport safety of dangerous goods is an important aspect of
aviation safety. China plays an important role in the chain of dangerous goods air transportation.
Shipping dangerous goods is one of the most complex airline tasks, requiring careful safety measures
and transportation technologies. Therefore, studies concerning the safety management of dangerous
goods air transportation are necessary.
The main contributions of the paper are summarized below:
(i) Based on a literature review and interviews with industry experts, a novel index system
was established to assess the safety of dangerous goods transport activities by air
carriers, including 20 factors related to organization and regulations, equipment and facilities,
operations, emergency, and training. Compared with other studies on dangerous goods air
transportation [14–17,40], the factors proposed in this paper focus on the risks air transport
enterprises can control to achieve safer, greener sustainable development, reflecting the
comprehensive safety status of air carriers.
(ii) AHP and entropy methods were used jointly to determine factor weights. By comparing the
changes in factor weights before and after the entropy revision, the proposed method appears
to reconcile the influence of subjective preferences from AHP method experts and objective
data deviation in the entropy method. The weights were also more scientific in reflecting the
important safety factors related to dangerous goods air transportation and hence can guide air
carrier management.
(iii) A case study was used to apply an FSE method to the model. The combined method for weight
assignment proved to be stable. To our knowledge, this study is the first to apply a combined
qualitative and quantitative approach to study the safety assessment of dangerous goods transport
by air carriers. Its findings provide ways to differentiate risk factors in dangerous goods transport
and enrich the application of safety evaluation techniques.
(iv) The findings reveal that for operations and infrastructure, especially in terms of dangerous goods
acceptance, the sufficiency and condition of infrastructure are the most important factors affecting
the safety performance of dangerous goods air transportation in China. The results provide a
suggested scheme for air carrier resource allocation to achieve better safety performance and
sustainable development.
A number of future research directions could be pursued from this study. Some factors identified
in this paper had been previously incorporated into safety studies on dangerous goods air transport
while others had not. The newly introduced factors were drawn from two sources: literature related to
other transport modes (that is, metro railway) and expert opinion. Although all factors were further
reviewed by 15 experts who were experienced and had worked in dangerous goods air transportation
for over 10 years, some factors affecting the safety of air carrier transport may have been overlooked.
As such, additional research is warranted to examine the factors affecting the safety of dangerous
goods air transportation.
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Abstract: This article focuses on the role of Urban Freight Transport (UFT) projects in improving
the life quality of city inhabitants. The main focus of the deliberations is the aspect of UFT projects’
durability. The authors take an original approach to the definition of UFT project durability and also
provide the results of a research study carried out in 2018. This made it possible to furnish an answer
to the research questions that boiled down to the analysis of the current status of the relevant academic
literature, to attempt to define the total durability of a UFT project, and to indicate the critical gaps in
perception among the key stakeholders of the projects. In this study, particular attention is paid to
the terminological synthesis and the conclusion resulting from adopting induction and deduction
as the methods of solving research study problems. A novelty is the approach adopted in the
project evaluation emphasising the mentioned durability aspect as one of the major success factors.
This is particularly important for implementation of a Freight Quality Partnership as a solution
enabling development of sustainable systems of urban logistics. The solution was treated as a specific
implementation project for which the issue of key importance is the identification of success factors
in the context of satisfying the needs of diverse groups of UFT stakeholders. It should be stressed
that durability of projects in the area of UFT is critically important, even though there is a significant
conceptual gap in that regard. The research study involved the originally developed concept of the
Pyramid of Stakeholders Survey. By means of this concept, FQP durability was analysed on the
example of the experience gained in the course of the solution functioning in Szczecin.
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1. Introduction
An Urban Freight Transport (UFT) system may be characterised as a sociotechnical system
consisting of a compilation of infrastructural (technical, social) systems and interdependence networks
of stakeholders. It includes elements such as e.g., technologies—vehicles, ICT solutions, logistics
infrastructure, legal regulations or market factors—supply and demand for the distributed goods [1–5].
In a holistic perspective, in accordance with the idea of sustainable development, it should also account
for social and environmental aspects recommended by the European Commission (the concept of
zero-emission urban logistics by 2030).
In the academic literature, urban logistics (in the social logistics dimension—this concept was
introduced among others in [6]) is often perceived as conflicting with the activities connected with
goods deliveries, passenger transport and the life quality of city inhabitants [7–11]. Logistics as an
area of knowledge is perceived in three aspects: business, military, and social [6]. In view of the
challenges of sustainable development, it is the social aspect that becomes the key challenge for
contemporary logistics systems. The goals set for contemporary logistics systems, and in particular for
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transport subsystems, even force a pro-social approach. This results from the need to reduce negative
environmental impacts on the one hand and the need to ensure logistics systems users a high level
of satisfaction with received service on the other hand. Therefore, the logistic approach should be
treated as a specific kind of art of managing conflicting connections. This gains particular importance
in the context of urban logistics systems. This is because the often raised issues, being the consequence
of a given freight transport system functioning in a city, include phenomena such as congestion,
road accidents, noise or environmental pollution [5,12–16]. Delivery vehicles are responsible for
ca. 50% pollutant emissions, even though their share in the city road traffic is only from 20% to
30% [17]. However, due to delays in planned trips or deliveries as a result of congestion or lack of
parking spaces, delivery vehicles often stop in traffic lanes, blocking them and consequently decreasing
the effectiveness of logistic operations performed within the city. Therefore, as already mentioned,
recent years have seen an increased interest in comprehensive streamlining of goods deliveries in city
areas [18]. Still, increasing the logistic efficiency of a city, while mitigating the negative environmental
impacts of the logistics, is a challenging task [19,20]. Additionally, the growing number of UFT
stakeholders who are mostly characterised by diversity in terms of the structure of their needs,
objectives and expectations, leads to a critical lack of “common operational picture” or even lack of
“shared situational awareness” [4,21].
This is because the implemented initiatives often solve the problems of one group of stakeholders,
while significantly infringing on the interests of others. This discrepancy results mainly from planning
the solutions implementation without taking into account e.g., the city characteristics or opinions of all
the stakeholders of urban freight transport [20]. What is more, observations made over recent years
prove that many solutions, though positive for the society, cannot function on the fully commercial
principles, and most often after the pilot phase, they must be subsidised by local authorities (which
can be exemplified by e.g., urban consolidation centres) [22].
In European countries, the concept of involving possibly all UFT stakeholders in the
decision-making process has been in place since the 1990s. This is done via associations taking
the form of Freight Quality Partnerships (FQP) [23]. The main task of FQP is to involve the interested
parties—in a conscious and equal manner—in the process of managing cargo flows in a city. In 2010,
there were 38 Freight Quality Partnerships in Great Britain, and their activities contributed to increasing
the interactions between private stakeholders of freight transport [24,25]. It turns out, however, that the
necessary condition to avoid implementations that are not economically viable, have a low level of
acceptability or are unsuitable due to the specific nature of the city, is their systematic evaluation that
takes into account the complexity of the city and also expectations of senders, recipients, shippers,
local and regional authorities, and citizens [26].
The research studies carried out in research units [27,28] prove that the process of establishing
and successful functioning of FQP is a complex and long-lasting process consisting of
• appointing a team to lead the FQP activities;
• indicating groups of UFT stakeholders in a selected area;
• convincing the stakeholders of the need to establish a FQP and to actively participate in meetings;
• developing some solutions to support UFT streamlining, which are tailored to the specificity of
the area where they are to function;
• implementing the solutions;
• monitoring of the implemented solutions.
Unfortunately, while it is relatively easy to specify the expected usefulness of a given project,
to identify its structure and the sources of potential conflicts, the area of the greatest research potential
is monitoring the effects of implemented solutions, especially in the aspect of long-term durability of
their effects.
In view of the above, it is legitimate to formulate a definition of the very term “FQP project
durability”, to search for its praxeological sources, to distinguish durability phases and to conduct
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empirical studies involving the key stakeholders of UFT projects, which specify subjective and
generalised perception of project durability. The article attempts at filling the conceptual gap within the
scope specified above. The proposed methodology may constitute a significant tool for FQP evaluation
as a solution aimed at combining the interests of various stakeholder groups. The presented research
study is a summary of an experiment regarding FQP functioning in the city of Szczecin.
2. Urban Freight Transport Project Durability
The concept of Sustainable Urban Freight Transport has become a permanent element of the
broader idea of sustainable development. According to [29], it can be defined as a set of logistics
and freight transport activities of the city area that are economically viable and contribute to the
improvement of environment, quality of life and social issues, conform to the logic of the “four
As” and have a vision of continuous improvement, take into account the interactions between
the different stakeholders concerned and proposed solutions that are appropriate to the different
stakeholders, and in which sustainability, in terms of earning relative to a certain benchmark, must be
quantifiable and qualifiable. More and more often cities notice that it is necessary to take more intensive
measures in that regard, so as to find the fine balance between the residents’ life quality (in terms
of, inter alia, the need to ensure deliveries to shops, hotels, restaurants and service outlets) and the
simultaneously incurred external costs resulting from e.g., pollution, noise, congestion, which are
negative environmental impacts specifically caused by organised transport. However, based on more
than 20 years of experiences in the development of Sustainable Urban Logistics projects, it should be
stated that many achievements and results are abandoned after the project period (some examples can
be found in [5,10,27,29]). Accordingly, the research perspective adopted by the Authors focuses on
the proposal to strive to maintain and protect, for as long as possible, each of the achieved individual
effects as well as their bundles via project initiatives taken up by cities in order to optimise the solutions
regarding freight transport in the city. This is because, on the one hand, there is a discernible problem
of inertia affecting every solution, but on the other hand, it is possible to notice a too instrumental
approach to maintaining the effects, which is a result of a need to meet the institutional requirements
connected with financing the project rather than actual strategic thinking focused on permanent
improvement of the city inhabitants’ holistic well-being. Following the above, the difference between
the sustainability and the durability of urban logistics activities should be emphasized.
The sustainability of urban logistics is related to the realization of the freight flows inner the city
area. It is directly and mostly connected with the functioning of the supply chains, especially taking to
the account the interdependencies between them and the city attractiveness [30]. In the result, the idea
of Sustainable Supply Chain Management (SuSCM) has been established. This concept is based on the
environmental and societal influences of supply chains [31]. The durability of urban logistics activities
is related to their specificity as projects. It is the crucial challenge in terms of the functioning of urban
logistics measures during and (most importantly) after the project period. This issues is related to the
all spheres of sustainability (environment, society, economics). However, it is critically important from
the economic point of view [29].
As found in the literature, the term “project” is most often defined as a unique undertaking
limited in terms of time, scope, costs, and customer satisfaction [32]. An important aspect that should
be noted here: so far, the key issue in project evaluation was first and foremost its performance [33].
However, according to T. Kotarbiński [34], performance of each action in the universal sense is
expressed by its effectiveness, profitability, and cost efficiency. These are the three explicit practical
merits of this universal measure of performance of each action, which can be expressed in a synthetic
and quantified form.
Therefore, each action is the most “effective” if it makes it possible to achieve (in whole or to some
extent) the intended purpose or at least enables its implementation in a specific future. The second
aspect, i.e., “profitability”, is always a feature that describes an action assessed positively due to the
prevalence of received results (E) compared to the incurred outlays (N), where (E-N > 0). However, it is
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mostly the third merit, i.e., the “cost efficiency” aspect, that verifies the achieved effect of each project
(E) in relation to the outlays incurred for that purpose (N), and the ratio should always be greater than
one (N/E > 1).
Yet, in the academic literature, according to the traditional approach, the measures of a
project success are only limited to the scope of performed tasks, their costs, or implementation
time [35–38]. Thus, so far, not enough heed was paid to the durability of effects of a given
project after its completion. Currently, evaluation of so-called “project success” also involves
the durability of its outcomes, which is mainly decided by the stakeholders, i.e., the contractors,
sponsors, and users [39]. Nevertheless, the meaning of project durability is more often than not
understood too narrowly: as ensuring the functioning of the outcomes after the project completion,
thus meeting its business goals [36], which in a sense is understandable due to the specific relevance
of this aspect in implementing any ideas (projects) co-financed with the EU funds. For that reason,
a contractor is obliged (usually in the guidelines regarding the project implementation) to ensure the
functioning/making use of the results after the project completion and for a specified period of time.
The duty to maintain project durability is stipulated in Art. 71 of the Regulation (EU) No. 1303/2013 of
the European Parliament and of the Council dated 17 December 2013.
To sum up, in the context of studies of the relevant literature, it is currently possible to specify
three major factors that, in the Authors’ opinion, have an impact on project durability, and which are
relevant from the point of view of the project specificity in the scope of deliveries performed in an
urban area [35–43]. Thus, from a perspective of “practical values” of effectiveness of any actions, these
mainly include: “usefulness” (understood as the extent to which the stakeholders’ expectations were
met and the extent to which the problems they had voiced were solved), “effectiveness” (which boils
down to the extent to which the assumed objective was met as a result of the project implementation),
and “efficiency” (as an indicator of utilizing all the possessed resources in the project, within a specific
normative time), in view of the solutions being the result of the actions taken so far to deliver goods in
the city area.
Unfortunately, it seems that the concept of “UFT project durability” as such, analysed in economic
terms, still poses considerable problems of academic nature. From the point of view of praxeology,
and therefore in the dogma of systematics of the three aforementioned dimensions of performance,
it turns out that, first, each project should be required, understood and accepted by possibly maximally
extensive circle of stakeholders, which will ensure its fullest “usefulness” function. Second, if the
assumed effects have been achieved in full and, additionally, are maintained over the assumed
period of time after the project completion, the UFT project may be considered fully “effective”.
Third, the normative time required for specifying the “efficiency” is always connected with two aspects,
i.e., the project itself (its duration and the required period of maintaining the project), and the time
of protecting the structure and minimal amounts of its effects after the project has been formally
completed and accounted for.
It turns out, therefore, that with respect to a project in the area of urban freight transport (UFT),
when discussing its durability it is reasonable to mention the universal and synthetic measures of the
action, relevant from the point of view of praxeology, due to their mutual terminological convergence
(Figure 1). Thus, the specified usefulness of UFT project effects from the point of view of stakeholders
is a manifestation of profitability of such an action, and efficiency is based on the effectiveness of the
action taken for the project itself and its maintaining.
It should be noted that the project phase duration which covers implementation of planned effects
of a UFT project and maintaining them over the project accounting period is only an element of a
broader understanding of such project durability. The authors are of the opinion that in order to
grasp the overall meaning of the term “UFT project durability” it is necessary to take into account the
post-project phase and predominantly the aspect of “protecting”, for as long as possible, the effects
already achieved (and sustained) in the course of the project duration.
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Figure 1. The convergence of terminology.
Therefore, the specific (the main and the auxiliary) goals of a UFT project are achieved with a
specific effectiveness within the framework adopted for its implementing, maintaining and protecting
the project effects, with a possibly maximal use of (mainly material, personnel, and information)
resources assigned to it in the particular phases (Figure 2).
 
Figure 2. The phases of project durability.
Therefore, in order to better grasp the concept of “UFT project durability”, it is necessary to
interpret it as “preserving, over the longest time possible, the obtained effect, in terms of both
its total size and the structure of effects obtained as the final outcome, and also maintaining the
minimal representation of each of the single elements of the final effect”. Only such a synergistic
approach makes it possible to notice the frequent phenomenon of project effects “fading out” over
a long term (after the project has been formally completed and accounted for), as due to its nature
it is not capable of self-regulating, especially when financial leverage does not apply any more
(which usually requires continuing the financing with funds other than those related to the project).
Additionally, this highlights the need to preserve “the system of the original structure of effects”
(in particular with regard to the individual elements of the system) and “the minimum values”
adopted for each of such specialised elements of the original structure of effects. This is because the
shrinking size of the effects is followed by the “transposition” phenomenon or—to put it in simple
terms—the rule of “substitutability versus complementarity “of the project effects. The higher the
durability of effects, the greater their complementarity, and the lower the durability, the more important
the substitutability of the effects. Therefore, the problem lies with the relations between the expected
substitutability and complementarity of a UFT project, which may, in an extreme situation, take the
form of “the cannibalism of effects” (Figure 3).
As the graph shows, an increase in Complementarity is accompanied by a decrease in
Substitutability, and vice versa. Consequently, in the situation when the Substitutability grows,
the Instability of UFT project effects grows, too. An increase in the level of Complementarity, in turn,
is accompanied by an increase in UFT project Durability. Therefore, the most desirable situation is
the one where an increase in Complementarity of UFT project effects leads to enhancing the synergy
effect which translates directly into an increase in project effects Durability, via their protection in the
post-project phase.
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Figure 3. Complementarity vs. Substitutability principle.
To conclude, from this perspective, “durability of a UFT project effects” should be considered
as “the strategy for improving the life quality of city inhabitants within the limits determined by the
permitted volumes of the major partial effects that make up the total effect of a given project”, because
only this approach represents the synergistic perspective. Additionally, a UFT project evaluation
under an FQP in terms of durability should be based on assessing the aforementioned factors by the
stakeholders, i.e., the city authorities, inhabitants, and representatives of the businesses operating in
the area of interest of the FQP.
3. The “Pyramid of Stakeholders” Survey
One of the key issues in FQP functioning is appropriate selection of stakeholders who will be
cooperating to initiate effective measures in the area of sustainable development of urban freight
transport. The stakeholders are grouped in accordance with various criteria. The classical breakdown
suggested by E. Taniguchi includes shippers, freight carriers, residents, and city administrators [44].
Under the CityMove and CityLog projects, an additional category was proposed—truck and vehicle
manufacturers [45]. However, in order to evaluate FQP functioning, the matter of key importance is
focusing on the goals which the individual stakeholder groups want to achieve [1,46,47]. Taking to
the account the expectations and objectives of the UFT stakeholders groups, following [30], two major
area of interest should be emphasized: public sphere and private sphere. Both are directly connected
but their major aims and point of views are different. In this context, as proposed in [3], it is necessary
to emphasise three points of reference: private interest, public interest, and inhabitants’ expectations.
Accordingly, in view of the proposed methodology, it is reasonable to break down the stakeholders
into groups that represents the three points of reference: “Inhabitants and Community Councils”
to represent the residents’ interests, “Business” to represent the private interest, and “City Authorities”
to represent the public interest. It should be stressed that the stakeholder group that represents Business
covers any and all entities engaged in urban freight transport functioning, i.e., carriers, commercial
entities, production plants, HoReCa sector, etc.
In contemporary cities, there are three key groups of UFT stakeholders making up the so-called
“Pyramid of Stakeholders” (Figure 4). The first group includes Inhabitants (I) who represent specific
consumer needs with regard to goods and services—the demand side—but also represent a specific
level of maturity in terms of accepting the adopted principles of sustainable development. The second
group is Business (B) which is the market response to the inhabitants’ demand by offering the supply
of specific goods and services. Finally, the third group is City Authorities (CA) that implement
the specific municipal strategy by, inter alia, the logistic policy (e.g., shaping the urban logistic
infrastructure) or implementing initiatives such as “Smart City” (e.g., introducing modern logistic
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solutions), while seeing to a stable and economically reasonable balance between the reported needs
and the corresponding supply.
 
Figure 4. The pyramid of stakeholders.
It turns out, therefore, that the scope of needs in relation to UFT projects is the resultant of the
needs of the Inhabitants (I) and Business (B). The problem, however, is to identify any “discrepancies
(gaps)” and to assign them appropriate weights.
In order to find out the FQP stakeholders’ opinions, in the period from January to March 2018 the
Authors carried out a survey based on a questionnaire made up of 28 questions. Three questionnaires
were applied, which included mainly closed-ended and semi-open questions and one additional open
question, for each of the three studied groups of stakeholders. The research process was based on the
direct interview method. The questions were addressed to all the Community Councils existing within
the central part of the city of Szczecin, and to three departments of the Municipal Office of Szczecin,
which were involved in the FQP functioning in Szczecin. In the case of Inhabitants and Business groups,
the survey was carried out on a random sample. The survey involved 215 representatives (including
105 women and 110 men) representing Inhabitants (I) and 10 organisational units of Community
Councils (CC) who represent the first group of Stakeholders, 150 entities from the second group being
Business (B), and three organisational units representing the third group, i.e., City Authorities (CA).
The structure of the aforementioned groups of respondents is presented in Figure 5.
It should be stressed that in view of the specific nature of the research, it was not reasonable to
single out any individual groups of stakeholders from within the Business category. The analysis
presented further on shows the aggregated values of the results obtained for the subgroups.
The results of the survey, presented and discussed further on in this article, were focused on
three areas, i.e., evaluation of the quality of living in the city, managing the information on handled
projects, and evaluation of durability (described in terms of fading out of effects) of completed projects
(Figure 6).
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Figure 5. The structure of respondents.
 
Figure 6. Three focuses of the analysis and survey results assessment.
Taking up the analysis of the survey results it should be noted that the respondent group from the
first group of stakeholders was dominated by middle-aged people (54% of them fell within the range
from 41 to 50 years of age, whereas 42% of them were from 31 to 40 years old). The full age structure is
presented in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. The age structure of the respondents from the “Inhabitants” group.
Analysing the responses concerning the first area, i.e., the answers to the question regarding
the Inhabitants’ (I) perception of quality of life in the city over the past five years (Figure 8),
explicit scepticism was shown by the inhabitants aged 31–40 years (15 per cent), 41–50 years (8 per cent),





























It is getting even worse
The situation deteriorated
slightly
The situation is the same as
before
There has been a slight
improvement
There has been a distinct
improvement
Figure 8. Quality of life in the city perceived by the Inhabitants (I), broken down into age groups.
Summing up the city inhabitants’ perception of quality of life in the city (Figure 9), it turned
out that seven per cent of them thought it was worse, 36 per cent thought it deteriorated slightly,
and 49 per cent did not notice any changes in the five-year perspective. Only eight per cent of the
respondents were of the opinion that there was a slight improvement.
Much more sceptical opinions were expressed by the Community Councils: as many as 62 per
cent asserted that the situation deteriorated slightly, whereas 38 per cent did not perceive any positive
changes and thought it was the same as before (Figure 10).
The Business (B) group representatives, in turn, stressed that any positive changes were
imperceptible (60 per cent of the respondents), while the others thought that the situation deteriorated
slightly (10 per cent) or it was getting even worse (13 per cent). An indiscernible improvement was
observed by merely 17 per cent of the respondents (Figure 11).
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It is getting even worse
The situation
deteriorated slightly
The situation is the same
as before
There has been a slight
improvement




The situation is the same
as before





It is getting even worse
The situation
deteriorated slightly
The situation is the
same as before
There has been a slight
improvement
Figure 11. Quality of life in the city perceived by the Business (B).
Summing up, there is a discernible gap between the perception of the situation by the City
Authorities (CA). Namely, 100 per cent of CA representatives asserted that the situation improved
slightly (↗), while among the representatives of the Inhabitants (I) and the Business (B), no-one felt
an improvement, and only 49 and 60 per cent of them, respectively, thought that the situation was
unchanged (→), whereas 36 and 10 per cent thought it deteriorated slightly (↘), while 7 and 13 per
cent respectively expressed an opinion that it was getting even worse (↓). The aggregated opinions are
presented in Table 1.
Analysing the second area, i.e., the answers to the question regarding the perception of the
information policy by the City Authorities (CA), i.e., the communications on commencing, continuing
or completing projects taken up in the area of deliveries of goods in the city of Szczecin, which were
adopted in order to contribute to increasing the perception of increased quality of life by the Inhabitants
(I) of Szczecin over the past five years (Figure 12), it turned out that nearly one quarter of the
respondents (24 per cent) thought that there was no information at all, 12 per cent assessed that
the information was limited, and nearly one half (43 per cent) reckoned that communications were
available only to interested parties.
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Inhabitants (I) Business (B)
92
49 → ← 60
8336 ↘ ↙ 10
7 ↓ ↓ 13










I do not know
Figure 12. The evaluation of the City Authorities’ (CA) communications on commencing, continuing
or completing projects taken up in the area of deliveries of goods in the city of Szczecin—the opinions
of the Inhabitants (I).
Similar opinions were voiced by the respondents from the Community Councils (CC), as 34 per
cent agreed that there was a complete lack of information, and 22 per cent thought the adopted
system of providing information was limited. Similarly, they also indicated that communications
or their synthetic forms were available only to interested parties (33 and 11 per cent, respectively).












Figure 13. The evaluation of the City Authorities’ (CA) communications on commencing, continuing
or completing projects taken up in the area of deliveries of goods in the city of Szczecin—the opinion
of the Community Councils (CC).
As for the opinions of the Business (B), pursuant to Figure 14 they are even more critical when it
comes to evaluation of the information policy run by the City Authorities (CA). As many as 66 per cent
of the respondents believed that such a policy did not exist, and only 14 per cent of them indicated that
it was there, though they found it very limited. Thirtreen and 7 per cent of the surveyed entrepreneurs,
respectively, were sure that communications and/or synthetic information were available.
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available to interested parties
Figure 14. The evaluation of the City Authorities’ (CA) communications on commencing, continuing
or completing projects taken up in the area of deliveries of goods in the city of Szczecin—the opinion
of the Business (B).
Regrettably, this perception of the Inhabitants (I), Community Councils (CC) and Business (B)
is confirmed by the responses obtained from the City Authorities (CA) admitting that they supplied
information to a limited extent (33 per cent) or none at all (33 per cent) to the Inhabitants (I),
Community Councils (CC) and Business (B) with regard to commencing, continuing or completing
projects taken up in the area of deliveries of goods in the city of Szczecin, and only synthetic information
was available to interested parties. Therefore, summing up, 33 per cent of the City Authorities’ (CA)
representatives asserted that they did not inform (↓) the Inhabitants (I) at all, and other 33 per cent
did it only to a limited extent (↘). Lack of information (↓) was found by as many as 60 per cent of
the Business (B) representatives and 30 per cent of the Inhabitants (I), and limited information—by
14 per cent of the Business (B) and 12 per cent of the Inhabitants (I), respectively. A much bigger
percentage of the Inhabitants (I)—as many as 30 per cent—found that the communication was limited
(→), whereas in the case of the Business (B) this view was shared by as few as 13 per cent, but the
latter saw the possibility of accessing the communications (↗) (though for seven per cent of the
respondents—B). The synthesised opinions are presented in Table 2, and the data shown in it confirm
the need to prioritise the information policy with regard to UFT projects.





Inhabitants (I) Business (B)
72
0 ↗ ↖ 7
100
30 → ← 13
12 ↘ ↙ 14
30 ↓ ↓ 66
Legend: ↗ Possibility of accessing the information; → Communication was limited; ↘ Limited scope of information;
↓ No communication.
Finally, analysing the third aspect, the representatives of the City Authorities (CA) estimated that
effects of each project are preserved for a period of up to one year, as after a period of one to two years,
nobody will remember any initiatives taken up in the city in order to improve the organisation of
goods deliveries. However, according to the responses of the Inhabitants (I), as many as 44 per cent of
them thought that the effects would fade away as soon as the project is completed, whereas 14 per
cent of them believed that would happen within half a year at the latest. So, the optimistic view
of the City Authorities (CA) was shared by merely two per cent of the surveyed Inhabitants (I).
Regrettably, almost one third of them (30 per cent) were unable to provide any time estimates for the
project durability. Nevertheless, there is some potential for trust among the Inhabitants (I), as seven per
cent of them believed the time horizon from two to five years should be regarded as the basis for the
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decision-makers’ purposefulness and far-sightedness in relation to any projects to be implemented,








Up to 6 months
From 1 to 2 years
From 2 to 5 years
6 years and more
I do not know
Figure 15. The estimated time of fading away of effects of initiatives implemented in the city in order
to improve the organisation of goods deliveries—(I).
However, the Community Councils (CC) represented definitely more pessimistic views, as 62 per
cent of them asserted that the project “dies” as soon as it is completed, while 38 per cent estimated the
survivability of its effects for the period from seven months to one year (Figure 16).
62%
38% Upon completion
From 7 months to 1 year
Figure 16. The estimated time of fading away of effects of initiatives implemented in the city in order
to improve the organisation of goods deliveries—(CC).
Similarly, 43 per cent of the Business (B) representatives estimated the project longevity to be from
seven months to one year, but only five per cent of this group thought the effects would disappear
right after the project completion. According to 15 per cent of them, the effects would be maintained
for up to six months, but unfortunately 37 per cent of respondents from this group were unable to






Up to 6 months
From 7 months to 1
year
I do not know
Figure 17. The estimated time of fading away of effects of initiatives implemented in the city in order
to improve the organisation of goods deliveries—(B).
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To synthesise the results presented in Table 3: the Inhabitants (I) were more reluctant to estimate
the time of fading away UFT project effects compared to the representatives of the Community Councils
(CC) and the Business (B), whereas the most optimistic views were shared by the City Authorities (CA).
Table 3. Synthesised estimated time of fading away of effects of initiatives implemented in the city in











Inhabitants (I) 44 14 - 2 3
Community Councils (CC) 62 - 38 - -
Business (B) 5 15 43 - -
City Authorities (CA) - - - 66 -
UFT project effects durability
It is easy to notice the “ladder of optimism” which indicate that Inhabitants evaluate the project
durability as maximum one year, whereas Community Councils, and first and foremost Business,
tend to extend the period up to two years. Definitely more optimistic attitude was shown by City
Authorities that assumed the effects of each UFT project would be sustained for more than two years.
4. Conclusions and Recommendations
The analysis of the relevant academic literature as well as the empirical studies have proved that,
first, the issue of key importance is to correctly define the dimensions of “UFT project durability”,
and second, for the purposes of a comprehensive analysis it is necessary to focus not only on phases
I and II but also on phase III of the analysis, i.e., “protection of effects” of UFT projects (Figure 18).
This is because it turned out that the traditional approach was based on “building the effects” in
the course of the project implementation (phase I) and then “maintaining” them upon the project
completion (phase II). A success of a project is when the whole structure of effects has been built and
then the whole of it (100%) has been preserved over a specified period of time. But the “durability of
project effects” and their profitability to all the stakeholders can only be attained when the structure
and the minimum values of the effects are protected for the longest time possible.
 
Figure 18. The critical points of the three project phases.
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Based on this approach, it becomes particularly important to exceed the “enchanted” boundary
of one year after the project completion, which is visible in the results of the survey. Whereas the
Inhabitants (I) were mostly (83.2 per cent) convinced that UFT projects are forgotten after 1 year,
(while 20.13 per cent believed it was as early as after six months), the Business (B) was slightly more
optimistic: even though 68 per cent of its representatives asserted that it was one year at the most,
merely 0.22 per cent of them pointed out to the period of six months, which could be considered a
slightly optimistic view.
Additionally, there is a discernible asymmetry between the perspective of the decision-makers
(the City Authorities) and the beneficiaries (the Inhabitants, Community Councils and Business) with
regard to the criteria of UFT projects durability. It is possible to notice certain optimism (↗) on the
side of the decision-makers, and moderate pessimism (↘) on the side of the stakeholders, which is
synthesised in Table 4.
Table 4. Asymmetry between the perspective of the decision-makers (the City Authorities) and the
beneficiaries (the Inhabitants, Community Councils and Business).
Durability Criterion City Authorities Inhabitants Community Councils Business
Usefulness ↗ →/↘ → →/↘
Effectiveness ↘ ↘ ↘ ↘
Efficiency ↗ →/↘ ↘ →/↘
Summing up,
• There is a distinct “gap” in the perception of the quality of life in the city as well as the durability
of effects of UFT projects taken up so far in order to optimise goods deliveries in the city between
the City Authorities (CA) and the Inhabitants (I) and their representatives, i.e., the Community
Councils (CC), and the Business (B);
• To level it off, it is necessary to take coordinated and integrated measures, mainly in the area
of information and communication, so that the knowledge on any completed and pending
projects—and its effects—is easily accessible to all the Stakeholders;
• There is a considerable though so far neglected “trust potential” especially among the Inhabitants
(I) regarding the purposefulness of initiatives aimed at improving the goods deliveries in the city,
taken up by the City Authorities (CA);
• The opinions formulated by the Inhabitants (I) and Business (B) on improving the quality of
life in the city undoubtedly constitute an objective verification of the practical usefulness of the
initiatives (projects) taken up by the City Authorities (CA) with regard to urban freight transport
(UFT) optimisation.
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Abstract: This study combines official statistics on freight transportation and emissions to present the
long-run development of the use of longer and heavier road vehicles (LHVs), modal split, road freight
efficiency, and GHG emissions and air pollution following the increase in the maximum permissible
vehicle weight in Sweden in 1990 and 1993. We find that LHVs were quickly incorporated in the
vehicle fleet and that road freight efficiency of the largest vehicles increased after the reforms.
There was no discernable break in modal split trends as the modal share for road continued
its long-run development. We show that road transportation contributes by far the most to
emission costs. The composition of the emissions from road freight changed after the weight reforms,
with an increasing share of GHG-emissions.
Keywords: longer heavier vehicles; road freight transport; GHG emissions; environmental impact;
modal shift
1. Introduction
The past decade has seen an active debate among policy-makers and researchers about the
cost and benefits associated with allowing larger-than-conventional road freight vehicles [1,2].
This topic has gained much attention, not least considering the freight sector’s contribution to the
emissions of greenhouse gases (GHG) and air pollution. Allowing higher road vehicle dimensions
is hypothesized to influence many important outcomes, including infrastructure, traffic safety,
modal split, vehicle operating cost, as well as emissions of GHG and air pollution. The impacts of LHVs
on traffic safety, road infrastructure and investments are covered in Steer et al. [3], Ortega et al. [1],
and Ericsson et al. [4] but are outside the scope of this study. However, despite the wide-spread
interest in these impacts there is limited empirical evidence on the consequences of longer and heavier
vehicles (LHVs).
The purpose of this study is to provide an ex-post analysis of the use of LHVs, modal split,
road freight efficiency, and emissions of GHG and air pollution following the increased maximum
truck weights in Sweden in 1990 and 1993. Sweden offers an ideal setting to study this topic since it
is one of few countries in the world where full-scale implementation of LHVs has been in place for
several decades. Table 1 shows the development of maximum vehicle weight and length in Sweden.
Restrictions on the dimensions were first set in 1968 (37 tonnes, 24 m) and subsequently increased in
1974, 1990, 1993, 1997, and 2015. Our analysis focus on the reforms increasing the dimensions from
51.4 tonnes (and 24 m) to 60 tonnes (24 m) which we will refer to as the introduction of longer and
heavier vehicles (LHVs). We refrain from analyzing the length reform in 1996 which increased the
maximum length of vehicle combinations from 24 to 25.25 m.
The analysis is based on official statistics of annual domestic freight transportation by road,
rail, and water covering the period 1985 to 2013, as well as calculations of GHG and air pollution
spanning from 1990 to 2013. The regulation framework and our wide-spanning data coverage offer
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a unique setting for studying the large-scale implementation of LHVs over time. We find that, after the
weight reforms, there was a substantial increase in the share of road transport performance by trucks
with a load capacity above 40 tonnes. The development mainly came at the expense of the vehicles with
the lowest capacity. This shows the high degree of incorporation of LHVs in the Swedish vehicle fleet,
which may be explained by the relatively large vehicle dimensions in Sweden that existed prior to the
first reform in 1990 (see Table 1).
Table 1. Timeline of maximum vehicle dimensions in Sweden.







2018 1 25.25 74
1 To be implemented.
Our analysis of the modal split shows that the road share in Sweden increased steadily before,
during, and immediately after the weight reforms, whereas the rail and water shares were decreasing
during this period. We document increases in the levels of tonne-km by both road and rail during
this time interval, which implies that the falling rail share was driven by relatively higher tonne-km
growth for road than for rail transportation. After a decade, rail had regained its pre-form share of
the market. There was no discernable break in modal split trends at the time of the weight reforms.
On the contrary, the road share continued on its long-run development.
We find modest evidence that the efficiency of road freight improved. The transport performance
per vehicle-km rose in the years during and after the weight reform, particularly among vehicles of the
highest maximum load capacity.
Finally, we show that the composition of emissions from road freight changed in the years
following the weight reforms. While greenhouse gases increased, emissions of particulate matter
(PM), nitrogen dioxides (NOx), sulfur dioxide (SO2), and non-methane volatile organic compounds
(NMVOC) had dropped significantly at the end of the 1990s. The consistent increase in road transport
performance during this period led to falling emission factors (emissions per tonne-km) for each
pollutant. We synthesize these findings by showing that, in the 1990s, the cost of road freight emissions
remained constant while the cost of emissions from all modes decreased. Overall, our results suggest
that allowing higher weight dimensions on a large scale would increase the use of those vehicles
fairly quickly but not lead to considerably adverse environmental impacts, at least not in terms of the
outcomes and time period considered in this study.
The rest of this study is outlined as follows. The next section provides a literature review on
the consequences of LHVs, while Section 3 describes the methodology and data used in the analysis.
Section 4 presents the main results, and Section 5 concludes.
2. Related Studies
A large and growing body of literature examines the costs and benefits of allowing LHVs (see
overviews in Ortega et al. [1] and Sanchez et al. [2]). There is widespread agreement in these studies
that LHVs bring about reductions in the operating cost of road freight, fuel consumption, and emissions
per tonne-km [3]. Increased truck capacity enables companies to consolidate loads and reduce the
number of vehicle journeys needed to move a given amount of freight [5]. This gives rise to fuel
savings which in turn translates into reduced cost for operating the vehicles. Several studies point out
that although LHVs increase emission per vehicle-kilometre driven, they will bring about a reduction
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in emissions per tonne-kilometre [6–8]. Gutberlet et al. [9] show that the fuel and emission savings can
be significant for individual companies, while the overall impact is limited if LHVs are restricted to
certain areas or road segments.
A main concern of LHVs is that the cost reduction will attract freight from less
environmentally-damaging modes and induce additional demand for freight transportation.
In other words, there is a risk that increasing road freight transportation off-sets the social benefits
stemming from the reduced environmental impact per tonne-km. The extent of the modal shift is
subject to wide debate and research [10]. Many analyses of the modal shift effects of LHVs use
modelling approaches which require assumptions about input parameters, including price elasticities,
reductions in road haulage cost, and load factors. The results from the modelling studies vary
considerably. Some predict substantial modal shifts [6,11,12] whereas others forecast only minor
changes [13]. Steer et al. [3] summarize this strand of literature and conclude that the variation in
predicted modal shift from adopting LHVs indeed tends to stem from different assumptions regarding
own- and/or cross-price elasticities of the modes.
Empirical evidence of the effects of LHVs is relatively scarce and covers either full-scale
implementation or temporary trials. In Australia, high capacity vehicles with a maximum length
of 26 m and weight of 68.5 tonnes were introduced in 1984 and were permitted extensive network
access, including main roads in urban areas [14]. These vehicles were gradually incorporated in the
Australian vehicle fleet during the 1990s and 2000s. Their share of road freight went from practically
zero in 1991 to a third in 2007 [15]. During this period, both road and rail freight transportation
experienced an increase in transport performance at the expense of coastal shipping. Rail increased
or maintained its share in the market for long-distance transport and bulk products but lost shares
on shorter distances for non-bulk goods [16]. The growth in road freight was also promoted by
increased demand for reliable and timely delivery as well as improvements in road infrastructure and
vehicle technology [15]. The introduction of high capacity vehicles was estimated to have reduced fuel
consumption in the articulated fleet by at least 11% [17].
In Finland, permission was granted to operate trucks of 76 tonnes and 30 m on designated parts
on the road network. An evaluation of the trial showed that as of 2017, some 40 heavy trucks were
being used to transport forest and agriculture products [18]. The trucks were considered economically
viable for large shipment volumes and where loading and unloading would not become considerably
harder or more time-consuming. The report concluded that a shift from rail freight traffic was likely to
be most substantial for forestry products and GHG emissions from road traffic would be reduced by
77,000 tonnes annually if the estimated changes were realized.
In the Netherlands, several trials were conducted during the 2000s in which trucks with a capacity
of 60 tonnes were allowed temporarily. Kindt et al. [19] evaluated the third trial by means of
a stakeholder survey of terminal operators, shipping companies and transporters. They found
that the modal split in terminals had been unchanged compared to the situation before the trials
started. Jonkeren and Aarts [20] concluded that the number of LHVs operating in the Netherlands had
increased substantially from 2001 to 2016 but that the shift of freight to LHVs solely was derived from
regular trucks and not from rail and inland waterway transportation. Results from the trials showed
that although fuel consumption per vehicle-km increased, the fuel efficiency (measured in relation to
load) rose which led to lower emissions of GHG, NOx, and PM [21].
An evaluation of the Norwegian trial where trucks up to 60 tonnes and 25.25 m were allowed
found that the actual usage of the LHVs during the period of study (2008–2013) had been relatively low.
The firms that were using the LHVs did indeed experience large reductions in costs, largely because
they could move the same amount of goods using fewer vehicles [22]. The results pointed towards
lower emissions per tonne-km and/or cubic meter-km for LHVs compared to regular trucks,
which suggested that these vehicles would bring about reductions in GHG, NOx, and PM.
Trials have also been conducted in Denmark, where vehicle dimension up to 60 tonnes and 25.25 m
were temporarily allowed in 2008. The Danish Road Directorate [23] found in their analysis that after
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two years of trials, around 400 LHVs contributed to 3.6% of annual transport performance and were
mainly being used on trip distances of around 200–300 km. Comparing road freight transportation
in 2007 and 2010, the report concluded that using LHVs would not have changed the emission
GHG significantly.
In Germany, permission was granted to vehicles with a maximum length of 25.25 m, compared
to the conventional length of 18.75 m. An evaluation of the trials between 2012 and 2014 found that
forwarders reported LHVs to bring about a cost advantage of 16% compared to conventional vehicles,
given that they managed a utilization rate above 83% [24]. Although the LHVs required more fuel,
the fact that fewer vehicles were required to move the same amount of freight yielded the cost
reductions for firms. The report also showed that LHVs were used as a replacement for conventional
trucks and none of the companies in the study adopted the LHV in favor of rail freight transportation.
Evaluations of the Swedish weight reforms in the 1990s have focused on modal shift effects and
cost–benefit analysis. Nelldal [25] reviews the development in the freight market in the 1990s and
argues that rail transportation stagnated during this period due to the truck weight reforms in 1990
and 1993. He estimates that the reforms jointly entailed a price reduction for road freight of 22% at full
capacity utilization which is in line with subsequent estimates [7,26]. Nelldal et al. [27] argue that the
decline of rail transportation also depended on the extension of the road network, lack of industrial
railway tracks, and increasing foreign trade.
Vierth et al. [7] make use the Swedish national freight model Samgods to analyze how LHVs
affect the Swedish freight market. They show that allowing trucks of trucks of 60 tonnes and 25.25 m
reduce road vehicle-km substantially and leads to a higher tonne-km road share. Haraldsson et al. [28]
use the Samgods model to conduct a cost benefit analysis of an increase in maximum weight from
60 tonnes to 90 tonnes. They find that such measure reduces the amount of road vehicle-km by 21%.
Vierth and Karlsson [29] study the effects of allowing road vehicle combinations up to 25.25 m and
60 tonnes on a designated freight corridor between Sweden and Germany. They find that this increases
the tonne-kilometre road freight transportation by 0.5% and decreases rail freight by 0.7%.
3. Methodology and Data
3.1. Methodology
Our analysis of the increase in road vehicle weight limits starts off by examining the
uptake of LHVs in the vehicle fleet following the reforms in 1990 and 1993. We subsequently
investigate the development along three other dimensions of the freight transportation market: the
modal split, the efficiency of road freight and the emissions of GHG, NOx, PM, NMVOC, and SO2.
Our methodological approach is to first compile the statistics of freight transportation activity and
emissions per year and generate a set of time series of these outcomes. We subsequently plot each
time series in a graph and rely on visual inspection to compare the outcome of interest before, during,
and after the weight reforms in 1990 and 1993. We expect any effects of the reforms to be the most visible
from the year of the first reform up to some years after the last reform and focus our analysis on this
time horizon. It is more difficult to attribute changes over a 10–15-year interval to the weight reforms.
The statistics allow us to identify time trends in the outcomes and try determining whether
the reforms had any impact on the development over time. This is an important distinction from
simply assessing the post-reform development if there were underlying trends in the outcomes of
interest before the reforms. We therefore put more weight on findings showing that the development
of a particular outcome changed substantially during or after the weight reforms. This kind of
investigation could also be implemented in a time series regression analysis, but we opt for graphing
the outcomes and using ocular inspection instead. In our view, this approach increases the transparency
by allowing the reader to assess the development of the outcomes. The limited number of observations
also makes it difficult to implement test of structural breaks at the weight reforms in a regression
analysis with robustness and precision.
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Our methodological approach lets us analyze the overall development in the freight market but
does not allow an identification of the isolated impact of higher vehicle weight limits. Other events in
the transportation sector coinciding with the weight reforms are likely to also have mattered for the
development, as are other structural changes during this period. We return to this point in the analysis
of the results.
3.2. Data
We combine data from several sources to conduct our analysis. Our measures of the use of LHVs
in Sweden, the road freight efficiency and the modal split are based on annual freight transportation
statistics for domestic transportation. The statistics cover road, rail, and waterborne transportation
(the latter includes only short-sea shipping and not inland waterway transportation). The figures
come from various governmental authorities which have been or are responsible for collecting the
data during our sample period (State Railways, Statistics Sweden, SIKA and Transport Analysis).
The modal split is measured in tonne-kms and covers domestic transportation because the weight
reforms only applied in Sweden. Road freight surveys have been conducted annually in Sweden
except for the period 1987–1993 when only three surveys were made. Statistics Sweden therefore
imputed aggregate road freight statistics for the years 1988, 1989, 1991, and 1992, which we use in
our analysis. However, disaggregated statistics are completely missing for these years which causes
a break in the time series of the use of LHVs.
Our analysis of emissions is based on information about the emission of GHG and air pollution
from domestic transportation on Swedish territory and is compiled by the Swedish Environmental
Protection Agency. Vehicle-km performed by non-Swedish trucks on Swedish roads are excluded
based on the statistics authority’s data for 2000–2013. The share ranged from 11% in 2000 to 17%
in 2013. We extrapolate this trend from 1990 to 2000.
We assign monetary values on the yearly emissions based on the European handbook on
external costs of transport and show the cost of emissions from each mode and by pollutant [30].
This exercise requires some assumptions about the transportation sector in Sweden. First, we assume
that freight transportation constitutes 70% of the transport performance of rail (and that the rest
is passenger transportation). Second, based on studies finding that the fuel consumption of water
transportation is twice the size of that reported in the sales statistics, we multiply the emissions
from water transportation by two [31]. These assumptions change the level of emissions from water
transportation but affects emissions by rail only marginally as this mode is powered by electricity.
Table 2 shows the value per tonne and pollutant based on our assumptions (in 2010 price levels).
Each figure shows the external cost of a tonne emitted of the corresponding pollutant. The external cost
refers to the cost to society due to freight transport (e.g., health cost, material and biosphere damages)
that is not borne by the transport user.
Table 2. Euro per tonne and pollutant.
Mode NOx NMVOC SO2 PM2.5 GHG
Rail 5247 974 5389 29,208 90
Water 4700 1100 5250 13,800 90
Road 5247 974 5389 42,009 90
Source: Korzhenevych et al. [30] and own calculations.
Table 3 shows summary statistics for the outcomes of interest as well as the data coverage
over time. Our analysis of the use of LHVs, modal split development and road freight efficiency covers
the time 1985–2013 and the analysis of road freight emissions range from 1990 to 2013. See Vierth
et al. [32] for further details about the data.
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Table 3. Summary statistics.
Variable Unit Mean Min Max Coverage
Transportation activity
Rail freight Million tonne-km 10,515 8463 13,450 1985–2013
Water freight Million tonne-km 7755 6504 9447 1985–2013
Road freight Million tonne-km 32,167 22,611 38,807 1985–2013
Road freight (0–30 t) Million tonne-km 5365 2805 8506 1987–2013
Road freight (30–40 t) Million tonne-km 12,695 5904 16,771 1987–2013
Road freight (40+ t) Million tonne-km 14,106 1347 28,164 1987–2013
Road efficiency (0–30 t) Tonne-km per vehicle-km 0.12 0.10 0.16 1985–2013
Road efficiency (30–40 t) Tonne-km per vehicle-km 0.14 0.12 0.16 1985–2013
Road efficiency (40 t) Tonne-km per vehicle-km 0.17 0.13 0.20 1985–2013
Emissions
GHG by road Kilo-tonne 4337 3379 5196 1990–2013
GHG by rail Kilo-tonne 50 37 71 1990–2013
GHG by water Kilo-tonne 541 296 812 1990–2013
PM2.5 by road Tonne 1264 487 1840 1990–2013
PM2.5 by rail Tonne 22 16 30 1990–2013
PM2.5 by water Tonne 494 194 854 1990–2013
NOx by road Tonne 38,972 21,825 48,445 1990–2013
NOx by rail Tonne 888 467 1326 1990–2013
NOx by water Tonne 7849 4557 11,443 1990–2013
SO2 by road Tonne 465 12 3294 1990–2013
SO2 by rail Tonne 10 0 81 1990–2013
SO2 by water Tonne 3666 1173 7013 1990–2013
NMVOC by road Tonne 4194 783 7800 1990–2013
NMVOC by rail Tonne 74 39 107 1990–2013
NMVOC by water Tonne 142 76 212 1990–2013
Cost of road emissions Million euros 741.5 647.5 831.9 1990–2013
Cost of rail emissions Million euros 9.9 6.3 14.8 1990–2013
Cost of water emissions Million euros 111.8 60.2 168.4 1990–2013
4. Results
In this section, we present the development of the four outcomes of interest. We start by the use of
LHVs and subsequently investigate the modal split development, road freight efficiency, and emissions.
4.1. Use of LHVs
To track the uptake of LHVs in Sweden over time we use road freight statistics segmented by
maximum payload of the road vehicle combinations, defined as the sum of the load capacity of the
truck and the load capacity of trailers. We divide the vehicle combinations into three categories based
on their maximum payload (0–30, 30–40, and 40+ tonnes) and show the tonne-km for each segment in
Figure 1. As a rule of thumb, vehicles of length 24–25.25 m and weight of 60–64 tonnes, are assumed to
have a maximum payload between 30–42 tonnes [33]. The absence of road freight surveys in the late
1980s and early 1990s causes breaks in the time series.
Figure 1 shows that at the time of the weight limit increase in 1990, trucks with a maximum load
capacity above 30 tonnes already accounted for more than 60% of the road transport performance.
This reflects the fact the maximum permissible weight had been high for a long period of time
in Sweden. The share of tonne-km performed by trucks with a load capacity above 40 tonnes
increased substantially in the 1990s, from 10% in 1990 to 45% in 2000, which shows the high degree of
incorporation of LHVs in the Swedish vehicle fleet. The development mainly came at the expense of
the vehicles with the lowest capacity, which saw its share go from 35% in 1990 to 15% in 2000.
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During the 2000s, the tonne-km by trucks with a load capacity above 30 tonnes expanded
moderately and peaked just before the economic recession in 2009. The activity by trucks in the
smallest capacity segment declined somewhat during this period. Since 2009, the largest trucks have










































































Figure 1. Domestic road transport performance by maximum load capacity.
4.2. Modal Split
In Figure 2 we have stapled the share of each mode (road, rail, and water) of the total domestic
transport performance for each year. We have also created an index of the share for road and rail,
which shows the change in the share of each mode relative to the baseline year 1990. An index
above 100 corresponds to a higher modal share for that particular year compared to the share in 1990.
The figure shows how the rail share was decreasing from 1985 up until 1995 when the trend reversed.
In 2000, the rail share was back to its pre-reform value and continued to rise in the 2000s. Waterborne
transport was consistently losing market shares from 1985 and onwards. It went from having 24% of
the market in 1985, to 19% in 1990, and then to 14% in 2013. Road freight developed in the opposite way.
The road share increased steadily between 1985–1990 and continued this way during most of the 1990s,
until it stabilized around 60–65%. What is noticeable is the lack of break in the modal split trends at
the time of the increasing in maximum weights in 1990 and 1993. On the contrary, the share for each
mode is continuing its long-term development.
Figure 3 shows the level of tonne-km for each mode. It also includes the tonne-km index for road
and rail, which shows the percentage change in transport performance for each mode relative to the
baseline year 1990. From this figure, it is apparent that the tonne-km was growing both for road and
rail in the 1990s. The increase in the road share that was documented in the previous figure therefore
seems to be driven by the fact that the tonne-km growth rate was higher for road than for rail. Overall,
it is difficult to trace out substitution patterns based on the aggregate statistics. In addition, the weight
reforms coincided with the 1990–1993 economic recession in Sweden [34], deregulation of the Swedish
railway freight sector in 1996 [35], and the replacement of the distance-based road tax by a tax on
diesel fuels in 1995, which may have influenced the development.
In Vierth et al. [30] we use the weight reforms to estimate short- and long-run demand elasticities of
road and rail with respect to road freight cost. We also show that the modal split developed differently
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for various commodity groups, which may reflect that LHVs are more suitable for commodities with
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Figure 3. Domestic transport performance and tonne-km index (1990 = 100).
4.3. Road Freight Efficiency
Figure 4 shows the amount of tonne-km per vehicle kilometre for the three road vehicle categories
based on maximum payload (0–30, 30–40, and 40+ tonnes). This gives a crude measure of the
transportation efficiency of each class but highlights important dimensions of the development in
the road freight sector. As expected, vehicles with higher load capacity have a higher transport
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performance per vehicle-km driven. What is noticeable is the increase in the ratio for vehicles in the
larger capacity class between 1990 and 1997, compared to the development in the other classes.
Their ratio of tonne-km to vehicle-km increase by 23% between 1990 and 1997 whereas the
corresponding change was 4% and 10% for vehicles in the smallest and medium capacity classes
respectively. This illustrates the differential change in road freight efficiency for the heaviest vehicles
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Figure 4. Domestic road freight efficiency (tonne-km per vehicle-km) by max load capacity.
4.4. Emissions
Our analysis relates the level of emission of each pollutant to the road freight transport
performance between 1990–2013. Figure 5 shows the road freight emissions of GHG and its ratio
to transport performance by road. Both the emissions and transport performance rose in the years
following the weight reforms. The large drop in the emission factor (GHG per tonne-km) during
this period shows that the surge in tonne-km surpassed that of emissions. However, from 1997 and
onwards, the GHG per tonne-km has risen consistently.
Figures 6 and 7 show the amount of emissions of PM, NOx, SO2, and NMVOC and their
relationship to the transport performance by road. There is a clear downward trend in the emission
factor (emissions per tonne-km) for all pollutants, in particular for SO2 and NMVOC. The drop in PM
and NOx appears to wear off in the end of the 1990s. The development of the emissions of pollutants
in the 1990s is also likely to affected by the Swedish and European environmental and energy policies
during this period. This includes the introduction of an energy- and carbon dioxide tax on fuels [36],
restrictions on the sulfur content of fuel [37], a NOx charge on energy producers [38], as well as the
European Union emissions standards.
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Figure 6. (a) PM2.5 emissions in tonnes (right axis) and per domestic tonne-km by road (left axis);



























































































































NMVOC/tonne-km NMVOC (1000 t)
Figure 7. (a) SO2 emissions in 100s tonnes (right axis) and per domestic tonne-km by road (left axis);
(b) NMVOC emissions in levels and per tonne-km by road.
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We conclude our analysis of the emissions by assigning a monetary value on the yearly emissions
based on the Ricardo valuation and show the cost of emissions from each mode and by pollutant.
Figure 8 shows the development of the cost of GHG and air pollution between 1990–2013.
Road transportation contributes by far the most to emission costs, followed by water transportation.
The reduction in the cost of emissions from freight transportation in the early 1990s is likely to be
driven by the drop in transport performance coinciding with the economic recession in Sweden during
this time. The annual cost of road freight emissions is relatively constant in the 1990s and there is no
noticeable change coinciding with the weight reforms. One explanation for this is two counteracting
forces reviewed in the previous sections. As documented in Section 4.2, the road transport performance
increased in the 1990s which would increase emissions, all else equal. On the other hand, road freight
appears to have increased its efficiency judging by the results in Section 4.3. This means that fewer
vehicle-km were needed for a given amount of tonne-km. The reductions in the emission factors also
suggest that trucks became more fuel efficient and/or that fuel have become cleaner during this period.
A zero-net effect of these forces could therefore explain the constant cost of road freight emissions in
the 1990s. To further investigate this hypothesis, Figure 9 shows the value of the road freight emission
of each pollutant. The composition of road freight emissions has changed significantly over time,
with the cost of GHG rising consistently, both in levels and as a share of the total cost of emissions.















Figure 8. Valuation of all emissions from freight transportation by mode (2010 price level).
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Figure 9. Valuation of emissions from road freight by source (2010 price level).
5. Discussion
In this study, we have compiled domestic freight statistics and emissions data to investigate
how the use of LHVs, modal split, road freight efficiency, GHG emissions, and air pollution have
developed before, during, and after the increases in maximum permissible weight for vehicle
combinations in Sweden. We have focused on the increase from 51.4 tonnes to 56 tonnes in 1990
and to 60 tonnes in 1993 and the period 1985–2013.
We find that the share of tonne-km by trucks with a load capacity above 40 tonnes increased
substantially in the 1990s, which mainly came at the expense of the vehicles with the lowest capacity.
This shows the high degree of incorporation of LHVs in the Swedish vehicle fleet and is similar to the
full-scale introduction of LHVs in Australia during the same time period.
Our analysis of the modal split shows that the road share in Sweden increased steadily before,
during, and after the weight reforms. Rail and water transportation on the other hand were decreasing
between 1985 and 1995. We document increases in the levels of tonne-km by both road and rail
during this period, which implies that the falling rail share was driven by relatively higher tonne-km
growth for road. What is noticeable is the lack of break in the modal split trends at the time of the
weight reforms. On the contrary, the share for each mode is continued on its long-term development.
It is difficult to trace out substitution patterns between the modes. Whether the freight that was shifted
away from waterborne transportation benefitted road or rail the most is not apparent. Neither is any
shift of freight between road and rail transportation.
We document an increase in road freight efficiency after the weight reforms, meaning that fewer
vehicle-km were needed for a given amount of tonne-km. This increase was particularly noticeable
among vehicles of the highest maximum load capacity. This suggests that carriers managed to increase
the use of LHVs while being able to utilize the extra load capacity.
Finally, we show that road transportation contributes by far the most to emission costs, followed by
water transportation. The composition of emissions from road freight changed in the years following
the weight reforms. While GHG emissions increased, emissions of PM, NOx, SO2, and NMVOC
dropped significantly since the end of the 1990s. The consistent increase in road transport performance
during this period lead to falling emission factors (emissions per tonne-km) for each pollutant. We
synthesize these findings by showing that the external costs of road freight emissions remained
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constant in the 1990s. We hypothesize that the observed development is due to higher road freight
efficiency off-setting the increase in road transport performance.
In conclusion, our results suggest that allowing higher weight dimensions on a large scale would
increase the use of those vehicles fairly quickly but not lead to considerably adverse environmental
impacts, at least not in terms of the outcomes considered in this study. These findings may be limited
to the specific country and time period of study and future research should conduct ex-post analyses
of the implementation of LHVs on various scales to assess whether these results hold in the current
freight transportation market and in other countries.
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Abstract: If the rebound effect is to be considered a major obstacle to sustainable freight transport,
then action and timely policy must be made in advance. This, however, requires a theoretical
understanding of the nature of the rebound effect and an empirical grasp of its underlying
mechanism. Elasticity is the centrepiece of current models on the rebound effect (or Jevons paradox).
Although elasticity is a metric of indisputable usefulness for empirical purposes, it may be misleading
when applied to the complex rebound effect. Drawing on the parallel case of the ‘distance puzzle’ in
international economics, it will be shown how elasticity can be misinterpreted or how it can misdirect
an investigation of the phenomenon by following a predetermined mindset. This particular bias is
shown to widen in the long term and evolving systems in which the elasticity metric continues to
output a constant number, eliciting a persistent effect. Drawing on previous research, an alternative
approach to studying the rebound effect based on complex network theory and statistical mechanics
of networks will be described. It will be shown how the interplay between spatial and non-spatial
effects in freight transport networks can inform us about the evolution of the effect of distances on
trade relationships, upon which a new metric for the rebound effect can be built.
Keywords: freight transport; rebound effect; Jevons paradox; gravity models; distance puzzle;
network theory; statistical mechanics of networks; complexity
1. Introduction
In 1865, Stanley Jevons published his famous pamphlet ‘The Coal Question’, in which, for the first
time in history, it was suggested that the consequences of energy efficiency might be very different
from their intended, conservative goals. In fact, ‘the very contrary is true’: a more efficient technology
delivers a more economical use of energy, thereby encouraging ‘more and new applications’ [1].
The Jevons paradox has surfaced several times throughout the history of energy and environmental
studies and in such different circumstances and guises that in an editorial of a landmark special
issue of Energy Policy, Lee Schipper referred to it as the ‘Loch Ness monster’ of energy efficiency [2].
The first occurrence was after the oil shocks of the 1970s in the guise of the ‘Khazzoom-Brookes
postulate’, named as such after two economists who independently questioned the effectiveness of
pursuing energy conservation by imposing efficiency mandates. Rejuvenated by a new climate change
awareness, the second appearance came at the end of the century, bringing with it a new wave of
energy efficiency announcements. This time it arrived in its definitive form, the rebound effect (RE),
which remains the most common description of the paradoxical connection between energy efficiency
and energy consumption. According to a widely used definition, the rebound effect is a ‘behavioural or
systemic response’ to a new, more efficient technology, which can lead to partially or totally offsetting
expected savings [3]. Despite it still being a controversial topic, often engendering exorbitant reactions,
the rebound effect has attracted considerable scientific interest, as demonstrated by the volume of
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articles published in international journals every year, which increased more than six times in the last
decade. Between 1998 and 2008, less than 10 articles per year addressing or mentioning the rebound
(in abstract or text) could be found on Scopus, whereas, in the last five years, the number went from
50 to 60 articles, many of the them in the field of transport research.
The transport sector has always been a favoured subject for investigating the rebound effect.
There are several reasons for this. It epitomizes the transformational power of energy efficiency
more than any other field. It is often blessed with abundant data and offers a real world subject for
conceptualizing RE [4]. This is why a car is very often used as a tangible example of the rebound
effect. The thrill you experience if you buy a more efficient vehicle means you are likely to drive
for leisure more often and choose driving a car in place of public transport. It also enables you to
commute longer distances and choose a more distant workplace. The problem presented here is an
emblematic case of behavioural response, but what is the analogous problem for freight transport?
There is probably none to be found in cargo or railway freight, where behavioural changes are difficult
to envisage, and few in the case of road freight. More efficient trucks could, feasibly, encourage more
aggressive driving behaviour, but this is arguably only a secondary factor in road freight transport
energy consumption. Rather than a behaviour response, energy efficiency has always had seen a
more profound response in transport costs and what those are inimitably intertwined with: the
spatial and time distribution of the value chain, both up-stream (supply chain) and down-stream
(distribution and retail). Market integration of factors and goods is just one of the positive, unintended
consequences of more efficient transportation that has always had an arguably deep impact on energy
demand [5]. Indeed, in this field, the balance between behavioural and systemic responses seems
to lean towards the latter and makes the analysis of the rebound effect far more complex and with
much wider implications. The transport-intensive economy which arose after Fordism was initially
supported by the road transport sector (in the words of Baldwin [6] it was the first ‘unbundling’) and
later by the cargo and aviation sector (the second ‘unbundling’)—it is not possible to disentangle the
evolution of global value chains from that of transport costs whose energy efficiency is a non-marginal
component [7]. In this article, after briefly reviewing the literature about the rebound effect in freight
transport (method and findings), what could be considered the prism of almost all current models
on RE will be considered—the energy service to energy efficiency elasticity—to show how a rebound
effect metric based on elasticity can be very misleading in the long term when there are structural
effects in the system. To do this, it will be drawn on the experience of gravity theory in trade economics,
where the inability of models to capture declining transport costs sparked a long-standing debate (the
‘distance puzzle’). A completely different approach will be proposed based on (complex) network
theory and statistical network mechanics to model the rebound effect in freight transport, followed by
contemplation of how and where future research should proceed.
2. Rebound Effect in Freight Transport: The Role of Elasticity
Although the number of studies on private mobility is much higher, the increasing interest over
the past decade on the rebound effect in freight transport (mostly road freight) has partially closed
the gap. Table 1 offers a snapshot of the literature. The work of Walnum et al. [8] provides a more
complete and in-depth review of the subject and, despite being current only to 2014, frames the issue
clearly in the context of rebound effect studies and sustainability in transportation. The percentage
shown in the last column of Table 1 indicates how much of the expected savings rebounds within a
specific time-span. A 100% rebound value means that all expected savings are absorbed by increased
demand. A value greater than 100% indicates that consumption grew higher than before the new
technology was introduced. Table 1 reports authors, case study (country and time span) and the metric
used. With a few exceptions, most are econometric regressions [9,10]. The variables used to assess the
rebound effect are: energy service (tonne-kilometres or vehicle-kilometres) or energy consumption
(diesel) versus energy efficiency (generally fuel economy, per vehicle or tonne-kilometres) or energy
prices (taken as a proxy of energy efficiency). When possible, regressions are performed on all the
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variables above, plus some additional explanatory variables (such as economic output, population,
load factors, etc).
Table 1. Rebound effect (RE) in road freight transport, estimates review: the range of values refer to
different regions, countries or type of vehicles; values in parenthesis refer to short-term estimates.
Study Case Study Metric Estimate
Anson and Turner [9] Scotland, 1999 Service, efficiency 36–39%
Matos and Silva [11] Portugal, 1987–2006 Service, efficiency 24%
Borger and Mulalic [12] Denmark, 1980–2007 Service, efficiency 17% (10%)
Wang and Lu [13] China, 1999–2011 Service, price 52–84 %
Leard et al. [14] USA, 1977–2002 Service, price 9–30%
Winebrake et al. [15,16] USA, 1997–2006 Service, price and efficiency 0%
Llorca and Jamasb [10] EU(15), 1992–2012 Energy, price 0–68% *
Sorrell and Stapleton [17] UK, 1970–2014 Service, efficiency and price 21–137%
(*) indicates a 0–100% RE range imposed by the model.
The most accepted measure [18] of the rebound effect is the elasticity of demand for energy
services S with respect to energy efficiency ε. However, when (physical) efficiency data is lacking,
the elasticity of energy services with respect to energy price p, namely ηε(S) and ηp(S), is often used.
When there is no data on energy services, the following relation holds between the elasticity of energy
consumption E and energy services S over efficiency (price): ηε(p)(E) = ηε(p)(S)− 1 [18]. Regardless of
the approach used, elasticity has become a popular metric to assess the rebound effect, though there
are some exceptions (for example, the model by [10]). In most cases (including beyond the domain of
transportation), it acts as a prism by which we look at the paradoxical phenomenon of greater energy
efficiency leading to higher energy consumption.
The present article does not discuss the limitations of other approaches, nor provide a
comprehensive survey of those few that do not use elasticity as a metric for the rebound effect (several
studies have used Life Cycle Assesment(LCA), a good review is given by Font Vivanco [19] and there
is also the work of Freeman et al. who estimate RE using system dynamics modelling [20]. Others have
used decomposition analysis, which is ultimately still based on elasticity). Instead, this article aims to
show how elasticity has ultimately shaped our perception of the rebound effect. Indeed, elasticity has
taken a paradox (a thing existing in the domain of words) and turned it into a number (a thing we can
measure and count). The reasons for its success are not only empirical but also axiomatic. The concept
of elasticity combines well with the rebound effect because both indicate a state of quietness or balance,
which is suggestive of a particular level of energy savings without RE. This is an important analogy
because, once we have decided to measure the rebound effect, we must first be able to set the expected
consumption level without the rebound effect. Elasticity provides us with a suitable solution for this
problem with the value 0 (perfectly inelastic). This level need only be an estimate. The elasticity
concept presents the idea that RE is inherent to the system, like a durable property, in the same way
certain materials are more or less flexible. This is consistent with the idea that elasticity is immanent
and persistent. Nearly all rebound effect studies assume that this does not change over time. In some
cases, the estimations given for the rebound effect span three decades or more, but can we reasonably
assume that the ‘behavioural or systemic response’ of the system remains the same over such a long
period of time? Are behaviours today the same as they were in the 1970s? Is the transport system
the same? Does it use the same means and infrastructure? The next chapter will show how similar
questions have puzzled trade economics scholars for years and specifically in terms of elasticity and
longer timescales.
3. The ‘Distance Puzzle’
In 1954, using a remarkably simple and elegant idea, the economist Walter Isard proposed a
model emulating gravity theory to predict trade flows (Some give credit to Pöyhönen [21] and others
to Tinbergen [22] for the introduction of gravity models in economics, but this dispute is beyond the
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scope of the present article). The concept follows that the amount of trade between two countries
should be directly proportional to a measure of size (typically gross domestic product (GDP)) and





where wij is the flow between country i and country j, G is an empirical constant (the ‘gravitational
constant’), x is the GDP and γ is the power factor of distance d (a quadratic law, for mass–mass interaction).
Gravity models (GM) are a whole family of spatial interaction models rather than a single model.
Wilson’s pioneering work provides a clear categorization of gravity models according to parameter
specifications: production, attraction and attraction–production constrained models. In the first case,
the model is parameterized according to observed flows, in the second to the observed mass term
and in the last case the model is constrained to both. Remarkably, Wilson also proposes a maximizing
entrop gravity model where the general function is replaced by an exponential function and the
resulting value indicates the expected flow given the observed constraints. The functional form,
obtained by maximizing the log (likelihood), is the same as the exponential random graph models,
but in the case proposed here, expected values are intended as a null model rather than predictions of
future flows. Furthermore, Wilson’s approach is dyadic (bilateral) and does not consider the topology
of the whole transport system as we do in our previous works. Nevertheless, the similarity is striking
and Wilson’s intuition remarkable [24]. Gravity models proved to be good predictors of trade volumes
but exhibited major shortcomings [25]. As a result, they have seen a long, uneven success and found
as many advocates as detractors prompting as much research to improve them as to overcome them.
For example, a limitation is their inability to predict zero-flows in a world where not all countries are
linked by trading relationships (i.e., the network of trade is not fully connected). A second major flaw
is that GM predict perfectly symmetrical flows between each pair of countries: this is also empirically
untrue [26]. Mutual relationships are indeed relevant. However, bilateral trade is never perfectly
balanced, nor is the trade matrix perfectly symmetrical [27]. Both findings are not surprising given
that gravity force presents a rotational symmetry, i.e., particles along the same radius experience the
same force. In other words, in Newton’s third law (action–reaction), two particles at a given distance
experience the same force (obviously, the same relationship does not apply to the volume of trade
between two countries). In essence, the problem is that GM assume trade occurs in a homogeneous
space, but, in reality, trade occurs in an oriented, structured space [28].
Nevertheless, scholars have been mostly bewildered by the fact that empirical estimation of
‘distance coefficients’ (measuring the effect of distance on trade) were practically constant over
time [29]. In a widely cited book, Frances Cairncross [30], senior fellow at UCLA (University
of California, Los Angeles), proclaimed the ‘death of distances’ as a result of advancements in
communication and transport technologies. However, as remarked by Lin and Sim, ‘while the
death of distance seems sensible in light of globalization, the task of establishing this empirically
has proven to be challenging’ [31]. This ‘task’ has triggered a vast and varied scientific endeavour
to find declining distance coefficients in time, mostly in the field of economics whose reach does
not extend to this article (nonetheless, it is worth recalling three works which notably address the
‘distance puzzle’ by modifying its most crucial hypothesis: the homogeneity of space. The first
article describes a model to study the spatial homogeneity in trade by assessing the autocorrelation in
trade volumes with Hurst exponent [28]. The second introduced fractality to interpret the distance
coefficients [32] and the third introduced topological constraints to a radiation model [33]). Hence,
where trade economists were desperately searching for a pattern of change, scholars interested in
RE were looking for immutability. The goal of these was to show that elasticity between trade and
distance was changing over time, whereas the others aimed to measure constant elasticity (of transport
service to energy efficiency). Both were motivated by an unspoken vision of the system which in one
case struggled to correspond with the paradigm expressed by model and metric, and in the other
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case aligned perfectly with the model. This was a model whose idea of hypostasis was reassuring or,
in other words, had an underlying substance: a fundamental, immutable reality behind it. The concept
of elasticity in economics resembles that in materials sciences where the relationship between stress δ
and strain ε (or deformation) is proportional to a constant E:
δ = Eε (2)
Deformations (ε) generated by external forces (δ) can vary according to boundary conditions
(i.e., temperature), but are essentially pre-determined by some fundamental structural properties of
the molecules’ matrix measured by E. In solid-state physics, the molecular lattice changes size and
shape when forces are applied (which means that the energy of a system increases) and when these
cease the lattice returns to its original lower energy state. As for the ‘lower energy state’, in the RE
model, this is analogous with the sought-after ‘state of normality’ which is essential to establish the
hypothetical energy consumption in which energy efficiency has expressed all its potential. However,
the structure of interactions in social and economic systems is more like a complex network than a
regular matrix and trade (or freight transport) is not an exception [34]. This is not a trivial question
because the dynamics of processes (such as shock propagation or epidemic phenomena) on complex
networks can be remarkably different from that on a lattice or lattice-like systems [35]. The space of
interactions in a complex network is not homogeneous and the incumbent structure (topology) of
agents’ interactions shape the speed, frequency and intensity [28,32]. Complex network theory proved
to be a highly informative approach to understand trade, its connection with economy [36] and how
this evolved over time [37]. Can network theory help investigate RE in freight transport using an
approach which is evolutionary and takes into account the complexity of the system? In the next
section, an attempt recently taken in this direction [38] will be illustrated.
4. Modelling Rebound Effect with Network Theory
Network theory primarily focuses on the study of interactions, in contrast to most scientific
approaches which are concerned with the study of their constituents. It is also a holistic approach
because it studies the structure emerging from the entire organization of nodes. Specifically,
network theory focuses on how the combination of many local interactions, generally formed
following a decentralized and non-engineered process, can give rise to unexpected structures at
a global level. In turn, these non-designed global (macroscopic) properties can affect the properties of
individual nodes or edges and, consequently, the local (microscopic) structure. Interactions between
intermediate (mesoscopic) levels are also possible, for instance when the entities under study are
so-called communities, i.e., sets of vertices more densely connected internally than with the rest of the
network.
In recent years, the use of complex network theory in the field of transport studies has gained
momentum mostly, but not exclusively, in air transport [39]. Two articles that provide an extensive
and detailed review of the subject are [40,41]. A recent attempt by Calatayud et al. used a network
(and multi-network) approach to study global trade as a transport network, though it must be said
that this study lacks analysis of any real spatial input (that is, its spatial embedding) as it only concerns
topological properties [42]. Network theory has also gained the attention of supply chain analysis
scholars as a way of overcoming the established linear and static view of production processes using
‘complex adaptive systems’ [43]. Similar to the idea presented here, but at a lower scale of analysis,
supply chains are approached as evolving networks exchanging ‘materials and information’ [44].
Few studies, however, take a strictly quantitative approach to describe the structure and properties
of such networks [45]. Interestingly, according to a wide and accurate review dated 2013, none of
the 126 articles assessed consider supply chain networks as spatial networks, where spatial effects
(or transports) would be a factor shaping their topology [46]. Even when logistics are considered in
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the analysis, they appear to be adaptive to the network structure rather than the opposite. The spatial
fix of the network’s nodes is given.
Needless to say, to establish the connection between energy efficiency and a transport network, the
spatial embedding (also known as geographical or Euclidean embedding) of the network and the spatial
information it provides is of paramount importance. It is worth noting that a network is an abstract
object described by a matrix whose entries are specified by the existence (or the magnitude, in the
case of weighted rather than binary graphs) of a link between two elements of a set. Mathematically,
the embedding of the network in space is irrelevant. In principle, different spatial configurations are
just different arbitrary representations of the same graph. However, if we are looking for explanations
of the structure of a particular network or predictions of its future evolution, then it might well turn out
that the spatial information is relevant. Networks that are subject to strong spatial constraints generally
display a high degree of regularity and so are more predictable (depending on the spatial information)
than other graphs. For example, in a lattice, each atom has the same number of connections (degree).
Conversely, complex networks show a much more complex architecture with a degree distribution
following a (non-regular) power law. In a complex transport network, the transport system embodies
the spatial information concerning the topological configuration which we expect to be affected by the
efficiency of transport. In conclusion, we have on the one hand the topological information delivered
by the structure of the complex network (for example, the trade network), and on the other hand
the spatial information delivered by the transport system (i.e., the spatial network), and we want to
combine the two to obtain information about the mutual influence.
Following previous work on spatial networks [47], it will be now shown how to gauge spatial
effects on complex networks aimed at developing a spatial embeddin metric of a network upon which,
as will become clearer later, it is possible to estimate RE. The trade network of 27 European countries
(EU27) will be used as a case study. The two dimensions of the analysis, topological and spatial,
are condensed into two matrices, the matrix A of trade relationships and the matrix D of distances
(Figure 1).









(a) matrix A (b) matrix D
Figure 1. The cross-border transport network of Europe condensed into its (a) topological dimensions
(bilateral trading relationships, whose entries are trade flows in mass units (tonne)) and (b) spatial
dimensions (binary distances between capitals, whose entries are geodesic distances measured on
longitudes and latitudes (deg)).
The simplest, linear choice for a measure that exploits the entire topological and spatial
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where a and d are the entries of the binary matrix A (a matrix with entries 0 or 1 if a link exists
between tow nodes) and D respectively and n is the number of nodes of the network (27 in our case).
The second step is normalization because the value F expressed in Equation (3) is not a suitable measure
for comparing different networks or the evolution of a single network in time as it is size-dependent.
Networks can grow in terms of number of links (edges) or nodes (vertexes) and in the latter case also
the embedding space. Therefore, we consider a slightly more complicated definition for the single
purpose of having a normalized quantity ranging between 0 and 1:
f ≡ ∑i ∑j =i aijdij − Fmin
Fmax − Fmin , (4)
where Fmin and Fmax are the minimum and maximum values that F can take, given the distance
matrix D and the total number of links L. The vector V↑ = (d↑1, . . . , d
↑
n, . . . , d
↑
N(N−1)) denotes the
list of all (off-diagonal) distances ordered from the smallest to the largest where d↑n ≤ d↑n+1 and
symmetrically the vector V↓ = (d↓1, . . . , d
↓
n, . . . , d
↓
N(N−1)), considers from the largest to the smallest
distances, where d↓n ≥ d↓n+1. Hence, in terms of the two lists V↑ and V↓, the maximum and minimum
values for F read Fmin = ∑Ln=1 d
↑
n and Fmax = ∑Ln=1 d
↓
n. It is worth noting that the matrix A is
non-relevant to the computation of Fmin(max) as it only depends on the existing number of links L
and it is not influenced by the observed topology. The value ranges between 0 and 1. The former
extreme ( f = 0) represents the case where the L links are placed among the closest pairs of nodes
(the maximum shrunk network). The latter extreme ( f = 1) instead represents the case where the
L links are placed among the most distant pairs of nodes (the maximum stretched network). In our
EU27 trading network example, these two extremes are shown in Figure 2a,b respectively, where,
for visualization purposes, we have actually chosen a value of L equal to n = 27, much less than the
real value (which would fill the plot with links). This would have been the case, for instance, if in
the original network each node had exactly one outgoing link. Networks between the two extremes
would have a value 0 < f < 1. As rendered intuitively by the figures, a larger value of f implies a
more pronounced filling of the available space. Therefore, we denote f as the (spatial) filling of the
network represented by the matrix A.
So far, we have considered the binary network, but an extension of f to the weighted network,
which is more suitable for assessing transport flows, reads as follows:
fw ≡
∑i ∑j =i wijdij − Fmin
Fmax − Fmin , (5)
where w is the entry of the weighted matrix and Fmin and Fmax are chosen as the two extreme values
that F can take in a network with the same total weight W (∑i ∑j =i wij) as the original network,
i.e., Fmin = Wd
↑






1 are the smallest and largest distance between vertices,
respectively). The concept here is that from the binary to the weighted representation, unitary links can
cumulate between dyads, forming a (weighted) flow as a discrete summation of unitary links (similarly,
particles that follow the Bose–Einstein distribution can occupy the same energy level). Therefore,
the maximally shrunk(expanded) configuration is when all links cumulate between the closets(farthest)
couple of nodes, that is, when the total weight is placed on the shortest(longest) distance. A different
normalization could be done preserving the local weight distribution. In this case, the Fmin(max) would
result as the summation of the total strength of the node i times the distance with the closest (farthest)
j, for al the i nodes. This would change the weighting factor, but leave the trend unaffected, which is
the focus of the present analysis. This measure, like its binary equivalent, will vary between 0 and 1
(though the visual representation is more complex here) and informs us about the spatial embedding
of the network: the lower the value, the higher the embedding, that is, distances are more important
in determining the network’s interactions (topology). Can we use the weighted filling (Equation (5))
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to assess the rebound effect? This measure indeed gives us an indication of the role of distance in
shaping the network topology, but we know that topology is never entirely, if only ever marginally,
explained by its spatial constraints [48]. We expect, for example, the Netherlands to trade abundantly
with Germany not just because of their geographic proximity, but because Germany is a hub in the
European trading network. Therefore, to carve out the purely spatial information found in trading
relationships, we need to disentangle spatial and non-spatial (topological effects) using a null model
based on exponential random graph theory and maximum entropy graph ensembles [49]. A maximum
entropy graph ensemble is, in essence, a sample of randomized networks that conserve some desired
properties similar to the network under investigation, say the in and out degree sequence (or in and
out strength sequence for weighted networks). The functional form of maximum entropy ensemble
can be solved analytically or performed by means of an iterative process. In this ensemble, we can
assess the expected (average) value of the investigated measure (for example, the filling) in order to
gauge if this is trivially explained by the constraints we imposed on the ensemble (say, the sequence
of imports and exports observed in the network). We are thus able to implement the expected filling
value of the spatial filling and control for non-spatial effects embodied in a null model via the filtered
filling φ:
φ ≡ f − 〈 f 〉
1 − 〈 f 〉 , (6)
where 〈 f 〉 is now obtained by replacing wij with 〈wij〉 (the flows generated by the null model) in
Equation (5). Positive (negative) values of φ indicate a network which is more stretched (shrunk)
than expected by the null model (hence, by imposing some topological constraints). Notably, for a
space-independent network, φ = 0 sets the level of spatial neutrality, that is, the level at which
the spatial embedding of the network is fully (and trivially) explained by its topological properties.
The network is therefore indifferent to distance, meaning that it is neither positively nor negatively
affected by distance. Arguably, a more efficient technology will reduce the weight of distance in
trade relationships and drive the system towards spatial neutrality. In Figure 3, we show how
the decade-long trend of filtered spatial filling φ of Europe compared to two measures of energy
efficiency [38]. Amid a fast increase in energy efficiency, as marked by both the energy intensity of
freight transports (toe/tkm) and fuel economy of trucks (L/km), the filtered filling becomes more
negative, indicating that the system increased its spatial embedding (given its topology). In other
words, distances have become more binding, even if only marginally (a variation of the order of
10−2). Overall, the value of φ of Europe shows us that the European transport network is very close to
spatial neutrality and thus is not significantly affected by efficiency variations and we should not see a
rebound effect. This is peculiar to Europe. Other spatial networks generally show a marked negative
value, decreasing with time (showing that distances become less binding). For example, the world as a
whole displays a negative φ of −0.2 [38]. This result is in line with that obtained by [10] who also found
a close-to-zero rebound effect for Europe during the same period. Nevertheless, broadening the time
scope of the analysis suggests that this result might only be a true for Europe in the last few decades.
Figure 3b shows the long-term trend of spatial filling for Europe measured in monetary units
instead of mass units. The long-term trend of the filling value shows that the European trade network
has undergone two marked phases: an initial phase of spatial contraction which ended in the mid-1970s,
and a following phase of spatial expansion which ended in the mid-1990s. It is plausible that, after this
second wave of spatial expansion, Europe entered a stable, spatially-neutral phase as portrayed
by the analysis of the last decades (Figure 3a). Consequently, RE was more marked and effective
between the 1970s and the 1990s than in the last two decades. However, this is just a tentative analysis.
More research is needed, supported by reliable and fine-grained data on mass flows and efficiency in
freight transports.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2. The two extreme degrees of spatial embeddedness (filling) for the binary trading network of
Europe. (a) Maximum shrunk configuration for the EU27 trading network with a constraint on the
number of links: f = 0 (N = 27, L = 27; (b) Maximum stretched configuration for the EU27 trading
network with a constraint on the number of links: f = 1 (N = 27, L = 27).
(a) Filtered filling and efficiencies (b) Trend of spatial filling
Figure 3. Trends in European (EU27) spatial embedding: (a) Filtered filling φw in (gray line);
fuel economy (dashed black line) and energy intensity (black line). Data source: CEPII www.cepii.
fr/CEPII/en/bdd_modele/bdd.asp and Odysee http://www.indicators.odyssee-mure.eu/energy-
efficiency-database.html. (b) Unfiltered filling fw (Equation (4) assessed on trade relationships in
monetary units (black line). Data source: Gleditsch http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/
0022002702046005006.
Except in the last two decades where results are difficult to interpret, the model incontrovertibly
shows that, after the late 1970s, spatial embedding of the European trade network fell dramatically
(and the network expanded). The oil shocks triggered a drive for higher efficiency across all sectors
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of the economy but foremost the automotive sector [50]. As a result, road freight transport became
the most economical mode of transport for goods and trucks became the conduit for the onset of
the new transport intensive, post-Fordian economy. Between 1970 and 1995, the tKm of the road
freight transport sector in Europe (EU15) grew more than 130% compared to a growth rate of GDP and
industrial production of 53% and 56%, respectively. In Italy, between 1973 and 1990, the traffic density
of goods vehicles grew 132% (that of semi-trailers alone accounted for a whopping 172%) as opposed
to a growth rate of 25% for all types of road vehicles [5]. The environmental burden of the transition
towards a transport intensive economy (a transition that has never reversed, but only attenuated or
transferred to greater spatial scales) is twofold: local air quality deteriorated and global greenhouse
gas emissions rose. Measures to counteract this burden are doomed by the rise of the diesel engine,
whose unquestionable dominance appears now to be unchallenged. If energy efficiency triggered
this transition, can it continue to be considered a potential solution or obstacle for achieving more
sustainable transport?
5. Conclusions
Can rebound effects explain why sustainable mobility has not been achieved? This was the
difficult question Walnum, Aall and Løkke addressed in an article published in this journal four
years ago [8]. Far from giving a definitive answer, the authors came to the conclusion that under
‘certain circumstances’, energy efficiency improvements could lead to an overall increase in transport
volume and completely offset energy savings, concluding with a measure of resignation that the
rebound effect, ‘will be evident as long as the economy keeps growing’. If RE is a serious threat to any
energy-efficiency based strategy aiming for a more sustainable freight transport system, understanding
its phenomenology is of paramount importance. Understanding the phenomenology means being
able to decipher its true, complex nature and ideally its causes with a clearer insight into the scope,
timescale and all its tangled interactions. Reducing RE to a number might be of practical use for
gauging, for example, short-term, counteractive measures or estimating immediate response to a new,
more efficient process, but, unfortunately, it does not add much to our fundamental comprehension.
On the contrary, it may persuade us that the true nature of RE is a number. A number, and even
more so an unequivocal one, can be reassuring, but it can also be soporific, especially when it is
applied as a verdict or definitive response to a complex subject. With very few exceptions, elasticity
is the prism through which we currently look at RE, regardless of the model used. In this article,
an attempt was made to define elasticity as a metric for RE. Epistemological scrutiny showed that
elasticity shapes our perception of RE by eliciting the idea that this is an inherent and permanent
phenomenon rather than an evolutionary process. While studies on RE aim to measure the constant
elasticity of energy service to energy efficiency, trade economics scholars are puzzled by the unchanged
elasticity of trade to distance. Sometimes, we are misled by our expectations, even more so if the model
we use is reassuring. Studies on RE should explore new avenues of research and join with different
disciplines to gain new, different perspectives on the topic (For further reading on new approaches
and models on RE: https://www.frontiersin.org/research-topics/6598/the-rebound-effect-and-the-
jevons-paradox-beyond-the-conventional-wisdom). In this article, network theory was proposed as a
new method for approaching the rebound effect in transport and the use of spatial (filtered) filling
as an alternative metric to elasticity. Structural change and complexity are endemic to the network
theory paradigm and the large amount of data the network provides annually (702 data points for the
EU27, which is one order of magnitude greater than the annual data used for regression) allows us to
perform sound statistical analysis every year and observe the evolution of the system as time elapses.
Therefore, by inspecting the topology of interactions and their relation to spatial constraints (distances),
a complexity and evolutionary perspective of the system is achieved. With spatial filling, we can
observe spatial embedding of the network (contraction or expansion) and with filtered filling we can
set the level of spatial neutrality (indifference) and the extent to which the observed network extends.
By comparing these two measures with the evolution of energy efficiency, we have an indication of
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how the rebound effect unfolds over time, that is, how the spatial embedding responds to increased
transport efficiency. Lastly, a question which should be addressed is whether a network approach to RE
can be extended to sectors other than transportation. Our approach takes advantage of the concept of
spatial embedding [38] and studies the interplay between the adjacency matrix and the distance matrix
(Figure 1). A straightforward extension of this conceptualization to non-metric distances (non-spatial
networks), although appealing, is unconvincing. It is also difficult to apply this framework to private
mobility where distance is only one factor in decision-making. However, with increasing attention
and research on Jevons paradox, it is expected that more scholars and scientists will follow the path of
complex network theory, leading to new models and metrics, and new insights and puzzles.
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Abstract: Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions is a topic of major concern worldwide. Following previous
articles which provide a methodology for estimating GHG emissions associated with international
trade by transport mode at the world level, in this paper, we estimate an equivalent database of
GHG emissions for inter-regional trade flows within a country (Spain). To this end, we built a new
database of GHG emissions for origin–destination flows between Spanish provinces during 1995–2015.
For each year, we combine industry-specific flows by four transport modes (road, train, ship and
aircraft) with the corresponding GHG emissions factor for each mode in tons*km, drawn from the
specialized literature. With this dataset of GHG emissions, we generate and analyze the temporal,
sectoral and spatial pattern of Spanish inter-regional GHG flows. We then forecast emissions for
2016–2030 and consider how transport mode shifts might produce a more sustainable freight system
within the country through the substitution of environmentally friendly alternatives (railway) for
specific origin–destination–product flows in high-polluting modes (road).
Keywords: greenhouse gas emissions; national freight transport emissions; interregional trade by
transport mode; modal shift
1. Introduction
In December 2015, at the Paris climate conference (COP21), 195 countries adopted the first
universal, legally binding global climate deal, with the aim of keeping global warming below 2 ◦C.
All signatories were to turn their commitments into concrete policy actions after COP21 and report
periodically on their progress. The European Union (EU) was the first major economy to submit its
intended contribution to the new agreement in March 2015, pledging an ambitious 40% reduction
of greenhouse gas emissions by 2030 from 1990 levels [1,2]. This target was in line with the EU’s
previous “2030 climate and energy framework” [3] and with the European Commission’s “White Paper
of Transport” from 2011 [4].
The EU’s 40% reduction of GHG emissions by 2030 has two parts: On the one hand, sectors covered
by the emissions trading system (ETS) will have to lower emissions by 43% from 2005 levels.
Sectors outside the ETS, which include the “transport sector”, will need to reduce them by 30% from
2005 levels. For these sectors, the Effort Sharing Decision (ESD) sets the maximum annual tonnage of
GHG emissions for each EU member state based on its relative wealth (GDP per capita).
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As suggested in several official documents [2,4,5], transport generates about a quarter of EU GHG
emissions and is the second-most-polluting sector, after energy. However, while other sectors have
seen their GHG emissions decrease, transport has seen them rise. Moreover, the transport modes with
the sharpest increase in traffic have also had the largest increase in GHG emissions. From 1990 to
2012, international aviation, international shipping and road transport saw increases of 93%, 32% and
17%, respectively.
The EC’s 2011 “White Paper of Transport” [4] put forward several non-binding longer-term targets
for the transport sector, with an overall goal to cut transport GHG emissions by at least 60% by 2050
(with respect to 1990 levels). Some reductions have been achieved since 2008, and transport GHG
emissions fell by 3.3% in 2012, with the biggest reduction in road (3.6%) and aviation (1.3%). However,
in 2012, EU transport emissions remained 20.5% above 1990 levels and will need to fall 67% by 2050.
According to a recent report [5], heavy duty vehicles (HDVs) were responsible for around 30% of
road transport emissions, that is, more than 5% of EU GHG emissions and around 10% of total non-ETS
emissions. This implies that less than 5% of all vehicles on the road emit around 30% of road transport
CO2 emissions. Moreover, forecasts for this highly polluting mode are negative: HDV emissions are
projected to rise 22% by 2030.
In light of these trends, the EC has adopted a new strategy to promote low-emissions mobility,
for both passengers and freight [2], proposing several measures to curtail excessive use of the road
mode. In parallel, all member states, including Spain, are increasing their efforts to meet the general
commitment and hit each specific target. In all cases, accurate measurements of and follow-up on
emissions are critical.
As Davydenko et al. suggested [6], if we are to see gains in transport efficiency, we will need
to establish a certain basis of comparison between the different methods of calculating emissions.
This basis should be set at both the national and the international level, and cover the full extent
of the complex logistical chain, door to door. As these authors reported, there is to date “no single
globally-recognized and accepted standard for the calculation of the carbon footprint that covers the
entire freight transport supply chain”. They used as their benchmark the EN-16258 methodology for the
calculation of transport-service GHG emissions and laid out the criteria for an accurate methodology.
Note that, in 2012, the European Committee for Standardisation (CEN) published European norm
EN 16258 “Methodology for calculation and declaration of energy consumption and GHG emissions
of transport services (freight and passengers)” (CEN standard EN 16258), which is the only official
international—though European—standard aiming at the specific topic of transport supply chains.
Davydenko et al. [6], also set forth three levels of aggregation at which transport-sector GHG emissions
can be obtained: “micro”, “meso” and “macro”.
Keeping Davydenko et al. [6] and their categories in mind, we now turn to the Spanish case. At the
“macro” level, the main official effort to compute GHG emissions is the Informative Inventory Report
(IIR), produced by the Spanish National Inventory System (SEI) within the Ministry of Agriculture
and Fishing, Food and Environment [7]. The 2018 IIR report was compiled in the context of the United
Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) Convention on Long-Range Transboundary
Air Pollution (CLRTAP), and contains detailed information on annual emissions estimates of air
quality pollutants by source in Spain for the EMEP domain (excluding the Canary Islands) from
1990 onwards. According to the last IIR report, the “energy sector” generates more than 50% of
the Inventory’s emitted pollutants. Within the “energy sector”, transport accounts for a large share
of current emissions, with road transport being the worst offender. This subcategory encompasses
pollutant emissions from vehicular traffic, including both passengers and freight.
The IIR’s methodology is thorough, involving the use of hundreds of variables at the production and
consumption levels. Transport emissions are estimated through a detailed process, mainly based on the
national figures for energy use by transport mode. Although the number of statistics is large, the estimation
essentially follows a top-down approach, where the specific origin–destination–product–mode for each
flow is given scant attention. Moreover, the Spanish IIR does not offer a sub-national allocation
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of GHG emissions by sector, but just a raw top-down aggregate imputation with no detail for the
“transport sector”. Exact allocation of responsibility for polluting activities within the country is
thus not possible [8]. This becomes critical when we consider sub-national entities within a highly
decentralized country such as Spain, where not just the national government but also the regions (Nuts
2), provinces (Nuts 3) and municipalities (Nuts 5) are co-responsible for moderating GHG emissions.
To this regard, it is interesting to consider, for example, how regions and cities are responsible for the
development and control of transport infrastructures and services within urban areas, that is, the areas
of densest congestion and pollution. Similarly, in Spain, Municipalities, Diputaciones Provinciales and
Comunidades Autónomas all share with the national government various responsibilities with respect
to follow-up on the quality of fresh water for human consumption. Similar arrangements exist for
the management of waste, residuals, etc. Both COP21 and the “European Strategy for Low-Emission
Mobility” [1,2] make a point of recognizing the role that sub-national entities (cities and regions) must
play in any policy aiming to foster a more sustainable economy.
As Cristae et al. [9] noted, the situation within Spain is similar to the one observed for the
international freight flows worldwide. While the International Transportation Forum uses a top-down
approach to generate aggregate estimates of emissions from international transport, Cristea et al.
suggested an alternative bottom-up procedure that more clearly allocates responsibility for pollution
across countries and sectors. In fact, they highlighted the convenience of bottom-up approaches,
where data on GHG emissions by mode are combined with data on traffic (tons*km) by mode,
and detailed information is provided on the origin–destination and product type for each delivery.
In line with the methodology of Cristea et al. [9] for international freight flows and the
recommendations of Davydenko et al. [6] for GHG estimation at the shipment level, this paper
aims to estimate GHG emissions for intra- and inter-provincial freight flows within a country
(Spain). GHG emissions for freight flows within a country are commonly estimated with
input–output frameworks and CGE modeling [1,7,10–12]. However, with the exception of inter-regional
input–output tables [13,14], it is impossible using this method to allocate emissions by specific
origin–destination–product flows. The main reason, as Cristea et al. pointed out [9], is scarcity
of data on origin–destination flows at the sectoral level in most countries. To the best of our knowledge,
there has been no previous attempt with our methodology to cover origin–destination emissions for
freight flows in Spain or any other EU country.
Drawing from a previous investigation [15], which develops and applies a detailed inter-provincial
trade dataset to analyze transport-mode competition within Spain for a given year (2007), we build
an extended database on intra- and inter-provincial freight flows and use it to obtain GHG emissions
for origin–destination flows between Spanish provinces during 1995–2015. Note that, by adopting
the province (Nuts 3) as the spatial unit of reference, we approached as close as possible to city-level
figures, since for most Spanish provinces the capital city agglomerates the bulk of the population and
economic activity. The flow data are based on a permanent dataset that was collected and prepared by
the C-intereg Project (www.c-intereg.es) and based on the country’s most detailed available data on
origin–destination–product statistics for freight flows by transport mode (road, train, ship and aircraft).
The C-intereg project generates alternative figures covering intra-national Spanish trade at different
spatial and sectoral levels. The data available to the public on the website are censored to some degree,
while the sponsoring institutions and the research group in CEPREDE have access to the full detailed
data. We used the full detailed data, especially “raw freight flows” measured in tons. By raw we mean
closest to official figures on freight flows reported independently by the institution responsible for
each mode in Spain (e.g., Ministerio de Fomento for road, RENFE for railway, Puertos del Estado for
ship, and AENA for aircraft). We use this dataset to forecast the origin–destination–product–mode
flows for 2015–2030 by means of gravity models, using intra- and inter-provincial origin–destination
distance by mode, as well as the predictions described before about the evolution of provincial GDP in
Spain for the same period.
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In addition, for each transport mode and year, we build a corresponding dataset for GHG
emissions, measured in gCO2 per tons*km. These indicators cover 1995–2015 and are drawn from
estimates already published by official institutions and other sound academic publications in the field.
We then generate forecasts for 2015–2030 for each mode, extrapolating observed time trends.
Next, in line with the EN-16258 methodology [6], for each year, we combined industry-specific
flows for each of the four transport modes, measured in tons*km, with the corresponding GHG
emissions factors. Once the dataset of GHG emissions is built, we generate and analyze the
temporal, sectoral and spatial patterns of Spanish inter-provincial GHG flows, and compare them
with official national figures. Then, to search for a more sustainable freight system within the country,
we address the possibility of promoting transport mode shifts from high-polluting modes (road) to
more environmentally friendly alternatives (railway) for specific origin–destination–product flows.
Two scenarios for transport mode shifts are considered, both inspired by targets suggested by the EC’s
“White Paper of Transport” [4] and striving to achieve railway’s desirable future share.
To return to the conceptual framework suggested by Davydenko et al. [6], the methodology
developed herein does not fulfil all of the authors’ recommendations. It fits in with their “meso” level
and should be considered complementary to the “macro” official estimates published by the Spanish
IIR. It includes at least two relevant aspects explicitly considered by the authors: the estimation
of emissions at the shipment level, with the origin–destination–product–mode for each delivery;
and the use of actual freight flows in volume and actual distance traveled by each mode for each
origin–destination delivery. Because of data constraints, the main limitations of our methodology by
comparison with the holistic approach described by Davydenko et al. [6] are: (i) lack of information on
multimodal deliveries (our methodology assumes that points of origin and destination for each delivery
correspond to points of production and consumption and does not consider multimodality); (ii) lack of
information on GHG emissions associated with product handling at the origin and destination or with
intermodal-connections; (iii) lack of information on the vehicle type used in each delivery; and (iv)
lack of information on specific routes taken by freight haulers on their deliveries.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 reviews recent literature on the
measurement and reduction of GHG emissions for freight flows at the international, European and
country level, with a final focus on Spain. Section 3 describes our empirical estimation strategy for
GHG emissions within Spain. Subsections lay out our two parallel datasets (origin–destination freight
flows vs. GHG emissions indicators) and the two periods considered (1995–2015 vs. 2016–2030).
Section 4 is an empirical analysis of trade and emissions patterns for each region, product type and
transportation mode, and concludes with a description of the main results for the suggested scenarios.
2. GHG Emissions and Freight Flows
In the Introduction, we cite Davydenko et al. [6], who stressed the need for a standard
measurement of the transport sector’s GHG emissions. However, there have been other approaches to
the topic for given countries and other attempts to deal with the usual data constraints. An interesting
paper in this regard was presented by McKinnon and Piecyk [16], and reviews several ways to estimate
CO2 emissions from freight transport flows. They claimed that, despite the interest of alternative
estimation methods, the variability in the figures from official sources to academic approaches can erode
the confidence of industry stakeholders in the validity of the estimates. McKinnon and Piecyk [16]
used UK data, focused on the road mode, and evaluated various estimation methods for national
emissions in a given year. More specifically, they considered four alternative methodologies used
in the UK in 2006. Two are taken directly from official government sources, while the others are
calculated by the authors: (i) National Environmental Accounts estimate for the “road transport of
freight”; (ii) HGV-activity of British-registered haulers on UK roads using survey-based fuel efficiency
estimates; (iii) all HGV-activity using survey-based fuel efficiency estimates; and (iv) all HGV-activity
in the UK using test-cycle fuel efficiency estimates. These four approaches differ mainly in the scope of
their calculations, their methodology and their alignment of vehicle classifications. The two lowest
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estimates relate solely to British-registered operators and therefore provide only a partial view of road
freight activity in the UK. As this reference illustrates, an academic estimate such as ours can differ
from the alternative official one, if only because of the use of alternative road data. McKinnon and
Piecyk [16] based their calculations on heavy truck surveys or on traffic stations. One limitation of
their approach is the lack of detail at the delivery level, which makes it difficult to assign responsibility
for emissions at the sub-national level.
As noted in the Introduction, another interesting reference among the short literature analyzing
GHG emissions associated with international trade using origin–destination flows by mode was
presented by Cristae et al. [9], who collected extensive data on worldwide trade by transport mode and
used it to provide detailed comparisons of GHG emissions associated with output versus international
transport of traded goods. According to their analysis, international transport is responsible for 33% of
worldwide trade-related emissions and over 75% of emissions for major manufacturing categories.
Their approach covers emissions associated with both the production (output) and the transport of
goods to destinations abroad, and allows them to distinguish between the two. Moreover, for the
latter, they also considered the scale effect (i.e., changes in emissions due to changes in demand for
international transport) and the composition effect (i.e., changes in the mode mix). They concluded that
including transport dramatically changes the ranking of countries by emissions per dollar of trade.
They also investigated whether trade inclusive of transport can lower emissions. In one quarter of
cases, the difference in output emissions is more than enough to compensate for the emissions cost of
transport. More interestingly for us, they also tested how likely patterns of global trade growth could
affect modal use and emissions. According to their results, full liberalization of tariffs and GDP growth
concentrated in China and India should lead to much faster growth in transport emissions than in
the value of trade, because of shifts toward distant trading partners. However, the main limitation of
their approach is to consider international trade in isolation from internal freight flows, which in most
countries [17,18] account for a larger share of economic activity.
Whereas McKinnon and Piecyk [16] covered the entire UK, Zanni and Bristow [19] analyzed
CO2 emissions for freight flows in London, using historical and projected road freight CO2 emissions.
They also explored the potentially mitigating effect of a set of freight transport policies and logistical
solutions for the period up to 2050. Despite the effectiveness of such measures, the resulting reduction
would, it seems, only partly counterbalance the projected increase in freight traffic. Profound behavioral
measures are need if London wishes to hit its CO2 emissions reduction targets. The main interest
of Zanni and Bristow [19] was that it opens the way to future alternative scenarios for emissions in
specific sub-national entities, such as London, but it fails to provide a general perspective on the whole
country or on alternative transport modes.
There are also several interesting papers on Spain. For example, Sánchez-Choliz and Duarte [12]
used an input–output model to analyze the sectoral impacts of Spanish international trade on
atmospheric pollution. They analyzed direct and indirect CO2 emissions generated in Spain and abroad
by Spanish exports and imports. Their results show that the sectors of transport material, mining and
energy, non-metallic industries, chemicals and metals are the most relevant CO2 exporters, while other
services, construction, transport material and food are the biggest CO2 importers. In addition,
Cadarso et al. [20] examined the growth in offshoring as a result of production chain fragmentation and
measures CO2 emissions due to increases in final and intermediate imports. Their main contribution is
a new methodology (also input–output) for quantifying the impact of international freight transport
by sector, which serves to assign responsibility to consumers. As expected, industries with the most
intense offshoring show the greatest increases in carbon emissions related to international transport.
These are significantly higher than emissions from domestic inputs in certain industries with significant
and increasing international fragmentation of production. As already noted, these two papers present
two main drawbacks for our purposes: first, their approach allocates emissions by sector but fails
to address the regional dimension in a country where regions and cities are developing their own
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political strategies towards sustainability; and, second, similar to Cristea et al. [9], they focused on the
effect of international trade to the exclusion of GHG emissions from internal freight.
Finally, we found some additional papers discussing potential measures to curb GHG emissions
within Spain. On the one hand, López-Navarro [21], given the EC’s urging of intermodal transport
through, for example, the “motorways of the sea”, reviewed the existing literature to examine the
relevance of environmental considerations to modal choice in the case of short sea shipping and the
motorways of the sea. He also used EC-provided values to calculate the external costs of Marco Polo
freight transport project proposals to estimate the environmental costs for several routes, comparing the
use of road haulage with the intermodal option that incorporates Spanish motorways of the sea.
The results of this comparative analysis show that intermodality is not always the best choice in
environmental terms. Its main limitation is not to consider inter-regional flows within the country,
while focusing on modal shifts for Spanish international deliveries. The same topic was analyzed by
Pérez-Mesa et al. [22].
3. Empirical Strategy
Let us begin by considering a country with I provinces (for Spain, I = 52, given its 50 provinces
and 2 autonomous cities in Africa). Intra- and inter-provincial transport (freight) flows are
registered in volume (tons) separately for each transport mode (m), {FRij ; FTij ; FSij ; FAij }, namely: road
(R), train (T), ship (S) and aircraft (A). In the absence of intermediation (re-exportation schemes),
the aggregate of all deliveries is obtained by adding together the corresponding mode-specific flows,






ij . The same can be said regarding product k specific flows using each of these
m modes. An additional t suffix for time serves to consider the panel data configuration of the dataset
described here.
Now, following Cristae et al. [9], Equation (1) defines the general expression for estimating GHG
emissions for each freight flow within a country:
Eijt = ∑k ∑m Fmkijt ∗ Distmkij ∗ emkt . (1)
where Eijt. denotes GHG emissions for all freight flows from origin i to destination j in year t.
Emissions are determined by adding across modes m and products k, for every given i-j trip within the
country, considering the weight (tons) of the corresponding flows by mode (Fmkijt ), the distance in km
traveled by each mode for each delivery (Distmij ), and a set of vectors e
mk
t , with GHG emissions factors
produced by mode m for product k when providing one ton*km of transport services. Note that this
final element also has a subscript t, to incorporate efficiency gains in terms of emissions factors for each
mode by year. Moreover, a suffix k is also added, to indicate that in some cases it is possible to introduce
certain heterogeneity within each transport mode, because the use of specific types of vehicles might
induce different emissions levels. Although we do not put much emphasis on this component (suffix
k drops from term emt onwards), it is interesting to include for further extensions. To this regard,
Demir et al. [23] reviewed several variables to determine emissions for the road mode alone. These can
be divided into five categories, vehicle, environment, traffic, driver and operations, and include
variables such as speed, acceleration, congestion, road gradient, pavement type, ambient temperature,
altitude, wind conditions, fuel type, vehicle weight, vehicle shape, engine size, transmission, fuel type
and oil viscosity. Similar variables can be applied for railway, ship and airplane, which suggests that
the average vectors used here describe only the most likely general trends. We assume distance to be
constant over time between any i-j dyad for each mode.
3.1. Estimating GHG Emissions by Mode for 1995–2015
Using Equation (1) and considering the case of Spain, we estimate GHG emissions per mode
for 1995–2015 by combining two parallel datasets: (i) that containing intra-nd inter-provincial freight
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flows by year, product and mode, which contributes with the elements (Fmkijt ) and Dist
m
ij ; and (ii) that
containing GHG indicators by mode (emt ).
3.1.1. Inter-Provincial Freight Flows by Mode
The freight flow data used in this paper are based on the most accurate data on Spanish bilateral
transport flows of goods by transport mode (road, train, ship, aircraft). This rich dataset was collected
and filtered in accordance with the methodology described in Llano et al. [18] and published as part of
the C-intereg project (www.c-intereg.es). It includes refinements and extensions with respect to the
dataset published in previous papers [15,24]. It is analyzed at the province level (Nuts 3), using the
largest possible sectoral detail (29 products) compatible with the four transport modes. No alternative
dataset with equivalent amount of data is available for Spain.
The dataset is built on a set of origin–destination transport statistics, such as roads (Permanent
Survey on Road Transport of Goods by the Ministerio de Fomento), railways (Complete Wagon
and Containers flows, RENFE), ship (Spanish Ports Statistics, Puertos del Estado) and aircraft (O/D
Matrices of Domestic Flows of Goods by Airport of Origin and Destination, AENA). Since the original
purpose of this dataset in the C-intereg project was to serve as a basis for obtaining monetary flows
between regions in the country, flows not associated with economic transactions were eliminated
(i.e., it does not include empty trips, removals, military or fair materials moved within the country, etc.).
This fact introduces differences in the levels of tons and tons*km for each mode with respect to the
general statistics used by the official top-down estimates (e.g., Spanish IIR). This can be a drawback for
accurate estimation of final emissions levels, but it is also a virtue in that it is more directly connected
with the real economic activity capture in the National Accounts—usually an obligatory reference for
any environmental analysis. In addition, the dataset has been subject to a debugging process with the
aim of removing potential inter-national hub-spoke and re-exportation structures hidden within the
intra-national freight flows [24]. This prevents the double counting of transit flows, mainly by road
and railway, from hinterlands to ports before/after their loading/unloading for exporting to/importing
from foreign markets.
3.1.2. GHG Emissions Indicator by Mode
In addition, we have built a dataset for GHG emissions indicators per transport mode with the
information from the specialized literature. Several official documents offer environmental indicators
that are useful for our purposes:
The Spanish Ministry of Public Works (SMoPW = Ministerio de Fomento) regularly publishes
different indicators for the transport sector’s overall GHG emissions. Although none of them fully meet
the requirements of the analysis conducted here, they provide a good basis for estimation. The SMoPW
publishes the following indicators:
• Total GHG emissions generated by the Spanish transport sector, including passengers and freight
movements, by mode. More specifically, the ministry publishes the annual ktCO2 equivalent
generated separately by road, railway and air over a long period: 1990–2015. Ship is omitted.
These figures appear in the National Inventory of GHG Emissions, produced by the SMoPW
in coordination with the MAPAMA and in accordance with the international methodology
established by the European Environmental Agency (EEA). The estimates follow a top-down
approach and are based on consumption data. Unfortunately, emissions for passenger and freight
transport are not systematically distinguished or determined for all modes. We therefore cannot
compare our estimates with official estimates.
• GHG emissions factors for freight deliveries within Spain by just three transport modes (road,
railway, and air), measured in gCO2 equivalent per tons*km. These figures are reported for
2005–2015. The emissions factor for railway does not include indirect emissions for electric power.
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• Aggregate figures for internal freight flows in Spain (measured in tons*km) by transport mode
(road, railway, ship and air). The largest statistical series for this indicator corresponds to
1996–2015, but it is not always fully compatible with the emissions indicators noted above.
In addition to this official data, we have found interesting references with which to build
a set of alternative scenarios regarding average GHG emissions factors per transport mode
and year within Spain. The main sources considered are Cristea et al. [9], Ministerio de
Fomento (several years http://observatoriotransporte.fomento.es/OTLE/LANG_CASTELLANO/
BASEDATOS/), and Monzón et al. [25]. Table 1 summarizes alternative GHG emissions indexes by
mode reviewed in the literature. For each mode, the three main references considered in this paper
appear in pale grey. Note that, in general, these estimates are prudent by comparison with the higher
factors in the literature, mainly for aircraft.
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The GHG emissions factors used in this paper’s baseline scenario are the following:
• For road (79.88 gCO2 per tons*km in 2005) and aircraft (149.64 gCO2 per tons*km in 2005):
The emissions factors are taken from the SMoPW for the period in which they are available
(2005–2015). For the remaining years, 2005–1995, the time series are obtained by combining the
information in tons*km and total emissions by mode published by the SMoPW.
• For ship (22.15 gCO2 per tons*km in 2005): Since the SMoPW does not publish them, we have
estimated emissions factors for internal freight flows by ship by considering the relative intensity
of this mode with respect to the other three, as reported by Monzón et al. [25], ECMT [30],
and TRENDS [31].
• For railway: To include direct plus indirect emissions for electric power (the SMoPW does not
include them in its estimates), we consider emissions reported by Monzón et al. [25], ECMT [30],
and TRENDS [31] for the year 2000 (22.8 gCO2 per tons*km). The change in this level over the
rest of the period is obtained in the same way as for road and aircraft; we combine the information
in tons*km for this mode with total emissions published by the SMoPW for railway (direct
emissions only).
3.2. Predicting GHG Emissions by Mode for 2016–2030
As in the previous section, estimating GHG emissions per mode for 2016–2030 requires the
combination of different forecasts able to produce the equivalent elements Fmkijt and e
m
t . For each step:
• We start by estimating Fmkijt , the intra- and inter-provincial trade flows for 2016–2030. This step
uses the gravity equation, which entails estimating the GDP for each Spanish province over the
period, assuming a time-invariant vector for distance Distmij and a set of control dummy variables.
• We then obtain corresponding predictions for GHG emissions factor emt .
3.2.1. Forecasting Provincial GDPs for 2016–2030
The aim of this section is to obtain a GDP prediction for each Spanish province in the forecasting
period. It should be noted at the outset that the Spanish Institute of Statistics (INE) publishes GDP
and Value Added (VA) figures on yearly basis, for both regions (Nuts 2) and provinces (Nus 3).
However, the level of disaggregation is lower for provinces, the reference spatial unit for this paper.
For this reason, it is convenient to predict the change in GDPs at the regional and provincial level
simultaneously to take advantage of the richer information available for Spain at the Nuts 2 level.
Thus, the point of departure is the forecasts provided by CEPREDE (www.ceprede.es) at the
national and regional level (Nuts 2) in Spain, with a breakdown of 23 activity branches covering the
needed forecasting horizon. We obtain these forecasts through different linked models developed
by the “Lawrence R. Klein” Institute at the Universidad Autónoma de Madrid. Their general
structure is described in Figure 1. A more detailed description of the main macro-econometric model
(Wharton-UAM) can be found in Pulido and Perez [32], whereas the detailed methodology for the
long-term international scenario is found in Moral and Pérez [33]. The Wharton-UAM model provides
forecasting trends for the Spanish economy from Project Link, an international collaborative research
group for econometric modeling, coordinated jointly by the Development Policy and Analysis Division
of United Nations/DESA and the University of Toronto (https://www.un.org/development/desa/
dpad/project-link.html).
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Figure 1. General outline of long-term forecasting model: regional level (Nuts 2). Source: Own elaboration.
The scheme for regional disaggregation of GDP is quite similar to the one described below for
provinces, and it is based on the sectoral structure of each region in terms of VA, and the corresponding
elasticities between regional and national performance by sector.
Drawing from the regional figures provided by the Wharton-UAM model, we obtain our
predictions for each province by considering their sectoral mix and changes in the regions they
belong to. With this aim, we use data from the Spanish Regional Accounts published by National
Statistical Institute (INE), which include provincial GDP and VA figures for 2000–2015, broken down
into seven activity branches. For each province i, total GDP in each period t can be obtained by the
aggregation of the VA for the seven activity branches b, plus net production taxes I.
GDPi,t = ∑7b=1 VAb,i,t + Ii,t (2)
For each branch and province (Nuts 3), we compute historical elasticity between the growth







, ∀ 2016 < z < 2030 (3)
where VAb,r,t is the volume index of VA in branch b from region r where province i is located.
These initial elasticities are harmonized to guarantee the stability of predictions, making unitary





∑i ωb,i ∗ εzb,i
, ∀ 2016 < z < 2030 (4)
where ωb,i is the weight of province i over the regional VA in branch b.
Once these elasticities have been computed, we can obtain an initial GDP for each province i by






VAb,i,t+z−1 ∗ (1 + εz,i ∗ ΔIVAb,r,t+z), ∀ 2016 < z < 2030 (5)
Afterwards, these initial values are corrected to match regional GDP with the aggregation of
provincial GDPs.
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GDPi,t+z = GDP0i,t+z ∗ GDPr,t+z∑p GDP0i,t+z
, ∀ 2016 < z < 2030 (6)
Thus, we obtain GDP figures for each province in the forecasting period that match the regional
and national predictions produced by CEPREDE. Although provincial GDP can be broken down into
the VA of seven branches, in this paper, we use only aggregate provincial GDP figures.
3.2.2. Forecasting Inter-Provincial Flows in 2016–2030
Using the provincial GDPs predicted in the previous section for 2016–2030, we now estimate, for
the same period, the corresponding intra- and inter-provincial flows by each of the four modes and by
each of the 29 product types in the historical sample. For this, we use the gravity equation, the most
standard methodology to model international and interregional trade flows [34,35]. This approach
is rooted in previous articles modeling equivalent flows in Spain [15,18,24,34]. The baseline model is
described by Equation (7):
Fmkijt = β0 + β1lnYit + β2lnYjt + β3Own_pro + β4lnDist
m
ij + β5Contig + Xi + Xj
+μi,mk + μj,mk + εijmkt.
(7)
Fmkijt is the volume (tons) of freight flows of product k transported in year t by mode m from
province i to province j. Note that i and j are two of the 52 Spanish provinces, so any flow where i = j is
intra-provincial, while any flow where i = j is inter-provincial. Suffix m indicates the transport mode
used in the delivery, which can take four values (R = road, S = ship, A = aircraft, and T = railway).
Suffix k can take 29 values, corresponding to the 29 product types described in Table A4 in the
Appendix A. Note that as a robustness check, equivalent flows have been obtained for intra- an
inter-provincial trade flows measured in current euros.
Variables lnYit and lnYjt are the logarithms of nominal GDP for exporting and importing provinces,
respectively. Note that GDPs in the historical period correspond to official figures published by the
INE, whereas in the forecasting period they correspond to the figures obtained in the previous section,
which are compatible with the national and regional predictions provided by CEPREDE. This is the
only set of time-variant variables specific to each i-j pair that are taken into account when we forecast
intra- and inter-provincial flows for 2016–2030.
In addition to these time-variant variables for the forecasting period, we also consider a number of
time-invariant ones. First, as is standard in this type of modeling, a dummy variable, Own_Prov,
is included to control for the different nature of flows within and between Spanish provinces.
This dummy variable takes the value 1 if the flow’s origin and destination are the same province and
0 otherwise. The anti-log of this dummy is the own-province effect or home bias extensively discussed in
the literature of international trade [15,24,32,36,37].
The variable lnDistmij is the logarithm of the distance between province i and province j for each
mode m. Note that, in line with Gallego et al. [24], we have used alternative distance measures per
transport mode. Each of these alternative distances is obtained as follows:
DistRij represents the most likely bilateral distance (in km) for deliveries by road:
(i) For all bilateral deliveries within the peninsula (47 inner provinces), we follow Zofío et al. [38],
where GIS software determines the shortest trip distance between any two places based on
the actual network of roads and highways (including such parameters as slope, quality and
maximum legal speed). We thus obtain raw bilateral distances for a detailed picture of the Iberian
Peninsula, split into more than 800 areas. These raw distances are aggregated, with averages
weighted by the various populations of these areas, to produce a province-to-province matrix of
inter-provincial distances.
(ii) For the three island provinces, we obtain bilateral distances between them and the inner provinces
by taking the official distance traveled by ship between the islands and the main maritime ports
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(Cádiz for the Canary Islands and Barcelona for the Balearic Islands) and adding it to the road
distance from these two main ports to each inner province. This road distance exactly corresponds
to the distance described above. This treatment is justified because deliveries between inner
regions and the islands are in fact made by Ro-and-Ro and similar strategies, with trucks loaded
onto ships.
We have checked the results against alternative distance measures, such as actual distances
reported by trucks upon their deliveries, and found them to be robust. However, we have decided
to use GIS distances, as they avoid problems related to the computation of intra-provincial distances
traveled by trucks within each province. GIS distances are simply not affected by the huge number of
short trips entailed by capillary distribution from wholesalers to retailers (see Díaz-Lanchas et al. [39]).
DistTij represents the bilateral distance (in km) traveled by railway, as reported by RENFE (the former
Spanish rail monopoly). RENFE expresses data on bilateral flows between any two provinces
in tons*km and tons. By dividing the first measure by the second, we obtain a fairly precise
average distance traveled by trains in a given year (2007) for the main inter-provincial pairs.
When a specific bilateral distance is not available, we substitute road distance.
DistSij represents bilateral distance (in km) by ship. The distance between ports (coastal and islands
provinces) is reported by the official Spanish port authority, Puertos del Estado. Again, to
fill gaps in the data and in the unlikely event that an island reports flows by ship with inner
regions (multimodal), we substitute road distance.
DistAij represents the most likely bilateral distance (in km) for air transport. This is the straight-line
distance computed by GIS between airport locations in Spain. For provinces with no airports,
we substitute road distance.
To capture the positive effect of adjacency between provinces, we introduce the dummy variable
Contig, which takes the value one when trading provinces i and j are contiguous and zero otherwise.
This variable conveniently controls for higher inter-provincial trade flows between contiguous Spanish
provinces. εijmkt denotes the classical disturbance term.
The specification also includes several time-invariant variables to control for different factors that
may affect the magnitude of the flows across provinces. Such variables are summarized in Xi; Xj:
Coastali; Coastalj A dummy indicating whether the exporting or importing province is coastal or
land-locked. These dummies are considered for ship, while for the other modes they
become non-significant.
Islandi; Islandj A dummy variable identifying the three island provinces of Spain (Islas Baleares,
Las Palmas and Santa Cruz de Tenerife) as exporting regions.
Finally, three additional dummy variables have been added for the road mode, with the aim of
controlling for the special case of trade between the Canary Islands and the Balearic Islands with the
provinces in the Iberian Peninsula, which relates to the “Ro-and-Ro” logistic strategy. Failure to include
these resulted in excessively high predictions for flows in the forecasting period.
The estimation of the equation adopts a pooled regression format with several fixed effects,
following the standard approach in the literature as an alternative to pure panel data specifications,
which will absorb the time-invariant dyadic variables such as distance. The terms μimk and μjmk correspond
to multilateral-resistance fixed effects for the origin–mode–product and the destination–mode–product,
respectively. Their inclusion follows Anderson and van Wincoop [17] and Feenstra [37] and is meant to
control for competitive effects exerted by the non-observable price index of partner provinces and by other
competitors. They are also meant to capture other particular characteristics of the provinces in question.
It is worth mentioning that, because of their cross-section dataset, the origin and destination fixed effects
in Anderson and van Wincoop [17] and Feenstra [37] do not consider their interaction with time. We also
cluster the residuals by αijmk. Following the most recent literature on the estimation of gravity models
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in presence of many zero flows, we use the Poisson pseudo-maximum likelihood technique (PPML).
This approach was proposed by Silva and Tenreyro [40], which sorts out Jensen’s inequality (note that
the endogenous variable is in levels) and produces unbiased estimates of the coefficients by solving the
heteroskedasticity problem. Note that, with PPML estimation, it is recommended that the endogenous
variable be included in levels rather than in logs (Fmkijt )). Time-fixed effects are not considered here because
of the problems that arise in the forecasting exercise.
The results obtained in the estimation of the gravity model for each mode are reported in
Table A1 in the Appendix A. Regressions are based only on the period 2013–2015, as an attempt
to avoid the recent economic crisis. Therefore, the elasticities obtained are based on the most recent
relationship between internal trade, provincial GDPs, distance and the rest of the time-invariant
controls. Alternative samples and specifications have also been tested, while the one reported here
offers the best results in the forecasting exercise. However, it is important to stress the results’ great
sensitivity to levels, something that will affect final GHG emission estimates. Note that, even if we
limit the sample to this short window of time, and remove zero flows to increase forecasting accuracy,
the regressions consider between 5103 (railway) and 64,191 (road) observations. Despite these long
panels, the R2 obtained are reasonably high in all sectors but ship, ranging from 0.6 in railway to
0.89 in aircraft. In general, the coefficients are significant and the signs match expectations. However,
interesting variability is found, in line with certain previous analyses [24], for each transport mode.
Starting with road, whose results are the most standard within the literature, both GDPs for the
exporting and importing province are significant and positive, with values close to unity. The coefficient
for the lnDistmij is negative and close to −1, which is in line with standard values for international and
interregional deliveries [24,36,37]. The coefficients for contiguity and OwnProv are also positive and
significant, and dummies related to the Islands are always negative and significant.
The results for the other modes are more surprising but also easy to account for: non-significant
coefficients for GDP in ship and railway indicate that certain provinces more specialized in these two
modes are associated with heavy industries and bulk freight movements. These, with some exceptions
(País Vasco), do not correspond to the richest regions in the country. The opposite happens with
the positive and high coefficient of GDPi of the exporting province, and the negative and significant
coefficient for the GDPj of the importing province, found in aircraft. This result indicates that the
main exporting provinces using this mode are Madrid and Barcelona, while the main importers are
the Canary and the Balearic Islands. This is also reflected in the Island dummies, as well as in the
positive and significant coefficient found for the log of distance. This result, singular for a gravity
model, perfectly matches our intuition that aircraft is more efficient for the furthest destinations.
3.2.3. Forecasting GHG Emissions Factors by Mode for 2016–2030
Finally, it is now time to predict the evolution of GHG emissions factors emt for each mode m
in the forecasting window 2016–2030. There is a complex and interesting technical literature on the
prognosis of efficiency gains affecting the emissions of each transport mode [23,24,41]. The analysis
of this literature is beyond the scope of this article. Instead, we opt for a more automatic approach,
with the projection of observed trends over a recent 20-year period (1995–2015). To select the best
time-trend option, we have tested four alternatives for each mode, with following specifications:
emt = α
m + βm ∗ t (8)
emt = α
m + βm ∗ t + γm ∗ t2 (9)
emt = a
m ∗ (bm)t = αm + βm ∗ ln(t) (10)
emt = a
m ∗ tbm ↔ ln(emt ) = αm + βm ∗ ln(t) (11)
where t is the time trend variable, and αm, βm and γm are the coefficients to be estimated. For each
trend specification and transport mode m, the statistical significance of each trend is tested by means
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of the t-statistics associated with trend coefficients (βm, γm). Finally, for each mode the best time trend
option is selected by the sum of squared errors.
Once the best trend has been selected, and once the baseline trend (Baseline scenario) has been
forecast, a sensitivity analysis is performed using the confidence statistical intervals estimated for
trend coefficients βm. Thus, for each mode, we have computed an upper and lower bound by moving
the trend coefficient between the 95% confidence interval estimated through the standard error Sdβm
of the trend coefficients.
Max. → βm + 2 ∗ Sdβm (12)
Min. → βm − 2 ∗ Sdβm (13)
As we explain in the next section, these terms serve to define alternative scenarios. The main
econometric results of this section are shown in Table A2 in the Appendix A.
To illustrate the variability of the emissions factors obtained, Figure 2 plots the evolution of the
Observed, Baseline, Max (upper bound) and Min. (lower bound) factors for each mode. Note that in
all cases the change points to clear gains in efficiency, which can be explained by the development of
greener technology and its progressive adoption within each mode. No exogenous shocks regarding






Figure 2. GHG emissions factors by mode for 1995–2030 (gCO2/t*km): (A) Road; (B) Railway;
(C) Air; and (D) Ship. Source: Own elaboration based on several sources (mainly Spanish Ministry of
Public Works).
3.3. Scenarios for Reducing GHG Emissions by 2030
Once the entire dataset is obtained, we define the main modal choice scenarios for the flows.
We then consider alternative sub-scenarios for the GHG emissions factors defined by Equations (8)–(11).
In summary, each scenario is described as follows:
Scenario 1: Baseline
For the Baseline scenario, we obtain GHG emissions by combining the actual-flow dataset
(observed + predicted) with the emissions factors described as benchmarks in Section 3.2, that is,
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the factors taken from the SMoPW and combined with Monzón et al. [25]. We then consider two
alternative sub-scenarios:
(a) Baseline-Max.: Using 2016–2030 GHG emissions factors considering the upper bound (Max.) for
each year and mode, as defined by Equation (12).
(b) Baseline-Min.: Using 2016–2030 GHG emissions factors considering the lower bound (Min.) for
each year and mode, as defined by Equation (13).
Scenario 2: Moderate modal shift from road to railway
In Scenario 2, the objective is to analyze additional emissions decreases due to hypothetical shifts
from road to railway in certain flows. Based on findings from previous analyses [11,15,42], and the
descriptive analysis reported in Figure 5, this scenario uses the following criteria:
(i) First, for the entire historical sample (1995–2015), we compute the share in tons for railway out of
total tons moved for each i-j-k-t. Flows loaded/unloaded in the Islands and Ceuta and Melilla
are excluded.
(ii) Then, for each i-j-k-t we identify the maximum share of railway, considering only trips with
distances above 600 km in the entire historical sample (1995–2015). If this share for flows by
railway for i-j-k-t is above 40%, it is truncated. We therefore assume the maximum share for each
to be 40%. Again, flows from/to the Islands and Ceuta and Melilla are excluded.
(iii) Next, for every i-j-k triad with distance over 600 km, we compute load transfers from road to
railway until the maximum share identified in Point (ii) is fulfilled for said triad. With this step,
we impose a modal shift so that the maximum shares observed in the period for a given i-j-k are
applied to every year in the forecasting period, within the limit of 40%.
(iv) Once the three previous steps have been applied to the whole dataset, we recalculate GHG
emissions, considering the baseline emissions factors for each mode. We then also consider
the two aforementioned alternative sub-scenarios, using the upper and lower bound from the
emissions factors predicted for each mode. These sub-scenarios are labeled Scenario 2-Max.
and Scenario 2-Min.
Scenario 2 adopts maximum shares by railway for a given product k as a benchmark for every
flow of the same product k between any other i-j dyad whose bilateral distance is above 600 km.
This protocol is applied throughout the forecasting period. The scenario is k specific to take into
account the singular nature of each product: perishability, transportability, value/volume ratios,
special infrastructures required for special k products (such as dangerous substances or refrigerated
loads), etc. This may limit our ability to extrapolate a given share from any other product. In addition,
the limit of 600 km is supported by previous analyses conducted in Spain [15,42,43], which suggest that
railway is competitive with road beyond this threshold. Although, according to Figure 4, railway flows
in tons agglomerate in short distances (<200 km), a detailed view of the distribution by product suggests
that the agglomeration is driven by certain heavy products, whose performance is not comparable
to that of products usually delivered by road. Moreover, considering the results in Figure 3, it seems
reasonable to try to promote modal shifts in the longest-heaviest inter-provincial flows traveling by
road between the farthest-most-populated provinces (Sevilla-Madrid-Valencia-Zaragoza-Barcelona),
rather than to consider alternative transfers of short-distance deliveries by road. Without additional
infrastructures, the latter are less likely to match with the current railway network or with absorption
capacity. Moreover, the 40% maximum share imposed in Point (ii), although ad hoc, is rooted in the
following facts: (i) currently, as reported in Figure 4, the product with the largest share in Spain holds
22%; and (ii) according to the EC’s “White Paper of Transport” [4], railways will be handling 40% to
60% of EU traffic by 2050. It therefore seems highly optimistic to assume that a country that currently
has only a tiny railway share (1.9%, according to official estimates) will attain a 40% railway share for
the longest trips by 2030.
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Scenario 3: Extreme modal shift from road to railway
We now consider a more radical alternative, where for each i-j-k-t in the forecasting period, all
flows by road with a bilateral distance above 150 km are transferred to railway. We thus impose a
prudential maximum railway share of 60% for each i-j-k-t, taking inspiration from the upper bound
considered by the EC “White Paper in Transport” for the whole EU. Note, that by assuming this 60%
maximum railway share for the longest i-j-k-t trips (>150 km), we end up obtaining an overall railway
share of around 26% for the country’s total freight traffic. Even assuming an extreme scenario like this,
then, the overall railway share will remain around half of the reference one suggested by the EC for
the entire EU transport sector. In this scenario, for brevity, we consider only the minimum emission
factors reported in Figure 2 for each mode.
Figure 3. Main inter-provincial flows in terms of GHG emissions. 2015. tCO2. Source: Own elaboration
using http://sankeymatic.com/build/.
4. Results
The analysis starts with the main results reported in Table 2, which summarize the main GHG
emissions for freight flows within Spain in the period 1995–2015 and their regional allocation (Nuts 2).
Equivalent results are reported for provinces (Nuts 3) in Table A3 in the Appendix A. According to
these results, GHG emissions reached a level of 10,105 ktCO2 equivalent in 2015. To interpret this
number, it is convenient to consider that, according to the official Spanish inventory IIS [7], total GHG
emissions in Spain for 2015 were 335,662 ktCO2, with 83,316 ktCO2 attributed to the whole “Transport
sector”, mixing both passengers and freight intra-national flows.
It is important to remark that there are no official estimates of GHG emissions linked to freight
flows with the same detail reported here. Moreover, the official estimates reported at the sub-national
level are just top-down distributions at the regional level (Nuts 2) for all GHG emissions, with no
detail by sector. They are published by the MAPAMA, which warns in a disclaimer that they are to
be used “with caution”. Thus, a full comparison is not possible. With this in mind, let us consider
the SMoPW’s report that GHG emissions attributed to freight flows in Spain (ship excluded) reached
the value of 16,661 ktCO2 for 2014, a figure 40% above the estimate obtained here (10,105 ktCO2).
Moreover, despite the difference, both estimates coincide in the contribution of each mode; both point
to the road mode’s huge share (95% in the official estimates, 94% in this paper). We obtain a 3% share
for ship, while the official figure is 2%. Moreover, in our estimate, railway and aircraft each account for
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1% in 2015, whereas in the official estimates aircraft reaches 3% and railway only 0.3% of total transport
emissions for intra-national freight flows.
Table 2. GHG emissions by region (Nuts 2): Structure and change (ktCO2 eq).
2015 Growth Rates (%)
Total Intra-Regional Inter-Regional % Total/GDP 2015–1995 2015–2009 2030–2015
(1) (2) in % of (1) (3) in % of (1) (4) = (1)/Spain (5) (6) (7) (8)
Andalucía 1378.78 52.3% 47.7% 13.6% 0.951 −11.6% −30.4% 59.1%
Aragón 603.35 29.5% 70.5% 6.0% 1.804 4.4% −19.3% 50.2%
Asturias 304.01 23.2% 76.8% 3.0% 1.433 −28.1% −33.4% 43.3%
Baleares 30.73 70.1% 29.9% 0.3% 0.112 26.9% −20.1% 76.8%
Canarias 105.93 46.1% 53.9% 1.0% 0.259 50.9% −12.5% 49.2%
Cantabria 189.80 22.6% 77.4% 1.9% 1.556 −21.3% −15.7% 51.3%
Castilla y León 1061.88 39.1% 60.9% 10.5% 1.979 4.2% −27.4% 46.1%
C.-La Mancha 807.23 28.4% 71.6% 8.0% 2.156 2.5% −33.2% 58.6%
Cataluña 1699.45 46.1% 53.9% 16.8% 0.827 −24.4% −29.2% 52.5%
C. Valenciana 1063.11 41.1% 58.9% 10.5% 1.055 −11.8% −26.4% 55.4%
Extremadura 225.97 42.5% 57.5% 2.2% 1.294 7.4% −32.6% 81.0%
Galicia 700.12 42.5% 57.5% 6.9% 1.243 −5.5% −24.7% 53.9%
Madrid 656.57 15.3% 84.7% 6.5% 0.322 0.9% −29.7% 17.5%
Murcia 342.43 22.3% 77.7% 3.4% 1.214 1.0% −13.6% 63.3%
Navarra 323.64 24.3% 75.7% 3.2% 1.743 −4.6% −18.8% 59.6%
País Vasco 503.82 18.5% 81.5% 5.0% 0.758 −26.2% −29.1% 36.2%
Rioja, La 107.75 10.9% 89.1% 1.1% 1.372 −3.2% −18.7% 32.2%
Ceuta 0.39 0.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.025 1045.1% 3950.7% −36.0%
Melilla 0.24 0.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.016 1931.9% 570.2% 76.0%
Total-Spain 10,1052.1 36.6% 63.4% 100.0% 0.936 −10.0% −27.4% 51.1%
Pro memoria: Total official GHG emissions in Spain in 2015 = 335,662 ktCO2; total official transport sector GHG
emissions (passengers + freight flows) in Spain in 2015 = 83,316 ktCO2; GHG emission attributed to freight flows in
Spain (ship excluded) by SMoPW (year 2014) = 16,661 ktCO2. Source: Own elaboration.
While there is indeed a lack of (full) comparability, the difference (40%) between our estimates
and the official ones can be explained by a number of factors. First, the official estimates use top-down
approaches and do not explicitly report on GHG emissions produced at the delivery level. Second,
there is the matter of the statistics used for each mode, for both emissions factors and traffic in tons*km.
For example, we use an emissions factor of 17.4 for railway in 2015; this includes direct and indirect
emissions for the use of electric power. The SMoPW, although it does not publish an exact emissions
factor or the tons*km traveled by railway for every year, uses a reference factor of 6.94; this does not
include indirect emissions for the generation of electricity. Another source of difference is the use
of different traffic values by transport mode, in tons*km. We borrow data, in tons, from C-intereg,
and these differ from the official figures. The reason is that, in C-intereg, freight flows are used as
proxies to obtain monetary flows between regions. Thus, freight flows by road that do not correspond
to economic transactions, such as empty trips, movements of military materials, fairs, removals, etc.,
are eliminated. In the case of road, the largest mode by far in terms of tons*km and GHG emissions,
the C-intereg data are based on the Spanish EPTMC survey on heavy truck road transportation.
SMoPW estimates are based instead on a combination of this survey and the register of heavy-truck
movements through Spanish networks (Aforos). As McKinnon and Piecyk [16] illustrate for the UK,
the use of alternative sources like these leads to differences in tons*km and emissions. Moreover,
according to the Spanish EPTMC, empty trips by road in Spain account for around 40% of total
operations. The bare fact that the C-intereg data used here do not include empty-trips already explains
much of the difference in estimates.
Despite the previous discussion about the aggregate levels, where further improvements in the
methodology are possible, it is also interesting to compare our estimates with respect to the official ones
in terms of growth rates. This analysis appears below, when we consider the forecasting exercise in
Figure 6. For now, we turn back to Table 2, to explore the newest layer of the methodology developed
therein: one that allows the allocation of GHG emissions to specific regions and provinces.
As reported in Column 4, the main polluting regions are those with the largest production
capacity within Spain: that is, Cataluña, with almost 17% of GHG emissions, followed by Andalucía
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(13.6%), Castilla-León (10.5%) and Comunidad Valenciana (10.5%). The Madrid region, surprisingly,
accounts for just 6.5% of emissions, a lower level than its high GDP and its economic and geographic
centrality would suggest. One reason could be a tendency towards trading over shorter distances
than other, more extensive multi-provincial regions, or the delivery of products with higher
value/volume ratios.
Indeed, in terms of GDP (Column 5), the geographical structure of polluters changes vividly: for
example, Cataluña, the largest industrialized region, accounts for just 8.27% of emissions relative to
its GDP, while Andalucía accounts for 9.5% and Madrid for 3.22%. To interpret this result, it is
important to keep in mind that these calculations include only inter-regional exports of goods
(no inter-regional imports) and exclude the service and construction sectors, which are more relevant
in the richest regions.
It is also remarkable that 63.4% of all emissions are generated by inter-regional flows, and 36.6%
by intra-provincial ones. The high value of the former, where short trips are prevalent, is explained by
the most intensive use of road over the shortest distances. This is associated with products with low
value-to-volume ratio, such as stones, minerals and construction materials.
Shares of inter-regional/intra-regional flows differ by region. For example, La Rioja and Madrid
have the largest shares of emissions for inter-regional deliveries (89% and 81%), while Baleares (29.9%)
and Andalucía (47.7%) have the smallest shares for inter-regional flows and the largest for intra-regional
deliveries. Behind this heterogeneity lie the product–mode mix and the geographical area of each region.
For example, Andalucía has an area of 87,599 km2 and includes nine provinces, while Madrid is a
single-province-region of 8028 km2.
As for growth rates, the results suggest that GHG emissions for intra-national freight flows from
1995 to 2015 has decreased by 10%, the reduction being most intense after the economic downturn
of 2008 (−27.4%). From 2009 to 2015, the Spanish economy suffered its worst crisis in recent history,
with an intense decline of internal consumption and investment, and a clear re-orientation towards
international trade. All these factors have greatly contracted freight deliveries within the country,
and this has converged with political and individual measures towards sustainability. Finally, Column 8
shows the difference between GHG emissions in 2030 (baseline scenario) and in 2015. Here, we remark
simply that, according to these figures, GHG emissions for internal freight flows in Spain are expected
to rise 51.1% in the forecasting windows. These results are analyzed in more detail below.
To focus now on bilateral relationships between provinces (Nuts 3), Table 3 shows the ranking
of the 20 highest flows in 1995 and 2015, reporting the point of origin and destination of the trip,
as well as the product delivered and mode of delivery. Remarkably, as we see on the left panel, in 1995
only two out 20 flows were inter-provincial, that is, had an origin different from the destination: the
12th flow was from Valencia to neighboring Castellón, and the 19th from Tarragona to Barcelona.
Moreover, all the main flows but four (15th, 16th, 17th, and 20th) correspond to just one sector, “Rocks,
sand and salt”, which has very low transportability (low value/volume ratio) and is highly linked to
the building sector. The other three, corresponding to “Cement and limestone” (15th), “Coal” (16th),
“Chemical products” (17th) and “Construction materials” (20th), are similar. In all cases, the mode
used is road. The other main flows correspond to intra-provincial flows: 1st Barcelona–Barcelona;
2nd Valencia–Valencia; 3rd Navarra–Navarra; and 4th Madrid–Madrid. Note that in this analysis we
use a fine spatial scale (provinces, Nuts 3). Had we used the region scale (Nuts 2), all flows would have
appeared to be intra-regional. The conclusions derived from the other panel (flows in 2015) are very
similar: the largest flows correspond to intra-provincial flows, while just three inter-provincial ones
appear among the main flows. Moreover, these inter-provincial flows have gained positions in the
ranking, rising from position 12th and 19th up to position 8th and 11th. The product types and modes
are very similar, with a concentration on road, short distances and very heavy products. All these
results reveal a great clustering of deliveries over short distances and suggest that road, one of the
most polluting modes, is unbeatable when accessibility is crucial.
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To dig deeper into our aforementioned results, Figure 3, using a multidimensional Sankey diagram,
plots the main GHG emissions for inter-provincial freight flows in 2015, with the dense intra-provincial
deliveries removed. The diagram should be read from left to right. The first subdivision (links between
Columns 1 and 2) suggests that of the total 10,105 kt GHG emitted by internal freight flows within
Spain in 2015 (Baseline scenario), 94% were produced by road, 4% by ship, and 1% by aircraft and
railway. Within road (links between Columns 2 and 3), the main inter-provincial flows originate in
Barcelona, Valencia, Madrid, Sevilla, Zaragoza, Navarra, Tarragona, A Coruña, Lleida, Asturias, etc.
The first seven provinces (from Zaragoza to Burgos) are important exporters by road (origin provinces),
but none of them are associated with the most polluting bilateral flows in the country, which appear in
the links between Columns 3 and 4. Rather, the other provinces in Column 3 correspond to the origins
of the most polluting flows shown in Column 4, where the province of destination and type of sector is
shown. Column 4, after the general label “Rest of Spain-Other sectors”, identifies the most polluting
inter-provincial flows in the country in 2015 as follows:
(1) Exports of “Rocks, sand and salt” (30,600 ktCO2) by road from Valencia to Castellón.
(2) Exports of “Construction materials” (29,500 ktCO2) by road from Castellón to Valencia.
(3) Exports of “Wood” (21,500 ktCO2) by road from Asturias to Girona.
(4) Exports of “Rocks, sand and salt” (18,800 ktCO2) by road from Murcia to Alicante.
The rest of the list should be interpreted equivalently. Similar analysis could be done for the other
modes, products and years.
Scenarios for Reducing Freight Emissions through Modal Shift and Efficiency Gains
As suggested in Section 3.1, the aim of this final section is to discuss alternative scenarios for
the change in GHG emissions in the forecasting period 2016–2030. First, however, let us consider
Figure 4, which offers relevant information in support of Scenarios 2 and 3 (defined in Section 3.1),
regarding the potential promotion of modal shifts from road to railway within Spain.
Figure 4 is complex but very informative. For clarity, the graph is split into two panels that can be
analyzed in parallel, since the horizontal axis corresponds to the same variable, namely, the bilateral
distance (km) between any given i-j pair of provinces. Figure 4A shows the scatter plot for railway’s
share of total flows for every i-j-k triad (origin–destination–product), versus bilateral distance. We use a
different color for each i-j flow by product k, colored markers for the three sectors of interest, and hollow
circles for the rest. Railway’s specific share is reported on the left axis. Thus, for example, if railway
is the only mode delivering product k from i to j (k = “Chemical Products” from i = “Asturias” to
j = “Cantabria”), the share will reach a 100%; inversely, if zero flows are reported by railway for this
i-j-k combination, a zero share will appear. Note that the number of 100% and 0% shares for i-j-k in the
graphs is remarkable, since many dots of different colors appears in the 0% and 100% level for almost
every distance and product. In many other cases, the railway share lies between these two extremes.
Figure 4B includes three bold-line graphs, measured on the right axis. The black one corresponds
to the kernel distribution of tons delivered by railway against bilateral distance (km), considering the
whole historical sample. As can be easily seen, the shape of the distribution is clearly concentrated in
the shortest distance (<200 km), with a plateau of constant intensity of deliveries at 200–500 km, and a
valley thereafter, with some bumps at 700 km and 800 km. To illustrate the heterogeneity hidden within
this aggregate distribution, we have also added the kernel distribution of tons of “Paper” (dark orange)
and “Transport material” (pale blue), where the intensity of flows over longer distances is clearer.
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Moreover, also in Figure 4B, three horizontal thin lines in color indicate railway’s total share of the
aggregate flows for the three sectors with the largest shares. Note that the horizontal lines do not vary
along bilateral distance, since they just represent scalars computed over the whole historical sample:
(i) The thin red line shows railway’s share in “Minerals (not ECSC)” in Spain as a whole,
which accounts for 22% over the historic period. Note that although this 22% (Figure 4B) is
the largest share that any of the 29 products has for railway in the entire country, for some
specific i-j flows of this product (with distances shorter than 400 km), railway registers shares
above 80% (red triangles in Figure 4A). We point out also that the red triangles for most
of the bilateral distances (i-j pairs) in Figure 4A appear at 0% share, with very few at 100%.
Probably, these short-distance trips by railway are explained by the existing interconnecting
railway networks within industrial clusters of heavy industry, so the bulk of these products
are moved very efficiently from maritime ports to factories, and from there to warehouses,
storage infrastructures and other transformation plants, usually agglomerated within relatively
short distances.
(ii) The second-largest average share is indicated with a green horizontal line (Figure 4B),
which corresponds to “Coal” (12%). Our conclusions are similar to those for “Minerals (not
ECSC)”, since in Figure 4A we also see green diamonds ( ) with shares above 12% for specific i-j
(mainly located between 200 km and 400 km).
(iii) Finally, the orange horizontal line in Figure 4B indicates railway’s total share for “Paper”, railway’s
third-largest share in Spain as a whole. In this case, we see many non-negative shares for specific
i-j, marked with ( ) in Figure 4A, over a wider range of distances. This may be a sign that railway
is a more credible alternative to road over long distances for this product than for the other two.
In their case, the higher general share is driven by few i-j specific pairs, which enjoy railway
infrastructures of singular nature. More interestingly, for the “Paper” sector, railway will be a
potential substitute for long trips by road. This can be clearly seen in the kernel distribution for
this product in Figure 4B, plotted with a dark orange thick line, which has two humps for flows
of 700 km and 800 km.
Given the previous analysis, it is worth remembering that railway accounts for a very small share
of intra-national freight flows in Spain (just 1.97% in terms of tons, and 3% in tons*km, according to
official figures). Note that this small share is compatible with a 100% share for specific i-j-k triads,
and total shares of 22%, 12% or 11% for the three peculiar products commented before. However,
it seems highly unlikely that a modal shift from road to railway would result in a total share of 40–60%
for the entire country, as the EC’s “White Paper of Transport” [4] has recommended.
It is, in fact, very difficult to change individual decisions about preferred mode use. In theory,
railway can appear as the preferred option for some heavy products and certain i-j pairs. As previously
suggested, however, current flows are associated with specific sectors over short-to-medium distances,
and Spain’s total share is still below both the shares of other countries and the emissions-reducing
share recommended by the EC and strategized by Spain.
With this in mind, we turn to Scenario 2. Here, we take the maximum share by railway observed
for a given product k for any possible i-j dyad and use it as our benchmark for every flow of the
same product k for any other i-j dyad with a distance above 600 km. We use a limit of 40% for the
sake of greater realism. Our more radical Scenario 3 assumes a hypothetical modal shift from road
to railway affecting all deliveries by road with a bilateral distance above 150 km and a maximum
railway share of 60% for each i-j-k-t. This scenario is less realistic, since it includes trips of intermediate
distance (150–600 km) and does not consider maximum historical shares for each product k. However,
as we show, only Scenario 3 leads to net reductions in GHG emissions in 2030. We analyze alternative
distance segments and thresholds in future research.
Total tons transferred from road to railway for these two alternative scenarios is illustrated in
Figure 5, where we have computed the kernel regression between the tons moved by road in Scenarios 1
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(no modal shift), 2 and 3, with moderate and extreme modal shifts, and two alternative distance ranges.
In Figure 5A for Scenario 2, total tons transferred is moderate, which indicates that, because of Spain’s
particular geographical features, the 600 km threshold may be too stringent. By contrast, total load
transferred to railway in Scenario 3 (Figure 5B) is quite large, given the strong concentration of flows





Figure 5. Kernel distribution of volume moved by road before/after the modal shift in Scenarios 2 and
3 vs. Scenario 1. Source: Own elaboration.
We now focus on changes in the main aggregate variables combined in the empirical exercise,
which are plotted in Figure 6. The included time series (measured in growth rates) correspond to
the GHG estimates (Scenario 1), the intra- and inter-provincial trade flows in volume (Freight_Ton)
and euros (Trade_Euros), and their forecasts obtained with the gravity model. We also add the change
in Spanish GDP, mixing official figures for the historical period with forecast (aggregated) figures,
covering 2016–2030. Moreover, pro memoria, we add the change in GHG emissions predicted by the
MAPAMA for the entire “Transport sector” in the latest Spanish Emissions Inventory [7].
First, it is interesting to compare the dynamics of each series before and after the crisis to interpret
what is obtained for the forecasting period. In addition to the trends shown in the figure, we report
average growth rates for each variable in three sub-periods:
(i) Before the crisis (1995–2007), the change in freight flows in tons (8.8%) was more dynamic than
GDP (7.4%), the GHG estimates obtained here (4.7%) and the official GHG emissions estimates
(3.7%) from the MAPAMA for the entire transport sector (passengers + freight).
(ii) During the crisis and the take-off (2008–2015), GDP showed the slowest decline (0%), followed by
the official GHG estimates (−3%) and the bottom-up GHG estimates described in this paper
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(−8%). Changes in intra-national flows in tons and euros were more volatile than GDP in
this period.
(iii) For the forecasting period (2015–2030), the models suggest a continuous positive trend for GDP in
Spain (3.3%), followed, very closely, by intra-national trade in euros (3.7%). However, freight flows
in tons (6%) appear to be more dynamic, following similar patterns to those observed during
the pre-crisis period (8.8%). Note that the official forecast scenario for this period published by
the MAPAMA uses a 1% average growth rate for GHG emissions for the entire transport sector
(passengers + freight).
When all these trends are combined with the downward-trend GHG emissions factors plot in
Figure 2, we obtain Baseline-Scenario 1, which shows permanent positive rates year by year, indicating
higher levels of emissions than in 2015. These results suggest low levels of decoupling between freight
traffic and GDP [13], and thus that the efficiency gains predicted in Figure 2 would be overwhelmed
by the expected positive change in the economy. The blue line corresponds to the MAPAMA’s official
predictions for this period. Interestingly, these figures point to an increase in GHG emissions for the
whole “Transport sector” in Spain, although with lower rates (1%) than those estimated here (6%).
Figure 6. Observed and predicted evolution of main aggregates. Growth rates in percent. Source:
Own elaboration.
Zooming in on these aggregates, and considering the alternative scenarios described before,
Table 4 summarizes the main results obtained at the national and regional level (Nuts 2). Columns 1
and 2 report the levels for Scenario 1-Baseline for 2015 and 2030. Column 3 computes the difference
in terms of ktCO2 during the forecasting period. This difference is a consequence of the projected
inertia for the emissions factors, which, as reflected in Figure 2, point to greater efficiency in all modes.
As previously noted, the expected increase in freight traffic will more than compensate for gains in
emissions efficiency, and result in an increase of 5167 ktCO2. This corresponds to the 51.1% reported in
column (8) of Table 2. In Table 4, Columns 4 and 5 report differences for Scenario 1 using the Max.
and Min. bounds. The results suggest that in both sub-scenarios increasing freight traffic will still
drown out any efficiency gains, causing higher GHG emissions than in 2015. Additional emissions
scale up to 2760 ktCO2 for the Min. and 8018 ktCO2 for the Max.
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Results for Scenario 2 are shown in Columns 6–8. Column 6 uses the same emissions factors as
Scenario 1-Baseline (Column 1) but includes a moderate modal shift from road to railway. Results for
2030 suggest a total difference in emissions of 4322 ktCO2 with respect to Scenario 1, which is slightly
lower than that in Column 3. The equivalent increase in emissions for Scenario 2-Max, in Column 7,
is 7063 ktCO2. For Scenario 2-Min, in Column 8, it is 1989 ktCO2.
In Scenario 3 (Column 9), for brevity, we consider just the Min-GHG factor. Here, the suggested
radical modal shift causes emissions to fall by 689 ktCO2 from 2015 to 2030 (Baseline-Scenario 1).
This represents a 7% reduction with respect to the last available figure in the historical period. Note that,
before the extreme modal shift, road accounts for 43% of flows traveling less than 150 km and railway
for just 1.13%. After the modal shift, road accounts for 18.5% of such deliveries, while railway scales up
to 25.8% in 2030. There is, in other words, an increase of more than 24% in railway. Overall, even after
this (hypothetical) huge structural change in the modal composition of Spanish freight, road still
maintains a 70% share of all internal freight traffic, while railway maintains 26%.
5. Conclusions
The EU and its 28 member states (2017) have pledged to reduce domestic emissions by at least
40% between 1990 and 2030. In 2016, the EU’s GHG emissions were already 23% below the 1990 level.
According to the member states’ most recent projections for existing measures, the 20% target for 2020
will be met. In 2030, emissions are expected to be 30% lower than in 1990 if no additional policies
are implemented. Emissions not covered by the EU Emission Trade System (ETS) were 11% lower in
2016 than in 2005, exceeding the 2020 target of a 10% reduction. In addition, under the Effort Sharing
Decision (ESD), EU member states must meet binding annual GHG emission targets for 2013–2020 in
sectors not covered by the ETS, among them transport.
In this context, we have estimated a rich database of GHG emissions for intra- and inter-provincial
flows within Spain for the period 1995–2015, considering 29 products and four transport modes
(road, train, ship and aircraft). We have also projected origin–destination–product–mode specific flows
and their corresponding emissions for the period 2016–2030. Having established the new dataset,
we generate and analyze the temporal, sectoral and spatial pattern of Spanish inter-regional GHG
flows. We then address the possibility of promoting transport mode shifts to achieve a more sustainable
freight system within the country, transferring specific origin–destination–product flows from road to
railway. The search, in other words, is for a better mode mix attainable within Spain, one that considers
actual flows, product transportability and modal sustainability per distance category. In addition,
we consider three alternative trends for the evolution of GHG emissions factors for each mode for the
forecasting period.
The results suggest that Spain reduced GHG emissions by 10% from 1995 to 2015, with the larger
reductions occurring in the most-polluting regions, with their denser industrial activity and higher
trading volumes. The baseline scenario, however, suggests that this reduction might be a mirage,
caused by the profound economic downturn of 2008–2012, which induced great reductions in GDP
and freight deliveries. Even if there should be strong efficiency gains in the GHG emissions factors for
each mode, the baseline scenario projects that positive GDP growth in the next 15 years will induce
similar patterns of traffic within Spain to those observed before the crisis. Scenario 2, which assumes
an important modal shift in long-distance trips (>600 km) from road to railway, shows no clear gains
in GHG emissions for the forecasting period, even with optimistic changes in GHG emissions factors
for each mode. However, the more radical alternative of Scenario 3, where modal shifts from road to
railway also affect medium-distance trips (>150 km), generates a reduction of 7% from 2015 to 2030.
According to these results, if the predictions for GDP hold, and nothing else happens,
the business-as-usual scenario predicts that GHG emissions will be higher in 2030 than in 2015.
Furthermore, if modal shifts occur only for trips where railway is currently competitive (>600 km),
GHG emissions will still rise above the current values, despite the international commitments of COP21
and the European Strategy for Lower Emission Mobility. Scenario 3, on the other hand, suggests that
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to change the trends Spain must implement a dual policy: first, it must promote a radical modal
shift over long distances; second, it must induce a reduction in emissions over medium distances.
In reality, this last assumption could be seen as a bidirectional vector of intervention, including both the
promotion of railway for medium distances and/or radical efficiency gains in road freight deliveries,
with a special focus on the capillarity and last-mile distribution. The former entails investments to
enhance the competitiveness of railway over medium distances; the latter, a clearer promotion of
efficiencies in the road mode for short distances.
Despite drastic changes from the automation and electrification of transport, as well as the
development of other disruptive innovations, it seems more likely that government policy should
move toward Scenario 3.
In this regard, it is interesting to reconsider one of the motivations behind this paper: the need to
measure GHG emissions at the sub-national level, so that regions and cities can act more effectively to
moderate current trends. This critical idea, suggested in COP21 and the European Strategy, is in line
with our results, which highlight how Spain’s main economic activity and densest freight interactions
take place over the shortest distances and around metropolitan areas.
To conclude, we need more detailed measurements of national inventories, measurements
that include sub-national entities and the emissions generated by each category of delivery.
Better accountability will lead to better political coordination at all levels of government, which can
then promote the more radical technological improvements in the road sector and sharp modal
shifts for medium-long distances. For example, measures increasing the efficiency of inter-modal
platforms at the local level can increase the competitiveness of combining railway and ship with
road for short-medium distances. A study of “motorways of railways” in Spain [22,42], for example,
argues that reducing transfer times and costs at loading/unloading spots can increase the efficiency
of combining railway and sea with trucks for last mile delivery. Others [21,22] have made similar
arguments for the promotion of “motorways of the sea”, not just for the most intense international
deliveries, but also as a substitute for the longest trips within the country by road: for example,
between Sevilla, Bilbao, Valencia or Barcelona.
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Appendix A
Table A1. Econometric results for the gravity equation, used to forecast inter-provincial flows by mode.
Estimation period, 2013–2015; Forecasting period, 2016–2030.
M1 M2 M3 M4
Period 2013–2015 2013–2015 2013–2015 2013–2015
Transportation mode Ship Railway Road Aircraft
VARIABLES Ton Ton Ton Ton
Ln GDP origin −0.499 1.385 0.931 ** 5.328 ***
(1.833) (1.294) (0.437) (1.984)
Ln GDP destination 2.223 0.231 0.879* −3.312 *
(2.486) (1.422) (0.453) (1.944)
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Table A1. Cont.
M1 M2 M3 M4
Ln Distance −0.541 *** −0.521 *** −1.011 *** 0.902 ***
(0.0874) (0.129) (0.0542) (0.128)
Contiguity −0.884 ** 0.220 0.467 *** −0.307
(0.414) (0.269) (0.0694) (0.815)
Own_Prov −2.174 ** −0.924 ** 1.732 *** 0.289
(0.879) (0.389) (0.102) (0.760)
Island origin 2.501 −1.081 −1.562 *** −3.038 *
(1.921) (1.630) (0.550) (1.821)
Island destination 2.061 0.0559 0.806 3.734 **
(2.814) (1.391) (0.602) (1.883)




Canary Islands exports to Peninsula −4.203 ***
(0.602)
Canary Islands imports from Peninsula −1.357 **
(0.588)
Balearic Islands imports from Peninsula −0.968 **
(0.492)
Constant −8.182 *** −8.540 *** −5.036 *** −41.68 ***
(3.176) (2.147) (0.809) (13.31)
Observations 20,928 5,103 64,191 20,745
R-squared 0.262 0.600 0.728 0.895
Time FE NO NO NO NO
Sector FE YES YES YES YES
Region Origin FE YES YES YES YES
Region Destination FE YES YES YES YES
Robust standard errors in parentheses. *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. Source: Own elaboration.
Table A2. Econometric results for forecast of GHG emissions factors.
Road
Time-trend βm Sdβm Prob. T-Stat. γm Sdγm Prob. T-Stat. Error Sum. of squares
Linear −1.013 0.356 0.022 40.721
Quadratic 8.925 2.780 0.015 −0.321 0.089 0.009 26.780
Exponential −0.013 0.005 0.023 32.730
Potential −0.187 0.077 0.040 74.505
The Quadratic trend has been ruled out because of inconsistency in forecast. Exponential trend has been used instead.
Railway
Time-trend βm Sdβm Prob. T-Stat. γm Sdγm Prob. T-Stat. Error Sum. of squares
Linear −0.661 0.086 0.000 1.157
Quadratic 1.247 0.876 0.198 −0.062 0.028 0.065 1.088
Exponential −0.032 0.005 0.000 1.246
Potential −0.471 0.079 0.000 2.204
The Quadratic trend has been ruled out because of inconsistency in forecast. Linear trend has been used instead.
Air
Time-trend βm Sdβm Prob. T-Stat. γm Sdγm Prob. T-Stat. Error Sum. of squares
Linear −4.581 0.191 0.000 81.954
Quadratic −4.520 2.515 0.115 −0.002 0.081 0.981 32.518
Exponential −0.035 0.002 0.000 97.076
Potential −0.532 0.033 0.000 228.323
The Quadratic trend has been ruled out because of statistical non-significance in trend coefficients. Linear trend has been used instead.
Ship
Time-trend βm Sdβm Prob. T-Stat. γm Sdγm Prob. T-Stat. Error Sum. of squares
Linear −1.145 0.129 0.000 9.604
Quadratic −2.353 0.472 0.000 0.058 0.022 0.017 7.782
Exponential −0.043 0.005 0.000 8.013
Potential −0.300 0.041 −7.242 17.516
The Quadratic trend has been ruled out because of inconsistency in forecast. Linear trend has been used instead.
Source: Own elaboration.
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Table A3. GHG emissions by province (Nuts 3). Structure and evolution (ktCO2 eq).
2015 Growth Rates
Total Intra-Provincial Inter-Provincial Percent Total/GDP 2015–1995 2015–2009 2030–2015
(1) (2) in % of (1) (3) in % of (1) (4) = (1)/Spain (5) (5) (6) (7)
Araba 97.5 5.8% 94.2% 0.1% 8.50 −8.6% −32.0% 34.2%
Albacete 119.2 17.0% 83.0% 0.1% 16.50 −23.9% −35.5% 53.6%
Alicante 190.1 25.3% 74.7% 0.2% 5.68 −11.2% −26.4% 49.2%
Almería 149.8 39.1% 60.9% 0.1% 11.69 −2.0% −12.4% 89.5%
Ávila 48.7 9.9% 90.1% 0.0% 16.24 40.3% −31.0% 51.2%
Badajoz 166.1 26.6% 73.4% 0.2% 15.37 21.3% −31.8% 76.5%
Balears, Illes 30.7 70.1% 29.9% 0.0% 1.12 26.9% −20.1% 76.8%
Barcelona 923.3 28.9% 71.1% 0.9% 6.11 −23.6% −30.2% 39.7%
Burgos 258.4 20.3% 79.7% 0.3% 27.67 −0.6% −19.7% 35.1%
Cáceres 59.9 47.9% 52.1% 0.1% 9.00 −18.5% −34.9% 93.4%
Cádiz 157.0 24.4% 75.6% 0.2% 7.88 −15.0% −25.7% 58.0%
Castellón 243.3 26.5% 73.5% 0.2% 18.43 −21.9% −20.0% 62.4%
Ciudad Real 170.9 11.4% 88.6% 0.2% 17.62 −3.4% −15.7% 37.5%
Córdoba 129.8 23.8% 76.2% 0.1% 9.76 −14.3% −24.8% 50.6%
Coruña, A 294.8 33.1% 66.9% 0.3% 12.06 6.1% −20.3% 74.2%
Cuenca 127.1 17.5% 82.5% 0.1% 31.27 12.0% −45.4% 49.3%
Girona 174.2 35.9% 64.1% 0.2% 8.74 −29.5% −38.6% 72.0%
Granada 153.8 31.3% 68.7% 0.2% 9.88 −26.1% −45.8% 80.8%
Guadalajara 157.1 8.5% 91.5% 0.2% 34.26 93.8% −12.5% 51.9%
Gipuzkoa 158.9 9.6% 90.4% 0.2% 7.29 −10.5% −31.8% 16.1%
Huelva 174.7 17.5% 82.5% 0.2% 19.35 −5.4% −8.7% 41.6%
Huesca 149.3 20.6% 79.4% 0.1% 26.59 −2.8% −19.4% 62.5%
Jaén 105.9 23.8% 76.2% 0.1% 9.76 −25.4% −38.8% 56.1%
León 161.6 22.0% 78.0% 0.2% 17.22 −27.3% −40.0% 74.1%
Lleida 274.5 33.5% 66.5% 0.3% 22.54 −26.4% −24.3% 67.3%
Rioja, La 107.8 10.9% 89.1% 0.1% 13.72 −3.2% −18.7% 32.2%
Lugo 173.1 16.5% 83.5% 0.2% 24.49 −13.4% −13.0% 34.2%
Madrid 656.6 15.3% 84.7% 0.6% 3.22 0.9% −29.7% 17.5%
Málaga 132.5 24.1% 75.9% 0.1% 4.78 10.4% −40.7% 77.2%
Murcia 342.4 22.3% 77.7% 0.3% 12.14 1.0% −13.6% 63.3%
Navarra 323.6 24.3% 75.7% 0.3% 17.44 −4.6% −18.8% 59.6%
Ourense 85.0 18.6% 81.4% 0.1% 13.77 35.4% −23.5% 9.8%
Asturias 304.0 23.2% 76.8% 0.3% 14.33 −28.1% −33.4% 43.3%
Palencia 113.4 16.4% 83.6% 0.1% 28.55 0.5% −26.8% 52.1%
Palmas, Las 57.3 40.3% 59.7% 0.1% 2.69 21.1% 34.4% 22.6%
Pontevedra 147.1 26.8% 73.2% 0.1% 7.89 −26.4% −41.2% 61.9%
Salamanca 67.3 24.8% 75.2% 0.1% 10.17 8.0% −24.9% 40.4%
S.C.d Tenerife 48.7 45.2% 54.8% 0.0% 2.48 112.2% −38.0% 80.6%
Cantabria 189.8 22.6% 77.4% 0.2% 15.56 −21.3% −15.7% 51.3%
Segovia 106.6 12.7% 87.3% 0.1% 32.25 39.1% −25.8% 54.2%
Sevilla 375.2 22.6% 77.4% 0.4% 10.47 −9.8% −32.2% 44.0%
Soria 55.3 13.3% 86.7% 0.1% 25.20 30.4% −13.3% 34.5%
Tarragona 327.4 12.5% 87.5% 0.3% 14.70 −21.7% −23.9% 65.8%
Teruel 104.8 25.9% 74.1% 0.1% 31.52 −2.4% −20.8% 47.8%
Toledo 232.8 15.4% 84.6% 0.2% 19.64 −10.1% −43.1% 86.2%
Valencia 629.6 22.4% 77.6% 0.6% 11.64 −7.4% −28.5% 54.6%
Valladolid 166.6 15.0% 85.0% 0.2% 13.38 13.0% −25.2% 27.3%
Bizkaia 247.4 14.6% 85.4% 0.2% 7.45 −37.9% −26.1% 49.8%
Zamora 84.1 26.0% 74.0% 0.1% 24.78 39.8% −34.0% 53.8%
Zaragoza 349.3 19.9% 80.1% 0.3% 14.26 10.1% −18.8% 45.7%
Ceuta 0.4 0.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.25 1045.1% 3950.7% −36.0%
Melilla 0.2 0.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.16 1931.9% 570.2% 76.0%
Total-Spain 10,105.2 36.6% 63.4% 100.0% 9.36 −10.0% −27.4% 51.1%
Source: Own elaboration.
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10 Minerals (not ECSC)
11 Liquid fuels
12 Minerals (ECSC)
13 Steel products (ECSC)
14 Steel products (not ECSC)
15 Rocks, sand and salt









25 Textile and clothing
26 Leather and footwear
27 Paper
28 Products of wood and cork
29 Furniture, other goods
Source: Own elaboration based on C-intereg (www.c-intereg.es).
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Abstract: International shipping has finally set a target to reduce its CO2 emission by at least 50%
by 2050. Despite this positive progress, this target is still not sufficient to reach Paris Agreement
goals since CO2 emissions from international shipping could reach 17% of global emissions by
2050 if no measures are taken. A key factor that hampers the achievement of Paris goals is the
knowledge gap in terms of what level of decarbonization it is possible to achieve using all the
available technologies. This paper examines the technical possibility of achieving the 1.5◦ goal of the
Paris Agreement and the required supporting policy measures. We project the transport demand for
6 ship types (dry bulk, container, oil tanker, gas, wet product and chemical, and general cargo) based
on the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development’s (OECD’s) global trade projection
of 25 commodities. Subsequently, we test the impact of mitigation measures on CO2 emissions
until 2035 using an international freight transport and emission model. We present four possible
decarbonization pathways which combine all the technologies available today. We found that an
82–95% reduction in CO2 emissions could be possible by 2035. Finally, we examine the barriers and
the relevant policy measures to advance the decarbonization of international maritime transport.
Keywords: international shipping; maritime transport; decarbonization; Paris Agreement;
freight transport model; policy measures; GHG emission; 1.5 degrees objective; carbon pricing;
market-based measure
1. Introduction
International maritime transport has been the main mode of transport for global trade over the
past century and one of the cornerstones of globalization. There have been significant improvements
in the efficiency of international shipping in the past couple of decades. Ever since the industry
introduced containerization and ultra-large container vessels, the unit cost of maritime transport has
declined substantially due to the major improvement in economies of scale.
The Paris Climate Agreement of 2015, which, by far, has been the most successful agreement
in advancing global commitments to reduce CO2 emissions, does not include any targets for the
shipping sector. The political dynamics that are shaped by differing interests in the shipping industry
have left it to be the last sector to establish any CO2 reduction goals. Recognizing the international
character of the sector and the diverse regulatory challenges for different countries, governments
expect the International Maritime Organization (IMO) to lead the advancement in decarbonizing the
sector. Without a contribution from the shipping sector, the goals of the Paris Agreement in limiting
the rise in global temperature to 1.5 ◦C–2 ◦C will be under threat. Shipping currently contributes
to approximately 2% of the total CO2 emissions, yet emissions from shipping are estimated to grow
between 50 and 250% by 2050 [1], which would potentially increase shipping’s emissions to up to 17%
of the total greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions if no measures are taken [2].
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Decarbonization of international shipping has progressed rather slowly due to fragmented and
diverse ambitions and interests of stakeholders in the sector. Until recently, debates at the IMO were
characterized by major disagreement as to how and whether the sector should align to the goals of
the Paris Agreement. The current IMO GHG reduction roadmap indicates a decision-making process
that is sluggish in implementing the necessary measures and regulations [3]. An important milestone
of the roadmap is the adoption of a strategy to reduce GHG emissions, including a level of ambition
and candidate short-, medium-, and long-term measures, which were announced at the 72nd IMO
Marine Environment Protection Committee (MEPC) meeting in April 2018. The strategy mandates a
reduction in total annual GHG emissions from shipping by at least 50% by 2050 compared to the 2008
level while pursuing efforts towards phasing them out entirely. The strategy also includes a reference
to “a pathway of CO2 emissions reduction consistent with the Paris Agreement temperature goals”.
The initial strategy will be revised in 2023 and reviewed again 5 years thereafter.
Without a concrete, ambitious, and enforceable target, there will be little incentive for the industry
to invest in low-carbon technologies on a sufficient scale. We argue that one reason for this is the
high risks and uncertainties associated with investments in the generally more costly low-carbon
technologies. These policy uncertainties could, hence, also stifle innovation in low-carbon technologies
and fuels. One of the key factors that has hampered progress in defining an ambitious target is the
lack of thorough studies that assess the technical possibility of decarbonizing international maritime
transport, especially according to the more ambitious goal of the Paris Agreement—i.e., the 1.5 ◦C
temperature limit.
Most of the previous studies focus on above-1.5 ◦C scenarios, such as in [4–6], with a longer
decarbonization time horizon up to 2050. A notable exception is in [7] which also includes a 1.5 ◦C
scenario in which shipping emissions are close to zero by 2035. Some studies focus on zero-carbon
shipping in a shorter term, but only for new ships. For example, a recent study by Lloyd’s Register
assesses the requirements for a transition to zero-emission vessels by 2030 [8].
Moreover, there are also very few studies that assess the required policy measures to support
the realization of the decarbonization target. An ambitious target will generally require massive
and rapid changes, often involving capital investments that might not have clear prospects for
profitability. This could bring considerable economical disruptions (i.e., loss of profit) to industry
stakeholders, notably ship-owners, shipbuilders, shipping service providers, and national governments.
Without appropriate national and supra-national policies that can provide strong incentives and
mechanisms that favor the adoption of low-carbon technologies, ambitious targets and strict regulations
might face strong resistance by relevant industry stakeholders. Therefore, it is important that any
targets and mitigation measures that are imposed to the industry are accompanied by incentives and
supporting policies if they are to be effective and widely accepted by the stakeholders.
This paper presents a systematic assessment of the technical feasibility of decarbonizing
maritime transport by 2035, and its implications for the required supporting policy measures.
Specifically, we study the possible decarbonization pathways that could conform to the 1.5 ◦C goal,
where CO2 emissions would need to reach almost zero by 2035. This more ambitious goal is chosen
since it would represent the most disruptive scale of adaptation by the industry, which also poses the
biggest policy challenges. We establish a modeling framework that consists of international freight
transport and emission models to study the impact of technological, operational, and alternative fuels
measures on CO2 emissions. We project the transport demand for the global trade of 25 commodities
based on the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development’s (OECD’s) forecast and
assign it to 6 major ship types that represent the global shipping fleets (dry bulk, container, oil tanker,
gas, wet product and chemical, and general cargo). Next, we test the impact of technical, operational,
alternative fuels, and market-based measures on CO2 emissions until 2035.
The contribution of this paper is twofold. First, it examines the possibility to decarbonize
international maritime transport by 2035 using today’s technologies. Second, it provides
recommendations to the policy-makers on the combination of measures and incentives that can
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help to achieve the decarbonization of the shipping sector. The remaining of this paper is structured
as follows. In Section 2, we review the available emission reduction measures. Section 3 presents
the model-based assessment of the CO2 reduction potential of the combination of different measures.
In Section 4, we assess the barriers and market failures in decarbonizing international shipping.
Section 5 highlights the implications for effective policy instruments. Finally, Section 6 concludes on
the study’s results, as well as their market and policy implications.
2. Review of Technical and Market-Based Measures
This section gives an overview of possible measures to achieve decarbonization of shipping by
2035. We distinguish between three types of measures: technological measures, operational measures,
and alternative fuels and energy (Table 1). We use the findings from existing research to inform our
modelling of possible emission reductions. The respective emission reduction potentials presented in
each of the subsections are assessed individually and cannot be cumulated without considering their
possible interactions.
Table 1. Overview of principal measures to reduce shipping’s carbon emissions.
Type of Measures Main Measures
Technological Light materials, slender design, friction reduction, waste heat recovery
Operational Lower speeds, ship size, ship–port interface
Alternative fuels/energy Sustainable biofuels, hydrogen, ammonia, fuel cells, electric ships, wind assistance,solar energy
2.1. Technological Measures
Improving energy efficiency through technological measures is the aim of the global regulation
of the energy efficiency of ships. This regulation requires ships built after 1 January 2013 to comply
with a minimum energy efficiency level, the Energy Efficiency Design Index (EEDI) included in
the International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships (MARPOL) Annex VI,
which measures the CO2 emitted (g/tonne mile) based on ship design and engine performance
data. The EEDI level is tightened incrementally every five years with an initial CO2 reduction level
of 10% for the first phase (2015–2020), 20% for the second phase (2020–2025), and a 30% reduction
mandated from 2025 to 2030.
There are various concerns related to the effectiveness of the EEDI. Since the EEDI regulation
affects only newbuild ships, it takes time for the regulation to cover the global fleet. The average age
of the shipping fleet is approximately 25 years, which means that the large majority of ships will be
covered by EEDI only by 2040. Insofar as the EEDI acts as a target, it cannot be considered to be a
very challenging target: the attained EEDIs of newbuild ships largely exceed the currently required
EEDIs including Phase 3 requirements even though they are not mandatory before 2025—in particular,
those of containerships and general cargo ships [9,10]. The attained scores often do not reflect the use of
innovative electrical or mechanical technology, but they can be simply achieved through optimization
of conventional machinery or through a change the hull design [10]. The impact of EEDI on emission
reductions in shipping are estimated to be small: only a marginal difference has been found in CO2
emissions between EEDI and non-EEDI scenarios [7]. For the EEDI regulation to have a larger impact,
the mandated reductions or reference years would need to become more ambitious.
Technological measures cover technologies applied to ships that help to increase their energy
efficiency beyond EEDI. Covered by a large body of literature, measures listed in Table 2 are generally
considered the major technological measures to increase the energy efficiency of ships. All of these
technologies are available on the market, but not all options can be applied as a retrofit. It should be
noted that the reduction potentials are variable throughout different ship types, weather or engine
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conditions, and operational profiles. Moreover, estimations from industry sources may be exceedingly
optimistic and should be taken with caution.
Table 2. Main technological measures and associated fuel savings potential.
Measures Potential Fuel Savings
Lightweight materials 0–10%
Slender hull design 10–15%
Propulsion improvement devices 1–25%
Bulbous bow 2–7%
Air lubrication and hull surface 2–9%
Heat recovery 0–4%
Note: Emission reduction potentials are assessed individually. Ranges roughly indicate possible fuel savings
depending on varying conditions such as vessel size, segment, operational profile, route, etc., hence limiting the
possibilities for comparison. Numbers cannot be cumulated without considering potential interactions between the
measures. Sources: [7,11–18].
2.2. Operational Measures
We cover four different operational measures: speed, ship size, ship–port interface, and onshore
power (Table 3). Both slower speed and increase in ship size have contributed to a decrease in
shipping emissions over the last years. The measure “ship–port interface” is related to a reduction
in ship waiting time before entering a port. Ship size developments refer to ship capacity utilization.
Shore power facilities are considered part of a larger set of port measures that could reduce emissions
of ship operations.
Table 3. Main operational measures and whole-fleet CO2 reduction potential.
Measures CO2 Emissions Reduction Potential
Speed 0–60%
Ship size and capacity utilization 0–30%
Ship–port interface 0–1%
Onshore power 0–3%
Note: Emission reduction potentials concern the cumulative reduction potential for the entire ship
fleet. Numbers cannot be cumulated without considering potential interactions between the measures.
Sources: [1,7,19–25].
A review of operational measures shows that slow steaming yields significant CO2 emission
reductions, e.g., a speed reduction of 10% translates into an engine power reduction of 27% [19].
Lower speeds are more effective if design speeds of ships are brought down as well [22]. Drawbacks
of these measures include the potential need for additional vessels to maintain service frequency,
longer lead times, and the risk of modal shift of time-sensitive shipments to rail or road transport.
The largest vessels of all ship types emit less CO2 per tonne kilometer under conditions of full
capacity utilization. CO2 emissions could be reduced by as much as 30% at a negative abatement cost
by replacing the existing fleet with larger vessels, according to [23]. The relationship between ship size
and emissions is not linear, but reflects a power-law relationship with diminishing marginal emission
reductions as vessel size increases. However, as the newer (and more energy-efficient) ships are often
larger ships, the size effect of larger ships could be overestimated [26].
Further reductions can be achieved by smoother ship–port interfaces and onshore power supply
(cold-ironing). Approximately 5% of shipping’s CO2 emissions are currently generated in ports [27].
If improved ship–port interfaces reduced ship waiting times—and their use of auxiliary engines
in ports—to zero, the carbon emission reductions might amount to approximately 1% of total
shipping emissions [28]. Optimized voyage planning, collaboration, and real-time data exchange can
further contribute to improved berth planning. Onshore power supply (OPS) facilities in ports allow
ships to turn off their engines and connect to the electricity grid to serve auxiliary power demand.
However, the use of OPS requires retrofits on the ship.
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2.3. Alternative Fuels and Energy
Although a range of alternative fuels and energy have lower or zero ship emissions when used for
ship propulsion, upstream emissions may arise in the production process. In Table 4, we cover a range
of alternative fuels and energy sources. Not all of these options have reached market maturity yet.
Table 4. Main alternative fuels and energy, and associated fuel savings potential.
Measures Potential Fuel Savings
Advanced biofuels 25–100%
Synthetic fuels (hydrogen and ammonia) 0–100%
Liquid natural gas (LNG) 0–20%
Fuel cells 2–20%
Electricity and hybrid propulsion 10–100%
Wind assistance 1–32%
Note: Emission reduction potentials are assessed individually. Ranges roughly indicate possible fuel savings
depending on varying conditions such as vessel size, segment, operational profile, route, weather conditions, etc.,
hence limiting the possibilities for comparison. Numbers cannot be cumulated without considering potential
interactions between the measures. Considering upstream emissions of synthetic fuels and electricity, an almost
100% emission reduction can be reached only if generated from renewable energy sources. Sources: [7,11,29–34].
The emission reduction potential of biofuels and synthetic fuels depends to a great extent on
their production methods. Advanced biofuels from both the second and third generations could,
in theory, reduce potential adverse social and environmental effects by using degraded land or
residual biomass. Yet, more knowledge on their performance and physical properties, as well as
more testing and standardization, would be required for broader use by the shipping industry [32].
Synthetic fuels can be produced via electrolysis powered by wind, hydro, or solar energy to avoid
lifecycle emissions arising from production [30]. Production of synthetic fuels could hence easily
develop where renewable energy sources are abundant or where they can produce a large excess
output [6]. Although liquid natural gas has been shown to reduce CO2 emissions to some extent,
some doubts persist regarding its overall environmental benefits vis-à-vis heavy fuel oil (HFO),
considering its methane emissions [35]. Further emission reductions could be reaped by using hybrid
systems involving fuel cells and batteries. The efficiency of fuel cells greatly depends on the fuel cell
type and the fuel used [36]. All-electric propulsion is currently used in short-range passenger shipping
(i.e., Norway) or short-range river transport (i.e., China or Netherlands). Hybrid electric systems
may provide an interesting option for longer distances, yielding potential fuel savings of 10–40% and
payback times as low as one [31]. In addition, wind power applications further decrease a ship’s fuel
demand, combined either with other wind technologies, with slow steaming and other incremental
efficiency improvements, or with photovoltaic technology [33,37]. Drawbacks include their potential
interference with cargo handling. An extensive review of these measures and their potentials and
disadvantages is included in [28].
2.4. Market-Based Measures
Currently, no market-based measure has been applied on an international level. As one of the first
market-based solutions, the European Union (EU) implemented the world’s first emissions trading
scheme (ETS) in 2005. Other comparable existing ETSs can be found in Australia, New Zealand,
the United States (northeast states Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI)), California, Quebec,
Japan, and a pilot in China [38]. Shanghai is so far the only pilot region that includes the aviation and
port sectors in its ETS. The EU adopted a Monitoring, Reporting, and Verification (MRV) regulation for
ships larger than 5000 gross tonnage calling at European Union ports and ports within the European
Free Trade Area (EFTA), which entered into force in July 2015. Data collection started on 1 January
2018 on a per-voyage basis and is managed by the European Maritime Safety Agency (EMSA) [39].
In the case that there would be no global agreement at the International Maritime Organization (IMO)
until 2023, the EU considered covering the shipping sector under an EU Maritime Climate Fund,
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to be set up under the ETS [40]. Contributions would be based on reported emissions under the MRV
regulation and the ETS carbon price. The EU ETS approach shares a number of characteristics with
other proposals at the IMO, namely, those of Norway, the UK, France, and Germany. A total carbon
emissions ceiling would be coupled with monitoring of the real energy performance of ships. In an
ETS covering the shipping and ports sector, stakeholders could gain or purchase quotas based on their
emissions, and trade this quota within or outside the sector. Auction revenues generated from the
sale of emission allowances would be used in a climate change fund supporting mitigation efforts.
Beside emissions trading systems (ETS) or “cap and trade”, direct carbon taxes are also a form of
carbon pricing. A carbon tax directly determines a price for carbon by setting a tax rate on GHG
emissions [41].
3. Impact Assessment of CO2 Mitigation Measures
3.1. Framework to Assess the Impact of Mitigation Measures to Reduce Global Shipping Emissions
We estimate the future CO2 emission from international shipping using the International
Transport Forum’s International freight model (IFM) and the “ASIF” (Activity, Structure, Intensity,
Emission Factor) method [42].
The ITF’s International freight model is designed to project international freight transport activities
(in tonne kilometers) for 19 commodities for all major transport modes and routes while taking into
account different transport and economic policy measures (e.g., the development of new infrastructure
networks, or the alleviation of trade barriers). The model is built on the four-steps freight transportation
modelling approach and it takes the OECD trade projection as an input. The IFM is designed to be
able to estimate the weight of commodities traded between countries, the choice between modes and
transport routes used to transport these commodities based on transport networks characteristics,
and relevant socio-economic variables such as transport costs and time. The model consists of the
following components:
1. Trade flow disaggregation model;
2. Value-to-weight model;
3. Mode choice model; and
4. Route choice model.
3.1.1. OECD International Trade Model
The OECD’s trade projection is produced using a Computable General Equilibrium (CGE) model
called the ENV-Linkages model [43]. The model is designed to estimate the dynamic evolution of
international trade, in terms of both spatial patterns and commodity composition due to the changes in
the global production and consumption of commodities. It is calibrated based on the macroeconomic
trends of the OECD@100’s baseline scenario for the period 2013–2060 at sectorial and regional levels.
As such, it projects international trade flows in values (US$) for 26 regions and 25 commodities
until 2060.
3.1.2. Trade Disaggregation Model
The underlying trade projections are disaggregated into 26 world regions. This level of resolution
does not allow estimating transport flows with precision as it does not allow a proper discretization
of the travel path used for different types of products. Therefore, we disaggregate the regional
origin–destination (OD) trade flows into a larger number of production/consumption centroids.
These centroids were calculated using an adapted p-median procedure for all the cities around the
world classified by United Nations in 2010 relative to their population (2539 cities). The objective
function for this aggregation is based on the minimization of a distance function which includes two
components: GDP density and geographical distance. The selection was also constrained by allowing
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one centroid within a 500 km radius in a country. This resulted in 333 centroids globally, with spatially














Tyodk = trade values from centroid o to centroid d in year y for commodity k,
TyVLk = trade values from origin region V to destination region L,
o, d = origin and destination centroids,
k = commodity k,
y = year of analysis,
k = centroid that belongs to the origin region V,
l = centroid that belongs to the destination region L.
3.1.3. Value-to-Weight Model
We used a Poisson regression model to estimate the rate of conversion of value units (dollars)
into weight units of cargo (tonnes) by mode, calibrated using datasets from Eurostat and Economic
Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC) data on value/weight ratios for
different commodities.
We use the natural logarithm of the trade value in millions of dollars as the offset variable,
with panel terms by commodity, a transport cost proxy variable (logsum calculation for maritime, road,
rail, and air transport costs per ton between each pair of centroids), and geographical and cultural
variables: binary variables for trade agreements and land borders used above and a binary variable
identifying if two countries have the same official language. Moreover, economic profile variables
were included to describe the trade relation between countries with different types of production
sophistication and scale of trade intensity. We validate the output of the value-to-weight model using
the UN Comtrade database that provides values and weights of all commodities traded between any
countries worldwide. Table A1 provides validation of the total values and weights of global trade
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In Equations (2) and (3),
wyodk = weight of commodity k that is traded between origin o and destination d for year y
(in tonnes),
Tyodk = value of trade for commodity k between origin o and destination d for year y (in US$),
rsyodk = value-to-weight conversion factor for commodity k, between origin o and destination d for
year y (in tonnes/US$),
gdp%yo = GDP percentile of origin in year y,
gdp%yd = GDP percentile of destination in year y,
gdpc%
y
o = GDP per capita percentile of origin in year y,
gdpc%
y










= natural logarithm of the ratio between GDP per capita of origin and GDP per capita
of destination in year y,
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contigod = land contiguity between origin o and destination d, contig = (0, 1),
langod = shared language between origin o and destination d, lang = (0, 1),
rtaod = trade agreement between origin o and destination d, rta = (0,1),
logsum(costod) = logsum variable of transport costs using different modes between origin o and
destination d, d
lgsk = logsum coefficient/panel term for commodity k.
3.1.4. Mode Choice Model
The mode share model (in weight) for international freight flows assigns the transport mode
used for trade between any origin–destination pair of centroids. The mode attributed to each trade
connection represents the longest transport section. All freight will require intermodal transport both
at the origin and destination. This domestic component of international freight is usually not accounted
for in the literature, but is included in our model. The model is estimated using a standard multinomial
logit estimator including commodity type panel terms on travel times and cost. Both Eurostat and
ECLAC datasets are used as sources of observation data for the volume of commodities and its
mode of transport. Transport costs and travel times are estimated using the network model and
observed data whenever available. Two geographical and economic context binary variables are
added, one describing if the OD pair has a trade agreement and the other for the existence of a land
border between trading partners. The mode choice model is validated by ensuring the mode share of
the volume of goods transported is similar to the observed mode share for international transport in
2011 by weight. Additionally, the total tonne kilometers for all 4 major modes of transport (air, road,
rail, sea) are also validated against the observed data. These observed data are obtained from reports of
various organizations such as the International Maritime Organization (IMO), the International Civil
Aviation Organization (ICAO), and the World Bank. Tables A1 and A2 provide detailed descriptions
of the validation result.
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In Equations (4) and (5),
Pm = the choice probability of mode m,
umodk = the choice utility of mode m for commodity k between origin o and destination d,
ascm = alternative specific constant for mode m,
CFk = transport cost coefficient for commodity k,
TCmod = transport cost for mode m between origin o and destination d,
TFk = travel time coefficient for commodity k,
Ctm = contiguity coefficient for mode m,
contigod = contiguity variable between origin o and destination d, contig = (0, 1),
Rt = trade agreement coefficient,
rtaod = trade agreement variable between origin o and destination d, rta = (0, 1).
3.1.5. Route Choice Model
We used a path size logit model in combination with a path generation method to assign the
volume of freight transport across all possible international shipping routes between all origins and
destinations. The model does this using a shortest path algorithm and choice set creation algorithm to
identify the subsegments of the complete shortest route for each port-to-port segment of a shipping
line. The model accounts both for maritime connections between two countries and for overland
connections between the centroids. The route and port choice algorithms use a path size logit model
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which takes overlaps between the alternative routes into account and distinguishes the transport costs
associated with these alternatives properly. The basis of this model can be found in [44]. The model is
calibrated by minimizing the difference between observed and modelled port throughputs for more
than 400 major ports in the world. A detailed description on the model can be found in [45] or in [46].















Cr = unit cost of route r from origin centroid to destination centroid (US$/Twenty-equivalent
unit, TEU),
p = ports used by the route,
l = links used by the route,
Ap = unit cost of transhipment at port p (US$/TEU),
cl = unit cost of transportation over link l (US$/TEU),
Tp = time spent during transhipment at port p (days/TEU),
tl = time spent during transportation over link l (days/TEU),
α = value of transport time (US$/day).
The model accounts both for maritime connections between two countries and for overland
connections between these countries. The route and port choice algorithms use a path size logit model
which takes overlaps between the alternative routes into account and distinguishes the transport costs
associated with these alternatives properly. The basis of this model can be found in [44]. The following
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In Equations (7) and (8):
Pr = the choice probability of route r,
Cr = generalized costs of route r,
Ch = generalized costs of route h within the choice set,
CS = the choice set with multiple routes,
h = path indicator/index, h ∈ CS,
μ = logit scale parameter,
a = link in route r,
Sr = degree of path overlap,
Lkr = set of links in route r,
Za = length of link a,
Zr = length of route r,
Nah = number of times link a is found in alternative routes.
3.1.6. CO2 Mitigation Impact Assessment Model
The ASIF framework is used to assess the impact of the maximum possible technical, operational,
and alternative fuels measures on the total CO2 emissions of international shipping (Figure 1).
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The output of IFM provides the tonne kilometers for different commodities (“Activity”) and the
projections for future transport demand scenarios which we assign to possible ship types to estimate
the activities for each ship type. We consider 6 ship types in our model: dry bulk, container, oil tanker,
gas, wet product and chemical, and general cargo. We estimate the vehicle kilometers for each
ship type using the ship’s load factor data and the projection for the changes in ship size until
2035 (“Structure”). Furthermore, we compute the fuel consumptions of all ship types using engine
efficiency improvement pathways together with the distribution of fuel types across different ship
types (“Intensity”). The resulting fuel consumption for each ship type is then used to estimate the total
CO2 emissions using carbon factor and energy content data for different fuel types (“Emission factor”).
Eq f = AqSq f IqFf (9)








Eq f . (11)
In Equations (9)–(11),
TCO2 = total CO2 emissions from international shipping,
Eqf = total CO2 emissions from ship type q using fuel type f (in tonnes CO2),
Aq = total annual activity for ship q (in tonne kilometers),
Sqf = total vehicle kilometers for ship type q which uses fuel type f (in vkm),
SHqf = share of ship type q which uses fuel type f (in %),
LFq = load factor of ship type q (in tonnes/vehicle),
Iq = engine intensity of ship type q (in MJ/vkm),
Ff = emission factor of fuel type f (in tonnes CO2/MJ).
 
Figure 1. Modeling framework used to estimate international shipping CO2 emissions.
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3.2. Data
We use data from various datasets to estimate each component of the model and produce the
baseline CO2 emissions for each ship type until 2035 using the ASIF framework.
The weight-to-value model and the mode choice model are estimated using observed international
trade flows from Eurostat and ECLAC datasets. The Eurostat dataset registers trade flows between
Europe and the rest of the world that are obtained from the customs of each EU country, and the
ECLAC dataset records trade data between Latin American countries and countries worldwide.
These datasets combined provide more than 17,427 observed trade flows in values (US$) and weights
(tonnes) and their modes of transport. We use the UN Comtrade data that record trade flow data for all
commodities, grouped in more than 97 product types (chapters) both in value and weight, to validate
the output of the model. It is necessary to aggregate the trade flows both in values and weights at the
country-to-country level for all commodities in the Harmonized Commodity Description and Coding
Systems (HS) to enable a comparison with the output of our model. The GDP and population data,
including their projection until 2050, were obtained from the environment directorate of the OECD.
Given the baseline transport demand projection for 6 ship types, the ships’ vehicle kilometers
are estimated using load factor data for each ship type. The load factor data for each ship type are
estimated by multiplying the average freight capacity and average utilization rate of each ship type.
We obtained average freight capacity data from the UNCTAD Review of Maritime Transport 2013 [47]
and ships’ utilization rate data from the 3rd IMO GHG study [1]. We estimated the evolution in ships’
load factor by taking into account the future evolution in ship size (Figure A1). This projection of ship
size is based on the observed historical pattern of ship sizes from 1996 to 2015. The pathways for ships’
engine efficiency for each ship type for the baseline scenario were obtained from a UMAS study [7,48].
Furthermore, the emission factor data for different fuel types were obtained from the International
Energy Agency’s Mobility Model [49] (Table A3). By multiplying the engine efficiency (in MJ/vkm)
with the emission factor for different fuel types (in CO2/MJ), we obtain the carbon intensity of each



































Figure 2. Evolution of ships’ carbon intensity in the baseline scenario.
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4. Results
4.1. Baseline Emission Scenario: The Impact of Less Fossil Fuel Trade and the Rise of Trade Regionalization
Carbon emissions from global shipping are projected to reach approximately 1090 million tonnes
by 2035 in a baseline scenario without additional policy measures. This would represent a 23%
growth of emissions by 2035 compared with 2015. The baseline scenario incorporates the impact of
existing international regulations, including that on the energy efficiency of ships. A geographical
representation of shipping emissions and their evolution shows that a large share of carbon emissions
in the baseline scenario is generated along main East–West trade lanes (Figure 3). In our study,
we incorporate two possible developments in the baseline scenario: a strong reduction of trade in fossil
fuels and further regionalization of trade. We will show that this results in a downward adjustment of
shipping emissions when these developments are taken into account.
One of the impacts of the Paris Agreement is the rise in commitments by countries and
various subnational governments to reduce the use of fossil fuel commodities such as coal and
oil. This development is reflected in certain scenarios for global energy demand. For instance,
the sustainable development scenario in the World Energy Outlook 2017 of the International Energy
Agency (IEA) projects that global energy demand from coal will decline up to 41% by 2040, and oil
up to 22% [50]. The declining use of fossil fuels would have a significant impact on maritime trade
due to the quantities of coal, oil, and gas shipped over long distances. The decrease of worldwide coal
production of about 2.9% in 2015 translated to a decline in seaborne coal trade of 4.3%, which represents
around 50 million tonnes of cargo by sea transport [51]. We assume that a reduction in global coal and
oil trade will take place gradually from 2015 onwards and could lead to 50% and 33% reductions of coal
and oil trade volume, respectively, by 2035. This reduction factor is similar to one of the sustainable
pathways in IMO scenario RCP 2.6, which projects a decline of about 48% in transport demand for
coal trade and 28% for liquid bulk trade, including oil.
Furthermore, global outsourcing has driven much of the trade growth of the last decades,
but current developments might indicate a more regionalized trade system in the future.
Emerging economies have gained a larger share in global trade and increasingly trade with each other.
One of the major trends in trade policy is the continuous increase in preferential trade agreements at a
regional level. In Asia, intra-regional trade has increased in relative and absolute terms [52]. The share
of Chinese exports directed to emerging and developing Asian countries has grown considerably in
the last decade. Such shifts in trade patterns could significantly alter the global demand for seaborne
transport. In addition, maritime cost increases related to the 2020 sulphur cap might have effects on
regionalization of trade. This cap will reduce the allowed sulphur content in ship fuel from 3.50% to
0.50% and could translate into increases in import prices. These changes might be substantial enough
to lead to changes in trade flows. Depending on price elasticities—most of which are unknown—one
could assume that these cost increases lead to a shortening of certain supply chains, considering
that the increase in maritime transport costs makes nearby sourcing more attractive. Taking into
account the potential impact of the rise in intra-regional trade and in transport cost due to the sulphur
cap, we assume a 20% rise in intra-regional trade flows by 2035 replacing intercontinental trade
flows, and thus resulting in a reduction of tonne kilometers as compared to the baseline scenario.
Figure 4 presents the adjusted transport demand projection for 2035 if a reduction in fossil fuel trade
and trade regionalization are taken into account.
More intra-regional trade, combined with a further reduction of trade in fossil fuels, could reduce
baseline CO2 emissions to around 850 million tonnes by 2035. This adjusted level of emissions will be
used in the remaining parts of the paper as benchmark for the CO2 emissions that would need to be
reduced in order to reach full decarbonization of shipping by 2035 (Figure 5).
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3. Visualization of CO2 emission across global shipping routes in 2015 (a) and 2035 (b).
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Figure 5. Impact of reduction in fossil fuel trade by 2035.
4.2. Combination of CO2 Mitigation Measures
Table 5 provides an overview of different technologies, operational measures, and alternative fuels
that are included in our modeling framework. We use the measures that are assessed in the UMAS
study [7] as the base input for our modelling framework and add several relevant additional measures,
such as ship size and port–ship interface. The technological measures listed in the table do not represent
an exhaustive set of measures. The implementation of one measure might be incompatible with the
application of other measures. We therefore used the detailed assessment of these measures, as well as
a compatibility matrix, as provided in the appendix of the study by UMAS [7]. Beside technological
and operational measures and fuels, we also assume an implementation of a market-based measure in
the form of carbon pricing that is applied to both global and sectorial markets such as shipping.
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Table 5. Main types of measures to reduce shipping’s carbon emissions.
Type of Measures Main Measures
Technological (based on
Smith et al., 2016)
Contra rotating propeller, air lubrication, main engine turbo compounding propeller, aux
turbo compounding series, Organic Rankine Cycle waste heat recovery, Flettner rotors,
kites, engine derating, speed control of pumps and fans, block coefficient improvement
Operational Lower speeds, ship size increase, ship–port interface
Alternative fuels/energy Liquefied natural gas (LNG), advanced biofuels, hydrogen, ammonia, electric ships,wind assistance
While the individual measures can deliver a significant reduction in CO2 emissions, it is unlikely
that one single measure on its own would be the most efficient and cost-effective way to achieve
decarbonization of shipping by 2035: a combination of measures would be needed, which generate
different decarbonization pathways. This section sets out these possible pathways to decarbonize
international shipping by 2035.
The implementation of one measure might be incompatible with other measures. This is
especially the case for the possible technologies that can be combined on a single ship, for instance
combining different wind and solar technologies. Furthermore, certain technical measures will also
not allow certain operational measures to be implemented. More detailed information on the possible
combination of technologies that can be installed on a ship is provided in a compatibility matrix in [7].
The projections for the possible decarbonization pathways are based on the results of the
Whole Ship Model used in [7].As the starting point for our modelling exercise, we use their data on
reduction levels of ships’ carbon intensity associated with the application of operational, technological,
and alternative fuel measures. Furthermore, we studied the impact of additional operational and
alternative fuels measures such as those listed in Table 5 above on the possible further reduction
of ships’ carbon intensity. We focus on the reduction in carbon intensity levels (EEOI) that can be
achieved by combining all possible technical, operational, and alternative fuel measures without
explicitly considering the cost-effectiveness of the measures. Furthermore, we do not include the
dynamic feedback that might exist between measures due to their interactions. This allows us to assess
the maximal possible carbon emission reductions by 2035.
Different pathways to reach carbon emission reductions can be constructed by combining the
operational and technical measures with the use of alternative fuels at different times and degrees.
On the operational side, we consider speed reduction as a key measure to reduce the carbon intensity
of ships. We consider two possible alternatives for implementing speed reduction: moderate and
maximum speed reduction. “Moderate” speed reduction implies reductions of 6% (for container
ships) and 9% (for tankers and bulk carriers) of the standard operational speed for different ship types,
which was assumed to be 12.8 knots for bulk carriers and tankers and 18.4 knots for container ships,
in line with the study by Smith et al. (2016).
In the case of “maximum” speed reduction, we consider strong speed reductions of 26%
(for container ships), 30% (for tankers), and 65% (for bulk carriers) of the standard operational speed.
Even though it is technically possible to attain such low operating speeds, navigators will prioritize
safety, stability, and maneuverability of the ship, especially when operating in difficult weather
conditions. Another operational measure that has been integrated in this modelling framework is
optimized ship berth planning. This relatively low-cost measure is aimed at reducing the waiting
time of ships at port before berthing. According to our estimation, this measure could deliver
around a 1% reduction of the total CO2 emissions. We assume that the operational measures,
especially speed reductions, could be implemented from 2020 onwards to yield maximum potential by
2030, which would require decision-making by 2018.
In terms of technical measures, we apply maximum ship design specifications that can lead to
the highest reduction in a ship’s carbon intensity, taking into account the speed reduction measures
described above. This maximum specification entails the implementation of a series of technologies
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encompassing ship engine design and hydrodynamic improvements that can increase a ship’s energy
efficiency as described in Smith et al. (2016). This pathway includes a range of technological measures
such as wind assistance and block coefficient improvements to reduce resistance which can help to
deliver additional CO2 reductions (up to 30%). When speed reduction is implemented, the energy
efficiency savings gained from measures such as an improved block coefficient and wind assistance
will diminish. We take this interaction into account and assume that the increase in energy efficiency
will take place gradually (in a linear fashion) between 2020 and 2035.
Furthermore, we apply two additional measures: the uptake of electric ships and Onshore Power
Supply (OPS). We include a scenario in which the pace of innovation in battery technology will sharply
reduce battery costs (according to various projections such as Bloomberg New Energy Finance [53]),
which could drive electrification of around 10% by 2035. We assume that most of these electric ships
will be used to serve international short-distance shipments between countries. In such a scenario,
the penetration rate of electric ships is assumed to see a gradual increase from 1% in 2025 to 10% in
2035. The second additional measure is Onshore Power Supply (OPS) which can help to reduce the
carbon emissions from ships at berth during the loading and unloading process. OPS is already fairly
widely used and is likely to be expanded due to favorable regulation, e.g., in the European Union
where it will become mandatory by 2025 for European “core ports”. As OPS could also be used as
a charging facility for electric ships, we assume that uptake of electric ships and OPS will coincide.
The implementation of these measures would be facilitated by a market-based mechanism introduced
in 2025.
Three different levels of fuel carbon factor reduction are considered as possible pathways: 50%,
75%, and 80%. While the first two are taken from Smith et al. (2016), the third reduction level is
estimated by assuming the uptake of alternative fuels such as ammonia. The level of carbon factor
reduction presented here indicates the average reduction in carbon content of the fuel (gram of carbon
dioxide per megajoule of energy) compared with the baseline that can be achieved by the use of
alternative fuels. Here, high carbon factor reduction is used to indicate high uptake of alternative
fuels such as advanced biofuels, hydrogen, and ammonia. In the case of 80% carbon factor reduction,
it is assumed that hydrogen and ammonia will form around 70% of the fuel mix in ship propulsion.
This, along with an assumed increase in the uptake of biofuels (22%) and LNG (5%), could significantly
diminish the use of oil-based fossil fuels to around 3% by 2035 (Figure 6). While the gradual uptake of
these fuels starts from 2015, zero-carbon alternative fuels such as hydrogen and ammonia are expected
to see a stronger uptake after 2025, when we assume the start of a market-based measure such as
carbon pricing. In this scenario, we assume the adoption of a carbon price based on Lloyd’s Register
study [8] where carbon emissions are priced at around 500 US$/tonne by 2035 in order to make
zero-carbon fuels competitive. For simplicity’s sake, we assume that the increase in price is linear over
the 2025–2035 period.
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Figure 6. Fuel mix evolution between 2015 and 2035 for 80% carbon factor reduction.
Another measure that is included in this pathway is the increase in ship size that will lead to
higher ship capacity. Unlike other measures which might require additional incentives and stimuli,
the changes in ship size already form part of the shipping industry’s strategy to seize economies of
scale. We assume that the trend of ship size increases over 1996–2015 (per different ship types) and can
be extrapolated towards 2035.
4.3. Four Possible Pathways to Decarbonize Maritime Transport
We consider four different pathways based on possible combinations of the measures considered
in this study (Table 6). All pathways assume maximum application of the possible technical
measures. The main differences between the pathways are related to speed reductions (moderate or
maximum) and the application of zero-carbon fuels and electric ships, ranging from very high to more
moderate assumptions.











“Maximum intervention” Maximum Maximum 80% 10%
“Zero-carbon technology” Moderate Maximum 80% 10%
“Ultra-slow operation” Maximum Maximum 50% -
“Low-carbon technology” Moderate Maximum 75% -
The “maximum intervention” pathway represents the most ambitious reduction trajectory to
reach zero emissions, where maximum speed reduction will be implemented starting from 2020
and reach its maximum reduction level by 2030, while the other measures such as energy efficiency
improvements and zero-carbon fuels are implemented gradually (Figure 7). If we ignore the possible
negative impact on international trade (such as increased transport time), drastic speed reduction
could reduce CO2 emissions by 43% by 2030. However, the effect of speed reduction alone will not be
sufficient to reach zero carbon emissions by 2035. The estimated growth in international trade will
offset the reduction impact of this measure starting by 2030. On the other hand, the application of
technical measures will help to maintain a downward trend in the emissions between 2030 and 2035.
The additional reduction that can be delivered by energy-saving technologies will be relatively low
when the ship is operating at ultra-low speed. The increase in ship size together with the application
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of zero-carbon fuels, especially from 2025 onward, will help to reduce CO2 emissions further by 95%
from the adjusted demand level, which leads to remaining emissions of 44 million tonnes by 2035.
However, to achieve this level of decarbonization by 2035, zero-carbon fuels such as hydrogen and
ammonia would have to see a rapid uptake and should constitute the majority of the fuel mix by 2035
(more than 70%). Additionally, we assume that electric ships could constitute around 10% of the global
ship fleet by 2035, which contributes to the reduction in total CO2 emissions.
The “zero-carbon technology” pathway is as ambitious as the previous scenario with regards to
zero-carbon technologies but assumes only a moderate speed reduction that helps to reduce emissions
in the short run (Figure 8). Reducing speed will lower emissions by 4% in the short term and the
implementation of technical measures can help reduce emissions in the medium to long term by 46%.
Similar to the “maximum intervention” pathway, the use of electric ships and zero-carbon fuels will be
the key measure to reach a 92% emission reduction by 2035. The combination of these measures will
help to bring CO2 emission levels down to 56 million tonnes, which is equivalent to a 93% emissions
reduction from the adjusted demand level. Both the “maximum intervention” pathway and the
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Figure 8. “Zero-carbon technology” pathway.
The “ultra-slow operation” pathway represents a scenario that relies heavily on speed reduction
and sets a less ambitious target for energy-saving technologies and zero-carbon fuel adoption (Figure 9).
The overall pattern of this pathway is similar to the “maximum intervention” pathway where most
of the reduction comes from a drastic speed reduction, followed by the gradual implementation of
other measures. In this pathway, we assume that electric ships will fail to penetrate the global ship
fleet and might serve only domestic purposes. The uptake of zero-carbon fuels in this scenario is also
foreseen to be less strong than in the other pathways, which could reflect insufficient investments in
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infrastructure and commitments to ensure sufficient availability of biofuels, hydrogen, and ammonia
to replace the conventional fuels. This pathway would lead to an 82% emissions reduction from the
adjusted demand level to reach around 156 million tonnes in 2035.
The “low-carbon technology” pathway represents a scenario that aims to balance moderate speed
reductions with the use of zero-carbon fuels. This scenario reflects a strong uptake in zero-carbon fuels
in the medium to long term, but with a less optimistic view on the penetration rate of electric ships
and the uptake of ammonia. With the application of moderate speed reductions, the overall trajectory
of this pathway resembles that of the “zero-carbon technologies” pathway, with a less rapid emissions
decline to 2035 (Figure 10). This pathway will result in an 86% reduction of CO2 emissions from the
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Figure 10. “Low-carbon technology” pathway.
We have presented four different pathways that could lead to the decarbonization of maritime
transport with CO2 emissions approaching zero by 2035, with remaining shipping emissions
ranging from 44 to 156 million tonnes by 2035 (Figure 11). These pathways demonstrate that
targeted interventions using a combination of possible measures can reduce CO2 emissions from
international shipping between 82% (“ultra-slow operation”) and 95% (“maximum intervention”)
from the adjusted demand level. Table 7 presents the total CO2 emission reductions for the four
pathways by 2035. At the aggregate level, it is observable that two similar initial trajectories can be
distinguished based on the application of speed reduction measures in the short term. The “maximum
intervention” and “ultra-slow operation” pathways represent an extreme reduction in speed, while the
“zero-carbon” and “low-carbon technology” pathways represent a more moderate speed reduction.
Furthermore, the level of decarbonization in these pathways by 2035 depends on the extent to which
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zero-carbon fuels and technologies are applied. As demonstrated by the nearly-zero-carbon pathways
(“maximum intervention” and “zero-carbon technology”), the use of zero-carbon fuels and technology






































Figure 11. Four different decarbonization pathways for shipping.
Table 7. Total CO2 emission reductions by 2035 for the four decarbonization pathways.
Pathways CO2 Reduction (in Million Tonnes) Reduction Percentage (%)
Maximum intervention 810 95
Zero-carbon technology 798 93
Ultra-slow operation 698 82
Low-carbon technology 731 86
4.4. Impact of Increase in Maritime Transport Cost on Modal Share and CO2 Emissions
The implementation of CO2 mitigation measures as detailed in Table 6 is very likely going
to increase transport costs for international shipping due to higher fuel costs, and increase capital
expenditures to retrofit the ships and to install other low-carbon technologies. Furthermore, when slow
steaming measures are applied extensively, this can cause transport costs to increase further due to
longer shipping times, which escalate time-related costs. In such a case, shippers might consider other
modes that offer lower travel times and transport costs to be more attractive, especially for highly
time-sensitive goods such as fashion, electronics, car parts, and perishable goods, such as food.
This section provides an analysis of the potential impact of the increase in transport costs for
international shipping on maritime transport demand. While the increase in transport costs might
impact the modal share of international transport, a drastic increase of such a cost for the longer term
could also induce changes in global trade patterns (e.g., increase in intra-regional trade, or reduction
in total global trade volume). Our analysis does not cover the impact of increase in transport costs on
global trade, as it requires a comprehensive study that should take into account the dynamic feedback
between trade and transport model. For simplicity’s sake, we assume that the values of international
trade will remain the same as in the baseline scenario.
The exact increase in transport cost will be difficult to estimate since it depends on uncertain
factors such as investments and commitments in establishing the infrastructure needed to ensure an
adequate supply of green technologies and zero-carbon fuels, and the implementation of market-based
measures such as carbon pricing. In order to analyze the impact of an increase in transport cost on the
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demand for maritime transport, we test a scenario where there is a 100% increase in unit transport
cost for sea transport by 2030. Specifically, we assume that sea transport cost will increase from
0.0016 $/tonne km to 0.0032 $/tonne km and we apply a 25–65% speed reduction on the sea transport
mode based on the maximum intervention scenario.
We focus our analysis on trades between China and Europe and global trade. China–Europe trade
represents one of the major global trade flows which can potentially see a shift in its mode share when
sea transport becomes a lot slower due to slow steaming. Furthermore, since the launch of China’s Belt
and Road initiative, rail cargo transport between China and Europe has gathered political momentum
to undergo a major capacity expansion. One of the most rapidly developing rail corridors between
China and Europe is the Trans-Siberian railways via Kazakhstan’s rail system. Compared with
sea transport, this railway connection can reduce travel time up to 42%. To reflect this potential
development, we incorporate a 50% reduction in transport cost and time for the rail mode between
China and Europe. Table 8 presents the modal share of China–Europe transport by 2030 under baseline
and increased cost scenarios. The result shows that a 100% increase in sea transport cost causes a slight
reduction in the mode share of maritime transport (1.4%), which represents 8.7 MTonnes of freight
volume. The majority of this volume is estimated to shift to rail transport (7.8 MTonnes), which is
projected to see an increase of 1.23% in its share. Although the reduction in share of maritime transport
is relatively small, the shift to rail mode represents a roughly 15% increase in the total volume of
rail transport.













Air 2.59 0.41 2.82 0.44 0.04 0.22
Rail 51.25 8.07 59.05 9.30 1.23 7.80
Road 13.23 2.08 13.90 2.19 0.11 0.67
Sea 567.80 89.44 559.10 88.07 −1.37 −8.70
On a global scale, the impact of higher sea transport cost on the modal share is less significant
compared with China–Europe transport (Table 9). The share of sea transport could decline around
0.16%; this represents approximately 34 Mtonnes of freight volume. The majority of the shifts are from
sea mode to both road mode (13 MTonnes) and rail mode (18 MTonnes). One of the reasons for this is
that sea transport remains the cheapest transport mode that serves major trade lanes such as those
between Europe and Asia and between the U.S. and Europe.













Air 70 0.33 72 0.34 0.01 2.60
Rail 598 2.84 611 2.90 0.06 13.17
Road 2539 12.06 2557 12.15 0.09 17.92
Sea 17,813 84.65 17,780 84.49 −0.16 −33.70
Waterways 22 0.11 22 0.11 0.00 0.01
Next, we estimate the impact of a shift in modal share on the total transport demand for maritime
transport. In the scenario where transport cost will increase gradually (19% annually) from 2020 until
2035, a slight reduction (0.10–0.14%) in maritime transport activity is foreseen. Table 10 presents the
estimated changes in transport activities (Tkm) due to an increase in transport cost and its associated
CO2 emissions. By 2035, reduced sea transport demand could lead to a reduction of approximately
1.2 MTonnes of CO2 emissions from international shipping, which is equivalent to approximately 2.3%
of the projected CO2 emissions under the maximum intervention scenario.
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Table 10. Impact of increased sea transport cost on maritime transport activities and CO2 emissions.
2020 2025 2030 2035
Baseline (Billion Tkm) 91,187.14 105,690.92 122,416.98 142,131.47
Increased maritime transport (Billion Tkm) 91,095.96 105,574.66 122,257.83 141,932.49
Difference (Billion Tkm) 91.19 116.26 159.14 198.98
CO2 emission (Ktonnes) 897 936 1108 1196
In conclusion, the impact of a major increase in sea transport cost on CO2 emissions for
international shipping is going to be likely marginal. However, the small shift from sea mode to other
modes such as rail, road, and air could increase the transport demand for these modes considerably
(as exemplified by rail mode for China–Europe trade). In the case where there are no sufficient CO2
mitigation measures implemented for the other modes, the total CO2 emissions from international
transport might increase since maritime transport is generally less carbon-intensive than rail and road
transport. This result underlines the importance of minimizing the shift from maritime transport
to other modes that are more carbon-intensive such as air, road, and rail, especially if there are not
adequate CO2 mitigation measures being implemented for these modes.
5. Barriers and Market Failures in Decarbonizing International Shipping
Prevailing conditions and incentive systems in the shipping sector prevent firms from making
optimal environmental choices. In this section, we highlight the main barriers and market failures that
lead to a delay in adoption of technologies and fuels with higher environmental performance.
5.1. Sunk Costs and Path Dependence in the Shipping Sector
The average life of a ship is approximately 25 years, which means that a significant share of
current ships will still be in operation by 2035. Even if all ship owners would from now on order
zero-emission vessels, there would still be a considerable share of ships that would not be zero-carbon.
Decarbonization of the sector will depend to an important extent on the level of fleet renewal that is
possible, which depends on the extent of scrappage of old vessels and the capacity to retrofit existing
vessels. This causes important sunk costs. The potential for fleet renewal is larger if maritime trade
is expanding and could also be subject to policy interventions to speed up the process and mitigate
excessive economic harm that sudden changes could cause.
Significant use of CO2 mitigation measures also assumes sufficient adaptation of infrastructure
and production capabilities to future demand for alternative fuels and energy that might not take
place immediately, considering the path dependence in the shipping sector. Choices made on the
basis of temporary conditions can persist long after these conditions change, especially when the
capital has a high life span. This durability of invested capital makes major changes particularly
impractical and costly. Examples of far-reaching adaptations that might be needed include the wider
energy infrastructure and production capabilities related to advanced biofuels, hydrogen, ammonia,
and other zero-carbon fuels. In addition, ships would require the relevant facilities for bunkering
and energy provision, e.g., charging systems for electric ships. There might be two distinctive
concerns in this respect: first, concerns about the maximum supply potential within a given time
period (e.g., of advanced biofuels); and second, how to reach sufficient scale for measures to become
commercially viable, e.g., with regards to synthetic fuels, wind technology, and ship batteries.
5.2. Carbon Emissions as Negative Externality: The Climate as Unpriced Public Good
A negative externality arises when an individual or a firm takes an action but does not bear
the costs imposed on a third party. In the case of the shipping industry, pollution imposes health,
environmental, and economic costs on the whole of society without bearing the cost of it. Since costs are
never borne entirely by the emitters and they are not obliged to compensate those who lose out because
of climate change, they face little or no economic incentive to reduce emissions. Human-induced
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climate change and associated GHG emissions have been described as the greatest market failure
in history [54]. A particular challenge with this “market failure” is the uncertainty about the exact
size, timing, and location of the effects on environment, society, and the economy. Furthermore,
climate change is a global phenomenon in both its causes and consequences and is therefore politically
extremely challenging to address.
Climate change risks are not internalized in the price of maritime transport, especially since ship
fuel is not taxed, in contrast, for example, to fuels for the road sector. Taxing fuels would be a way to
internalize part of the externalities of carbon emissions. This lack of taxation is also hampering the
uptake of alternative options for ship propulsion: heavy fuel oil for ships is not taxed but generates
sizable negative externalities, whereas some of the alternative energy sources (e.g., electricity) with
much less of these externalities are actually taxed. This complicates the transition from HFO to
alternative technologies and fuels.
5.3. Split Incentives
Split incentives represent a type of principal–agent problem and occur when participants in an
economic transaction do not have the same priorities and incentives. A classic example is the split
incentive between charterer and ship owner in the time charter market, where the ship owner provides
a vessel, but the fuel costs are borne by the charterer as part of the operational costs [55]. The difference
between the actual level of energy efficiency and the higher level that would be cost-effective from
the firm’s point of view is often referred to as the efficiency gap (IEA, 2007). Usually, minimizing the
capital cost of the vessel, the ship owner does not have an incentive to choose the most energy efficient
technology, which often leads to suboptimal investment choices in environmental terms.
Whether time charter is used depends on the shipping segment. They are most prevalent in the
container and dry bulk sectors where about 70% and 60% of ships, respectively, are run under time
charter agreements whose duration mostly does not exceed one year, which is too short to amortize
green investments [55]. However, charterers may also decide to reward owners for their investments
in clean technologies or engage in longer charter contracts to allow for a sufficient payback time for
these technologies. For example, the purchase of LNG bunkering vessel Coralius from Sirius Shipping
was facilitated by Skangas (part of the Finnish state-owned Gasum Group) who agreed to a 15-year
charter agreement. Preem and ST1 were willing to engage in long-term charters, making it possible for
Terntankers to order LNG-powered vessels. Similarly, some shippers accepted paying higher charter
rates to compensate for higher costs related to more environmentally friendly vessels [56].
5.4. Imperfect Information and Information Asymmetry
Imperfect, insufficient, or false information can cause firms to make suboptimal investments in
energy efficiency. This type of market failure is particularly relevant in this case, as it contributes
to preventing the uptake of greener technologies. Previous research has shown that the quality of
knowledge and the level of technological know-how acquired through R&D activities are vital for the
diffusion of technologies [57]. There is, however, a shortage of detailed and audited performance data
of new technical measures with low market maturity, which acts as a barrier to their uptake [15].
The lack of reliable information on performance in actual operating conditions then leads to a
typical chicken-and-egg problem in which no firm is ready to adopt a technology—or no financier
ready to finance a zero-carbon ship—because there is a lack of strong proof of its efficiency and
commercial viability.
This deficiency can be explained by the wide array of factors that influence fuel consumption of
ships, namely, weather conditions, draught, machinery conditions, or operational aspects, which lead
to highly variable performance data even for a single ship. In some cases, ship owners may have
an incentive to make overly optimistic efficiency claims towards the charterer. Finally, the quality of
measurement might also vary, although the industry is gradually shifting towards more frequent and
reliable data collection methods, including continuous monitoring systems, which could potentially
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also discourage misrepresenting performance data [15]. The shortage of fuel efficiency data under
real operating conditions also highlights the considerable market failure of a suboptimal level of
resources allocated to technological and scientific knowledge. Subsidies to R&D or partnerships
between government, research, and industry would be a possible solution to produce more evidence
supporting or discarding a certain technology, or to develop alternative, nonincremental options.
5.5. Access to Finance
Currently, there is a risk premium to implementing innovative technologies and ship owners
therefore face high barriers to upgrading to a more energy-efficient fleet. Ship owners need to effectively
convince financiers that the additional costs of greener technology will be recovered. A study by
UMAS and Carbon War Room [4] looked at implications of climate mitigation policies for ship owners
and financiers under different market conditions and identified several actions that would need to be
taken to both understand and manage these risks. This could include, for example, integrating risks
associated with evolving climate regulations into financing decisions and identifying opportunities
that environmentally responsible investments represent for financiers, such as the substantial expected
demand for capital for vessel modifications. Although the general awareness amongst shipping
financiers of climate-related stranded asset risks is rising, only very few are actively managing those
risks [58]. In the longer term, however, the conditions for loans for zero-carbon ships could become
more favorable than for ships powered on fossil fuels, considering their risk to become stranded carbon
assets once stricter environmental regulation is enforced.
6. Implications in Designing Effective Policy Instruments
Although the vision of a trade-off between environment and competitiveness has been blurred
over the recent years, government intervention remains indispensable for the broader adoption of
low-carbon technologies and fuels in shipping. Greater policy certainty due to the target that has been
set at the recent IMO 72nd MEPC meeting will encourage investment and can stimulate innovation [59].
In this context, the target would send an important signal to industry and research that investing in
decarbonization will be profitable. It is likely that there will be future regulations on an international
level aimed at achieving an at least 50% reduction of CO2 emissions by 2050 compared with the 2008
level. It is also noteworthy that the second goal of the third initial strategy is aimed at phasing out CO2
emission as soon as possible, consistent with the Paris Agreement goal. This development has helped
to create the much-needed certainty for the industry and opened ways for stronger CO2 mitigation
policies to be adopted as part of the strategy that will be announced in 2023.
Decisions in the coming years at the IMO could include the adoption of a carbon pricing scheme
for global shipping, thus leaving it to the market to allocate resources optimally. A carbon price has the
potential to reduce the price gap between conventional and more sustainable fuel options. Using the
example of wind assistance, calculations by Lloyd’s Register show that technologies with a 10% fuel
savings potential would become commercially viable only at higher fuel prices from 1000 USD/metric
ton [60]. For instance, with the adoption of a carbon price, wind assistance could become an interesting
option, especially if prices of alternative fuels are high. Receipts from a carbon-pricing scheme could
fund further research and development in green shipping or ship retrofitting programs. Many countries
still lack the economic and institutional resources to face radical decarbonization and implement and
enforce new regulations effectively. Therefore, such a fund could also assist in transposing regulations
and mitigating adverse impacts of decarbonization on trade in least-developed countries and small
island developing states, for example, through compensation or technical assistance. Finally, the nature
and function of the target are also important characteristics that will shape how decarbonization will
progress considering uncertain future developments. Some research has highlighted that a floating
target would have the necessary flexibility to encompass uncertainties in future maritime trade
volumes, thereby mitigating quota volatility [3].
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Although a large number of measures that could increase energy efficiency are available at
negative net costs, available options often require high upfront investments [61]. A possible way
to overcome high upfront investments and long payback times of technologies is the “savings
as a service” model in which technology is rented and paid for entirely out of fuel savings [62].
Furthermore, with the recent adoption of the IMO target, companies that were delaying their
investments in low-carbon technologies will have to adapt their business strategies to ensure
sustainability and profitability in the longer term. They can start joining other companies which
have proactively engaged in the development of greener technologies and identified a clear business
case for doing so [56]. For instance, cargo owners have increasingly demanded higher transparency on
environmental performance from carriers. A type of emerging technology push has also been observed
in the LNG and biofuels sector that manifests itself in joint initiatives by governments and industry in
order to develop new revenue streams [28]. On the financial side, initiatives such as the Task Force on
Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) have provided additional transparency and company
information on climate-related issues that investors and asset managers use for their investment
decisions in order to avoid risks of stranded carbon assets. Split incentives between charterers and
ship owners could be mitigated by longer charter contracts.
The barriers that prevent the market from spontaneously moving towards decarbonization might
also require additional incentives and fiscal instruments. National or regional incentive schemes could
complement carbon pricing at a global level. Applying stricter targets at a national or regional level first
(patchwork approach) has been argued to play a catalytic role for progress on a global level and should
not be despised as “illegitimate unilateralism” [3]. Governments could provide financial incentives
for green shipping, e.g., via public procurement and temporary exemptions of electricity taxes for
electric ships, or reduce trade tariffs for energy-efficient technologies [63]. In turn, electricity (either
directly used for ship propulsion or for synthetic fuel production) could be bound to renewable
portfolio standards found, for instance, in Germany and Chile [41]. Government action might also
entail collaboration with financial institutions such as domestic or international development banks to
create targeted financial instruments for green shipping, similar to existing schemes of the European
Investment Bank. To improve access to finance for companies willing to adopt low-carbon technology,
governments also have the possibility to create favorable conditions for financial instruments such
as “Blue Bonds” that aim to channel private finance towards “green” shipping. If carefully designed,
supplementary policies can be helpful in addressing market barriers and the burden of a potential
carbon price. Given the high upfront costs to adapt to increasingly stringent environmental objectives,
transitional assistance for some industries may be appropriate. This can include, for instance,
support for technological research and development and implementation, as well as delivering the
necessary low-carbon infrastructure (i.e., for sustainable biofuels and synthetic fuels). Furthermore,
actions taken should be decided in close consultation with industry stakeholders and ports in order to
avoid undesired and unforeseen economic effects. This should, however, take into account eventual
risks of regulatory capture.
Transition towards a low-carbon shipping sector also implies developing adequate regulations
and standards for technological measures and fuels, which could be the result of joint efforts by
governments, as well as the naval and fuel industries. The need for carbon pricing would be less
imminent if strong standards would be developed. For example, low-carbon fuel standards could
be developed for the shipping sector, similar to the fuel standards that have been developed for
road transport in many countries [28]. For example, this could also encompass wider adoption of
more reliable fuel consumption and CO2 emissions monitoring systems, which—if harmonized on an
international level—can better inform performance evaluations of certain technologies and subsequent
investment decisions [55]. However, while sensor technologies used on ships generate a vast array of
data, these operational and technical insights are not often publicly available for investors, analysts,
or researchers. This could be solved by developing a protocol to pool data on a platform without
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compromising business secrets [3], which nonetheless would require a great amount of collective
action. A similar effort has already been made in the manufacturing sector [64].
Many new technologies and alternative fuels still require research and development, particularly
to develop their commercial viability. Moreover, operational procedures would need to become
streamlined and harmonized to ensure safety and interoperability. For instance, there is no
standardized design and fueling procedure for hydrogen-powered ships and its bunkering
infrastructure and remaining safety design issues with regards to the volatility of the fuel need to be
resolved [14,36]. The low energy density of hydrogen requires very sizeable fuel tanks, which increase
the capital cost and may reduce cargo space in commercial shipping. In addition, if relevant volumes
of synthetic fuels, such as hydrogen and ammonia, are used by 2035, it would be essential to ensure
that production processes are based on renewable electricity generation. Otherwise, no improvement
in CO2 emissions compared to conventional HFO could be guaranteed.
7. Conclusions
This paper examines the technical possibility of achieving the ambitious 1.5◦ goal of the Paris
Agreement and the required supporting policy measures. We found that maximum deployment of
technologies that are currently available could make it possible to reach almost full decarbonization
by 2035. We formulated four possible decarbonization pathways for shipping, which foresee
remaining carbon emissions ranging from 44 to 156 million tonnes by 2035 with CO2 emission
reduction ranging from 82 to 95% of the projected 2035 level. A major part of the required
reductions could be realized via alternative fuels and renewable energy. Technological measures are
available to increase the energy efficiency of ships and could yield a substantial part of emission
reductions. Finally, operational measures could also achieve an important share of the required
emission reductions.
Government intervention can help to accelerate the commercial viability and technical feasibility
of certain measures. Various policies or regulations could support the shift to zero-carbon operations,
including more stringent energy efficiency targets, a speed limit, and a low-carbon fuel standard.
These policies could be introduced globally and by IMO member states. Governments and
ports could provide necessary infrastructure, e.g., for shore power facilities, electric charging
systems, and bunkering facilities for alternative fuels. Governments could also encourage green
shipping domestically, stimulate research and development on zero-carbon technologies, and design
programmes to increase commercial viability of these technologies. Financial institutions could develop
green finance programmes to stimulate sustainable shipping. Shippers could be further encouraged to
assess the carbon footprint of their supply chain and target zero-carbon shipping options.
Financial incentives are essential to reducing the price gap between conventional and more
sustainable fuel options. These incentives could include adopting a carbon price for global shipping,
leaving it to the market to allocate resources to maximum effect. Receipts from such a scheme could also
be used (in part) for further decarbonization of the sector, e.g., to facilitate research and development in
green shipping, facilitate ship retrofit programmes, and compensate for potential adverse trade impacts
in least-developed countries and small island developing states. Carbon pricing at a global level could
be complemented with incentive schemes at the national or regional level. Governments could also
provide financial incentives for green shipping, e.g., greening the procurement of maritime transport
falling under public service agreements, temporary exemptions of electricity taxes for electric ships,
etc. Ports could also provide financial incentives for green shipping via differentiation of their port
fee tariffs based on environmental criteria. Governments might partner with financial institutions or
encourage domestic development banks to develop targeted financial instruments for green shipping.
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Appendix A. Model Validation
Table A1. Validation of mode share by weights.
Weight




















Source Mode Share (%)





Air 155 146 ICAO, WB 0.3
Road 6 642 - 7.8
Rail 1 875 - 2.2
Sources: [67,68].


























Figure A1. Historical (1996–2015) and estimated (2016–2035) changes in ship size.
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Table A3. Emission factors of different fuel types.
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Abstract: Logistics operations are energy-consuming and impact the environment negatively.
Improving energy efficiency in logistics is crucial for environmental sustainability and can be
achieved by increasing the utilisation of capacity. This paper takes an interactive approach to capacity
utilisation, to contribute to sustainable freight transport and logistics, by identifying its causes and
mitigations. From literature, a conceptual framework was developed to highlight different system
levels in the logistics system, in which the energy efficiency improvement potential can be found and
that are summarised in the categories activities, actors, and areas. Through semi-structured interviews
with representatives of nine companies, empirical data was collected to validate the framework of
the causes of the unutilised capacity and proposed mitigations. The results suggest that activities,
such as inflexibilities and limited information sharing as well as actors’ over-delivery of logistics
services, incorrect price setting, and sales campaigns can cause unutilised capacity, and that problem
areas include i.a. poor integration of reversed logistics and the last mile. The paper contributes by
categorising causes of unutilised capacity and linking them to mitigations in a framework, providing
a critical view towards fill rates, highlighting the need for a standardised approach to measure
environmental impact that enables comparison between companies and underlining that costs are
not an appropriate indicator for measuring environmental impact.
Keywords: energy efficiency; capacity utilisation; logistics; road freight transport; sustainability;
system level; systems perspective
1. Introduction
Actors in logistics and freight transport face increased pressure to reduce the climate impact
of their operations and to become more environmentally sustainable. According to the European
Commission [1], road transport alone accounts for 70 percent of all greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
from transport. To tackle the problem, EU member countries committed to reducing GHG emissions in
the transport sector by at least 60 percent by 2050 compared to 1990. In 2013, transport alone consumed
63 percent of the world’s oil [2]. A significant objective to increase environmental sustainability is the
reduction of energy consumption in the freight transport sector [2]. A key challenge for managers is to
respond to the increase in transport volume [3], which stems from consumers’ desire for more products
as well as longer transport distances because of global supply chains and international production [4–6].
One way to foster sustainable development in freight transport is to focus on increasing the energy
efficiency [7]. Here, energy-efficient freight transport needs to be approached in its wider system that
is, the logistics system. To radically decrease the energy consumption from transport, technological
advances alone will not be enough; the task also requires changes in behaviour and structure of the
logistics system [8,9], as well as inclusion of the end-consumer in a wider and extended system [10].
Logistics systems can become more energy-efficient through behavioural changes among
end-consumers, shippers, and logistics service providers (LSPs). One area of potential improvements
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is to consider unutilised capacity [11,12]. The current literature has a strong focus on reducing the
energy consumption in freight transport by increasing the load factor [12,13], that is, offering a narrow
view of transport capacity.
This paper extends the view on capacity utilisation in freight transport by considering the larger
system in which it operates. The need to view freight transport in its wider system when enhancing
sustainability has been recognised in the current body of knowledge, such as in the sustainability
framework by Turki, et al. [14], who have approached transport in connection to manufacturing,
remanufacturing, and warehousing. Accordingly, this research not only considers the capacity
utilisation in freight transport, but also in the adjacent logistics activities. By applying a systems
perspective, the interactive nature of the different components of capacity in the logistics systems
becomes more apparent, which implies that capacity utilisation is related to the different levels of
the logistics system. Accordingly, this paper builds upon the notion that energy efficiency in every
logistics activity can be increased if the capacity is used to its full potential. This may, for example,
be the case through supply-chain-related initiatives, such as collaboration and supplier education,
as a means to address energy efficiency [15]. Capacity as an interactive concept within the overall
logistics system, and especially between the actors in the supply chain, has not been studied in detail.
Viewing capacity from a systems perspective is necessary in order to identify all of the improvement
potential. This research tries to shed light on the following research questions, namely: (1) Where in
the logistics system is unutilised capacity available that will improve energy efficiency? (2) How can
this unutilised capacity be mitigated? Against this background, the purpose of this paper is to take
an interactive approach to capacity utilisation so as to contribute to sustainable freight transport and
logistics, by identifying the causes and mitigations of unutilised capacity.
By taking an interactive approach to capacity utilisation, this paper contributes insights to the
literature on sustainable logistics and road freight transport, most practically by developing a framework
of capacity utilisation to increase the energy efficiency in logistics. At the same time, by highlighting
where the unused capacity in logistics systems can be found and proposing mitigations, the paper offers
important implications for the transport industry, by broadening the understanding of capacity utilisation.
In what follows, literature is reviewed and presented in a frame of reference in the next section.
In addition, a conceptual framework is proposed, which stems from the literature. The following
section explains the method, including the sampling, data collection and analysis, and research quality.
The findings from the interviews are presented in ‘Results’. After that, a discussion of the findings is
presented, and the framework is developed. Lastly, the paper concludes with managerial implications
and theoretical contributions and proposes directions for future research.
2. Frame of Reference
To illustrate the role of capacity utilisation in logistics and road freight transport, a conceptual
framework was developed. The framework’s building blocks were derived from a review of the
literature on freight transport, logistics, and supply chain management (SCM), with a focus on the
logistics-energy domain and environmental sustainability. A combination of keywords (logistics,
energy logistics, sustainable logistics, supply chain, supply chain management, freight transport,
energy efficiency, energy, and sustainability) were used, and depending on the type of journal,
the keywords were searched for alone or in combination. For this, the top-ten ranked journals
of logistics and SCM in the Nordic countries [16], one journal focusing on sustainability, and two
journals focusing on the energy domain were chosen, namely: the European Journal of Purchasing
and Supply Management, International Journal of Logistics Management, International Journal of
Logistics: Research and Applications, International Journal of Physical Distribution and Logistics
Management, International Journal of Retail & Distribution Management, Journal of Business Logistics,
Journal of Supply Chain Management, Supply Chain Management: An International Journal, Logistics
Management and Supply Chain Management Review, and Sustainability, Energy and Journal of
Cleaner Production. Further papers were added through ‘snowballing’, that is., searching more
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openly based on references and keywords from the articles that were identified in the structured part
of the review. Abstracts and papers were read to identify those that were related to the research.
In a further step, this literature was read and analysed regarding how it addressed ‘capacity utilisation’
in connection with ‘energy efficiency/consumption’.
2.1. Energy Efficiency in Logistics and Road Freight Transport
Energy is a source of power that is needed to operate logistics activities [17]. Although road
freight transport can be powered with different energy sources (e.g., fossil fuels, bio fuels, electricity
from nuclear, or alternative energy), fossil fuels are still the most common form of energy source and
can be traced back to the era when fossil fuels were considered inexpensive and plentiful [18].
Halldórsson and Kovács [19] point out that energy efficiency plays an important role in logistics
and SCM. A positive research trend on the topic has been highlighted by Centobelli, et al. [7].
The European Parliament and the Council of the European Union [20] has defined energy efficiency
as “the ratio of output of performance, service, goods or energy, to input of energy” and energy
efficiency improvement as “an increase in energy efficiency as a result of technological, behavioral
and/or economic changes”. By extension, achieving a high level of energy efficiency means reducing
the total energy consumption given a particular level of output [21]. The logistics literature mainly
addresses energy efficiency in three broad terms, namely: the interplay of activities that influence
energy efficiency (what), the inclusion of all actors (who), and the consideration of system boundaries
(where) to measure energy efficiency.
Firstly, the literature focuses on the interplay of different activities that increase the energy
efficiency in logistics. Aronsson and Huge-Brodin [8] have identified consolidation, standardisation,
information flow, and virtual warehousing as drivers of efficiency and environmental performance.
Later, Wolf and Seuring [22] identified collaboration (i.e., integration, cooperation, and information
sharing) as the most important component for the successful management of supply chains.
More specifically, Pfohl and Zöllner [23] described efficiency in logistics as the result of factors,
such as environmental relations, product lines, production, technology, and the size of organisations,
while Piecyk and McKinnon [24] described energy efficiency as being influenced by the weight of
goods, empty running, and average vehicle energy consumption, among other factors. In contrast,
Kalenoja, et al. [25] identified energy consumption, delivery times, transport speed, flexibility, reliability,
and vehicle load as influential components in energy efficiency. According to Plambeck [15], efficiency
can be increased by the harmonisation and coordination of the different operations in supply chains.
More recently, Bottani, et al. [26] outlined an integrated approach for achieving efficiency that involves
the pooled management of packaging, procurement, warehousing, and transport activities.
Secondly, when discussing the actors’ involvement in energy efficiency in logistics and road freight
transport, the literature focused foremost on the logistics service providers (LSPs) and shippers [15,22,23]
and the harmonisation, coordination, and collaboration between them (e.g., know-how transfer to
suppliers and long-term commitment) [15] and the supplier selection [27]. Energy efficiency also
depends on information exchange between the actors; Yuan, et al. [28] developed a model to study
the effect of the carbon emission information asymmetry between different actors on the supply chain
performance from carbon trading. However, the impact of the end-consumer on energy efficiency in
logistics and road freight transport, especially in connection to the last-mile deliveries and consumer
transport, has been attracting more interest in literature over the years [10,29,30]. Since different actors
have different impacts on energy efficiency, it is important to examine who takes what action.
Thirdly, clear system boundaries have to be defined, and indicators for measurement must
be chosen [25] so as to determine where in the system the energy efficiency is measured and the
activities are taken. Kalenoja, et al. [25] suggested different settings of system boundaries; for example,
a narrower definition of system boundaries that includes only inbound and outbound logistics or
a broader view including several suppliers and reverse logistics. The literature further suggests
an expansion of system boundaries through the inclusion of, for example, top-management as enabler
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for environmental-friendly purchasing of transport services [31], reverse logistics [32], transport
during the last mile [30] and, in particular, consumer transport [10,29,33,34], and other suppliers in the
network [15,22]. Browne, et al. [10], who assessed the energy consumption of different product supply
chains, found that the energy consumption that was used to transport goods during the last mile to
the point of consumption was greater than that of all of the upstream transport activities combined.
Rizet, et al. [35] and Brown and Guiffrida [34] identified the potential of saving energy in the last mile.
The reason for such inefficiency in private transport during the last mile was unutilised capacity in
private vehicles. Aronsson and Huge-Brodin [8] emphasised the complexity of logistics systems and
therefore a macro-perspective to view the supply chain.
Guided by the aim and the research questions of the study to analyse where the unutilised
capacity can be found in the logistics system and how it can improve energy efficiency, several themes
have emerged from the literature review. The literature was set in relation to the capacity utilisation.
An overview of themes that emerged from literature is provided in a review of the literature regarding
energy efficiency (Table 1).
Table 1. Review of literature regarding energy efficiency.




Centobelli, et al. [7], Kalenoja, et al.
[25], Liimatainen and Pöllänen [36],
Liimatainen, et al. [37], McKinnon




taking a broad approach
Measuring energy
consumption
Browne, et al. [10], Browne, et al. [29],
Piecyk and McKinnon [24]
Measuring energy consumption,
reducing fuel and energy
consumption, positioning energy
as an essential cost driver
Vehicle load factor, empty running






Björklund [31], Bottani, et al. [26], He
and Zhang [27], Plambeck [15], Wolf





Collaboration enables the use of
unutilised capacity
End-consumer Brown and Guiffrida [34],Browne, et al. [10]
Identifying the end-consumer’s
role, raising end-consumers’
awareness of their implications on
energy consumption
End-consumers’ behaviour creates
unutilised capacity. need to
include consumer transport when
viewing supply chain
Logistics system
Aronsson and Huge-Brodin [8],
Kalenoja, et al. [25], McKinnon [39],
Pfohl and Zöllner [23]
Establishing responsibilities for




supply chain, slowing down the
supply chain
Last mile Brown and Guiffrida [34], Kin, et al.[30], Rizet, et al. [35]
Discussing e-commerce Handling
last-mile delivery
Transport in the last mile is not
used to its full capacity
The literature was reviewed to address the energy efficiency in the logistics system starting in
road freight transport and considering the adjacent logistics activities. The selected literature was then
analysed regarding the capacity utilisation, which has been discussed in the following section.
2.2. Capacity Utilisation in Logistics and Road Freight Transport
Often, the capacity is associated with the loading capacity (i.e., the load factor), which is the physical
ability of a vehicle to carry a freight for a certain length of time [40]. In that view, trucks are key units of
capacity in road freight transport. However, capacity captures more than what the simple description
outlines. Hayes, et al. [41] described capacity as a complex interaction of different components, including
physical space, equipment, operating rates, human resources, system capabilities, company policies,
and the rate and dependability of the suppliers. According to the literature, the concept of capacity
developed from an understanding of the physical space [9,10] and only later became an indicator of the
energy efficiency [25] and a factor in the logistics systems [34].
Wu and Pagell [42] found that different initiatives, including reducing the number of trips,
activating an efficient information system, and pursuing collaboration, could increase the capacity
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utilisation and reduce the impact of energy use on the environment. Chapman [9] highlights the
combining loads of different operators as a way to increase the capacity utilisation. Furthermore,
Liimatainen and Pöllänen [36] discuss the components that are closely connected to capacity utilisation,
including the average load on laden trips, empty running, and average vehicle energy consumption,
which helps to improve energy efficiency in logistics. Rizet, et al. [35] pinpoint the time that is taken
for activities, costs, service levels, and polices as factors influencing the capacity utilisation, and with
that, energy consumption. Brown and Guiffrida [34] highlight that the particular capacity in private
vehicles is not used to its full capacity. Furthermore, just-in-time delivery, with its small loads in rapid
time, is responsible for unutilised capacity [9,39,43]. Vehicle loading, empty running, vehicle time
utilisation, and deviation from schedule, are proposed by McKinnon and Ge [38] as key performance
indicators (KPIs) in order to evaluate capacity utilisation.
The literature addresses the capacity utilisation as a narrow concept and only views it on one system
level at a time. This research extends this view and proposes a system perspective on the capacity utilisation.
2.3. Systems Perspective on Capacity
A systems perspective on capacity entails diverse components and acknowledges their complexity
and interactivity, which, in turn, can help illuminate the interactive nature of capacity utilisation.
Supply chains, as well as environments, consist of various, complex subsystems [33] whose management
can be difficult. This is based on the assumption that the systems are open [44]. The supply chain actors
have to cooperate and share information as well as risk. Systems thinking enables individual actors to
plan their logistics operations (e.g., transport, inventory, and purchasing) more efficiently and effectively.
To acknowledge humans’ roles and purposes in supply chains, this approach belongs to the school of
soft systems thinking [44].
Using the systems perspective can also clarify the interconnection of energy efficiency and
capacity utilisation in the logistics system, starting with road freight transport. In short, capacity
utilisation leads directly to energy efficiency and fosters sustainable development. To interlink
different components that set the conditions for capacity utilisation and understand its systemic
nature, the research addresses the causes and mitigations at various levels of the logistics system.
The literature was reviewed to address the energy efficiency in the logistics system and was
then analysed regarding the capacity utilisation as a means to energy efficiency. The concept of the
capacity was chosen to highlight the improvement potential, following the structure of the activities
(what), actors (who), and areas in the logistics system, where improvement is possible (Figure 1).
This conceptual framework has served as the basis for constructing the interview guide and collecting
data. The factors that set the conditions for capacity utilisation within the categories of activities, actors,
and areas in the logistics system were derived from the empirical data.
 
Figure 1. System levels and categories in the logistics system.
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3. Method
To validate and develop the conceptual framework, qualitative data in the form of semi-structured
interviews were collected. The data generation aimed to investigate the causes of unutilised capacity
on different system levels, by taking an interactive approach to capacity utilisation. From the empirical
data, the causes of the unused capacity in logistics and mitigations were derived, which were linked to
each other.
3.1. Sampling
To access different perspectives on the logistics system, a multi-actor approach was used,
with a sample of LSPs, their customers (i.e., shippers), and a consultant, who worked to improve
energy efficiency by implementing lean management, an approach that seeks to reduce waste and
improve services. By interviewing different LSPs and their direct customers, different product supply
chains with cooperating actors could be reconstructed, which in turn facilitated an investigation into
the interactive nature of capacity, with energy efficiency positioned at the intersections between the
LSPs and their customers.
In total, 17 semi-structured interviews, with representatives of nine different companies, were conducted
(Table 2). All of the interviewees, except for the consultant on lean management, had worked as logistics
or supply chain managers with high-level managerial responsibility in their respective organisations.
Holding such a position was a selection criterion, thereby ensuring a profound knowledge of the
company’s logistics activities. The consultant was added to the sample so as to gather an additional
perspective and to provide ideas on utilising capacity in the logistics system.
The first company was chosen out of convenience [45]. Other companies were added to encompass
the desired range for a multi-actor approach, until theoretical saturation was reached (i.e., when the
interviews had provided no further new information) [46]. Table 2 provides a brief overview of the
size and scope of participation of all of the sample companies.
Table 2. Sample of companies interviewed.
Company Description Size * Number of Interviews Conducted
A Manufacture of machine elements and logistics service provider Large 1
B Manufacturer of packaging, processing, and provider of distribution solutions Large 1
C Manufacturer of paper and tissues Large 1
D Garment retailer with physical stores and e-commerce presence Medium 3 (+ visit to distribution centre)
E E-grocery retailer and deliverer Small 1 (+ visit to distribution centre)
F World-leading logistics service provider Large 4
G Nordic logistics service provider Large 2
H Nordic logistics service provider Medium 1
I Lean energy consultancy Small 3
* Small: <1000 employees; medium: 1000–9999; large: >10,000 employees.
The interviews focussed on the transport into and within urban areas, which was regarded as the
energy-intensive part of the supply chain, for example [10], and the focus was set on the road freight
transport and its adjacent logistics operations.
3.2. Data Collection and Analysis
Each of the interviews lasted 60 to 90 min, were semi-structured and involved open-ended
questions that encouraged the interviewees to elaborate upon their experiences regarding capacity
utilisation. The interview guide was led by the aim of the study, the previous review of the literature,
and the conceptual framework. During the interviews, comprehensive notes were taken; only one
interview was audio recorded and transcribed, because all of the other interviewees indicated that
they would feel more comfortable if the interview was not audio recorded.
The data that were collected during the interviews were analysed with the qualitative data
analysis software NVivo, which involved coding the interview transcription and notes into nodes.
As a start, the themes that emerged from the literature review (Table 1) were used as nodes, and other
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nodes were added during the analysis process, when necessary. The data were repeatedly analysed
and sorted under the nodes. Then, the nodes were further reduced and could be summarised in the
three categories from the conceptual framework, namely, the actors, activities, and areas in the logistics
system. The categories explained who (i.e., actors) and what (i.e., activities) created the unutilised
capacity and where (i.e., areas in the logistics system) it was created. This reduction of nodes helped to
provide a better overview of the problematic areas [47]. Moreover, the framework could be validated
by starting out with the themes from the literature and developing them further, which again resulted
in the system levels from the conceptual framework.
The data were analysed, and both the causes and mitigations were derived following the idea
behind the framework by Lee, et al. [48] on causes and counteractions. Their framework was used,
given its similarities between the specific problems that were investigated. The causes of the unutilised
capacity derived from the interview data and were grouped into the three categories, which simplified
the subsequent process of identifying the mitigations. Alongside the causes, excerpts were extracted
from the data as examples. The presented data clearly showed which result was extracted from
which interview. These excerpts were reduced during an iterative process that involved repeatedly
reviewing the data. In another step, the causes, which were derived from the data, were linked to the
corresponding mitigations. During the data analysis, the literature was used as a reference so as to
generate a deeper understanding of the specific issues that were investigated, as well as to determine
whether the suggested mitigations had already been proposed in previous research.
3.3. Research Quality
To ensure a high quality of research, the design of the study was constructed carefully.
The literature review not only provided an overview of the topic and insights into the systems
thinking, but it also informed the analytical framework, based on Lee, et al. [48].
Since the basis for the interview guide emerged from the literature, a high relevance of the
interview questions, relative to the studied topic, was ensured. Since the empirical data was to map
the different perceptions of the actors in logistics, the qualitative criteria—trustworthiness and its
four dimensions of credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability [49]—were used to
evaluate the quality of research. Firstly, to ensure credibility, the research findings were validated
with the study’s participants by submitting the findings to the participants, so as to ensure correction
of the understood world. Secondly, transferability, or the general applicability of the findings, was
ensured by generating a sufficient richness of detail, by repeating the interviews with four of the nine
participants. Thirdly, dependability was ensured by keeping records of all of the phases of the research
process and documenting all of the method-related decisions. Furthermore, the author’s peers viewed
and discussed those materials with the author. Fourthly, and finally, confirmability was ensured by
confirming that the findings were free of bias by comparing the data that were gathered with the data
in the related literature.
4. Results
The data from interviews were structured around three categories, namely, the activities,
actors, and areas in the logistics system, so as to identify the causes of the unutilised capacity and
corresponding mitigations.
4.1. Causes of Unutilised Capacity
To identify and conceptualise the causes of the unutilised capacity in the logistics system that
created inefficiencies, the data were structured around the categories and system levels.
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4.1.1. Activities
The activities refer to what causes unutilised capacity in the logistics system and thus increases
the energy consumption. In general, unutilised capacity stems from how parcels and other shipments
are handled during transport, in the warehouse, and during transhipment (see Table 3).
Table 3. Activities that cause unutilised capacity.
Levels Causes
Transport
Product characteristics and fit in vehicle
Labour regulations
Redundant transport of air and shipping hanging garments lead to low fill rates
Delivery peaks during mornings and afternoons (i.e., rush hours)
Last-minute changes in routing due to express deliveries
High volumes of parcels are needed to fill the system and are taken from more energy-efficient systems
Imbalances in volume flow and empty running
Warehousing
Human error during order picking
Automation and standardisation leads to inflexibility
Dysfunctional information technology
Transhipment
Difficulty sharing distribution capacity among shippers
Limited internal and external information sharing
Rules set by stronger actors and divergent interests
Prohibited collaboration of larger logistics service providers (LSPs) (i.e., anti-competition law)
Transport: The way in which the trucks are loaded is crucial to energy efficiency in transport, and is
mostly limited by the goods and their characteristics, as it was explicitly stated by the representatives
of companies D and F. Another restriction was that the goods may not be stacked above shoulder
height because of the labour regulations (evidence came from company D, F, G, and H). Other
causes of unutilised capacity that were discussed during the interviews were the empty running,
hanging garments, and idle loading units at the wrong places (such as by companies D, F, and G).
The most popular pickup times are during the mornings and the delivery times are during the
afternoons, which overlaps with rush hours, and the drivers are already exposed to constant pressure
to meet deadlines. Companies E, F, and G mentioned that the constant pressure of time and traffic
congestion could decrease the capacity utilisation. Last-minute changes in routing because of, for
instance, additional express deliveries, were explicitly mentioned by companies F and G as the cause of
inefficiencies. Additionally, the ability to load shipments depended on the departure and arrival times.
If times had to be strictly kept, then a unit might not have been loaded on a truck in time. In that case,
a shipment might have to wait an entire day at a terminal until it was distributed, thereby creating
unutilised capacity in the truck, which would have to leave without it. Company F pointed out that
a high volume of parcels and groupage which are needed to fill the logistics system, because the
margins for single shipments are so low that only large volumes make the logistics business profitable,
lead to further problems. Filling one system with a sufficient volume of shipments often meant that
the shipments were transferred from other systems. For instance, filling a truck might require taking
products from a more energy-efficient system (e.g., rail), which would leave behind unutilised capacity.
Moreover, over-ordering products increases the return trips. Imbalances in the volume flow and empty
running were additional causes of unutilised capacity (from companies B, F, G, and H).
Warehousing: During the picking process in the warehouse, human errors could occur, as stated
by companies D and E. Large volumes that suddenly need handling, incorrectly implemented
automation, and dysfunctional information technology (IT) could also generate inflexibility and
unutilised capacities in warehouses, as could the instances when standardisation was impossible
(explicitly mentioned by companies B and D). However, the interviewees from companies F, G, and H
indicated exactly the contrary—that, in some cases, the standardised processes were responsible for
unutilised capacity.
Transhipment: The interviewees from companies F and H revealed that the consolidation of
goods was often criticised by the shippers, who did not want to share the distribution capacity that is,
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after all, a factor of their competitiveness. Furthermore, information was often not sufficiently shared
in either internal communications or communications among the different actors, as stressed by the
interviewees from companies A and B. In particular, the information flow often lacked the details
that were necessary for all of the actors and departments to meet their various interests, the result
of which was unutilised capacity. The relationships among the different actors rarely occurred on
an equal footing. As the interviews with companies F and G showed, collaboration often involved
rules that were dictated by stronger, larger actors, whereas the weaker actors had no choice but
to follow the lead. For example, a shipper might demand certain routes, loading specifications,
and delivery times, which prompted unutilised capacities for the transport provider. The interviewees
from companies F and D also revealed that the so-called ‘big players’ in logistics cannot collaborate
because of the laws against cartelisation, which prevented the LSPs from forging a unified strategy
with an environmental-friendly agenda and reducing energy consumption.
4.1.2. Actors
The system levels under the category of Actors encompassed the causes that were directly because
of the LSPs, shippers, or end-consumers, if not a combination of those parties. These causes are
referred to as ‘who’ is responsible for the unutilised capacity in logistics and, in particular, road freight
transport (Table 4).




Incorrect price setting and pricing model unaligned with real costs (e.g., round prices, ‘free’ home deliveries)
Priorities to fulfil customer demands lead to compromises and adaption of own logistics processes
Offer a broad range of services that is uncompetitive with niche actors responsibilities for fill rates delegated
to the transport provider
Inflexibility with mixing certain shipments
Shipper
Narrow delivery and pickup timeframes for LSPs
Requirements, inflexibility, and lack of compromises
Demands to receive goods early and post late
Over-ordering capacity
End-consumer
Lack of awareness of consequences of own behavior
Lack of information on transport’s GHG footprint
Sales campaigns with free shipping and sending along retour papers
Increasing demand for express deliveries and increasing returns of goods
High expectations for narrow timeframes for home deliveries
Logistic service provider: LSPs continuously expand their service offerings and often provide
an over-delivery of services, as stressed by the companies F and G. For example, the LSPs delivered
the products in express deliveries when the express deliveries were unnecessary, offered services
at unprofitable prices, and pursued volumes that they needed to fill the system, all to maintain or
strengthen their market share. However, an interviewee from company F emphasised that, since
the prices do not often reflect the real costs, the services are often offered in excess of the customer
demands, meaning that unnecessary capacities are created. In short, the LSPs’ top priority was
often to fulfil the customers’ demands regardless of the energy consumption and its consequences
(evidence from companies F, G, and H). For example, whereas small shippers contracted standardised
services, larger ones wanted to influence the logistics process by, for instance, specifying certain routes.
In response, LSPs had to adapt their own logistics processes and resources, which often produced
inefficient solutions. Companies F and G mentioned that large LSPs tend to offer a broad range of
services, but cannot compete in terms of the price and efficiency with the smaller actors that offer
niche services, but by trying to keep their dominant market share unutilised capacity is generated.
When an LSP outsourced transport to a transport provider, it also delegated all of the responsibility
for the fill rates and fuel consumption to the transport provider (evidence came from companies A,
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B, F, and G). Eschewing responsibility, being inflexible in making changes in transported volumes,
and being unable or unwilling to mix groupage and parcels in the same vehicles (as mentioned by
companies B and F) created further unutilised capacity in the system.
Shipper: Among the actors, the shippers cause unutilised capacity because of the imposing
requirements (as mentioned by companies F, G, and D), for example, for delivery and pickup
timeframes that LSPs and transport providers could not meet during rush hours or because of
congestion. If delivery timeframes were not met, then the LSPs often had to return to the point
of delivery after agreeing to a new delivery time. Another cause, which was mentioned by the same
three companies, was inflexible delivery timeframes among the different shippers at the same location.
For example, although the different shops in a mall all received goods from the same LSP, because
some shops wanted to receive deliveries one hour before opening and others during business hours,
the LSP had to make several trips to the same address. Moreover, unutilised capacity was created,
as mentioned by four of the companies (D, E, F, and G), since the customers preferred to receive
goods as early as possible and to post the deliveries as late as possible. This made it impossible to
deliver and collect the parcels at once. Furthermore, shippers, as commented on by companies B
and F, often over-ordered to ensure enough capacity in the case of high demand; however, it often
remained unutilised.
End-consumer: The behaviour of the end-consumers drives the energy consumption in transport,
although the end-consumers are often unaware or dismissive of their impact on fuel consumption,
as mentioned by companies F and G. Furthermore, the same interviewees explained that, although
products might contain information about their organic origins, they do not contain information
about their GHG footprint that is related to transport. The end-consumers are often unaware of the
consequences of their product choices, relative to GHG emissions. Furthermore, the sales campaigns
that offered ‘free’ home deliveries, shipments without declared surcharges for delivery, and packages
including retour papers, encouraged end-consumers to order and return more goods (evidence from
companies D, E, and F). The interviewees from companies D and F explained that, because of the
increased demand for express deliveries and the increased expectations about the exact delivery times,
as well as a high failure rate of unattended home deliveries, the end-consumers were responsible
for a great deal of energy consumption in the last mile of the supply chain. Almost all nine of the
interviewees highlighted that end-consumers almost always preferred the fastest, most-convenient
logistics solution.
4.1.3. Areas in Logistics System
The areas in the logistics system describe where the unused capacity originated, particularly in
the context of in- and out-bound logistics, last-mile distribution, and reverse logistics (see Table 5).
Table 5. Areas in logistics system from where unutilised capacity originates.
Levels Causes
In- and out-bound logistics Increased demand for short lead times (i.e., just-in-time)
High energy consumption because of many small shipments (i.e., no economies of scale)
Last mile
Increased number of small shipments instead of full pallets
Standardised boxes often larger than necessary
High failure rate of home deliveries
Reverse logistics Reverse logistics poorly integrated in flow to end-consumers
Unprofitable returns
Inbound and outbound logistics: A major cause of unutilised capacity in the supply chain,
as stated by companies A, B, C, D, and F, is the steady demand for short lead times and just-in-time
deliveries. The interviewees mentioned that the end-consumers increasingly requested express
deliveries, which affects the whole supply chain. Furthermore, companies D and G mentioned that
shippers therefore had to order smaller batches and could not fill truck loads, which precluded
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any economy of scale. The just-in-time deliveries are fuel intensive, given the high number of
small shipments that are involved, and the vehicles often cannot be loaded to their full capacity.
Such just-in-time deliveries originated from the existence of smaller warehouses and the inability or
unwillingness of shippers tie up capital in products.
Last mile: With e-commerce, many small parcels were sent to end-consumers’ homes instead of
in full pallets to the retailers (evidence from C, D, F, and G). The steady growth in the abundance of
such parcels has increased demands for transport and, in turn, the total fuel consumption and traffic
congestion in the last mile. In e-commerce, the standardised boxes that are used for packaging were
often unnecessarily large and thus generated unutilised capacity, as explained by the interviewee from
company G. Another cause occurred when big trucks delivered goods to the point of consumption.
Even with high fill rates, the chain imbalances caused the vehicles to be not fully utilised once they
dropped off shipments during milk rounds. Narrow delivery timeframes also increased the unutilised
capacities and increased the failure rates of the home deliveries even further, as pointed out by
companies D, E, and G.
Reverse logistics: The return of unwanted or damaged products, and the recycling of products
at the end of their lifetimes, required additional transport and handling of goods. Often, reverse
flows were poorly integrated with flows towards the end-consumers, as explained by companies D
and H. Furthermore, the interviewees from companies D and F pointed out that with e-commerce,
in particular, the returns represented unprofitable business, for they were often free of charge for
the end-consumers and were exploited by the end-consumers who merely wanted to test products.
Even when the returns posed a small fee for the end-consumers, they rarely covered the real cost for
the retailers. In short, return policies that favoured the end-consumers tended to create redundant
transport and unutilised capacity.
4.1.4. Additional Cause
Cost was seen as an overlapping cause across all of the three categories. During the interviews,
two insights were highlighted (first and foremost stressed by companies D, F, G, and H), as follows:
that energy was not the crucial cost driver when it came to transport, and that the LSPs often did not
correctly calculate prices, which is an unprofitable practice that ultimately harms them and encouraged
the customers to over-order and use transport in excess. Interviewees generally indicated that, given
the low cost of fossil fuels, energy was not the crucial factor when trying to keep the total costs low.
Instead, the costs are driven by time, administration fees, salaries, the handling of goods, and the range
of product assortments. As a result, detours and low fill rates are widely tolerated. At the same time,
company F pointed out that LSPs offer round prices, which means that average prices are applied
across Sweden, although the remote areas are more expensive to reach. Normally, the deliveries
to urban areas are balanced against the prices for remote areas. However, if an LSP was chosen
only for deliveries to remote locations and not to urban areas, while the deliveries in urban areas
were performed by niche actors that offered lower prices than the LSP, then the LSP would have lost
business and profit. The pricing model of LSPs, therefore, did not reflect the real costs. Additionally,
the end-consumers did not see the costs of transport, which were often hidden in the product prices
and appeared to them as being free of charge, despite the reality. As a result, the end-consumers
over-ordered products and transport services and thus created unutilised capacity.
4.2. Mitigations of Unutilised Capacity
The mitigations of unutilised capacity were derived from the empirical data. Linking the causes of
unutilised capacity with mitigations can increase the energy efficiency and reduce the GHG emissions
from road freight transport and logistics, as detailed in the following subsections.
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4.2.1. Activities
Table 6 summarises the mitigations concerning the activities in the logistics system, meaning
what could be done to utilise capacity.
Table 6. Suggested mitigations within the category of activities.
Levels Suggested Mitigations
Transport
Avoid peak deliveries (e.g., incentivise delivery during off-peak times)
Ensure efficient routing
Track real-time need for transport
Consolidate and combine heavy products but little volume with voluminous but light products
Receive fewer but fuller trucks
Utilise the whole height of a truck (e.g., double-stack pallets)
Warehousing
Standardise foldable and stackable boxes
Label and pack products arriving at distribution centres in advance
Devise alternatives to hanging garments
Reduce picking errors
Change product designs and sizes to better fit pallets
Transhipment
Order necessary volumes only
Use platform and information technology to support internal and external information flows
Concentrate all logistics-related knowledge in one division instead of spreading it over several divisions
Use an online marketplace to sell or buy free capacity
Encourage collaboration (e.g., petition the political system)
Transport: The interviewees from companies F and G suggested delivering products during
periods with less traffic congestion, such as during off-peak delivery times, a behaviour which could
be encouraged through incentives. Additionally, companies E, F, and G mentioned that routing could
easily be calculated with the right software, and real-time tracking could show the available capacity
in vehicles. Also, consolidation, which was explicitly mentioned by companies B, F, and G, should
be encouraged by retailers, for consolidation, in addition to saving energy, can reduce the number of
trucks arriving at terminals and, thus, congestion. By combining heavy and light goods on trucks,
better fill rates and better prices could be secured for the LSPs. The interviewee from company F gave
the example that, in a best case, 80 percent of the weight, but only 20 percent of the volume should be
placed on the bottom, whereas 20 percent of the weight but 80 percent of volume should be placed on
top. The product designs and sizes could be altered to better fit on pallets. As such, pallets should
be high enough—for example, double-stacked pallets directly fitted into one truck—and thus use the
entire height (a suggestion from companies B, C, D, F, and G).
Warehousing: The interviewees mentioned several mitigations for handling and loading. Firstly,
it was recommended to work with standardised, foldable, stackable boxes for delivering products
from the distribution centres to stores, where the boxes could be folded and stacked so as to minimise
the use of space until they were returned (suggested by companies F and D). Secondly, companies D
and G mentioned that to expedite handling, products should be labelled with prices and packed in
store-ready batches before their delivery to the distribution centres. Thirdly, alternatives for hanging
garments that prevent wrinkling and use less space, should be considered (advice from company
D). Fourthly, company E suggested that human error when picking orders could be reduced or even
eliminated with systems such as the picking-by-bag system, which is controlled via an IT component,
and further training. The system adds product sizes and weights and can thus tell the pickers which
products fit together in a given number of bags. Above all, the mission of maximising the capacity
utilisation should span the entire product flow, from developing products that fil the standardised
boxes exactly to ensuring a good pallet fit (suggested by companies B, D, and H).
Transhipment: It is important that the shippers would not over-order unnecessary volumes,
as mentioned by companies D and F. Regarding the improved information flow, interviewees from
companies B, E, and F suggested using platforms and IT, which could help both the internal and
external information flow. Additionally, company B recommended improving the internal information
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flow by concentrating logistics-related knowledge at the shippers in one division instead of spreading
it across several divisions. That way, one division is responsible for sourcing the transport work
and contract management, which helps concentrate all of the knowledge and discover the synergies.
Collaboration is another way to utilise the untapped capacity. For example, the interviewees from
companies F and H suggested that the unutilised capacity in trucks could be sold to other companies in
an online marketplace. Companies D and F also suggested that the political system should encourage
collaboration, which it has mainly hindered to date. That way, companies could create common
strategies with environmental-friendly agendas.
4.2.2. Actors
Table 7 summarises the results regarding the mitigations that the various actors could implement
to take advantage of unutilised capacity.
Table 7. Suggested mitigations within the category of actors.
Levels Suggested Mitigations
LSP
Outsource transport from retailers to LSPs
Use the same transport operator for several shippers (i.e., economies of scale)
Handle bookings electronically
Use electric cars for distribution in urban areas
Shipper
Report all emissions and follow up
Expand flexibility in delivery timeframes
Set clear requirements early on (i.e., in tendering process)
End-consumer
Educate end-consumers on the consequences of their behaviour
Communicate CO2 footprint of transport to end-consumers
Make transport costs visible to end-consumers
Logistics service provider: The transport was outsourced from the retailers to the LSPs, who could
deliver products more energy-efficiently than the retailers could with their own solutions (suggested
by companies D, F, G, and H). Economies of scale could be achieved, which were mentioned by
company F and G, when one transport operator served several shippers, especially in a given region.
Company G recommended that IT systems should be implemented to facilitate the booking process.
Another suggestion to decrease the emissions directly involved using electric cars for parcel and mail
distribution in urban areas (suggested by companies D, E, F, and G).
Shipper: Since the GHG emissions are of great concern to the market, keeping them low is
a critical objective. Companies F, D, and G proposed that, in order to raise awareness of and gauge
the extent to which the emissions targets are met, all of the emissions from transport during the
year should be reported to the shippers, and followed up, and the decreased emissions should be
rewarded. As the interviews with companies F and G revealed, the shippers should allow a greater
flexibility in terms of the time slots and delivery timeframes, and be more willing to discuss and
develop environmental-friendly solutions together. Companies B and D said that in order to ensure
the fulfilment of the emissions targets, clear criteria for the LSP should be set in the tendering process,
concerning fuel consumption, quality, product safety, and employee safety, so the LSP has clear
performance expectations.
End-consumer: The interviewees from companies E, D, F, and G stated that the end-consumers
must be made aware of how their behaviour affected the environment; they suggested educating
end-consumers about their behaviour’s impact and making information of the CO2 footprint
from transport available to the end-consumers. Furthermore, they also proposed educating the
end-consumers on the hidden cost of transport, by making that cost visible. For example, although
home deliveries were often free for the end-consumers, they needed to recognise that last-mile transport
has its price.
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4.2.3. Areas in Logistics System
As summarised in Table 8, this category presents where in the logistics system certain mitigations
could be implemented in order to utilise unutilised capacity.
Table 8. Suggested mitigations within the category of areas in the logistics system.
Levels Suggested Mitigations
In- and outbound logistics Decrease demand for short lead times and high speeds
Only deliver just-in-time when truly necessary
Last mile
Use better-fitting packaging to avoid air transport
Disconnect deliverers and end-consumers
Use tracking systems for end-consumers
Extend timeframes depending on proximity to distribution centres
Avoid one hub in the supply chain
Reverse logistics Prices should better reflect costs
Re-shelve returned products from e-commerce instead of returning them to manufacturers
In- and out-bound logistics: Capacity utilisation can be improved by decreasing the demands
on the short lead times and on the high speeds in the supply chain, that is, reducing the just-in-time
deliveries (suggested by companies B, D, F, and G). Speed is often triggered by an increased demand
for express deliveries from the end-consumers. They need to become aware that express deliveries are
costly and created unutilised capacity, and they should pay a higher price for them.
Last mile: The interviewees from companies D and G noted that standard-sized packaging,
although typically appreciated, often includes too much air and should be replaced in certain cases
with customised packaging that wraps items as tightly as possible. Additionally, an interviewee from
company F suggested disconnecting delivery from the end-consumers by not having deliverers and
end-consumers meet at points of reception, but instead delivering goods to pickup points. By relocating
the points of reception from the front door to the pickup points, large commercial vehicles do not have
to drive the extra leg, and energy consumption could be reduced. Additionally, tracking systems and
apps, as mentioned by companies E and G, could make delivery arrivals visible to the end-consumers
so as to minimise unsuccessful home deliveries. Company E suggested that the delivery timeframes
should depend on the proximity to the distribution centre and increase with distance. For example,
one-hour delivery timeframes could be allowed only in city centres and close to distribution centres,
two-hour timeframes farther away from city centres, and three-hour deliveries could be allowed if the
consumer lives even beyond a certain point. Furthermore, redundant transport could be decreased by
avoiding one hub in the supply chain, as proposed by company F.
Reverse logistics: In order to avoid redundant transport from returns in e-commerce, interviewees
from companies D, F, and G proposed that end-consumers should have to pay for the service so as to
discourage their overuse. Companies G and H recommended that returned products from e-commerce
should not be returned to the manufacturers; instead, the LSPs should relabel and re-shelve them for
direct sale.
4.2.4. Additional Mitigation
Another important mitigation that was mentioned by all of the interviewees, which stretched
across all of the categories, was the adaption of the cost structure of the LSPs. Since fuel prices do not
reflect the damage that is caused to the environment, the prices for transport should be revaluated.
In addition, because LSPs often offer unprofitable prices, a new cost structure that better reflects the
real costs should be devised.
5. Discussion
In the following section, the conceptual framework is further developed and summarises the
causes and mitigations of unutilised capacity. Additionally, four key contributions are discussed.
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5.1. Framework of Causes and Mitigations of Unutilised Capacity
The results from the interview data have been summarised and added to the origin conceptual
framework (Figure 2). Herein, capacity utilisation is viewed in a larger logistics system, on different
system levels, and an interactive approach to capacity utilisation was taken.
 
Figure 2. Framework of the causes and mitigations of unutilised capacity.
Activities that caused unutilised capacity are delivery during peak hours, imbalances in
the flow, redundant transport, product characteristics, human error in the warehouse, labour
regulations, inflexibility, and limited sharing of capacity and information. The mitigations include i.a.
off-peak delivery, training, efficient routing, standardisation (although exceptions were mentioned),
and a change in the political environment.
The causes that were because of actors are, for example, over-delivery of services, incorrect price
setting, sales campaigns, compromises, lack of awareness and information, and too-high expectations.
However, regular follow-up on emissions, expanded delivery timeframes, economies of scale, use of
IT, and education can counter these causes.
Additionally, unutilised capacity arose, for example, through the demand for short lead times,
standardisation, high failure rates of home deliveries, and poor integration of reverse logistics. This can
be mitigated by decreasing the demand for short lead times, adaption of packaging, disconnecting
deliverers and end-consumers, and extension of time frames.
The capacity is conceptualised as an interactive concept in an open system. This was exemplified
by the interviewee from company D, who pointed out that the company’s freight transport operation
illustrated the interplay of the components. Briefly, products were designed to fill boxes completely,
and the boxes were designed for a good fit on the pallets and were arranged so that the double-stacked
pallets filled exactly one truck’s height, with three pallets next to each other across the width of the
truck. The utilisation of the capacity has to be followed up throughout each system level and needs to
begin as early as possible.
As the interviews clarified, unutilised capacity was especially apparent at the intersections
and overlapped between different components and actors. As such, the responsibility for energy
consumption was often passed on to other actors; consequently, the actual problems of energy
overconsumption and emissions have remained unsolved. Therefore, a broad approach that
addresses the different causes and changes at every level of the logistics system [8,36], as well as
between the actors, was necessary. Many causes, such as inflexibilities, limited information sharing,
and compromises, which lead to inefficiencies for at least one actor, resulted from the relationship
between the actors. Sallnäs [50] described those dependencies between the LSPs and the shippers,
and stated that if both parties had high environmental ambitions for their relationship, then the
coordination of their environmental practises became more likely. This was confirmed through the
interviews, however, the responsibilities were too-often eschewed and forwarded to another actor.
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The framework has presented the causes and mitigations for unutilised capacity at different
system levels through a holistic picture. The borders between the different causes or mitigations
at each system level were often difficult to draw, because the system levels could meld together.
The framework is limited in illustrating that the causes can affect each other and the mitigations can
also influence the causes on a different system level.
5.2. Key Contributions
Returning to the purpose of taking an interactive approach to examine capacity utilisation to
contribute to sustainable freight transport and logistics, this paper developed a conceptual framework
from the literature and expanded it with empirical data so as to identify the causes and mitigations.
Four key contributions have been suggested here.
Firstly, by categorising the causes of the unutilised capacity in three categories—the actors,
activities, and areas in logistics systems—and on nine system levels, this paper has provided a simple
but comprehensive framework to identify the causes of unutilised capacity. The identification of the
causes was crucial to mitigate them and work towards sustainable freight transport and logistics.
As shown in the frame of reference, the categories were identified from the literature, but the body
of knowledge had not linked them together. This paper moved beyond a simple description of
energy-efficient approaches in logistics. In contrast, its findings conceptualised ways to approach
the problem of high energy consumption and GHG emissions in freight transport and logistics,
by addressing one of its major symptoms, namely, unutilised capacity. The causes of unutilised
capacity are countered with the improvement efforts that were derived from the empirical data.
Secondly, this paper provided a critical view towards the fill rates. High fill rates are often sought
in the pursuit of increased capacity utilisation and energy efficiency, but if this means that products are
taken from a more energy-efficient system (e.g., rail) or that the fill rates result in higher return rates,
they should be avoided.
The third contribution highlighted the need for a standardised approach so as to measure the
environmental impact from freight transport and logistics, and to make the data comparable between
companies. The interviews revealed that the companies lacked sufficient knowledge about calculating
the exact impact of their operations, largely because of the difficulty of measuring energy efficiency,
which is of importance to improve the logistics operations [25,38]. This was because of the individual
difficulties of collecting appropriate data, working with various indicators, and defining the system
boundaries. For one, the collected numbers were often assumed and standard values were applied.
Moreover, difficulties arose because of the variety of fuel types and numerous possibilities that were
used to calculate the fill rates. This paper suggests applying system-wide measurements. Individual
measurement components are redundant; they do not consider the impact raised by the entire system.
Fourthly, this paper underscored that the costs are not an appropriate indicator for measuring
environmental impact, although they were often used by companies to track the energy consumption
and thus energy efficiency, often with the belief that the reduced costs for freight transport are
accompanied by lower emissions [8]. Several difficulties occurred when the costs were used as
an indicator for energy efficiency; for example, LSPs often set round prices for their logistics services,
and the end-consumers remained unaware of the actual costs of transport. However, although the
LSP’s objective is to operate with the lowest costs possible, saving energy does not always suit that
objective. Typically human resources and time, not energy, were crucial cost drivers in road freight
transport, given the low market price for oil worldwide. Several interviewees suggested that higher
taxes on fuel would help to reduce energy consumption. Indeed, carbon taxes have been suggested in
the literature as a disincentive to generating emissions [5].
6. Conclusions
In recent years, energy efficiency has gained attention in the literature on logistics and supply
chain management [7,19,51]. Other than identifying the different drivers for the energy-efficient
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management of the supply chain, including collaboration [22], consolidation and standardisation [8],
the weight of goods, and empty running [24], this paper contributes to the understanding of how
energy efficiency in logistics, starting with in road freight transport, can be achieved in a broad system,
by identifying and countering the causes of unutilised capacity. By identifying the three categories,
namely, actors, activities, and areas in the logistics system, and highlighting the various system levels,
the origin of unutilised capacity could be identified.
This paper has two significant managerial implications. Firstly, it offers the logistics managers,
from the shippers and LSPs, an overview of the problem of low energy efficiency in logistics,
which elucidates how responsibilities cannot simply be forwarded to other actors, but that a holistic
approach is needed. Secondly, it conceptualises capacity and presents it in a simple framework,
highlighting the system levels. By providing those three categories, the causes can be conceptualised,
which can help the logistics managers to identify where improvements are possible and to go beyond
the obvious fill rates of vehicles to increase capacity utilisation. In addition, the paper shows how
minor changes in the logistics system can affect the system’s overall energy consumption.
The theoretical contributions are twofold. Firstly, by approaching capacity as an interactive
concept, the paper elucidates the importance of each component in an interlinked system. It suggests
that the components can be horizontally aligned—for example, the fit of the products in a box, the fit
of boxes on pallets, and the fit of pallets in trucks—and vertically aligned, as in collaboration among
actors. Secondly, by investigating both the LSPs and shippers, the paper has been able to view the
problem from multiple perspectives. At the intersection of the LSPs and their customers lies great
improvement potential for energy efficiency, when the actors collaborate in a long-term commitment on
equal footing and work together towards environmental sustainability [50]. Following suit, this paper
contributes to the body of knowledge by taking an interactive approach to capacity utilisation and
presenting multiple interpretations of energy efficiency.
Limitations arose during the interviews regarding the use of the term energy, which the
interviewees emphasised could have been interpreted differently. Whereas this paper addresses
energy efficiency in freight transport, the operational term that was used during the interviews should
have been the input (i.e., fuel) or the output (i.e., CO2 emissions). However, the broadness of the term
energy encouraged the interviewees to talk more freely during the interviews. A further limitation
was the exclusion of the end-consumers from the data collection. Although a multi-actor approach
was implemented, only shippers and LSPs were interviewed, owing to the difficulty of collecting data
from private consumers.
The role of the end-consumer regarding energy efficiency in logistics is underdeveloped and
calls for future research, such as the investigation of different distribution options in the last mile and
the impacts on the supply chain that are triggered by the end-consumers’ behaviour. Furthermore,
the need for a common approach to measure the environmental impact that enables the comparison
between companies, calls for future research.
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Abstract: The potential effects of implementing longer and heavier vehicles (LHVs) in road
freight transport have been studied in various countries, nationally and internationally, in Europe.
These studies have focused on the implementation of LHVs on certain types of commodities and the
experience from countries like Finland and Sweden, which have a long tradition of using LHVs, and
in which LHVs used for all types of commodities have not been widely utilised. This study aimed to
assess the impacts of long and heavy vehicles on various commodities in the United Kingdom based
on the Finnish experiences in order to estimate the possible savings in road freight transport vehicle
kilometres, costs, and CO2 emissions in the United Kingdom if LHVs would be introduced and used
similarly to in Finland in the transport of various commodities. The study shows that the savings
of introducing longer and heavier vehicles in the United Kingdom would be 1.5–2.6 billion vehicle
kms, £0.7–1.5 billion in transport costs, and 0.35–0.72 Mt in CO2 emissions. These findings are well in
line with previous findings in other countries. The results confirm that considerable savings in traffic
volume and emissions can be achieved and the savings are very likely to outweigh possible effects of
modal shift from rail to road.
Keywords: longer heavier vehicles; road freight transport; CO2 emissions; transport costs
1. Introduction
Road freight transport contributes significantly to global greenhouse gas emissions and its
importance is likely to increase in the future as passenger vehicles may be electrified more easily
and the energy sector increasingly utilises renewable energy sources in order to mitigate climate
change. Hence, greenhouse gas emissions, particularly carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions, from road
freight should also be reduced. Various possible measures to achieve emission reductions in road
freight have been identified and analysed both nationally (e.g., [1]) and internationally (e.g., [2]).
Measures can be broadly catergorised using the ASIF framework to avoiding journeys (A), modal shift
(S), lowering transport energy intensity (I), and reducing carbon intensity of fuels (F) [2]. One of the
most effective ways to avoid journeys and reduce energy intensity per unit of payload transported
of road freight, resulting in reduced CO2 emissions, is to increase the size of road freight vehicles.
Provided their payload capacity is fully utilized, larger vehicles are always significantly more fuel
efficient per tonne of payload than the smaller vehicles they replace [3].
1.1. Long and Heavy Vehicles (LHVs)
Lorries are used in various tractor-trailer combinations around the world from over 30-m long
Australian B-triple vehicles with 90t gross vehicle weight (GVW) to European semitrailer combinations
with 16.5 m length and 40t GVW (Figure 1). Also, the height of the vehicles varies from 4 m to 4.8 m of
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British double-deck semitrailers. Semitrailer vehicles are commonly, as well as in this study, referred to
as heavy goods vehicles (HGVs), while the 25.25 m long vehicle combinations are commonly referred
to as long and heavy vehicles (LHVs). LHVs may have various maximum gross vehicle weights and
trailer combinations following the European modular system (EMS). In this study, LHVs mean the
Scandinavian rigid truck–trailer combination with 60t GVW and HGVs mean the British semitrailer
with 44t GVW and generally 16.5-m length, although there are currently also 18.75 m semitrailers
on British roads due to the on-going ‘longer semitrailer trial’ (https://www.gov.uk/government/
collections/longer-semi-trailer-trial).
Figure 1. Some major vehicle combinations (background table from the literature [4], highlights and
heavy goods vehicles (HGV) and longer and heavier vehicles (LHV) texts added).
High-capacity, multiply-articulated long and heavy vehicles (LHVs) are routinely used in
Scandinavian countries, the Netherlands, Germany, as well as Australia, Canada, South Africa, and
the USA because of their superior productivity and low CO2 emissions per tonne-km. Such vehicles
typically have 20–30% lower fuel consumption and CO2 emissions per unit of freight transport than
their conventional tractor–semitrailer counterparts [4].
Finland has vast experience of the use of LHVs. Vehicles of 25.25 m in length with a maximum
gross vehicle weight (GVW) of 60 tonnes have been in use since 1993 and currently, 78% of
tonne-kilometres are carried using LHVs [5]. These vehicles have typically been a combination
of a three-axle rigid truck and a four-axle full trailer, but other combinations within the European
modular system (EMS) have also been used. In October 2013, the maximum GVW was increased to
76 tonnes for nine-axle vehicles and 68 tonnes with eight-axle vehicles. This has caused a significant
shift from seven-axle vehicles to eight- and nine-axle vehicles, and led to around 3.5% savings in truck
vehicles kms and €100 million savings in transport costs in 2016 [6]. Given the long history of LHVs in
Finland, it can provide valuable information on the actual utilization of LHVs in the freight transport
sector, if those would also be allowed in the United Kingdom.
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1.2. Possible Impacts of LHVs Based on Literature
Long and heavy vehicles have been a subject of strenuous political debate in Europe during the
21st century. Particularly during 2008 to 2010, several policy reports were published addressing the
issue on both a national and European level [7–9]. “A Review of Megatrucks” [3] highlighted the
key findings from eight of these studies and stated that “there is widespread agreement that LHVs
would reduce operating costs of road freight and greenhouse gas emissions per tonne-km of goods
transported”. Most research also agrees that vehicle mileage, transport costs, and emissions of road
freight transport will be reduced on company level and also on national aggregate level if LHVs are
introduced, or that these would increase if the LHVs currently in operation in countries such as Finland,
Sweden, Canada, and Australia would be replaced with standard heavy goods vehicles [3,10–13].
Some desk study reports argue that LHVs would result in major modal shift from rail to road,
which would outweigh the efficiency gains within road freight transport and lead to an increase in
CO2 emissions [8,9]. Opposing evidence to these desk studies exist and Steer et al. [3] conclude that
“empirical evidence is difficult to find with regards to many of the primary concerns regarding LHVs
. . . where empirical evidence is available, it tends to show . . . lower modal shift”. McKinnon [14]
presented evidence supporting that of Steer et al. [3] from the United Kingdom when the maximum
weight of HGVs was raised to 44 tonnes. It was estimated that increasing maximum weight of HGVs
to 44 tonnes would reduce rail freight tonne-kms by 10%. However, the market share of rail freight
remained fairly stable at 11% [14].
More recent research from Spain did not consider modal shift because “the market share of
domestic freight rail transportation in Spain is so low that any transfer would be negligible” [15]. In
a German survey, “77% of the respondents did not foresee a shift of the existing freight traffic from
rail to road”, while 55% expected that the road freight transport market would see higher growth
than expected if LHVs would be adopted [11]. A study in Belgium concluded that “the impact of
LHVs on the geographic market area of intermodal terminals can be substantial if road transport
prices would decrease by up to 15 or 25%”, but “it would be necessary to study the goods flows that
actually qualify for a reverse modal shift to LHVs, not only based on price, but also on other logistics
requirements” [10]. Overall, the evidence on modal shift remains inconclusive. Hence, a sensitivity
analysis taking into account possible modal shift is included in this study.
In addition to possible modal shift, worries about LHVs’ effect on infrastructure and safety have
been raised. Steer et al. [3] conclude that LHVs may induce additional capital and maintenance costs
for infrastructure, but these can only be assessed nationally. Ortega et al. [15] estimated the required
investments in Spain from 150 to 1000 million euros, depending on the extent of road network on
which LHVs would be allowed. Ericson et al. [16] estimated that road wear costs would decrease by
€14–20 million if Sweden would give up LHVs and use the HGVs instead. Generally, the road wear of
pavement decreases when moving from HGVs to LHVs [4], but there might be negative effects on the
substructure of the road [17] and increased investment needed in road bridges [18].
Regarding the safety effects of LHVs, Glaeser and Ritzinger [4] show that LHVs have worse
performance in terms of ratio of amplification of lateral acceleration of the tractor unit compared with
trailer and total swept width is larger, which indicate that LHVs are more difficult to manoeuvre and
thus may have greater risk per vehicle. However, Steer et al. [3] conclude that there is no evidence
of increased safety risk and reduction in vehicle-kms may even outweigh increased risk per vehicle.
Leach et al. [13] also see no significant impact in the United Kingdom and Ortega et al. [15] say that
sensitivity costs of accidents are negligible in Spain if LHVs are introduced. During the ongoing trials
with longer semitrailers (trailer length 15.65 m instead of 13.6 m) in the United Kingdom, the trial
vehicles have been involved in 70% fewer personal injury collisions than average articulated HGV [19],
but this could be because better than average drivers have likely been selected to the trial and trial
vehicles may not have been used similarly to average HGVs.
The effects of LHVs have been studied on company level [11,12]; on sectoral level, typically
focusing on intermodal transport sector [10,13,20]; and on national level [14,15], reports reviewed by
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the authors of [3], while international studies have been limited to technical comparison of various
types of LHVs [4] and an overall study across Europe [7]. Ortega et al. [15] highlight that there is
a lack of sensitivity analysis, which would identify the influence of the kind and amount of freight
that would use LHVs and the percentage of empty running. Meers et al. [10] also conclude that
accounting for product characteristics and the corresponding transport quality requirements would
enable estimations in greater detail.
In order to fill these research gaps, the purpose of this study is to assess the impacts of long
and heavy vehicles on various commodities in the United Kindom based on the Finnish experiences.
The two countries are quite different in terms of the importance of various sectors on economy and
freight transport needs, hence it is necessary to evaluate the use of LHVs on the greatest level of
detail available, that is, on commodity level. Each commodity can be seen to have similar logistics
practices and types of goods carried are similar between countries. This enables conclusions on the
suitability and uptake rate of LHVs to be drawn in the United Kingdom based on Finnish experiences.
Specifically, the research question to be answered in this study is the following: What are the possible
savings in road freight transport vehicle kilometres, costs, and CO2 emissions in the United Kingdom, if LHVs
were introduced and used similarly to Finland in the transport of various commodities?
2. Materials and Methods
In order to answer the research question, continuous road freight transport surveys in the United
Kingdom and Finland were used. Finland was chosen as the country of reference because it is one of
the few countries that use LHVs, in particular 60 t and 25.25 m LHVs, and it has similar data available
as in the United Kingdom. Another alternative could have been Sweden, but the researchers did not
have access to the Swedish dataset. In the United Kingdom, the Continuing Survey of Road Goods
Transport, Great Britain (CSRGT GB) is a survey that reports the operations of approximately 7000
trucks. In Finland, the Goods Transport by Road Survey (GTRS) includes approximately 2500 trucks
annually. Both surveys are conducted in a similar way following the European guidelines [21].
In order to estimate the maximum benefits of using 60 t and 25.25 m vehicles in the United
Kingdom, data on the tonne-kms by commodity and type and weight of vehicle were gathered from
UK Department for Transport (DfT) [22]. Vehicle kms by commodity and type and weight of vehicle
are not publicly available, so a request for such data from 2016 was made and fulfilled by the DfT.
An assumption was made that the 60 t and 25.25 m vehicles would only affect the haulage currently
carried out with over 33 t articulated vehicles. Average load on laden trips of over 33 t artics for each
commodity in the United Kingdom was then calculated by dividing the tonne-kms by vehicle kms.
For Finland, the data used in this study consisted of the raw data from the GTRS from 2012. Data
from 2016 was available, but because Finland allowed GVW 76 t vehicles in October 2013, it was
decided that the the 2012 data would be used as reference with the U.K. data to estimate the potential
of 60 t and 25.25 m LHVs. If 2016 data would have been used, the average loads by commodity would
have been unrealistically high for some commodities, because allowing 76 t vehicles has resulted in
significant increase in average loads [6]. The raw data included each trip and vehicle reported in the
survey, so data could be analysed flexibly. The Finnish raw data was processed to produce tonne-kms
and vehicle kms with the same commodity and vehicles type and weight classifications as the U.K.
data. Hence, the average load on laden trips of over 33 t artics for each commodity in Finland in
2012 was calculated by dividing the tonne-kms by vehicle kms. Maximum potential of LHVs in the
United Kingdom was then calculated by dividing the U.K. tonne-kms by the Finnish average load by
commodity. This resulted in alternative vehicle kms and the potential vehicle kms saved by LHVs
were then calculated by subtracting the new vehicle kms from original U.K. vehicle kms.
LHVs effect on empty running could not be similarly calculated, because there obviously is not
a change in average load on empty runs. Hence, the share of empty running of total mileage with
over 33 t artics in the United Kingdom (24%) was assumed to remain the same if LHVs would be
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implemented and new empty mileage was calculated based on the relative change in the laden mileage
of all commodities.
The effects on transport costs were then calculated using the average per kilometre vehicle
operating costs by Road Haulage Association (RHA) [23] as a baseline for current 44 t and 16.5 m
HGVs and increasing those using the cost differences estimated by Vierth et al [24] for various types of
commodities. Vierth et al. [24] present the total transport costs in SEK/10km and the shares of three
cost components (fuel, personnel, and other) for five types of transport (part load, forest, long-haul
distribution, tanker and bulk, and construction). The differences in total cost and cost components
are due to differences in the distance travelled relative to working time (km/h), annual mileage per
vehicle, and annual working hours per vehicle. The transport costs used in this study (Table 1) are
calculated using the RHA [23] figures for 44 t tractor–semitrailer as a baseline for the long-haul type
of transport.
Table 1. Transport costs and fuel consumption. RHA—Road Haulage Association; HGVs—heavy
goods vehicles; LHVs—long and heavy vehicles.





Driver costs (£/year) 32,400






51.1 44.6 33.3 30 45.6
Annual working time
(h/year) 2700 4032 3600 2352 3850
HGVs
(16.5 m, 44 t)
Driver cost (£/km) 0.23 0.18 0.27 0.46 0.18
Fixed costs (£/km) 0.35 0.27 0.40 0.68 0.27
Other vehicle costs
(£/km) 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12
Fuel cost (£/km) 0.40 0.40 0.46 0.49 0.53
Total (£/km) 1.10 0.97 1.25 1.75 1.11
Fuel consumption




Driver cost (£/km) 0.23 0.18 0.27 0.46 0.18
Fixed costs (£/km) 0.44 0.35 0.46 0.71 0.36
Other vehicle costs
(£/km) 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12
Fuel cost (£/km) 0.51 0.49 0.51 0.56 0.58
Total (£/km) 1.30 1.14 1.37 1.85 1.25
Fuel consumption
(l/100 km) 33.7–51.1 (empty-full load, [25])
The effect on fuel consumption and CO2 emissions are calculated based on the fuel consumption
for empty and full load HGVs and LHVs presented in Table 1 based on the unit emissions database
by VTT Technological Research Centre of Finland [25]. VTT’s data actually contains HGV fuel
consumption for 40 t GVW, but the full load consumption for 44 t semitrailer was extrapolated
assuming linear increase in consumption between 40t and 44t. The VTT’s database was chosen because
it has long tradition in providing fuel consumption data for both HGVs and LHVs based on both their
own measurements and long term collaboration with other laboratories under the European Research
on Mobile Emission Sources (ERMES) group and the emissions reported in the Handbook Emission
Factors for Road Transport (HBEFA). There are other sources for fuel consumption data available, but
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most do not include fuel consumption data for LHVs. Average fuel consumption for each commodity is
calculated using the average load for each commodity and assuming a linear relationship between the
empty and full load consumption. As can be seen in Table 1, the LHVs have higher fuel consumption
empty because of higher vehicle own weight (20 t vs. 15 t) and higher fuel consumption fully laden,
because of higher gross vehicle weight (60 t vs. 44 t) [25].
3. Results
3.1. Freight Transport Profile in the United Kingdom and Finland
United Kingdom and Finland are very different countries in terms of population, the United
Kingdom having 65.6 million people and Finland 5.5 million. The area is 242,000 km2 for the United
Kingdom and 338,000 km2 for Finland, resulting in highly different population density; 271 versus 16
inhabitants/km2. Also, in terms of economic structure, the countries differ, as agriculture, forestry,
fishing, and industry represent 24% of Finnish gross value added (GVA), but only 14% in the United
Kingdom, whereas in the United Kingdom the wholesale and retail, financial and scientific sectors
constitute a larger share of total GVA than in Finland (Table 2).
Table 2. Sectoral gross value added and domestic freight transport in the United Kingdom and Finland
in 2015 [25–27].
Gross Value Added in 2015 Finland United Kingdom
Million € % Million € %
Total 180,785 100% 2,299,669 100%
Agriculture, forestry, and fishing 4591 3% 14,981 1%
Industry (except construction) 37,341 21% 304,788 13%
Construction 11,552 6% 141,519 6%
Wholesale and retail trade, transport,
accommodation and food service activities
28,770 16% 425,467 19%
Information and communication 10,303 6% 149,234 6%
Financial and insurance activities 5204 3% 166,698 7%
Real estate activities 22,814 13% 297,951 13%
Professional, scientific, and technical activities;
administrative and support service activities
15,124 8% 282,934 12%
Public administration, defence, education,
human health and social work activities
39,449 22% 425,328 18%
Arts, entertainment and recreation; other service
activities; activities of household and
extra-territorial organizations and bodies
5637 3% 90,769 4%
Domestic freight transport in 2015 Finland United Kingdom
Road Rail Road Rail
Freight transport by mode (million tonne-km) 24,488 8468 158,924 21,990
Total freight transport (million tonne-km) 32,956 180,914
Transport intensity (tkm/€) 0.18 0.08
CO2 emissions (Mt) 2.9 0.06 19.6 0.57
CO2 intensity (t/tkm) 0.118 0.007 0.121 0.026
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The differences in economical, geographical, and demographical structures also affect the freight
transport sector. The freight transport intensity, that is, the ratio of freight haulage in tkm to GVA in €,
in Finland is more than twice that of United Kingdom, with 0.18 tkm/€ and 0.08 tkm/€, respectively.
The high transport intensity in Finland is largely because of the large forest industry sector in
Finland. This can be seen from the breakdown of road freight transport by commodity (Figure 2).
Forestry and logging is the largest commodity in Finland and constitutes about one-fifth of road
tonne-kms in Finland. While the division to 20 NST2007 commodities gives valuable information, it is
also necessary to further disaggregate the agricultural products into products of forestry and logging
and the other food related agricultural products. Otherwise, the average load of this commodity would
be very high in Finland and would overestimate in the United Kingdom the potential of LHVs in this
commodity. In the United Kingdom, food products account for a quarter of tonne-kms. Mining and
quarrying, which is mainly construction related soil, gravel, and sand transport are a large commodity
in both countries, as are grouped goods, which are usually various types of palletized goods.
In terms of the types of vehicles used in road haulage, both countries have vast majority of
tonne-kms produced with the heaviest vehicles, that is, 72% of tonne-kms with articulated vehicles
over 33 t in the United Kingdom and 82% of tonne-kms with artics over 44 t in Finland. The share
of heaviest vehicles is especially large for commodities such as coal, wood products, and chemical
products. Rigid vehicles have a significant share in some commodities, such as mining and quarrying,
textiles, transport equipment, furniture and household, and office removals.
Figure 2. Tonne-kms (in million tkm) by commodity and type and weight of vehicle in Great Britain
and Finland.
It can be seen from Figure 2, that vehicles with GVW of over 44 t (mostly 60 t) carry the vast
majority of tonne-kms in Finland. These vehicles may carry up to 46% more payload (42.8 t vs.
29.3 t, [4]) than the British 44 t semitrailers. However, payload is usually restricted by other limitations
than weight, that is, volume or cargo area. Hence, the maximum payload is actually rarely used for
most commodities [28] and an increase in maximum payload cannot be used as such to estimate the
potential for vehicle km savings from using LHVs. A change from 44 t and 16.5 m semitrailers to 60 t
and 25.25 m vehicles would also increase the payload area and volume by about 46% (140 m3 vs. 96 m3
and 52 pallets vs. 36 pallets). Hence, the 46% increase in transport efficiency represents a theoretical
maximum for the potential benefits of fully laden LHVs compared with fully laden HGVs. However,
greater benefits may be possible if the use of LHVs also changes the logistics practices so that the
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utilization rate of vehicles increase. Such changes cannot be estimated and this must be acknowledged
as a limitation of this study. This limitation could be addressed with more disaggregated commodity
group data, but such data are not available for these countries and annual variation would also increase
on a more disaggregate level.
There are six commodities in Table 3, in which the average load on laden trips are currently more
than 46% greater in Finland than in the United Kingdom, namely forestry and logging, coal, wood
products, chemical products, mail and household, and office removals. Although it is possible that the
average load in the United Kingdom could increase to the current Finnish levels after the introduction
of LHVs, this is considered unlikely, because it is more likely that the difference is due to differences in
product mix, which would not change if LHVs would be introduced in the United Kingdom. Hence,
the maximum increase in average payload on laden trips due to usage of LHVs has been limited to
46%. There are also two commodities, textiles and furniture, in which the current average load in
Finland is lower than the current average load in the United Kingdom. These commodities have great
annual variation in the Finnish data, so it is difficult to estimate the likely effect of LHVs in the United
Kingdom. Hence, the average load is assumed to remain the same in the United Kingdom after the
introduction of the LHVs. The resulting average payloads for calculating the benefits of LHVs are
presented in the last column of Table 3.
Table 3. Current average loads by commodity on laden trips of over 33 t artics in the United Kingdom












Over 33 t Avg.
Load (t)
FIN Artics Over










without forestry 8222 411 20.0 20.5 3% 20.5
Forestry and logging 1985 145 13.7 37.9 177% 20.0
02 Coal 471 19 24.8 39.7 60% 36.2
03 Mining and quarrying 6917 268 25.8 35.3 37% 35.3
04 Food products 35,970 2178 16.5 21.0 27% 21.0
05 Textiles 920 85 10.8 8.4 −23% 10.8
06 Wood products 6162 367 16.8 27.9 66% 24.5
07 Coke and petroleum
products 4354 176 24.7 29.4 19% 29.4
08 Chemical products 5545 360 15.4 26.3 71% 22.5
09 Glass, other non-metallic
mineral products 6092 286 21.3 26.9 26% 26.9
10 Metal products 4256 232 18.3 21.4 17% 21.4
11 Machinery and equipment 2541 209 12.2 16.7 37% 16.7
12 Transport equipment 1991 143 13.9 19.5 40% 19.5
13 Furniture 1484 142 10.5 7.9 −24% 10.5
14 Waste 8128 429 18.9 26.1 38% 26.1
15 Mail 4622 373 12.4 18.6 50% 18.1
16 Empty containers,
packaging 3212 405 7.9 9.0 14% 9.0
17 Household and office
removals 1169 96 12.2 18.3 50% 17.8
18 Grouped goods 13,420 899 14.9 19.1 28% 19.1
19 Unidentifiable goods 4858 270 18.0 20.7 15% 20.7
20 Other goods 198 12 16.5 24.1
Empty 2399
All commodities 122,515 9904 16.3 25.4
3.2. Maximum Potential of LHVs on the U.K. Road Freight Transport
Calculated based on the estimated average load by commodity on laden trips if LHVs would be
used in the United Kingdom, Table 4 presents the maximum decrease of vehicle kms of over 33 t artics
in the United Kingdom. The savings in vehicle kms range from 0% to 32% of the current vehicle kms.
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The overall total saving in vehicle kms is 2.1 billion kms, which is 21% of current mileage with over 33 t
artics and 11% of current total lorry mileage. Food products and empty running produce majority of
the savings with 466 million kms and 510 million kms saved in these commodity groups, respectively.
Wood products, chemical products, waste, mail, and grouped goods also provide estimated savings of
more than 100 million kms each.
The commodity with the highest relative savings from current total vehicle kms are forestry
and logging, coal, wood products, chemical products, and other goods. All of these are high density
commodities, which currently have high percentage of vehicle kms driven with over 33 t lorries, and
thus benefit from the extra weight capacity. However, also some commodities constrained by cargo
area and volume, such as mail, grouped goods, and food products show savings of over 10% of current
total lorry vehicle kilometres.
Table 5 presents the changes in fuel consumption. Total fuel savings are 178 million litres, which
is 5% of the current fuel consumption of over 33 t artics in the United Kingdom. In terms of CO2
emissions, the decrease is 0.5 Mt, which is 2.4% of total truck CO2 emissions in the United Kingdom.
Fuel consumption in terms of l/100 km increases because of increased payload and because LHVs
have higher own weight and higher aerodynamic drag than HGVs. However, the decrease in vehicle
fuel consumption due to decrease in vehicle kms is higher than the increase in fuel consumption per
kilometre for all but two (agricultural products without forestry, empty containers and packaging)
commodities. The negative fuel savings in these two commodities indicate that the average load using
LHVs, which was based on the Finnish average load, does not increase the payload enough to decrease
the mileage to outweigh the increase in fuel consumption per km. This is most likely due to national
differences in the types of goods carried within the commodity group, but also because of annual
variation in average load. In the following analysis, on transport costs, the same commodities show
negative cost savings with two more commodities. Hence, it is necessary to analyse the issue further
by taking into account the increase in cargo space capacity in addition to weight capacity.
Table 6 presents the transport cost savings if the average load for each commodity would
increase with the implementation of LHVs. Total savings amount to £983 million annually, with
food products and waste with saving of more than £150 million each. There are also four commodities,
namely, agricultural products without forestry, metal products, empty containers and packaging, and
unidentifiable goods, for which the cost saving is negative. For these commodities, the average load
on laden trips is only slightly higher in Finland than in the United Kingdom, indicating that these
commodities are constrained by cargo area or volume rather than by weight. For these commodities,
the transport costs would increase because the decrease in vehicle kms is smaller than the increase
in transport costs per kilometre if the cargo space would not be efficiently used. As it was discussed
earlier with textiles and furniture, the increase in payload might be greater in the United Kingdom
because of the additional area and volume capacity of LHVs than the comparison with Finnish average
loads shows. Hence, it is justifiable to analyse the potential savings of these commodities if the average
load in these commodities would increase by 46%, that is, by the theoretical maximum increase.
This analysis gives an upper estimate to the potential savings.
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without forestry 0.97 397 1.14 457 −60 −15%
Forestry and logging 1.11 161 1.25 124 37 23%
02 Coal 1.25 24 1.37 18 6 25%
03 Mining and quarrying 1.75 468 1.85 363 105 22%
04 Food products 0.97 2104 1.14 1950 154 7%
05 Textiles 1.10 94 1.30 94 0 0
06 Wood products 0.97 355 1.14 286 68 19%
07 Coke and petroleum
products 1.25 220 1.37 203 17 8%
08 Chemical products 1.25 450 1.37 337 113 25%
09 Glass, other non-metallic
mineral products 0.97 276 1.14 258 19 7%
10 Metal products 0.97 224 1.14 226 -2 −1%
11 Machinery and equipment 1.10 230 1.30 199 32 14%
12 Transport equipment 1.10 157 1.30 133 24 16%
13 Furniture 1.10 156 1.30 156 0 0
14 Waste 1.75 749 1.85 578 172 23%
15 Mail 0.97 360 1.14 291 69 19%
16 Empty containers,
packaging 1.10 446 1.30 464 −18 −4%
17 Household and office
removals 1.10 106 1.30 86 20 19%
18 Grouped goods 0.97 869 1.14 802 67 8%
19 Unidentifiable goods 0.97 261 1.14 267 −6 −2%
20 Other goods 0.97 12 1.14 12 0 0
Empty 0.97 2318 1.14 2152 166 7%
All commodities 10,437 9455 983 9%
It was seen in Table 6 that there are six commodities for which the Finnish average load was
lower or only slightly higher than the current average load in the United Kingdom, which resulted in
negative transport cost savings for these commodities. Hence, an additional analysis (Table 7) is made
in which the average load for these commodities is increased by 46% to reflect the change in cargo area
and volume, which are likely constraints for these commodities instead of weight.
The additional analysis gives an upper estimate for the potential savings (Table 8). It could be
argued that the upper estimate should be calculated by simply increasing the average load by 46%
for all commodities. However, such an estimate is likely to unrealistic, because it is unlikely that all
commodities would implement LHVs to the full as there are restrictions due to physical infrastructure
and logistics practices. Hence, it can be concluded that implementing LHVs in the United Kingdom
could reduce lorry vehicle kilometres by 2.1–2.6 billion km, which is 11–13% of current lorry mileage.
This reduction would save 178–272 million litres of diesel and reduce CO2 emissions by 0.5–0.7 Mt.
The transport costs of over 33 t articulated lorries could decrease by £1.0–1.5 billion, which is 9–14%
of current transport costs. It might also be argued that the effects of LHVs may be even greater and
estimated assuming that the average load would increase by 46% for all commodities. However, this
would give too high estimate on the effects of LHVs because it is unlikely that LHVs could be used on
all journeys currently made with over 33 t articulated vehicle. Infrastructure may not enable use of
LHVs everywhere and LHVs may also cause a modal shift from rail to road, which has an effect on the
lower estimate of LHV benefits.
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3.3. Effects of Infrastructure and Modal Shift on the Lower Estimate of LHV Benefits
The estimated benefits presented in the previous section show the effects, which are internal in the
road freight sector, but do not take into account possible modal shift or effects on road infrastructure.
In order to estimate the net economic benefits on a national scale, two additional major factors must
be taken into account, namely road infrastructure improvement costs and modal shift from rail to
road. TRL [9] estimated significantly lower effects of LHVs in the United Kingdom than the estimates
presented in the previous section. TRL estimated 0.4–1.3% reduction in vehicle kms, 1.4–3.6% reduction
in transport costs and 0.5–1.4% increase in CO2 emissions. The differences are due to significantly
lower estimate on the potential use of LHVs and shift from rail to road. TRL [9] estimates that the
take up rate of LHVs would be 5% as a low estimate and 10% as a high estimate, that is, 5–10% of
articulated vehicle’s tkm would be carried by LHVs. The low estimate was primarily due to restricting
the use of LHVs on only certain types of commodities, which is not justified based on the Finnish
example where all types of commodities are mainly transported using LHVs (Figure 2). Of course the
situation in Finland is due to long term development, but in the long term, LHVs are likely to take over
transport from HGVs in the United Kingdom too, simply because of the indisputably lower transport
costs per unit transported.
TRL [9] also estimates the effects of possible route restrictions on LHV and shows that if LHVs
would be allowed only on motorways and dual carriageways, the reduction in vehicle km would
be 20% lower than in if LHVs would be allowed on all roads. Road infrastructure, especially some
roundabouts in urban areas and bridges in rural areas, as well as docking areas in distribution centres,
may not be able to accommodate LHVs because of the larger turning circle and GVW of LHVs. Hence,
it is justified to take the estimate by TRL [9] to calculate a new lower estimate on the effect of LHVs in
the United Kingdom. Applying the suggested 20% decrease in the lower estimate of the vehicle km
savings result in a new estimate of 1.7 billion vkm (8.8% of total lorry vkm). In terms of fuel, CO2, and
cost savings, the savings are also reduced to 142 million l, 0.38 Mt, and £786 million, respectively.
Regarding the modal shift, ORR [29] reported that rail freight had 10% share (about 17 billion
tkm) of domestic freight transport in the United Kingdom and 1.7 billion lorry kilometres would be
required to transport the amount of freight moved by rail in 2015–2016. Finland (27%) and Sweden
(29%) currently have considerable higher shares of rail freight of total tkms than United Kingdom [26].
However, it should be noted that majority of the freight transport on rail are due to extensive forest
industry in these countries. In Finland, forestry and products of paper industry represent about 48%
of total rail tkms [30], whereas in the United Kingdom, 40% of rail tkms are intermodal freight [29].
According to TRL [9], 13% shift from total rail haulage to road is a mid-range estimate, which would
be about 2.2 billion tkm. Supposing this would shift from rail to road, using LHVs with an average
load of 20 t and the share of empty running of 33% of total mileage (which is a high estimate for empty
running, as the average for over 33 t artics in the United Kingdom is 24%), the resulting increase in
road freight would be approximately 0.15 billion vehicle kms. The resulting lower estimate of the net
change in lorry vkm would be a decrease of 1.5 billion km (8% of total lorry vkm) and resulting fuel,
CO2, and cost savings can be seen in Table 9.
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Table 9. Range of estimated savings in the United Kingdom using LHVs when taking infrastructure
and modal shift into account.
Decrease in U.K. artics
over 33 t vkm
Decrease as % of artics over
33 t U.K. vkm
Decrease as % of total
U.K. vkm
Lower estimate 1 535 15% 8%
Upper estimate 2 581 26% 13%
Fuel saving (Ml)
Fuel savings as % of current
over 33 t artics fuel use
CO2 saving (Mt)
Lower estimate 129 4% 0.35
Upper estimate 272 8% 0.72
Cost saving (M£)
Cost savings as % of current
over 33 t artics costs
Lower estimate 716 7%
Upper estimate 1 454 14%
As can be seen from Tables 8 and 9, the upper estimate was not changed as a result of infrastructure
and modal shift. Regarding the modal shift, the upper limit does not take any change into account,
reflecting the finding by Steer et al. [3] that empirical evidence on modal split shows lower effects than
desk studies anticipate. Regarding infrastructure, implementing LHVs could also change the structure
and operational practices of freight transport networks so that average payload increases more than
estimated here when they are mostly used on trunk routes on motorways and dual carriageways
between distribution centres, unlike HGVs currently are. However, it should be noted that there are
currently about 250 ‘substandard’ bridges on motorways and major A-roads and more than 3000 such
bridges on council-maintained roads [31]. Some of these bridges may not be fit to carry even the
current heaviest HGVs. Hence, it is likely that significant investments in the magnitude of hundreds of
millions of pounds would be required to improve the bridges to allow 60 t GVW on major roads.
4. Discussion
The results of this study estimated that the savings of longer and heavier vehicles would be
1.5–2.6 billion vehicle kms (8–13% of total lorry mileage), £0.7–1.5 billion in transport costs, and
0.35–0.72 Mt in CO2 emissions (1.8–3.7% of total lorry emissions). These findings are well in line with
some estimates of other studies. McKinnon [14] reported that the previous increase in maximum
weight in the United Kingdom, from 40 t to 44 t in 2001, saved 0.13 billion vehicle kms, £0.11 billion in
transport costs, and 0.13 Mt in CO2 emissions in 2003. As this was a 10% increase in payload weight
and LHVs would increase the payload weight by 46%, as well as an increase in the cargo area and
volume, the results are roughly comparable. Leach et al. [13] estimated that allowing longer (25.25 m)
vehicles without increasing the maximum weight could have an effect on 15% of current articulated
vehicle mileage and lead to transport cost savings of about £0.2 billion, with CO2 emission reductions
of 0.1–0.2 Mt, depending on the effects on rail freight transport. As Leach et al. [13] estimated that
longer vehicles could affect 15% of articulated vehicle kms, and this analysis took into account 94% of
articulated vehicle kms, the results are highly comparable.
Arki [32] reported that allowing LHVs in the whole of Europe would decrease the vehicle kms
by 13%, transport costs by 6.8%, and CO2 emissions by 3.6%. These figures are very similar with the
results of this study, although the reduction of CO2 emissions is lower than in this analysis. This could
be partly due to the fact that LHVs are already in operation in some European countries. Vierth et
al. [24] studied the opposite situation, that is, abandoning LHVs and using HGVs instead in Sweden,
and found that the amount of vehicle kms would increase by 24%, transport costs by 7%, and CO2
emissions by 6% if only HGVs were used, and there would be no shift from road to rail. Again, these
results are well in line with the estimates of this study.
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5. Conclusions
The potential effects of implementing longer and heavier vehicles (LHVs) in road freight transport
have been studied in various countries nationally and internationally in Europe. These studies have
focused on the implementation of LHVs on certain types of commodities and the experiences from
countries like Finland and Sweden, which have a long tradition in using LHVs and in which LHVs
used for all types of commodities have not been widely utilised. This study aimed to assess the impacts
of long and heavy vehicles on various commodities in the United Kingdom based on the Finnish
experiences in order to estimate the possible savings in road freight transport vehicle kilometres, costs,
and CO2 emissions in the United Kingdom if LHVs would be introduced and used similarly to Finland
in the transport of various commodities.
The international commodity level approach induced some challenges to the analysis. Firstly,
some commodities have very limited amount of data and there is large annual variation, which might
lead to slightly different results if other years would have been chose. Hence, it is recommended that
data from several years should be used in future commodity level studies. Secondly, international
comparison even at the commodity level might not be sufficiently detailed to make assumptions on
the utilisation of LHVs, and thus the changes in average loads moving from HGVs to LHVs. Even
within the same commodity type, very different goods may be transported, as illustrated by the case
of agricultural products and forestry in this study. Hence, international comparisons should aim to
utilise the most disaggregated data available. However, there are variations between countries in the
level of disaggregation, so the 20 commodity types used in NST2007 might remain the deepest reliable
level of disaggregation, as European countries deliver this data annually [21].
The study shows that the savings of introducing longer and heavier vehicles in the United
Kingdom would be 1.5–2.6 billion vehicle kms, £0.7–1.5 billion in transport costs, and 0.35–0.72 Mt in
CO2 emissions. These findings are well in line with previous findings in other countries. The results
confirm that considerable savings in traffic volume and emissions can be achieved and the savings
are very likely to outweigh possible effects of modal shift from rail to road. Previous research also
somewhat agrees that LHVs are unlikely to cause negative effects on modal shift or transport safety.
Hence, LHVs are likely to provide a viable solution in the United Kingdom to decrease greenhouse
gas emissions from transport in order to mitigate climate change, although the effect on greenhouse
gases is very limited.
However, in order to gain the maximum benefits of LHVs, investment requirements in
infrastructure are likely to emerge. Hence, further research on the state of road infrastructure, especially
regarding weight-restricted bridges and manoeuvrability issues, would be required in order to estimate
the investment costs and compare them against the savings projected in this study. Alternatively, LHVs
can be allowed only on certain types of roads to avoid infrastructure investments. Further research that
takes into account routing and likely use of various road types by LHVs should be carried out to find
the right balance between the LHV road network and investment costs. Such research can build on the
recent study by Palmer et al. [33], which focused on the fast moving consumer goods (FMCG) sector.
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Abstract: Electrification of the transport sector has been pointed out as a key factor for tackling
some of today’s main challenges, such as global warming, air pollution, and eco-system degradation.
While numerous studies have investigated the potential of electrifying passenger transport, less
focus has been on how road freight transport could be powered in a sustainable future. This study
looks at Electric Road Systems (ERS) in comparison to the current diesel system. The Framework for
Strategic Sustainable Development was used to assess whether ERS could be a stepping stone on
the way towards sustainability. Strategic life-cycle assessment was applied, scanning each life-cycle
phase for violations against basic sustainability principles. Resulting sustainability “hot spots” were
quantified with traditional life-cycle assessment. The results show that, if powered by renewable
energy, ERS have a potential to decrease the environmental impact of freight transport considerably.
Environmental payback times of less than five years are achievable if freight traffic volumes are
sufficiently high. However, some severe violations against sustainability principles were identified.
Still, ERS could prove to be a valuable part of the solution, as they drastically decrease the need
for large batteries with high cost and sustainability impact, thereby catalyzing electrification and
the transition towards sustainable freight transport.
Keywords: Electric Road Systems; sustainable freight transport; life-cycle assessment; E-freight;
Strategic Sustainable Development; electric vehicles
1. Introduction
Transportation is a necessity and facilitator for people to meet their needs in today’s society.
At the same time, side effects of the current, fossil-based transport system, such as emissions of
carbon dioxide, particulate matters, nitrogen and sulfur oxides, undermine human health as well
as eco-system quality [1]. In the EU, the transportation sector accounts for one third of the total
energy use and one fifth of all greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions [2]. At the same time, living up to
the Paris Agreement requires drastic emission reductions and Europe wants to be the leading region
in the transition towards a sustainable society. Electrification of vehicles has been pointed out as
a key factor for success, due to zero exhaust emissions in the use phase [3]. However, there are still
sustainability constraints in other life-cycle phases [4]. So far, most attention has focused on electric
vehicles (EVs) for passenger transport. Still, trucks account for 25% of GHG-emissions of EU’s transport
sector [5] and the number of heavy trucks, especially, is increasing more and more [6]. Battery electric
vehicles are often regarded as the main solution and several fully electric, battery-powered trucks
have been presented to the public, for example the Tesla Semi and the Nikola One. Enabling a heavy
truck to drive 800 km on one charge, however, requires large batteries. Batteries have a substantial
sustainability impact during their life-cycle, at least with current designs [7,8]. Also, the substitution of
today’s global truck fleet with battery-powered freight transport is limited by resource constraints,
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especially considering metals like cobalt and lithium [9,10]. In addition, the batteries account for
a major part of the vehicle cost, which is one of the largest barriers for the introduction of EVs [11].
Electric Road Systems (ERS)—defined as roads that support dynamic power transfer from
the road to vehicles while the vehicles are in motion—could be a supplement to overcoming some of
the challenges of battery EVs [12]. Still, it is important to reflect on the original aim of pursuing EV
technology, namely making the transition towards a sustainable transport system, and to investigate
if and how ERS can contribute to reaching this aim [13]. Previous studies have so far investigated
technical aspects of ERS or conducted environmental comparisons based on specific life-cycle stages,
focusing on the potential for GHG emission reductions [14]. However, when focusing only on
a concept’s potential to simply decrease the sustainability impact of a system, a strategic perspective is
missing. Hence, the new concept might be better than the existing solution, but may still be incapable
of reaching all the way to sustainability and, thereby, prove to be a costly dead end. The purpose
of this study is, therefore, to broaden the perspective to investigate the complete life-cycle of ERS
infrastructure from a full socio-ecological, strategic sustainability perspective. More specifically,
this study aims at providing insights to the following research questions:
1. What is the sustainability impact of overhead line ERS in comparison to the current
fossil-powered system?
2. What is the relative importance of different life-cycle phases?
3. Could the introduction of ERS be a strategic stepping stone on the way towards
sustainable transport?
By answering these questions, the contribution of this study is (i) the analysis of the complete
life-cycle from raw material extraction to end-of-life; (ii) including both the ecological and social
dimensions; and (iii) applying a long-term strategic planning perspective by using backcasting from
basic principles for sustainability, which is further explained in Section 2.2.
2. Background
2.1. Electric Road Systems
ERS have emerged as one of few realistic solutions to make freight transport more energy efficient
and sustainable [15]. According to the same study, there are two use case scenarios for ERS: they
can either be used in closed systems, for example for bus routes or on mining sites, or in open
systems (i.e., highways for the general traffic). By electrifying main roads, convenient long-distance
transport would be possible, at the same time as allowing the battery size to be relatively small,
delivering approximately 150 km of range depending on how much of the road network that is
electrified [11]. Mainly three technical concepts exist, which have been described in more detail in
previous studies [11,16]:
i Conductive power supply through overhead lines, similar to trains;
ii Conductive power supply through an electric rail in the road, similar to some subways; and
iii Inductive power supply without any physical contact through electric coils in the road.
For all concepts, research is ongoing and test tracks exist at various places around the world,
but they are still far from constituting large-scale commercial systems and have technology readiness
levels between three and seven [16]. The concepts differ significantly from each other in many aspects
including function, cost and environmental impact. Concept (i) can only be used by high vehicles,
for example trucks and buses, while concepts (ii) and (iii) also could be used by passenger battery
EVs. However, passenger cars usually travel much shorter distances per day and, therefore, have
a much lower need for charging other than home charging. All three concepts require that trucks have
an additional source for propulsion, for example, an internal combustion engine, fuel cell, or a small
battery. This is necessary as it is only meaningful to electrify the parts of the road network that have
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high traffic flows. In addition, sections like bridges or interceptions might not be possible to electrify.
Therefore, a hybrid solution is needed for driving on the non-electrified sections. As usually only one
lane has access to the ERS, another power supply is also needed for overtaking on the non-electrified
lane. In addition, not being completely dependent on electricity supply from the ERS increases
the system’s resilience to malfunction and power failure considerably.
So far, most scientific literature has focused on inductive power transfer (IPT), for example [13,17–22],
and test tracks are in operation in, among other places, South Korea and Italy [23]. Opinions regarding
costs vary, but in Europe it is considered to be the most expensive of the three concepts [11,24,25].
Although IPT has several advantages, there is also some uncertainty regarding health effects of
electromagnetic fields [26,27] and as to whether the technology is robust enough for safe and reliable
long-term operation in harsh climates, such as in northern Europe [24,28]. Conductive power transfer
with electric rails in the road is being tested by Volvo, Elways and other actors [29]. This solution is
estimated to be less expensive, but it is not yet sufficiently tested in regard to safety and functionality,
especially because the electric rail is located in the road surface, where it is exposed to weather
influences and potential objects in the rail [30]. Conductive power supply from overhead lines is
a more proven technology, due to its similarities to railway and trolleybus systems. Siemens and
Scania are two main actors involved in the development of this concept and test tracks have been built
and are in operation in Germany and Sweden. Some disadvantages are that passenger cars cannot use
this ERS type, that masts and overhead lines have a visual impact, and that the overhead lines pose
a risk for accidents.
This study focuses on conductive ERS with overhead lines, because (i) this technology is more
mature [11,12]; (ii) information and data is available; and (iii) a large innovation procurement focusing
on conductive solutions is currently taking place in Sweden with the aim to validate and test different
ERS concepts [31].
2.2. Strategic Planning towards Sustainability
The transport system is highly complex and interconnected with other systems, such as,
for example, the energy system. This makes it challenging to identify the actions and technologies
that are strategic stepping stones on the way towards sustainability and, respectively, the ones
that may later turn out to be costly dead ends. Therefore, there is a need for a framework that
provides an understanding of the full scope of the sustainability challenge that includes a structure
and inter-relational model to distinguish goals, tools, guidelines, and processes, and that offers
an operational definition of sustainability that can be used as a basis for strategic thinking. Broman and
Robèrt [32] have summarized two decades of research on the Framework for Strategic Sustainable
Development (FSSD), which is designed to be such a framework that can be used to plan for
sustainability in complex systems. The FSSD consists of five levels: system, success, strategy, action,
and tools. Central to the FSSD is a backcasting approach: instead of asking what is likely to happen
based on today’s trends, backcasting starts out from the looked-for goal and then questions are asked
as to what has to happen today and tomorrow in order to reach that goal, in this case a sustainable
society. Apparently, a future vision of success plays a central role in this approach. A detailed vision of
a sustainable future is, however, inflexible and difficult for many people to agree upon. On the other
hand, a definition that is too general and vague is not useful as guidance for innovation. Therefore,
the following basic sustainability principles (SPs) are used as a science-based definition of success [33]:
“In a sustainable society, nature is not subject to systematically increasing . . .
1 . . . concentrations of substances extracted from the Earth’s crust;
2 . . . concentrations of substances produced by society;
3 . . . degradation by physical means; and, in that society . . .
4 ...people are not subject to conditions that systematically undermine their capacity to meet
their needs.”
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These science-based, first-order principles essentially work as root causes for social and
environmental issues. The social dimension of the SPs is currently under further development [34].
However, the above version of the principles was used as the new social SPs were not published and
sufficiently tested at the time of the study. Rather than solving one current problem at a time and thereby
risking running into costly dead ends as new unforeseen problems arise, the FSSD makes planning long
term strategic by identifying and taking smart steps that lead towards compliance with the SPs [33].
3. Methods
This study used a combination of Strategic Life-Cycle Assessment (SLCA) and traditional
Life-Cycle Assessment (LCA) with the aim to add a strategic planning perspective and to focus
the LCA on the most important sustainability issues in the life-cycle (see Figure 1).
Figure 1. Schematic overview of the applied research methods and the results of each step.
3.1. Strategic Life-Cycle Assessment
Ny et al. [35] presented a method called Strategic Life-Cycle Assessment, which is used to identify
a system’s or product’s violations against the SPs along the life-cycle. By doing so, “hot spots” of
environmental and social impact are mapped in a qualitative way. These are further analyzed in a next
step through quantitative LCA. That means that the results of the SLCA dictate the scope of the LCA,
focusing it on the most important life-cycle stages and sustainability aspects. The SLCA in this study
was conducted in multiple group sessions with several researchers and compared diesel-powered
heavy trucks with corresponding trucks that are powered by ERS. In the beginning of the sessions,
the team investigated the two systems and did a life-cycle mapping to get an overview of the most
important processes, materials and energy flows. A template, cross referencing the life-cycle stages with
the SPs was then used to systematically map SP violations throughout the life-cycles. Violations against
SPs in each life-cycle are displayed in table format, in line with previous studies, combining text and
a color scheme, ranging from ‘neutral’ over ‘slightly negative’ to ‘negative’, to indicate the magnitude
of the violations [1,4]. In addition, one table describes how the systems would need to look like
in order to fit into a sustainable future, or in other words, to comply with the SPs. A comparison
between the “as is” and “to be” tables can give insight into whether it is realistically possible to achieve
sustainability with these solutions. The most severe violations, that is, hot spots, were verified and
partially quantified through LCA.
3.2. Life-Cycle Assessment
The LCA in this study followed the process of the ISO standard 14040 [36] but its scope was
guided by the results of the SLCA as described above. The purpose was not to do a detailed and
complete inventory and assessment of the systems. LCA was only used to quantify the most important
environmental impacts of overhead line ERS powered trucks as compared to diesel trucks to be able to
make a strategic assessment in line with the research questions.
The LCA software tool SimaPro 8.2 with the Ecoinvent 3.2 database [37] was used to model
and compare the life-cycles. Model and results were verified by an independent LCA consultancy
(Miljögiraff KB). The process started with a life-cycle inventory (LCI), in which inflows (e.g., raw
materials and energy) and outflows (e.g., emissions) were mapped for all activities in the included
life-cycle phases. Also, assumptions for the model were derived based on existing literature, statistics,
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etc., which is further explained in Section 4.2. The life-cycle impacts of ERS- and diesel-powered
truck transport were compared per transported ton kilometer (tkm). The latter thereby represents
the functional unit of the study. Next, a life-cycle impact assessment (LCIA) was performed, following
the steps of the ISO 14040 standard, to analyze the impact of the components and activities and
their related in- and outflows. This phase started with the selection of impact categories. For this
study, ReCiPe (H) midpoint and endpoint [38] were used as impact assessment methods, because
they link all basic principles for socio-ecological sustainability with LCA, as described by Borén
and Ny [4]. According to their work, systematic increase of substances in nature as described by
SP1–2 can be linked to effect indicators in the following way: (i) combustion of fossil fuels leads
to increasing concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere, which links to ‘Climate Change’ and ‘Fossil
Depletion’; (ii) usage of metals like copper, lead, nickel et cetera contribute to ‘Metal Depletion’ as long
as they are not kept in closed loop systems; (iii) emissions of nitrogen oxides (NOx) from combustion
of air and fuels link to ‘Acidification’, ‘Eutrophication’, ‘Particulate Matter’ and ‘Photochemical
oxidants’; and (iv) toxic and persistent chemicals such as dioxins and persistent organic pollutants
contribute to ‘Ecotoxicity’ and ‘Human Toxicity’ categories. Systematic degradation of nature by
physical means, SP3, for example, by open pit mining and landfills, links to the ‘Land Use’ categories.
SP4, which defines social sustainability, is violated through negative health impacts from, for example,
air pollution or radiation and is therefore linked to the categories ‘Human Toxicity’ and ‘Ionizing
Radiation’. Furthermore, the dissipate use of scarce resources, including fossil fuels and metals like
copper, are a SP4 issue. Based on the ReCiPe method, LCI results were classified, meaning that all flows
were assigned to one or multiple impact categories. In the following step, characterization, category
indicator results were calculated with the help of characterization factors. To assess the magnitude of
impacts and the relative importance of different impact categories, results were normalized by relating
them to the yearly impact of an average citizen. Weighting, which is an optional step according to
the ISO 14040 standard, was not performed in this study, as it is purely subjective. After the LCIA,
the results were interpreted in relation to the research questions.
4. Results
4.1. Strategic Life-Cycle Assessment of ERS and Diesel Truck Transport
The SLCA mapped violations against SPs for truck transport on ERS- and diesel-powered trucks.
The results are presented in one section for each SP in table format and the main impacts are discussed
in text. Finally, a vision and requirement of a sustainable system is described as a definition of success
for the specific case.
4.1.1. Assessment against Sustainability Principle 1
The biosphere and the lithosphere have always been connected to each other: substances from
the lithosphere have entered the biosphere through, for example, volcanic eruptions. At the same
time, substances from the biosphere have become part of the lithosphere as in the case of fossil fuels.
Besides these natural flows, humans have since 200 years or so ago started to influence these flows to
a considerable degree. However, this influence has almost entirely been in the form of an increased
flow from the lithosphere to the biosphere. Consequences of such an increase and imbalance can have
very negative implications both for humans and other living organisms: substances such as lead
and cadmium, that normally only occur in very low concentrations in nature, can become a major
health and ecosystem threat when their concentration increases systematically in nature as a result
of, for example, leakage from mining. Even the increase of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere and
its effects on global warming and ocean acidity are an example of a violation of SP1, as coal from
the lithosphere is added to the biosphere much faster than it is removed from it [33].
When the case of ERS is assessed against SP1, Table 1, a considerable use of raw materials is
identified, especially copper and steel, for catenaries, electric facilities, road barriers, catenary masts,
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etc. The extraction of these materials, as well as the production, cause spreading of heavy metals
and other substances, which leads to increasing concentrations in the biosphere. In the use phase,
SP1 is violated because of diffuse copper emissions from catenary friction and emissions from energy
production, depending on the electricity mix. For the diesel system, production and combustion of
the fuel clearly violates SP1. Common for both systems are diffuse emissions from, for example, road,
tire, and break wear.
Table 1. Sustainability Principle 1 (SP1) strategic life-cycle assessment comparing Electric Road Systems
(ERS) and diesel-powered freight transport.
Life-Cycle Phase SP1 Effects of ERS-Powered Trucks SP1 Effects of Diesel-Powered Trucks
Extraction
Heavy metals in components and processes.
Emissions from fossil fuel usage.
Heavy metals in components and processes.
Emissions from fossil fuel usage. Oil
leakages, gas flaring.
Production
Heavy metals in components and
production. Emissions from fossil fuel
usage.
Heavy metals in components and
production. Emissions from fossil fuel
usage.
Distribution
Emissions from truck transports of
infrastructure systems, vehicles.
Emissions from truck transports of
infrastructure systems, vehicles and fuel.
Use
Copper emissions from catenary wire
friction. Heavy metals in maintenance.
Emissions from maintenance transport.
Combustion emissions. Heavy metals and
fossil oil in maintenance. Emissions from
maintenance transport.
Waste
Incomplete recycling of heavy metals and
other materials related to SP1. Some cables
and other components may be left in
the ground and leak heavy metals.
Emissions and leakages from recycling
processes and landfills.
Incomplete recycling of heavy metals and
other materials related to SP1. Emissions
and leakages from recycling processes and
landfills.
Red: negative sustainability impact; yellow: slightly negative sustainability impact.
4.1.2. Assessment against Sustainability Principle 2
Emissions of persistent chemicals or NOX are examples of SP2 violations. When ERS is assessed
against SP2, Table 2, it is found that the infrastructure includes many electric facilities and cables,
which can contain plastic insulation with persistent additives. These chemicals can leak and accumulate
in nature, for example when cables are left in the ground even after the ERS’ end-of-life. Another
main SP2 violation occurs when burning fossil fuels, both in vehicles and for electricity production
(depending on the electricity mix), which causes NOX emissions, contributing to eutrophication
and acidification.
Table 2. SP2 strategic life-cycle assessment comparing ERS- and diesel-powered freight transport.
Life-Cycle Phase SP2 Effects of ERS-Powered Trucks SP2 Effects of Diesel-Powered Trucks
Extraction NOX emissions from combustion. NOX emissions from combustion.
Production
NOX emissions from combustion. POP and
Dioxin emissions.
NOX emissions from combustion. POP
and Dioxin emissions.
Distribution
NOX emissions from truck transports of
infrastructure systems and vehicles.
NOX emissions from truck transports of
infrastructure systems and vehicles.
Use
NOX emissions from truck transports of
infrastructure systems and maintenance
vehicles. Leakage of persistent chemicals
from electric components.
NOX emissions from truck transports of
infrastructure systems and maintenance
vehicles. NOX emissions from
the vehicle’s engine. Leakage of
persistent chemicals from electric
components.
Waste
Incomplete recycling of compounds related
to SP2. Emissions and leakages from
recycling processes and landfills.
Incomplete recycling of compounds
related to SP2. Emissions and leakages
from recycling processes and landfills.
Red: negative sustainability impact; yellow: slightly negative sustainability impact.
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4.1.3. Assessment against Sustainability Principle 3
According to SP3, nature must not be degraded by physical means. In contrast to SP1–2, SP3 is
not about systematically increasing concentrations but about destruction of nature through land use or
mismanagement of ecosystems. Open pit mining and oil extraction are the most relevant violations of
SP3 in the ERS case, Table 3, because they occupy and degrade large surface areas through leakages
of hazardous substances, risking destruction of soil and water resources. Such areas are often not
usable, neither by humans, animals nor plants. SP3 is here also violated by building infrastructure
for electricity and by fuel production and distribution, because they hinder the use of productive
surfaces and might contribute to deforestation and fragmentation. Finally, as some components are
not recycled, they contribute to increasing landfill space.
Table 3. SP3 strategic life-cycle assessment comparing ERS- and diesel-powered freight transport.
Life-Cycle Phase SP3 Effects of ERS-Powered Trucks SP3 Effects of Diesel-Powered Trucks
Extraction Open pit mining of metals. Open pit mining of metals and otherresources. Oil extraction.
Production Contamination at refineries.
Distribution Land use for roads and power grids. Land use for roads and pipelines.
Use Land use for roads. Land use for roads.
Waste Non-recycled materials to landfills. Non-recycled materials to landfills.
Red: negative sustainability impact; yellow: slightly negative sustainability impact; blue: neutral.
4.1.4. Assessment against Sustainability Principle 4
While the first three principles focus on ecological sustainability, SP4 is about meeting
human needs, which also is a requirement for a sustainable future. The assessment against SP4,
Table 4, emphasizes the mining and fossil fuel industries that are plagued by conflicts, whose effects
prevent people from meeting their needs, for example because they get wounded or are forced to flee
their homes. These industries also cause ecosystem degradation by physical and chemical means,
which undermines not only people’s health but also their possibilities to make a living with agriculture,
fishing or livestock farming. The same is true for the production phase and metal recovery in some
countries that expose people and nature to hazardous emissions [39]. Another violation of SP4 may
occur when scarce resources are extracted and used in a way that limits their availability for future
generations. This is the case for fossil fuels and metals like copper [40,41] and platinum [42].
Table 4. SP4 strategic life-cycle assessment comparing ERS- and diesel-powered freight transport.
Life-Cycle Phase SP4 effects of ERS-Powered Trucks SP4 Effects of Diesel-Powered Trucks
Extraction
Use of scarce resources such as copper.
Open pit mining causes negative health
effects and forces people to move.
Use of scarce resources such as
platinum. Open pit mining causes
negative health effects and forces people
to move.
Production
Negative health effects from emissions
related to fossil fuel use and component
production. Harmful job conditions at some
places.
Negative health effects from emissions
related to fossil fuel use and component
production. Harmful job conditions at
some places.
Distribution Health effects from transport emissions. Health effects from transport emissions.
Use
Health risks due to high voltage and
overhead line accidents.
Negative health effects from emissions
related to fossil fuel use.
Waste
Harmful emissions and working conditions
in some countries.
Harmful emissions and working
conditions in some countries.
Red: negative sustainability impact; yellow: slightly negative sustainability impact.
The introduction of ERS might also create positive effects like new jobs in all life-cycle phases.
On the other hand, they might just replace jobs from other infrastructure systems, which leaves the net
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effect on job creation uncertain. However, an increased demand for renewable energy and a transition
of the energy sector is expected to lead to a net increase of jobs in Europe [3,43,44].
4.1.5. Requirements for Sustainable Freight Transport Systems
When investments in new infrastructure are planned with the goal to make transportation
more sustainable, it is important to investigate what would be required for the systems to be fully
sustainable. Otherwise there is a risk of sub-optimization and a risk that society once again gets locked
into an unsustainable system for half a century or longer. Especially in the case of ERS, which have
a long life-time, one has to consider the question of whether the concept will provide a stepping stone
towards a sustainable society and compliance with the SPs. The results of the SLCA revealed that
the most severe sustainability challenges for ERS are (i) the extensive use of raw materials, including
scarce metals like copper; (ii) diffuse emissions in the use phase, especially copper from catenary
friction; (iii) environmental impact of the electricity used in the system; and (iv) use of fossil fuels for
processes and activities throughout the life-cycle.
Table 5 shows the most important aspects of how the life-cycle would need to look like in order to
not violate any SP. Of central importance for reaching compliance with the SPs are the strict application
of best available technology (BAT) and precautionary and substitution principles in all life-cycle phases.
As Robèrt et al. [33] emphasize, SP1 does not forbid all use of metals. Rather, they should be handled
in closed loops so that the concentration in nature does not increase and the available resources are not
depleted. However, it would be more favorable to design a system that is completely independent of
rare or toxic materials and substances. Fossil oil should be avoided completely. Good, safe and just
working conditions have to be guaranteed in all life-cycle phases. When these requirements are met,
a sustainable transport solution can be a valuable, long-term satisfier of human transportation needs.
Table 5. Life-cycle requirements on ERS, viewed through the lens of the four sustainability principles.
Life-Cycle Phase Requirements for Sustainable ERS
Extraction
Very limited extraction of new resources. Extraction with best available
technology (BAT). Complete restauration of the site after operation. Respecting
indigenous people’s rights.
Production
Strict application of BAT, precautionary and substitution principle. Rare
substances with high accumulation potential are kept in closed loops.
Distribution Only using sustainable modes of transport powered by renewable energy.
Use
Ensuring a safe, comfortable and effective satisfaction of people’s need for
transportation *. Only renewable energy input and no emissions of critical
substances from use and maintenance.
Waste
Optimized for following EU’s waste hierarchy [45]: prevention, reuse, recycle,
recovery; except there should be no need for landfilling. Circular material flow.
* A contribution to sustainable development. blue: neutral.
4.2. Life-Cycle Assessment of ERS and Current Fossil-Powered Truck Transport
As a result of the SLCA, the main hot spots identified were raw material extraction, production
and use phases, which therefore were selected for quantification with LCA. Included processes
and components are: (i) raw material extraction for roads, lorries, diesel, and road electrification;
(ii) processes for turning the raw material into products; (iii) combustion of diesel, emissions from
electricity generation, catenary friction, road, break, and tire wear emissions, and lorry maintenance.
The other life-cycle phases were excluded from the LCA. The inventory analysis of the infrastructure
utilized data from 1000 V railway systems, which use very similar components to overhead line ERS.
This data was further adjusted with the help of a railway and ERS expert. For the components where
there was no suitable data in Ecoinvent, simplified components were modelled (see Table 6).
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Table 6. Simplified modelling of ERS components, using Ecoinvent data.









50 Swedish Transport Administration[46], Stripple and Uppenberg [47]
Semi-rigid roadside barriers Concrete: 5500 kgSteel: 16,000 kg 20
Swedish Transport Administration
[46], Stripple and Uppenberg [47]
Electrical equipment, protective
relay, fuses Steel: 57 kg 40 Uppenberg [48]





Distribution sheds Steel, low-alloyed:145 kg 50 Uppenberg [48]
Transformer 1/0,4 kV, 100 kVA Steel: 3 kgCopper: 1 kg 40 Uppenberg [48]
Transformer 1/0,4 kV, 50 kVA Steel: 89 kgCopper: 38 kg 40 Uppenberg [48]
Transformer 1/0,4 kV, 30 kVA Steel: 3 kgCopper: 1 kg 40 Uppenberg [48]
Transformer 1/0,4 kV, 16 kVA Steel: 3 kgCopper: 1 kg 40 Uppenberg [48]
Transformer 1/0,4 kV, 5 kVA Steel: 3 kgCopper: 1 kg 40 Uppenberg [48]
Market processes and system model “allocation, cut-off by classification” were used for all
materials and processes [49]. Europe was chosen as the geographical reference point. The value
chain can, however, include materials and processes from other parts of the world. Four scenarios
for electricity generation were applied, all based on Ecoinvent data: European mix, Nordic mix,
wind-generated electricity, and a worst-case scenario that assumed coal-generated marginal electricity.
The type of electricity for vehicle propulsion in the use phase is the only difference between
the scenarios, thereby showing the sensitivity of the model for this key factor. Truck traffic volume was
initially set to 1000 vehicles per direction and day, which corresponds to a major Swedish highway [30].
Trucks had a gross vehicle weight of 16–32 ton, with an average load factor of 5.79 ton [50]. Diesel trucks
met Euro 6 emission limits. Diesel consumption was 0.037 L/tkm, which corresponds to 0.21 L/km
(Ecoinvent 3.2 database). Electricity consumption was set to 0.17 kWh/tkm, which corresponds to
the same amount of energy consumption as the diesel truck when calculating with diesel engine
efficiency of 42%, electric engine efficiency of 95%, and electricity losses in the ERS of five percent.
Catenary friction was estimated as 10 kg of copper per km and year, which is the same amount as for
railway systems [51]. Without full scale tests it is, however, yet uncertain whether this data is fully valid
for ERS due to differences in traffic intensity, speed, and movement of the pantograph-shaped pick-up.
Comparing characterization results of ERS- and diesel-powered trucks, Figure 2, revealed:
(i) wind-powered ERS have lower environmental impact than the diesel system in 11 out of 18
impact categories; (ii) ERS powered by European electricity mix or marginal electricity have higher
environmental impact in 12 and 13 out of 18 categories respectively, as compared to the current
diesel system. That number is 10 for the Nordic electricity mix scenario; (iii) there are substantial
differences in GHG emissions: ERS that use coal-based marginal electricity cause the highest emissions
(229 g/tkm), followed by diesel (165 g/tkm), EU mix electricity (117 g/tkm), Nordic mix (41 g/tkm)
and wind-generated electricity (31 g/tkm); and (iv) a closer look at ERS infrastructure reveals that
most environmental impacts are tied to the three components of copper catenaries, catenary masts and
road barriers. Other parts, such as converters or cables, play a minor role.
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Figure 2. Characterization results with ReCiPe midpoint showing life-cycle environmental impact for
diesel-powered freight transport and ERS. Whether ERS have lower life-cycle environmental impact is
strongly dependent on how electricity is produced.
Normalization of the results shows that freshwater eutrophication, human toxicity, eco-toxicity
and natural land transformation are the most relevant impact categories for the investigated systems.
ERS, no matter how electricity is generated, have higher impact in the toxicity categories, which is
largely due to the extensive use of copper and emissions from catenary friction. The fossil-powered
system has a much higher impact on natural land transformation, mainly due to petroleum production.
A closer look at the role of different life-cycle phases for the climate change category, Figure 3,
reveals that most emissions occur in the use phase if trucks are powered by diesel, marginal electricity
or EU mix electricity. If electricity is produced in a less carbon intensive way, as is the case with
Nordic mix and wind-power, extraction to distribution (E–D) phases constitute the main source of CO2
equivalent (CO2e) emissions. It is, however, not the ERS infrastructure that causes high emissions in
E–D phases. Instead, road and lorry production cause about 20 g CO2e emissions per tkm, which can be
compared with 1.5 g/tkm for electrification of the road with ERS.
The amount of tkm transported on ERS is a central parameter: the more goods that are transported
on an ERS, the less is the share of building the infrastructure, E–D phases, for each tkm. The number
of tkm is in turn dependent on the number of trucks and their average load factor. In order to evaluate
if electrification of a specific road is favorable from a sustainability perspective, it is necessary to adjust
the assumptions of the LCA model. Figure 4 clarifies the dependence of life-cycle environmental
impact and the number of tkm transported on ERS. It shows the environmental break-even times for
the different scenarios, that is, the time until the environmental impact of the road electrification is
compensated by lower impact in the use phase. ReCiPe endpoint was used to get one accumulated,
comparable number for environmental impacts. The marginal electricity scenario is not displayed
because it has higher life-cycle environmental impact per tkm than the diesel system, hence there is
no break-even.
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Figure 3. Contribution of extraction to distribution and use life-cycle stages to total climate change
impact of diesel- and ERS-powered freight transport.
Generally, break-even times are short if Nordic mix or wind-power generated electricity are used:
assuming 1000 trucks per day, break-even is only three to four years and with 500 trucks per day that
time is below 10 years. The situation is different, though, if EU mix electricity is assumed: a minimum
of about 700 trucks per day is required to achieve a break-even time of 10 years, and with 1000 heavy
vehicles per day, that time is seven to eight years. A break-even time shorter than five years is only
possible on roads with high traffic flow of more than 1400 trucks per direction and day. From a purely
GHG emission perspective, break-even times are considerably (about 70%) shorter when assuming
the same amount of freight transport per day. Climate change is, however, only one of many impacts
that have to be considered.
Figure 4. Environmental break-even times for ERS in relation to electric freight traffic amounts, that
is, the time it takes until impact (ReCiPe endpoint) from building ERS is offset by lower emissions in
the use phase, as compared to diesel-powered freight transport.
5. Concluding Discussion
5.1. What Is the Sustainability Impact of ERS in Comparison to the Current Fossil-Powered System?
The SLCA showed that both ERS and diesel freight transport have some severe sustainability
impacts and violations against the SPs, especially in raw material extraction, production and use
phases. For ERS, these are mostly due to usage of large amounts of copper and other raw materials,
as well as impacts from electricity production and diffuse emissions in the use phase. For diesel
transport, the value chain of oil and fuel combustion are main causes of the violations. Possibilities
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to reduce these SP violations were identified and are mostly about the application of ‘best available
technology’, ‘substitution’ and ‘precautionary’ principles throughout the life-cycle as well as closing
the loop of material flows and using sustainably harvested, renewable energy.
The more detailed LCA showed that GHG emissions can be decreased significantly as long
as electricity generation is not coal-based. GHG payback times are five years for roads with more
than 400 lorries per day and below two years if there are at least 1000 lorries per day. However,
based on normalization results, the most relevant environmental impact categories are eco-toxicity,
human toxicity, eutrophication and, especially for the diesel system, natural land transformation.
These findings underline the importance of widening the view on sustainability beyond climate change
and GHG emissions. In total, endpoint results show that transport on coal electricity powered ERS
causes higher environmental impact than driving on diesel, while the impact is lower if EU mix, Nordic
mix or wind-generated electricity is used. This emphasizes the fact that the sustainability performance
of ERS is highly dependent on how electricity for the use phase is produced. Therefore, a transition of
the transport sector to be powered by electricity has to be simultaneously accompanied by a transition
of the energy system to 100% flow-based, renewable energy. As intrinsic to LCA, results are dependent
on model assumptions, especially concerning the share of electrified roads, traffic volume and load
factor, which is related to average lorry weight. Therefore, these parameters have to be adjusted in
order to evaluate the environmental impact for specific cases.
5.2. What Is the Relative Importance of Different Life-Cycle Phases?
Through SLCA, the raw material extraction, production and use phases were identified as hot
spots of sustainability impact. In general, most environmental impacts occur in the use phase, both
for diesel and ERS systems, even if wind-generated electricity is used. This dominance of the use
phase is a common result of LCAs for transport systems and many other products [1,4,47]. However,
if the electricity for ERS is produced in a sustainable way, the impact of the infrastructure itself becomes
more prominent, which was also apparent in Figure 3. The SLCA showed that ERS infrastructure
still has major sustainability challenges, especially due to copper and steel use for catenaries, masts
and road barriers. As these components constitute relatively pure fractions, there might be good
possibilities for a high degree of material recycling. In this regard, diffuse emissions in the use phase,
like copper from catenary friction, are more difficult to prevent and control. It is therefore important to
include infrastructure in LCAs of transport systems. Sustainability challenges of the current diesel
system are mainly characterized by the petroleum value chain, which includes extensive land use, and
diesel combustion with a variety of emissions.
5.3. Is the Introduction of ERS a Strategic Stepping Stone on the Way towards Sustainable Transport and What
Role Could They Play in That Transition?
5.3.1. Lock-In and Threshold Effects
The life-cycle inventory revealed that many ERS components have a long life-time. Even though
that has some sustainability advantages, it also means that ERS as a transport solution has a long
life-time. That fact in combination with high initial investment costs means that there might be a strong
lock-in effect: once built and invested in, ERS would have to be used for a long time, presumably many
decades, in order to be environmentally and economically viable, depending on how the infrastructure
is financed. Thus, ERS is not a flexible solution as compared to some other infrastructure solutions,
such as fast charging networks that relatively easily and quickly can be expanded, decreased or even
phased out. On the other hand, this study indicated that environmental pay-off times are relatively
short, if electricity is produced in a sustainable way and the freight transport volume is sufficiently high.
A challenge that ERS share with several other systems, for example fast charging, battery swapping,
and fuel cell stations, is the threshold effect: as long as there is no substantial network of infrastructure,
it is not attractive for haulage contractors to invest in more expensive vehicles that are adjusted for
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using ERS. Today, it is largely unclear how strong such a threshold effect is for ERS. It depends largely
on the share of electrified roads, business models, and to what degree a specific lorry travels on a fixed
or flexible and constantly changing route.
5.3.2. Stepping Stones towards Sustainability
As a comparison of the future requirements for a sustainable infrastructure (Table 5) and
the assessment of today’s state (Tables 1–4) showed, there is a considerable discrepancy between
‘as is’ and ‘to be’. That in itself is not a reason to dissuade from investments in ERS, as all
alternatives, for example fuel cell or battery-powered systems, today have some violations against
the SPs [4]. In addition, some violations might be possible to solve through smart design and
technology development. However, the most important question to ask is which infrastructure
system is the smartest “stepping stone” [32] on the way to a sustainable future. This means that
it is not only important to find today’s most sustainable solution, but also to find the technology
platform with the largest potential to lead us on the right track and closer to reach full socio-ecological
sustainability over time. From this perspective, ERS could prove to be a valuable part of the puzzle,
mostly because they drastically decrease the need for large batteries, which results in lower vehicle
cost and sustainability impact. Thereby, ERS could catalyze electrification and the transition towards
sustainable freight transport. ERS are, however, at an early stage of development [16]. In the short term,
the application of ERS for closed systems, for example transport of ore between a mine and a production
facility or a harbor, is important for testing and further development of the concept. Closed systems
have much lower complexity as fewer stakeholders are involved, the need for standardization is limited,
and both economic cost–benefit and wider sustainability assessments are considerably simpler [15].
The application in closed systems would, however, only solve a small fraction of the freight transports’
sustainability challenges and the total GHG reduction potential is rather low. Still, it is a valuable
way to gather experience and knowledge on ERS before heavily investing in road electrification to
overcome the threshold effect for ordinary freight transport.
5.4. Recommendations and Future Research
Based on the findings of this study, the following recommendations are made to accelerate
the transition of road freight transport towards sustainability. Firstly, the ERS concept should be further
explored and developed, specifically regarding business models for open systems and the dynamics
between the amount of electrified road and the rationale for actors to invest in ERS-compatible vehicles.
Secondly, test applications and demonstrators play a key role in the early phases of technology
development but are in many cases dependent on public funding. Incentives for public funding
could be strengthened by detailing the societal benefits of ERS, including savings in relation to
the externalities of the current system. Thirdly, political will and a clear strategy are required to
reduce uncertainty for private companies, making it more attractive to invest in ERS. Finally, and most
importantly, strategic leadership is needed to guide the development of freight transport towards
sustainability, without sub-optimizations in the transport sector and solutions in the transport sector
that block sustainable solutions in other sectors. For this purpose, Robèrt et al. [52] and Borén et al. [53]
presented an FSSD-based process model for cross-sector and cross-disciplinary cooperation, ensuring
cohesive creativity across sectors and groups of experts as well as stakeholders. In the end, ERS also
need to be compared with alternative technologies like battery electric trucks and fuel cell trucks. It is
likely that a combination of technologies will exist in the future to fit different needs and contexts,
even if some technology might dominate. Exactly which role ERS will play is yet to be seen and
also dependent on progress with other technologies. For instance, the possibilities for a sustainable
scale-up of battery electric trucks is largely dependent on breakthroughs in battery design. For fuel
cell solutions, increased system efficiency and a substitution or limited use of platinum would be
necessary. In any case, with the applying of a strategic perspective based on backcasting from a vision
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of full sustainability, policy and decision-makers can ensure that actions lead step-wise towards
a sustainable society.
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Abstract: Sustainable urban freight management is a growing challenge for local authorities
due to social pressures and increasingly more stringent environmental protection requirements.
Freight and its adverse impacts, which include emissions and noise, considerably influence the urban
environment. This calls for a reliable assessment of what can be done to improve urban freight and
meet stakeholders’ requirements. While changes in a transport system can be simulated using models,
urban freight models are quite rare compared to the tools available for analysing private and public
transport. Therefore, this article looks at ways to extend Gdynia’s existing mesoscopic transport
model by adding data from delivery surveys and examines the city’s capacity for reducing CO2
emissions through the designation of dedicated delivery places. The results suggest that extending
the existing model by including freight-specific data can be justified when basic regulatory measures
are to be used to improve freight transport. There are, however, serious limitations when an exact
representation of the urban supply chain structure is needed, an element which is required for
modelling advanced measures.
Keywords: urban freight management; traffic modelling; dedicated delivery places; transport emissions
1. Introduction
Sustainable urban freight management is a serious challenge for decision-makers due to the
increasingly more stringent environmental protection requirements. It involves being able to select the
right solutions to reduce the adverse impact of freight activity on the environment and, most of all,
to having a reliable quantitative evaluation of the results of the applied measures. This requires an
analysis of how urban supply chains operate as a separate component of a city’s transport system and
the ability to verify their impact on this system in accordance with the adopted criteria. Despite the
considerable interest in sustainable urban mobility, there are issues with selecting solutions that
improve freight transport from the point of view of its environmental parameters [1,2]—particularly in
the development of analytical methods and in multiple practical measures.
For cities, there are many challenges resulting from the complex definition of a sustainable
urban freight system. Also, they must ensure access to all types of freight transport while at the
same time reducing emissions of air pollutants and noise and maintaining the economic efficiency
of this type of business [3]. It is difficult to take all of these assumptions into account because of
the system’s entity-related complexity [4], which is manifest in the simultaneous presence of many
groups of participants and in the many ways transport activity is organised. In an urban environment,
this results in a complex structure of relationships between the entities involved [5]. For example, in the
public space, which is defined as an area of interest for city authorities, inhabitants and businesses,
there are environmental issues associated with transport emissions. These complexities are also
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visible in the relationships between the city and the transport sector, often expressed in, for example,
new environmental standards introduced for freight vehicles.
Despite the use of different analytical methods, it is clear that emission levels in freight transport
are proportionately higher than its share of total transport activity in cities. It is estimated that, in Paris
for example, freight emissions constitute 26% of CO2 emissions with regards to vehicle-km [6] and
from 15% to 26% of CO2 emissions in Bordeaux, Dijon and Marseilles. In the same time, share of freight
movements in vehicle-km in total transport was 13%, 13% and 19% respectively, [7]. In light of UK
research, delivery vehicles (<3.5 t), which make up the majority of the fleet used in urban deliveries,
are responsible for 14.5% of CO2 emissions while constituting only 6.6% of total miles travelled [8].
There are various scenarios for what total CO2 emissions will look like; they include, for example,
technological changes or the structure of supply chains [9]. The entity-related complexity of urban
freight transport is also accompanied by the presence of many possible instruments to influence this
system [10,11]—which requires a qualitative assessment of possible results.
At the same time, cities have limited options for analysing the situation in practical terms and
to respond to the need to limit transport emission levels. This pertains mainly to the analytical tools
available to model transport, especially freight transport in cities and to the ability to provide them with
the right inputs to include the environmental consequences of possible activities. To date, no universal
freight transport modelling principles, which include the internal complexity of this phenomenon
have been developed for cities. There are a number of models with various structures and levels of
detail, most of which remain in the sphere of theoretical scientific analyses [12]. Among these, only a
few are aimed at analysing the emission levels of CO2 and other substances [13] in detail.
Two issues must be considered when searching for ways to model urban freight with a focus
on environmental impacts. First, is how functional the available models are. Second, can the real
requirements of the city, which is the actual user of the models, be realistically met. This includes the
experience of urban freight management, availability of urban freight data and the city’s transport
policy and its goals. The earliest methods for tackling urban freight include classical four step
models [14]. The main modelling unit is freight vehicle trips between origin and destination.
Such models were first used in the 1970s [15,16] and by analogy to models of transport of people,
these models estimate the number of trips generated by each zone, producing an O-D matrix [17].
The main data collection method was cordon line surveys. These surveys were specific to each city
which limits their transferability and provides no information on the mode of how each trip is organised
logistically. Another limitation of trip models is that they do not take into account the relation between
trips of the same round and fail in the trip chain simulation [18] While models based on truck trips
provide the basic functionality in terms of simulating the current scenario, they are not reliable when
applied to forecasting [19]. As regards modelling of freight environmental impacts, these models come
with a basic limitation. It is not possible to include in detail the factors that determine demand for
freight. This includes how participants of a transport process influence its structure, e.g., by organising
deliveries in a certain way. Even if a city has very limited requirements towards freight modelling,
trip-based models are not a practical option.
To overcome problems with trip chain simulation, several models were developed [20,21].
Single trips can be combined into a tour using the savings function. This approach is implemented in
the WIVER [22,23] software which was applied in several cities in Germany [18]. Despite their
enhanced functionality this type of model has significant limitations as regards the practical
requirements for implementation. Unlike simple cordon-line surveys they require extensive surveys of
transport companies and logistics operators. Due to a fragmented private sector, this typically exceeds
the capabilities of most local authorities. On the other hand, trip chain models can include a direct link
between a receiver type and how a mode of transport is organised, which allows for better analysis of
the environmental characteristics of the freight movements.
A prevalent approach in urban freight transport looks at the quantity of goods to be transported
as the primary object of modelling. These models are known as commodity based [24–27]. They have
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a more complex structure and include three sub-models that give an estimate of vehicle O-D matrices.
They are: the attraction model which provides commodity/quantity flows by each zone, the acquisition
model which defines the zone from which the commodity flows originate and the quantity-to-vehicle
model which converts commodity/quantity O-D and converts it into vehicles. While commodity
based models are considered to be well evolved, few authors have proposed a complete modelling
framework [19]. The transferability of selected models has been researched [28] but it has been
proved that there are significant differences in the structure of goods distribution patterns making
direct transfer of models difficult. These models provide more flexibility in terms of modelling
environmental factors related to urban freight activity. It is because they directly link the type of
receiver with the nature of generated transport activity, providing an opportunity to investigate
how different measures may influence e.g., the utilisation level of different types of vehicles [29].
They also have high requirements in terms of data provision, including interviews with retailers
and drivers and traffic counts of commercial and private vehicles [30]. These types of models use
sophisticated mathematical methods to transfer commodity flows into vehicle flows, which increases
their complexity and introduces another level of approximation.
In the last category of models under consideration, i.e., delivery-based models, a similar method
of data provision is used. This approach focuses on deliveries which allows a direct link between
generators and transport service providers. Movement of a vehicle may also be considered through
road occupancy which ensures the measurability of modelling results and the possibility of merging
them with other type of traffic flows [14,31]. The main example of this class of models is Freturb,
developed in France [22,32]. It is the only functional urban freight transport model with a dedicated
environmental assessment module available to local authorities [7]. However, this module cannot be
used as a standalone solution as it is feeds on data from other modules of the Freturb model.
From the perspective of local authorities managing a city’s transportation system, there is a gap
between model functionality and the environmental impact of urban freight. This is partly due to
the inconsistency in how urban freight and passenger transport models are developed. Despite a
large number of studies on urban freight simulation, the proposed approaches have not yet been fully
validated and have often failed to provide the expected results [33]. At the same time, a number of
cities have developed advanced passenger transport models that fulfil the need to manage this
type of flow. Some cities have also surveyed urban freight activity in order to understand the
underlying problems and develop local solutions [34,35], validate demand reduction measures such as
consolidation centres [36], or to assess the environmental impact of inner city deliveries [37].
The identified gap may be addressed by an investigation into whether the urban transport models
already in use can be populated with inputs specific for urban freight transport in order to improve
their usability in analysing environmental impacts, especially CO2 emissions. Development of the
classical four step models have resulted in a comprehensive solution that integrates different levels
of detail in transport system analysis. They are supported by the availability of dedicated software
which makes adaptation to the new challenges more feasible. The multi-layer structure of modern
transport models developed in cities opens new areas of research on how urban freight transport could
be included in transport planning practices with regards to specific issues such as emission reduction.
It must be stressed that the intention is not to substitute dedicated urban freight models, but to provide
local authorities with the possibility of addressing selected issues related to urban freight without
setting up a complex freight modelling framework.
To achieve this goal, the main objective of this research was to assess the possibility of reducing
CO2 emissions by introducing dedicated delivery places in downtown Gdynia based on data about
the structure of deliveries in downtown Gdynia obtained during the URBACT Freight TAILS project.
The source data were used to feed a mesoscopic transport model for the City of Gdynia developed
within the CIVITAS DYN@MO project and to evaluate how the expected reduction in the inconvenience
caused by freight vehicles stopping on the road can have a positive effect on traffic conditions in the
analysed streets and on the related reduction in CO2 emissions.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Method Applied to Estimate Urban Emissions
The implementation of measures regarding an internally complex urban freight transport system
requires an analysis of any possible effects that its individual constituents may have. An assessment of
how the planned measures will influence the current condition of a transport system is meant to verify
the possibility of sustainable urban development in economic, social and environmental terms [38].
An analysis of the emissions of air pollutants and green-house gases (GHG) is one of the most
frequently used assessment indicators for urban transport sustainability [39]. From the point of view
of assessing urban freight transport’s impact on the environment, choosing such indicators makes it
possible to include its most important features and related negative impacts [40]. At the same time,
it ensures that requirements for their most important features are met, including target relevance,
validity, measurability and sensitivity [41]. Due to their high practical significance, a number of
models used to evaluate urban traffic related emissions have been designed. They can be classified
into the following categories: average speed models, traffic situation models, traffic variable models,
cycle variable models and modal models [42].
Emissions of harmful pollution from road traffic are becoming an increasingly challenging
problem for engineers, planners and politicians and, above all, for urban residents. Assessing emissions
is also an extremely complicated process, both in terms of actual emissions (e.g., fluctuations between
vehicles) and their final dissipation. According to [16] in order to estimate emission levels, emission
models have to be combined with vehicle flow estimations, either macro- or microscopic, depending
on the characteristics of the emission model. Transport models help to show the movement of persons
and goods in the transport network in a designated area with specific socio-economic characteristics
and land use [43,44]. Models provide a tool that helps to illustrate the behaviour of the urban transport
system and its users over time. They take into account changes in supply and demand in transport,
both current and those included in forecasts. In the second half of the last century, extensive research on
mathematical modelling of trips and vehicle flows was carried out [45], developing a series of software
packages that help to build transport system models for an area or a road and to forecast traffic.
Models may differ in the scope they cover. Gdynia has developed an integrated multi-level model
(MST) based on the London model [46–48]. Gdynia chose a three-tier structure with macro, meso and
microscopic layers. While the scale of cities varies considerably, the overall concept of developing and
using models is similar. The actual method of modelling and the way of using different levels depends
on the approach to a given transport issue. The multi-level model supports a flexible approach to
the analytical process. Land use models and planning of public and private transport networks are
dominated by macroscopic modelling. Where more detail is needed, meso and microscopic models
are necessary because they help to simulate road traffic along with its profiles, platoon dispersion,
averaged traffic parameters such as queues and delays, saturation flow, etc., (mesoscopic models)
and behaviour and interactions between individual road users (microscopic models). The macro and
mesoscopic approach makes it possible to estimate typical transport network indicators (total travel
time of vehicles in the network, vehicle kilometres or passenger kilometres, average speed, traffic
assignment in the network and traffic volumes resulting from the assignment). Microscopic traffic
simulators aim to realistically emulate the flow of individual vehicles in the road network. They are
capable of replicating complex dynamic traffic systems that are difficult or impossible to simulate
using traditional mathematical models.
Thanks to its multi-level structure, the model in Gdynia supports strategic, tactical and operational
analyses. Because the multi-level model is hierarchical, specific models can feed data to one another
which ensures transparency of the outcomes, regardless of the level of modelling [49]. In the case of
the analysis of the impact of delivery vehicles on the obstruction of the flow of vehicles in the road
lanes and the impact of these limitations on the environment, a mesoscopic model was used. The tool
used in the analysis was the SATURN tool package. The macroscopic model supported with the PTV
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VISUM software package was the basis for analysing changes in transport demand, modal split and
modal shift of road users changing e.g., from a car to public transport as a result of improvements.
The macroscopic model was also the basis for early analysis of traffic distribution and trips by public
transport vehicles and by car. The trip matrices estimated in the macroscopic model form the basis for
traffic distribution in the mesoscopic model (distribution adapted to the details of traffic organization).
The mesoscopic model helps to identify critical elements of the transport network, such as
junction entry queues, including blocking back, which is blocking of previous intersections of streets
by queues of vehicles. It also reflects the influence of traffic organization elements, such as types of
intersections, the organization of traffic at intersections and traffic control, and takes into account
queues at intersections or blocking back and the resulting delays. Analyses include the impact of
changes or disturbances in the organization of traffic on the entire transport network or a selected
area of the city (in the case of the analyses developed for the purpose of this paper, the downtown
of Gdynia was selected). The multi-level transport model is applied on three levels which provides
modelling options for various degrees of detail, currently mostly for private vehicles and public
transport. The current structure of the model may be improved by providing additional data which
makes analysis of freight traffic in Gdynia possible, taking into account operational factors of freight
vehicles such as [50]:
• Delivery time and location availability (particularly in the city centre)
• Delivery access in terms of vehicle carriage capacity
• Indication of parking options for delivery vehicles in the city centre
• Option for permanent or temporary closing of specified street sections to traffic/parking of
delivery vehicles
• Developing an information system for organisers of delivery traffic.
However, the analyses presented in the paper do not include complex freight transport modelling.
They only look at the impact of delivery vehicles on traffic conditions and the accompanying increase
in exhaust emissions on the basis of the selected indicators listed above.
In forecasting emissions, exogenous data influencing the dispersion of emissions such as
meteorological data were not taken into account. The results presented in this article relate to data on
quantitative emissions for vehicles in a transport network. The SATURN package contains internal
procedures for the estimation and display of standard pollutants: carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide,
hydrocarbons, nitrogen oxides. In the emission assessment procedure, a linear model for all types of
pollutants with explanatory variables of cruise travel time on the link, time spent “idling” in queues
at junctions, distance, number of primary and secondary stops per vehicle and vehicle volume was
used. Emissions were calculated for each connection in the transport network and summed up for
the whole city area and separately for the Gdynia city centre area. This example applies to “traffic
variable” models in which emission factors are defined by traffic variables, such as average speed,
traffic density or queue length. TEE model (Traffic Emissions and Energetics) [51] or the Matzoros
model [52] are examples of this category. The results of the analyses are presented in Section 3.
2.2. Case Selection
The choice of dedicated delivery places as the subject of analysis was determined by a number of
factors. They are one of the more common solutions used to facilitate the utilisation of urban transport
infrastructure [53]. In combination with temporary regulations on the access to selected urban areas,
they are often a city’s first step in managing freight transport. This was also the case in Gdynita,
where delivery places were introduced as a result of freight movements being included for the first
time in a strategic document known as the 2016–2025 Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan [54].
The evaluation of the environmental aspects of an urban freight transport system focuses on
three main areas [55]; an economic evaluation, social assessments and environmental assessment.
Environmental assessment is usually based on expressing distance by means of the emissions of
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selected substances, usually CO2, NOx, and Pm10, using direct emission models expressed as a
function of vehicle type and its velocity [7,56–58]. There have also been attempts to assess emissions
as a function of vehicle speed and acceleration using GPS data [59]. Therefore, reference to basic
parameters of vehicle movement in a road network, such as speed, is confirmed in the research
performed to date and in the capabilities of the available analytical instruments.
An incorrectly designed delivery place location may have an adverse effect on traffic structure and
on the safety of users, including pedestrians [60,61]. Therefore, there have been attempts to provide
methods for designating delivery areas to better utilise their potential as a constituent of an urban
transport system [62–64]. However, their applicability is limited by the local context of available data
and by the use of specific modelling techniques which may be difficult to duplicate in other cities.
An introduction of advanced systems to increase the utilisation efficiency of delivery areas by their
users has also been considered. They include delivery area booking systems [65,66] which make use of
information technologies and mobile communication devices. These provide potentially significant
options for increasing the operational efficiency of transport, also in the context of reducing total
transport and the related CO2 emissions. The influence of deliveries made directly on the roadway,
without the application of delivery areas, on traffic parameters has also been studied [67].
Therefore, for many cities, an analysis of how dedicated delivery places operate may be the first
stage in competence building for active freight transport management. Efforts should be made to
find ways to include this matter in the practice of urban transport system planning, using extended
available solutions to include aspects specific to freight transport.
2.3. Delivery Survey in Gdynia
A study of the delivery structure in Gdynia was performed in Q2, 2017 and included three
downtown streets (Starowiejska, Świętojańska and Abrahama). In this way, the analysis covered
Gdynia’s most important high streets. The study was performed by means of a direct business survey
and a day-long visual observation of freight vehicles activity. A previous French study was adapted to
identify the principles for the study and to select the dedicated delivery areas [68]. In the area under
analysis, 506 active businesses were identified on the ground floor of buildings. In total, 12 categories
of receivers were used in the survey: services, convenient goods and groceries—independent retailer,
convenient goods and groceries—chain retailer, clothing, restaurants and bars, hotels, electronic
appliances, decoration and furniture, pharmacies, banks and financial services, other retailers and
services, and public services. This classification reflects the retail and service character of the area under
analysis. The survey had 337 participating businesses, which constituted 66% of the total number.
Therefore, it is possible to reliably generalise the results for the whole area under consideration.
The structure of the survey and its key results are presented in Table 1.
Receiver surveys made it possible to collect key information to characterise freight movements [69]
in the area under analysis, especially because it was the first study dedicated to this subject in
Gdynia. They were modelled on the French experience with the Freturb model. Due to the method
of use (designation of dedicated delivery areas), they did not cover delivery driver behaviours
included therein [70]. Despite certain limitations [71,72], sometimes resulting from low interest
in the transport-related aspect of delivery organisation on the part of receivers, the surveys have
significant potential as a component of a data collection and processing system, for the purposes of
urban freight transport planning [71].
Based on the collected information, a recommended number of delivery places was calculated for
the three streets under analysis. Their planned distribution and number were identified in consultation
with the businesses in each street. The final number of physically feasible spaces was limited by
infrastructure-related factors and by the availability of general-use parking spaces. Therefore, the aim
of the consultations was to identify a location where deliveries could be made using an internal
courtyard or access from parallel streets. In this way, the initial number of 49 recommended delivery
areas was reduced to 29, out of which 11 were selected for pilot implementation. This was preceded
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by extensive consultation with the Municipal Police to establish practical enforcement rules. As local
and national traffic regulations do not refer directly to delivery spaces, a mix of existing regulations
regarding public parking spaces, parking time limits and respective signage and markings has been
adopted. Moreover, the Municipal Police suggested the use of CCTV cameras at selected spots to
monitor delivery spaces. In further analysis, the pilot project (11 areas) is treated as Variant 1 (V1),
while the 29 target areas are treated as Variant 2 (V2).
Table 1. Overview of the delivery survey in Gdynia.
Category Result
Type of receiver 12 categories
Average no. of employees 3
Type of transport service 75% logistics operators, 25% own transport
Number of received deliveries 3 deliveries daily per receiver (working days)
Day of delivery Even distribution of deliveries during working days, slight domination ofdeliveries on Tuesday
Time of delivery 70% of deliveries between 10.00–16.00, peak at 11.00–12.00
Duration of delivery 10 min. (median)
Place of vehicle stop 30% roadside, 22% pavement, 36% public parking space, 19% premises’ courtyard
Type of vehicle 93% < 3.5 t
Note: Average number of deliveries: pharmacies 5, electronic appliances/home equipment 4, bars and restaurants
4, convenience stores 3, clothing 2, services 2, other 2.
3. Results
The application of MST on a larger scale as part of the SUMP (Sustainable Urban Mobility
Planning) process was carried out in Gdynia, which was the first city in Poland to develop and
implement a multi-level model for the needs of the SUMP process.
The model covers all of Gdynia which is divided into 173 transport zones. Each is described
with trip-generating variables such as, population, jobs, places of education, size of buildings divided
by function and others. Gdynia’s street network is represented in its entirety with links categorised
based on technical class, cross-section, capacity and free-flow speed. The whole transport network is
made up of more than 5500 links and more than 2100 nodes. To calculate the demand for trips and
residents’ transport behaviour in the 4-step model, functions were used that were calibrated on the
basis of comprehensive traffic surveys conducted in the city of Gdańsk in 2009, and a 2013 survey of
resident preferences and transport behaviour.
The macroscopic model is the basis for analysing changes in transport demand (new land use rules,
new socio-economic and demographic data), modal split and modal shift with road users changing
between public transport and the car users, O-D matrices as a result of changes in traffic organisation
and control or other measures including development of transport network. The macroscopic model
is also the basis for early analysis of traffic distribution and trips by public transport and car users.
Four classes of car users have been considered: passenger cars, vans, heavy vehicles without trailers
and heavy vehicles with trailers. O-D trip matrices calculated in the macroscopic model are the
basis for traffic distribution in the mesoscopic model, where distribution is adjusted for details of
traffic organisation.
The mesoscopic model helps to identify the critical elements of the transport network such as
junction entry queues including blocking back (blocking of previous intersections of streets by queues
of vehicles). It also helps to analyse ways to improve traffic efficiency, such as lanes at junction entry,
corrections to signalization programmes, use of different junction types, adding traffic signals, etc.,
which may improve traffic conditions. The analyses look at the effects a measure has on the city’s
entire transport network.
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For the assignment of traffic in a street network a stochastic method of load balancing (Stochastic
User Equilibrium Assignment) was used, which includes the dependence of travel time on the size
of the traffic flow. Iterative algorithms have been applied here. In this method, total traffic flow on
the “source-to-target” is divided among a number of routes. The basic assumption of this method is
that traffic arranges itself on congested networks such that the routes chosen by individual drivers
are those with the minimum perceived cost; routes with perceived costs in excess of the minima are
not used. A stochastic model is set up by assuming that the cost (travel time have been considered
as the cost of trip) as defined by the model is the average cost but that there is a distribution about
the average as perceived by individuals. The perceived cost of a route may therefore be simulated by
selecting a cost at random from the perceived distribution of costs on each link. Algorithms designed
to reflect the resulting flows are referred to as Burrell assignment models. This is how key network
performance indicators can be obtained.
The model has been calibrated taking into account the stationary configuration of flows (traffic
volumes on individual sections of streets and at junctions for turning flows for the state of the network
without delivery vehicles blocking traffic lanes). Values of the parameters for the choice of link cost
distributions (KOB and SUET), cumulative density function (KOB) and the generation of random
numbers (KORN for initial seed value) were applied to calibrate the modelled flow to observed flow.
The normal distribution of link cost has been chosen with a value of KOB = 2 and value of SUET = 0.2
with KORN = 1 for random numbers.
Models were validated with the use of a control group of traffic volume values (volumes from a
random typical day for the period of morning and afternoon peak hours without delivery vehicles
blocking traffic lanes). A regression analysis and correlation between the values of traffic volumes
(modelled and observed) were developed. It has been estimated that a strong linear correlation should
occur between this value with the angular coefficient of the regression function which equals 1.00,
and the free expression of the function equal to 0.00. The calculations for the measurement points
(individual street sections and turns at intersections) found that for the model, the coefficient of
determination R2 (for the function Y = X) accepted values range from 0.78 (peak morning) to 0.83 (peak
afternoon). Due to the large number of field measurements of volume used in the model of the city,
it turned out to be extremely difficult to calibrate the model to achieve a satisfactory convergence of
all measuring points. However, the results indicate that in this example about 85% of the volume is
explained by the model. For each of the models statistical analyses were also performed, allowing a
more accurate comparison of the measured intensity values obtained from the model. For this purpose,
an analytical method was used, which is a form of statistics χ2 (GEH) that takes into account both the
relative and absolute error. The results of the analyses of statistics for GEH, which analyses the model
of the network of Gdynia, are presented in Table 2 for the afternoon peak hour.
Table 2. Statistical results of compliance of the volumes observed and obtained from the city model for
the afternoon rush hour.
Statistics Value of the Statistics
The volumes measured in the range of <700 (passenger cars/hour)
(Relative change compared to the volume of a model <100 passenger cars/hour) 85.3%
The volumes measured in the range 700 (passenger cars/hour)
(Absolute change compared to the volumes of the model <15%) 82.5%
Statistics GEH < 5 64.2%
Statistics GEH < 10 83.4%
The average value of statistics GEH 8.64
Coefficient of determination R2 83.5%
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Based on the delivery survey described in Section 2.3, analyses were performed using the
mesoscopic model described in Section 2.1 and in this section. Simulations were carried out for
three variants of designating dedicated delivery places on Starowiejska and Świętojańska Streets,
as shown in Figure 1. Variant 0 (V0—base variant) represents the current situation, in which delivery
vehicles randomly block traffic lanes in places identified in delivery surveys. The pilot project (11 areas)
will be treated as Variant 1 (V1), while the 29 areas represent a full-scale implementation as Variant
2 (V2). When street lanes are blocked by delivery vehicles, traffic is disrupted by periodic and
random queues of vehicles at the delivery points, increase in the number of vehicle stops, change of
route, and dangerous manoeuvres of vehicles. This contributes to an increase in exhaust emissions.
The implementation of dedicated delivery places in locations that do not block traffic lanes have been
included in Variant 1 (with fewer delivery points) and Variant 2 (greater range of improvements),
respectively. Analyses using the mesoscopic model were carried out for the morning and afternoon
peak hours, for a one-hour period during each peak.
In the base variant, lanes are simultaneously blocked in 4–5 places identified in the surveys of
Gdynia centre (Starowiejska and Świętojańska Streets); this lasts for 15 min in the afternoon peak hour
and 15 min in the morning peak hour in 1–2 places simultaneously within 15 min period. The modelling
includes places that effectively contribute to the development of traffic disruptions. Within an hour,
the total time of blocking the lane in various places is 60 min in the morning peak hour and 180 min in
the afternoon peak hour. Throughout the day, the scale of blocking lanes is much greater but traffic
disruptions are not as severe as in peak hours because there is less traffic. The survey results indicate
that if the proposed measures are implemented, dedicated delivery locations will help to reduce the
time of blocking lanes by 40% in Variant 1 and by 100% in Variant 2.
The size of the traffic disruptions depends on the place of blocking the lane in the road network.
In the modelling process of the base variant, the existing situation was accurately mapped for
temporary location of delivery vehicles blocking traffic lanes. Delivery vehicles may block the lane in
two ways. In the first case, the lane is fully closed, without the possibility of bypassing the delivery
vehicle blocking the lane. In this case, it was assumed that there is no possibility of passing during the
blocking of the lane and the capacity of the street section is reduced to 0 vehicles during 15 min period
of simulation. Other vehicles change their route as a result of closing the street section. In the second
case, it is possible to bypass the delivery vehicle by using the traffic lane in the opposite direction
(the capacity is dependent on the traffic volume and speed in the opposite direction, which determines
the possibility of bypassing the delivery vehicle blocking the lane). The observations carried out in the
field study showed that at a rate of 300–500 vehicles/hour on the opposite direction lane the capacity of
the blocked lane is equal to 10–15 vehicles/15 min. The model assumed a capacity of 15 vehicles/15 min
(omitting the delivery vehicle in traffic gaps from the opposite direction). The mesoscopic approach
does not take into account the delays of vehicles from the opposite direction that let vehicles move to
bypass the delivery vehicle, which is a simplification and affects the accuracy of the results. While the
simulation element in SATURN does not exactly model the exact progression of each vehicle when they
move down the link, it is possible to deduce certain properties of their progression. The distinction
between the two forms of stop (primary and secondary) is essentially as follows. Imagine a small arm
at the intersection with the “stop” sign at the end. Every vehicle approaching this intersection must
come to a complete stand still either at the stop line (if there is no queue) or behind the last vehicle
in the queue; this is a primary stop. If there is a queue and vehicles leave from the beginning of the
queue, the vehicles go forward, accelerating and then slowing down to a stationary position; these are
secondary stops. This two-way split does not exactly represent all possible vehicle movements in a
queue but it is probably sufficient for estimating secondary parameters such as fuel consumption or
emissions and for providing a very broad description of the state of a junction or any other place in the
street network (e.g., a bottleneck). The rules for estimating primary and secondary stops are, like their
definitions, somewhat arbitrary (mesoscopic approach). Thus, for minor arms at priority junctions all
arriving traffic must make a primary stop if its turn is over capacity or if the queue per lane is greater
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than 2 vehicles. If the queue per lane is (in the limit) zero the probability of a primary stop is equal
to the calculated probability of there being no gap. For queues per lane of between 0 and 2 vehicles,
a linear relationship is assumed. Secondary stops are calculated by assuming that all primary stops
make a further number of secondary stops equal to the queue length per lane divided by the number
of vehicles that can depart from the stop line in a platoon once a gap occurs (assumed equal to one
over the probability of a gap). For major priority arms, secondary stops are ignored and a primary
stop only occurs if the arm is over capacity or if, at the moment of arrival, the expected queue length
per lane is greater than 1 vehicle.
Figure 1. Change in CO2 emissions in variant 2 compared to the baseline in Gdynia centre.
In order to obtain more reliable results in the process of stochastic traffic assignment in the
network, a quasi-dynamic model was used in which over-capacity queues are passed between time
periods. Thus, the model takes into account the dynamics of changes in blocking lanes in particular
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places (15 min periods were assumed) and traffic parameters changes spread over time periods. Sample
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Figure 2. Selected indicator values for afternoon peak hour in the area of Gdynia centre. (a) overcapacity
queues; (b) total travel time; (c) CO2 emission; (d) travel distance (veh-km travelled).
Fluctuations of indicators observed in particular 15-min periods are a result of a different number
of blocked lanes in these periods and their different location. In the case of lanes blocked along
Świętojańska Street we can observe a greater deterioration of transport network indicators because of
higher traffic volumes than along Starowiejska Street. In some more congested periods, drivers change
their route by selecting nearby alternative routes, which contributes to an increase in distance travelled
by vehicles and results in improved traffic conditions in the road network of the city centre (reduction
in dynamics of growth of queue lengths, delays, travel time). The most stable traffic conditions can be
observed in the case of implementing Variant 2 improvements (no cases of blocking traffic lanes by
commercial vehicles).
The value of carbon dioxide depends on the travel time of all vehicles in the road network taking
into account time spent in queues at junctions, travelled distance, number of primary and secondary
stops per vehicle and vehicle volume at particular sections of network. If the above parameters
deteriorate, there is an increase in exhaust emissions and fuel consumption. Examples of cumulative
values of some indicators for a one-hour period are presented in Table 3. The equations for calculating
emissions and default parameter values for the pollutants are presented below. The model still requires
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calibration according to the structure of the vehicle fleet in Gdynia. Therefore, the results are estimates,
but prove the practical potential of the selected approach with regards to emission estimation.
The basic equation for the emission of CO2 (EiCO2) from a link is:
EiCO2 =
(
70d + 1200tq + 16s1 + 5s2
)
V
EiCO2—emission of CO2 at link i
d—link distance
tq—time spent idling in queues at junctions
s1—number of primary stops per vehicle
s2—number of secondary stops per vehicle
V—vehicle volume at link i
The basic equation for the emission of NOx(EiNOx) from a link is:
EiNOx =
(
103tc + 1.8tq + 0.42s1 + 0.09s2
)
V
EiNOx—emission of NOx at link i
tc—average cruise travel time on the link
tq—time spent idling in queues at junctions
s1—number of primary stops per vehicle
s2—number of secondary stops per vehicle
V—vehicle volume at link i
Table 3. Example of simulation results from the mesoscopic model for variants of dedicated delivery
spots—effect for the area of the city centre, morning and afternoon peak hour.
Variant








(veh-km) (veh-h) (L) (km/h) (-) (kg) (kg)
Morning peak (1 h period)
V0 2166.64 87.03 231.28 29.87 15,238.30 231.81 7.00
V1 2160.86 86.73 230.73 29.90 15,182.73 230.47 6.98
V2 2139.64 84.41 226.46 30.42 14,896.88 227.06 6.88
% change (V1-V0)/V0 −0.3 −0.3 −0.2 0.1 −0.4 −0.6 −0.3
% change (V2-V0)/V0 −1.2 −3.0 −2.1 1.8 −2.2 −2.1 −1.7
Afternoon peak hour (1 h period)
V0 3111.88 147.68 367.80 25.34 27,172.21 372.27 10.52
V1 3060.33 144.66 365.24 25.44 27,019.81 368.97 10.45
V2 3017.34 136.22 354.50 26.62 26,532.14 361.69 10.27
% change (V1-V0)/V0 −1.7 −2.0 −0.7 0.4 −0.6 −0.9 −0.7
% change (V2-V0)/V0 −3.0 −7.8 −3.6 5.0 −2.4 −2.8 −2.4
More vehicles in the network and higher traffic volumes occur during the afternoon peak hour
than during the morning peak. The effects of planned changes are more visible for the period in
which the transport network is more congested. Analyses have shown a positive effect with exhaust
emissions reduced both in the morning and afternoon peak periods, primarily in the case of Variant 2.
Taking into account that only two peak hours were analysed, accumulated gains in the long term could
be significant.
Figure 1 shows changes in CO2 emissions in individual sections of the transport system network
in the centre of Gdynia. If implemented, the delivery vehicle scheme with dedicated parking spaces
will contribute to reducing emissions primarily on the streets covered by the project.
4. Discussion
The aim of this paper was to verify whether the mesoscopic urban transport model already in
use in Gdynia can be populated with inputs specific to urban freight transport in order to improve
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the ability to assess the environmental impact of freight transport. The analysis was executed by
feeding the model with delivery data from downtown Gdynia’s to assess whether dedicated delivery
areas could be a way to reduce CO2 emissions there. The objective was to evaluate how the expected
reduction in the inconvenience caused by freight vehicles stopping on the road can have a positive
effect on traffic conditions in the analysed streets and on the related reduction in CO2 emissions.
The transport model proved to be useful in understanding the issue of dedicated delivery places.
It was able to capture changes in CO2 and NOx emissions. Dedicated delivery places were implemented
primarily for their effect on access to selected downtown streets and the nuisance caused by delivery
vehicles when they stop, e.g., on the pavement. If, however, they can also help to reduce emissions,
the scheme can be rolled out in as a comprehensive measure in all of the downtown area. As a result,
the benefits would can be more evident.
In studying dedicated delivery places, use was made of the model’s capacity to represent road
traffic parameters and the potential effects on traffic in the area under analysis. Delivery places are
a relatively simple regulatory solution which local authorities can use as a point of departure to
more advanced urban freight management measures. Whether it is this scheme or other regulatory
tools, such as time windows for accessing selected areas, standard transport models developed with a
sufficient level of detail are able to assess the effects of measures being proposed with an acceptable
level of detail.
If the effects on urban freight-related emissions are to be substantial, more needs to be done.
Rather than focus on infrastructure only, the measures must be related to the structure of supply chains
in urban areas. To that end, the structure of the model must account for a much broader scope of
parameters to identify freight vehicle activity and the characteristics of demand for delivery and the
variety of receivers using the service. They would meet the analytical complexity requirements of
available urban freight optimisation solutions. Due to these challenges, the transport model used in
this analysis has a major functionality deficit when compared to dedicated freight transport models
such as France’s Freturb [14,31] and Germany’s Viver [22,23], as presented in Table 4.
As it can be noticed, even comprehensive models designed to analyse freight offer varying
functionalities which translates into how well we can study the effects of selected solutions on emission
levels. While the existing models based on a four-stage approach could theoretically be extended
to cover the specificity of a study problem, the costs and workload of doing that remain an issue.
In addition, it is likely that modified models will be difficult to calibrate due to lack of data which
the majority of cities do not collect as a standard transport management practice. Regardless of the
approach, the process of introducing a model is anything but simple because of the complexity and
scarcity of established practices to use as a point of reference.
While the development of more comprehensive freight transport models based on data obtained
from carriers is justified, it is extremely difficult due to the reluctance of carriers to share information.
Reliable statistics on shipments create the opportunity to develop better quality models for freight
transport demand, and on this basis, to estimate the trip matrix of freight vehicles (this approach
is justified in modelling heavy traffic—through freight traffic, industry and sea port activities),
when shipment dynamics are difficult to research (although this depends on the frequency of data
provided by carriers, industry and seaport operators). The implementation of a reliable model also
requires a regular and comprehensive study of traffic, including heavy goods vehicles and businesses
(the present legislation does not make such studies mandatory, and the high costs discourage cities from
conducting them). Such research should be carried out every 5 years and would provide valuable input
and validation data for freight transport models. In the case of commercial distribution, commercial
services, e-commerce and express courier municipal services (waste disposal/maintenance of roads) it
is important to apply the approach based on cruise route modelling (rounds/travel chains). This allows
the model to include fixed routes.
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The next steps will focus on verifying whether the existing transport model could meet the
requirements of urban freight management set by the Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan in Gdynia.
This would include detailed parametrisation of the objectives to identify the data requirements for
their analysis and how they could be met by the existing modelling framework. Also the most
promising areas of MST implementation would be marked, as well as demand for additional data.
Also, the relation between policy objectives and potential measures will be under investigation in
terms of the model functionality to find the limits of the existing model application. These limits
in terms of the relation between required inputs and possible outcomes frame the potential of MST
for urban freight modelling and define where the implementation of dedicated urban freight model
should begin. Another issue which should be considered is how to utilise existing systems such as
Weigh-in-Motion [73] to improve data availability.
Understanding urban freight should be a consistent and gradual process and one that must
be conducted in order to identify the scale of the challenges and equip decision-makers with the
knowledge they need for planning. Even if no decisions are taken to introduce advanced analytical
tools, the search for the right solutions can still continue so that they match the available resources and
for private sector partner engagement.
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Abstract: The high costs of using electric vehicles (EVs) is hindering wide-spread adoption of an
EV-centric decarbonisation strategy for urban freight transport. Four opportunity charging (OC)
strategies—during breaks and shift changes, during loading activity, during unloading activity,
or while driving on highways—are evaluated towards reducing EV costs. The study investigates
the effect of OC on the lifecycle costs and carbon dioxide emissions of four cases of different urban
freight transport operations. Using a parametric vehicle model, the weight and battery capacity of
operationally suitable fleets were calculated for ten scenarios (i.e., one diesel vehicle scenario, two EV
scenarios without OC, and seven EV scenarios with four OC strategies and two charging technology
types). A linearized energy consumption model sensitive to vehicle load was used to calculate the fuel
and energy used by fleets for the transport operations. OC was found to significantly reduce lifecycle
costs, and without any strong negative influence on carbon dioxide emissions. Other strong influences
on lifecycle costs are the use of inductive technology, extension of service lifetime, and reduction of
battery price. Other strong influences on carbon dioxide emissions are the use of inductive technology
and the emissions factors of electricity production.
Keywords: urban freight transport; battery electric vehicle; opportunity charging; carbon dioxide
emissions; lifecycle costs; parametric vehicle model; evaluation framework
1. Introduction
International commitments to reduce carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions—the most common
and pervasive greenhouse gas—has fuelled efforts to decarbonize the freight transport sector.
For long-distance transport, such as intercity, regional, national or international transport, efforts
to reduce CO2 emissions focus more on the shift to rail or waterways. Nevertheless, alternatives for
urban freight transport (UFT) remain limited. One option, the use of battery electric vehicles (BEVs) in
UFT is still lagging behind [1], despite its advantages in eliminating local air pollution [2], its relatively
quiet [3] and more energy efficient [4] operations, and its capability to use renewable energy sources [5].
Furthermore, recent studies have demonstrated the effectiveness of the BEV-based freight transport to
reduce CO2 emissions, even while accounting for different energy production methods [6].
A wide-spread adoption of BEVs for freight transport faces technical and market-related
challenges. Currently, the battery is seen as the limiting factor, linked to tightly constrained operational
performance—due to a mix of limited driving distance and slow recharging time—and the high cost
of the vehicle [7–9]. Besides the reduced driving distance compared to internal combustion engine
vehicles, the addition of the battery also reduces its payload capacity, constrained by a fixed upper
weight limit [10]. Further, the ecosystem that supports electric vehicles, such as maintenance and
Sustainability 2018, 10, 3258; doi:10.3390/su10093258 www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability219
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refuelling stations, is absent in many cities (and countries) that would otherwise be conducive for BEV
operations [11]. While some governments have succeeded in incentivizing BEV adoption through
subsidies for purchases, fiscal measures on fuel, sponsoring BEV trials, and penalizing conventional
vehicles [12–14], these measures mainly affect the economic calculation for vehicle choice. They do not
affect its operational capabilities. Coping with operational limitations is left to the logistics companies
to manage. They have devised a range of strategies to compensate for the shortcomings of BEVs,
as shall be explained next.
Fleet managers can deal with the operational limitations of the BEV in four ways: (1) reduce their
scope of services, (2) modify transport operations, (3) modify vehicle, and (4) use opportunity charging
(OC). Table 1 summarizes the specific measures and selected references to recent studies analysing or
discussing them.
Table 1. Strategy to overcome operational limitations of battery electric vehicles (BEVs).
Strategy Measures References
Reduce scope of services
Reduce size of area served -
Reduce number of customers served [7,15]
Modify transport operations
Optimize routes and schedules [15,16]
Use an urban consolidation centre [15]
Increase fleet size [17,18]
Modify vehicles
Mix the fleet with conventional vehicles [14]
Increasing battery capacity of the BEV [2,17]
On-board power generators to supplement EVs [10]
Other efficiency measures (i.e., lightweighting, aerodynamics) [16]
Use opportunity charging (OC)
Public charging infrastructure [14,16,19]
Semi-public charging infrastructure [2,14,17]
Dynamic charging [17,20,21]
Battery swap [15,16]
The first and second strategy works within the limitations of the BEV. Reducing the scope of
services aims at eliminating unprofitable routes or operations. The business, as a whole, may suffer,
as revenues are expected to reduce along with the services provided. The same set of customers
is served in the second strategy, but with significant changes with respect to how the vehicles are
used. The third strategy adapts the vehicle’s capability to the operational demands, in some cases
compromising its pure electric operation. Retrofitted vehicles make use of modularity of their battery
systems to provide their operators with the battery capacity they need. However, increasing the battery
capacity significantly increases the overall purchase price of the BEV and reduces the payload capacity.
The fourth strategy, using OC, integrates quick recharging events during working hours. This contrasts
with the conventional time for charging, i.e., at night-time, outside of working hours. OC reduces the
need for a large on-board battery, by increasing the dependence on external charging infrastructure.
It effectively reduces the driving range requirement from the daily driving distance to the distances between
the locations of two planned charging activities. The next opportunity for the recharging activity depends
on the extent and availability of charging infrastructure, the type of equipment needed on the vehicle,
and the pattern of vehicle usage (in time and within the transport network).
In comparison to other strategies, OC maintains the transport service capability, preserves the
benefits of the pure electric drive, reduces the purchase cost of the BEV, maintains the operational
capability (i.e., driving range and payload capacity), does not disrupt the existing operation schedule,
and does not require additional logistics facilities. In general, the downsides of OC are dependence on
availability of charging infrastructure and upgrades of electrical infrastructure to support fast charging,
faster degradation of the battery, lower overall energy efficiency, and higher CO2 emissions.
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Evaluation studies currently do not consider the wide-range of possibilities to integrate
fast-charging into BEV operations. This is regrettable, as different types of OC—depending also
on the specifics of where and how they are incorporated—will have different compatibility with
different UFT types. Companies willing to experiment with OC are therefore currently still left without
comprehensive academic studies in support or in opposition to these options.
Hence, this paper aims to fill this gap by systematically deriving a set of OC strategies and
technologies for supporting the use of BEVs in UFT and by evaluating the application of OC in
consideration of financial and environmental criteria. The research questions are thus formulated
as follows:
(1) To what extent does OC improve the BEV business case for UFT operators?
(2) To what extent does OC affect the decarbonisation benefits of the BEV for UFT operations?
The approach is applied to four different cases of UFT operations modelled according to real-world
company data [22]. In the evaluation, the scenarios using OC are compared to scenarios using diesel
vehicles, and to scenarios using BEVs but without the use of OC, thus providing evidence on the utility
of OC in comparison to just enhancements to the vehicle or battery technology.
The next section is devoted to describing the methodology of the study: the case study
descriptions, vehicle usage model, electric mobility system model, and indicator calculation.
In Section 3, the results of the case study are presented: the modelled vehicle usage, the electric mobility
system specifications, and calculated indicators representing the business case and the decarbonisation
benefits. In Section 4, methodology and results are discussed critically in the broader context of BEV
studies. Section 5 provides the general conclusions of the investigation, and recommendations for
further research.
2. Methodology
Existing studies evaluating BEVs for UFT usually follow three main approaches, each at different
levels of detail and emphasis: evaluation of vehicle class [6,23–25], operation-type [2,18], and detailed
vehicle usage [15,17,26]. In the evaluation of vehicle class, the BEV is evaluated on the basis of a
reference distance of the target vehicle class, such as daily distances of “48–6 km” for a medium-duty
vehicle [6]. In the operation-type evaluation, the BEV is evaluated on the basis of simple transport
operation scenarios, such as a simplified intermodal truck transport [2]. The detailed vehicle usage
approach is evaluated according to micro-level usage of the vehicle, typically using an operations
research model [15,17].
This study follows the detailed vehicle usage approach, which consists of the following sequence
of steps:
(1) Define urban logistics scenario;
(2) Model vehicle movement for a representative time-period;
(3) Calculate energy consumption for vehicle operation;
(4) Calculate key performance indicators; and
(5) Evaluate indicators according to objectives.
2.1. Case Studies of Urban Freight Transport
A case study approach, in which the UFT activities of singular cases are modelled, was chosen
because it would allow for a more specific look at how the characteristics of UFT operations influence
their compatibility with BEVs [27]. The four case studies that were selected for the evaluation are
summarized in Table 2. Each case is operated on the main island of Singapore.
For each case, a logistics planner (or equivalent role) was interviewed to collect data used to model
their UFT operations for a single day. The most detailed data obtained was for Case A, which provided
itineraries of deliveries and collections performed by their fleet for one day. When addresses could
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not be obtained from the interviewee or websites, a randomized selection was performed using QGIS’
built-in random selection tool in order to emulate a realistic transport demand.
Table 2. Case study description according to industry sector, product type, and tour structure, as well
as data obtained.
Cases Industry Sector Product Type Tour Structure Data Obtained
Case A Courier-Express-Parcel Mail, parcels




Sample of itinerary, with
addresses, shipment sizes, and
service areas. Payload capacity.
Case B Courier-Express-Parcel Mail, parcels 3 depots to many addresses(delivery & collection)
Averages of schedule; service
area description. Addresses
from random selection. Fleet
size. Payload capacity.
Case C Furniture retail chain Containerizedfurniture
1 depot to 1 store (7 shuttle trips
of about 65 km each)
General schedule, fleet size.
Addresses from website.
Payload estimated.
Case D Furniture retail chain Containerizedfurniture
1 depot to 1 store (7 shuttle trips
of about 16 km each)
General schedule, fleet size.
Addresses from website.
Payload estimated.
2.2. Vehicle Usage Model
Based on the information obtained, a full work-day vehicle usage schedule was modelled for each
case study. A vehicle’s usage mirrors the activity of the drivers assigned to it. The vehicle usage model
shows the sequence of activities that the driver carries out while driving the vehicle (see Figure 1),
with corresponding duration and distance travelled. The vehicle usage model has two main parts:
route creation and assignment of routes to each vehicle in the fleet.
 
Figure 1. Activity diagram of vehicle operation cycle.
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Route creation was performed based on a Vehicle Routing Problem model, implemented in the
software XCargo by the company LOCOM GmbH, Karlsruhe, Germany. The software used map data
of Singapore to calculate distances and synthetic shipment orders (created for each case using the data
obtained from interviews, websites, and background literature) to calculate a set of routes that reduces
the overall distance travelled. The number of routes created are determined by service area size and
spread, vehicle fleet and number of routes of each vehicle in a day.
The routes are then assigned to individual vehicles in the fleet in a way to balance the total
assigned route duration of each vehicle. The distance of each route leg is converted into duration
based on constant vehicle speeds. The duration of each route is summed from the driving duration of
each route leg and the estimated duration for loading and unloading activities.
The route assignment procedure is:
(1) Assign to each vehicle a route starting from the route with the longest duration;
(2) Assign to the vehicle with the lowest total route duration, the next longest duration route; and
(3) Repeat Step 2, until all routes are assigned or if each vehicle has been assigned the maximum
number of routes.
The outcomes of the procedure are the average speed- and payload-time profiles of each vehicle
in the fleet, throughout its operation. Note that this procedure can be replaced by any other modelling
procedure (e.g., agent-based or operations research models) or simply by reproducing the speed- and
payload-time profiles, such as by using GPS tracks in combination with vehicle-diaries.
2.3. Model of the Electric Mobility System
There are two technical subsystems of the electric mobility system: the BEV and the charging
system. Cost-efficient BEV parameters shall be identified that can fulfil the travel capability
requirements vis-à-vis the energy requirements of the battery and the weight dimensions of the
vehicle. The BEV parameters are determined under influence of charging scenarios: a combination of
the charging system and strategy.
The following sections describe the development of charging scenarios, the calculation method of
the BEV parameters under different scenarios, and the calculation of energy usage at the vehicle and
charging system level.
2.3.1. Charging Strategy
A key element of the study is to evaluate the effect of OC as affecting the suitability of BEV.
Five OC strategies are evaluated:
• “no OC”;
• “OC during break and shift change”;
• “OC during loading activity”;
• “OC during unloading activity”; and
• “OC while driving on highway”.
The first serves as merely a BEV baseline. The BEV is only charged night-time in activity A8.
The next three strategies are executed, while the vehicle is stationary, in activities (see Figure 1) A5 &
A6, A2, and A4, respectively. The final strategy is performed, while the vehicle is driving on a highway.
Note that these OC strategies complement overnight charging, which is assumed in each scenario.
2.3.2. Charging Technology
By considering the energy transfer method (whether conductive or inductive) and in-charging
state of motion of the vehicle (whether stationary or dynamic), four general types of charging systems
emerge [5]:
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• Stationary conductive charging system;
• Dynamic conductive charging system;
• Stationary inductive charging system; and
• Dynamic inductive charging system.
Except for “dynamic conductive charging system”, the other charging systems are evaluated
in this study. Conductive charging while the vehicle is moving can work via an overhead catenary
system or via a third-rail system. While both are commonly applied in rail, the former is also applied
in trolley bus or truck systems. The eHighway program by Siemens is, to date, the only known trial of
the trolley-truck concept for general cargo [28]. However, the systems have only been designed for
large trucks. One can hypothesize that the fixed height of the catenary system would not be suitable
for low vehicles, such as vans and smaller trucks. A third-rail system on the other hand is fairly
unexplored as an option, except for a recently initiated project eRoadArlanda by the Swedish Transport
Administration [29]. Still, little is known about the technical feasibility of that concept. These dynamic
conductive charging systems are thus not considered because of interoperability concerns and current
lacklustre support for the concepts.
2.3.3. Vehicle and Charging Scenarios
Given the five charging strategies and available charging systems, nine BEV scenarios are
evaluated (see Table 3). In S0, the characteristics of the diesel vehicle (DV) is used. S0 serves as
a comparison with the other scenarios. S1 and S2 are scenarios without OC. The BEVs are charged
overnight using either the conductive or inductive charging systems.
Table 3. Scenarios investigated in the study composed of vehicle type, charging strategy and
charging technology.
Scenario ID Vehicle Type Charging Strategy Charging Technology




Stationary conductive charging system
S2 Stationary inductive charging system
S3 OC during break and shift change Stationary conductive charging system
S4 Stationary inductive charging system
S5 OC during loading activity Stationary conductive charging system
S6 Stationary inductive charging system
S7 OC during unloading activity Stationary conductive charging system
S8 Stationary inductive charging system
S9 OC while driving on highway Dynamic inductive charging system
2.3.4. Parametric BEV Model
In contrast with previous studies that evaluate existing vehicles in the market, the BEVs in this
study are adapted to the specified operational requirements of each UFT scenario, i.e., sufficient
payload capacity and driving range. The full specifications of the BEV are defined by the gross vehicle
weight (GVW), payload capacity, empty weight, battery capacity, and electric motor power. For a given
vehicle usage, the amount charged using OC reduces the required battery capacity to fulfil the required
driving range. The weight of the battery capacity is calculated by dividing the required battery capacity
with the specific energy of 0.14 kWh/kg [30]. The battery weight influences the weight of the rest of
BEV, which in turn influences its energy consumption rate while being driven. This circularity requires
that the weight, energy consumption and battery capacity be determined simultaneously. The key
components on the BEV model, the energy consumption model and the battery capacity estimation
model, are discussed next.
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2.3.5. Energy Consumption Model
In the vehicle, energy is consumed in three ways. First, energy is consumed when moving.
Second, energy is consumed by idling engines. Third, energy is consumed to power up logistics-related
equipment, such as refrigeration. For the cases being presented here, the vehicles are neither idle nor
do they require additional logistics equipment. The assumption of zero idling energy can be justified
in the Singapore’s context, where switching off the engines is required by law, and a failure to do so is
punished with a fine [31].
The energy consumption is calculated by multiplying the energy consumption rate at the route
leg with the distance of the route leg. The rate varies according to the GVW and the current weight in
each route. This rate is calculated using FASTSIM, an energy consumption simulation implemented in
Excel created by Argonne National Laboratory. It incorporates factors such as vehicle weight, frontal
area, length dimensions, driving profile, powertrain components, and regenerative braking [32] in its
energy consumption model. Using FASTSIM on a set of dimensions of real-world vehicles, four linear
models representing full and empty, diesel and electric vehicles were created (see Figure 2). The model
uses the Heavy Duty Urban Dynamometer Driving Schedule as the driving profile.
To estimate the energy consumption rate for a vehicle, triangulate the weight of the vehicle at
the route leg, using the GVW and empty weight and their corresponding energy consumption rates.
This is calculated simultaneously with other BEV parameters.
Figure 2. Comparison between energy consumption rates of diesel vehicle (DV) and BEV and the
real-world limits for DVs and stated values of manufacturers of real-world BEVs.
The models show a reasonable correspondence to external values, such as the minimum and
maximum limits of energy consumption from real-world testing of DVs [33], and the stated values of
manufacturers of BEVs [34–43].
2.3.6. Battery Capacity Estimation Depending on Charging Strategy
The use of OC alters the critical energy capacity required of the on-board battery because the
energy can be topped-up during the next OC event. In the absence of OC, the battery must last for
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the whole day till the vehicle returns to the depot at the end of the operations. It is assumed that each
vehicle in the fleet uses the same battery capacity. This makes the vehicle with the most intensive
“energy critical segment” the limiting vehicle. The battery capacity estimation is derived from the
energy capacity of the limiting vehicle’s energy critical segment.
Table 4 displays how the critical battery capacity is estimated. When the battery is being used,
the battery level reduces, until the charging event. The charging event lasts the duration of the
corresponding activity unless the battery depletes its capacity. Energy critical segments occur in
between charging. The calculation of the required battery capacity considers the energy critical
segments of all the vehicles in the fleet, to ensure that the battery level does not fall below 20% [44].
Table 4. Influence of charging strategy on battery estimation.
Charging Strategy Charging Event 1 Energy Critical Segment(s) Important Determinant for Battery
No OC A8 From A1 to A8 Vehicle with most energy intensive workload in the day.
OC during break and
shift change A5 or A6
From A1 to A5; from A5 to
next A5 or A6 Duration of segmented operating hours
OC during loading activity A2 From A2 to next A2 Longest route in fleet
OC during
unloading activity A4
From A1 to A4; from A4 to
next A4; from A4 to A8




During A1, A3 and A7,
on highways only Driving on urban roads Longest route only on urban road
1 The charging events correspond to the activities illustrated in Figure 1.
The vehicle’s GVW, empty weight, and battery capacity are set simultaneously, as are the
energy consumption and energy charged during each vehicle’s route leg, route, and total operation.
Other vehicle components are sized based on these parameters. The remaining necessary parameters
are calculated as follows:
• Electric motor power: calculated based on a linear model, with the total vehicle weight as the
dependent variable.
• Overnight charging power: calculated based on the battery capacity divided by the duration of
overnight parking (see A8 from Figure 1).
• Battery replacement cycle in years: calculated based on a fixed charging cycle limit of
3000 cycles [30] and the energy usage of the fleet.
2.3.7. Usage of the Charging System
Efficiency of charging depends on the type of charging system used. The values used in this
study are presented in Table 5. OC uses fast charging of either stationary Level 3 or dynamic fast
charging systems.
Table 5. Efficiency of charging.
Charging System
Efficiency of Charging (%)
Conductive Inductive
Stationary Level 1 85.8 [45] 78.4 1
Stationary Level 2 90.2 [45] 82.3 [46]
Stationary Level 3 88.7 [47] 81.0 1
Dynamic fast charging - 75.0 2
1 Efficiency values for inductive charging stationary level 1 and level 3 were estimated based on the differences in
Levels 1, 2 and 3 of conductive charging; 2 Efficiency values for inductive dynamic fast charging were not found in
literature but taken as 75%.
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2.4. Indicator Calculation
In the comparison between DVs and BEVs, the most important indicators are presented in Table 6.
Each indicator has a specific impact scale [48] and relevance to the vehicle types. If a category is found
irrelevant to a vehicle type, the value of the indicator is zero. The table also presents the main input
variable affecting the quantity of the indicator. The study only focuses on the key indicators, which are
relevant to both vehicle types, and whose calculation would not significantly overlap. These are the
costs incurred to the fleet owner and the emissions of CO2.
Table 6. Indicator relevance to DVs and BEVs, in terms of its source and influence.
Categories Indicators Impact Scale DV BEV Main Input Variable
Costs incurred
to fleet owner
Vehicle cost (and charging system) Individual Yes Yes Fleet size
Energy/fuel cost Individual Yes Yes Energy used
Maintenance cost Individual Yes Yes Distance travelled
Taxation and subsidies Individual Yes Yes Fleet size
Air and noise
pollution
Nitrogen oxides emissions Local Yes No Energy used
Volatile organic compounds emissions Local Yes No Energy used
Particulate matter emissions Local Yes No Energy used
Sulphur oxides emissions Local Yes No Energy used
Ozone concentration Local Yes No Energy used




Efficiency of energy consumption National Yes Yes Energy used and power mix
Efficiency of vehicle fuel/energy consumption National Yes Yes Energy used
Use of renewable energy sources Global No Yes Power mix
CO2 emissions and other greenhouse gases Global Yes Yes Energy used and power mix
The study does not include several indicators for the following reasons. BEVs, because of its
electric powertrain, do not produce air pollution at the location where the effects of air pollution are
detrimental. Instead it is emitted, usually at the outskirts, where the power plants are located. Hence,
local air pollution produced by BEVs is zero. Also, though noise exposure is an important advantage of
the BEV, the calculation is not possible using the methods and data collected in this study, as it requires
a full traffic model and population density model [49]. Nevertheless, BEVs are significantly quieter
at speeds of less than 30 km/h, just quieter at speeds less than 50 km/h, and non-distinguishable
from DVs at speeds above 50 km/h [3], thus excluding them from the study will not be detrimental.
Finally, the study evaluates implicitly the energy efficiencies and use of renewables in the evaluation
of CO2 emissions.
The next sections present the procedures to calculate the costs using the lifecycle cost analysis
method and the CO2 emissions.
2.4.1. Lifecycle Cost
The costs incurred to the fleet owner is calculated using the lifecycle cost analysis, which “focuses
primarily on capital or fixed assets”, emphasizes “purchase price of the asset”, and the costs “to use,
maintain and dispose of that asset during its lifetime” [50]. The costs incurred throughout the lifecycle
are adjusted to the current day value using a discount factor, and finally aggregated into a single
indicator, the Net Present Value (NPV) [51]. As per the observable behaviour of vehicle owners in
Singapore, the NPV is calculated for the lifecycle period of 10, 15, and 20 years.
The calculated costs are presented in Table 7, together with the cost schedule and relevance to
different vehicle types. The selection of cost categories is an important step. Some costs, such as parking
and road pricing costs have been excluded, because of zero difference between the DV and BEV.
The discount rate implies that transactions occurring in the future have less worth, although
the currency value may be completely the same. This is based on the concept of time preference in
micro-economics. The discount factor used in the study is based on a discount rate of 5%, though other
studies have used values ranging from 5% to 15% [2,6,15,18,23,52]. The change of the NPV of the BEV
scenarios in comparison to the DV scenarios are presented in percentages.
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Table 7. Overview of costs calculated per vehicle in the lifecycle cost analysis.
Cost Categories Cost Schedule
Relevant Factors According to Vehicle Type
DV BEV
Vehicle purchase price Beginning of lifecycle
Vehicle base price Vehicle size Vehicle size
Battery cost NA Size of battery
Electric motor cost NA Size of electric motor
Charging receiver NA Charging system type
Vehicle purchase cost Beginning of lifecycle
Certificate of entitlement Certificate of entitlement cost Certificate of entitlement cost
Vehicle registration fees Vehicle type Vehicle type
Charging system cost Beginning of lifecycle
Charging system price NA Charging system type
Installation costs NA Charging system type
Battery replacement cost According to batteryreplacement cycle NA




In year 10, if the lifetime
is extended. Extension period Extension period
Road tax Annually Vehicle type, size, age Vehicle type, size, age,
Vehicle insurance Annually Vehicle purchase price Vehicle purchase price
Salary Annually Vehicle size Vehicle size
Maintenance cost Annually Total distance travelled andvehicle type and size
Total distance travelled and
vehicle type and size
Energy cost Annually Fuel prices and total energyconsumed.
Eectricity prices, total energy
consumed and opportunity
charging strategy
Resale of vehicle End of lifecycle Vehicle price Vehicle price
2.4.2. Carbon Dioxide Emissions
The CO2 emitted in each scenario are estimated based on the energy produced by the power
plant for the BEV and the fuel used by the DV. For the BEV, the fuel is burned at the power plant
with an emission factor εco2 of 0.4332 kg CO2/kWh [53] (as of 2014), with a transmission loss factor of
1.0383 [54]. For the DV, the emission factor εco2,DV of 0.2677 kg CO2/kWh is used [55]. Note that the
DV consumes more energy in kilowatt-hours than the BEV per distance travelled (see Figure 2), so the
lower value here is not indicative of lower CO2 emissions. The change of the CO2 emissions of the
BEV scenarios in comparison to the DV scenarios are presented in percentages.
3. Results
3.1. Vehicle Usage
The routes of Cases A and B (see Table 2) are depicted in Figure 3. Case A (Figure 3a) has a
distribution centre in the east and various cross-docking locations scattered around the rest of the
island. Case B (Figure 3b) has three distribution centres in Singapore, serving the three different regions.
The density of the stops is high and require multiple loading of the vehicles in the day. The routes of
Cases C and D are not presented here, because they have only a single delivery location each.
A detailed look at the modelling of fleet’s distance travelled is presented in Table 8. The distance
categories are chosen as it mirrors the expected critical distances for various OC strategies. Generally,
the vehicle in Case C is very intensively used, about 4 times the usage in Case D, over 4 times the
average distance travelled in Case B, and over 6 times the average distance travelled in Case A.
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Figure 3. Routes for cases (a) A and (b) B with transhipment points.
Both Cases A and B show a high discrepancy between the mean and maximum values for the
various distance categories. Case B has a slightly lower discrepancy than Case A. This might be
attributed to the use of three distribution centres in the latter, compared to the use of a single depot
and multiple cross-docks. Note however that the route and schedule planning did not aim to balance
the distances, and that this is not a general observation about multiple crossdocking.
Table 8. Route description according to various distance categories.
Case Case A Case B Case C Case D
Fleet size 64 53 1 1
Total distance 4683 5230 453 114
Distance statistics Mean Max Mean Max Mean Max Mean Max
Distance driven per vehicle 73.2 149.3 98.7 170.8 453.1 114.3
Distance per schedule segment 34.2 113.4 38.7 87.6 151.0 194.2 38.1 49.0
Distance per route 34.2 113.4 38.7 87.6 64.7 16.3
Distance per leg 2.3 47.6 1.7 31.4 32.4 33.0 8.2 8.8
Urban roads distance per vehicle 41.1 87.4 85.3 155.5 67.7 73.4
High discrepancies for the distances mean that the battery capacity for the fleet will likely be
oversized, because it is based on the requirement of the limiting vehicle. This leads to carrying
additional, expensive and heavy battery in vehicles, which are mostly underused.
3.2. Vehicle System Specification
The battery capacity of BEVs is modified to meet the energy requirements of the operations,
according to the different OC strategies. The percentage of energy transferred via OC in each charging
scenario is presented in Table 9. The addition of battery to vehicles impacts the total vehicle weight
significantly. For instance, the weight increase for S1 and S2 of Case C is 5800 kg for a 594 kWh battery,
which is 45% of the weight of the DV. However, the use of OC has a strong impact on the required
battery capacity, reducing it down to 29 kWh for S9 of Case C. This reduction varies from case to case,
which implies varying suitability to the OC strategies.
The energy transferred via OC shows how much the BEV relied on the external charging network
in the scenarios. The increased reliance on the OC network also implies that overnight charging
infrastructure can be reduced. As the table shows, the reduction of the battery capacity does not strictly
increase with the dependence on OC, although a logical relation can be assumed. More importantly is
“when” the OC takes place, as is exemplified in comparing the required battery capacity of S3 and S4
with S9 in Case D. The energy transferred via OC is about the same, but the battery capacity of S9 is at
least a quarter for S3 and S4.
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Table 9. Vehicle system and effectiveness of opportunity charging (OC).
Case Scenarios GVW (kg) Battery Capacity (kWh) Energy Transferred Via OC (%)
Case A
S0 2400 - -
S1, S2 3100 78 -
S3, S4 2900 58 68%
S5, S6 2900 58 46%
S7, S8 2600 27 73%
S9 2600 27 79%
Case B
S0 2400 - -
S1, S2 3200 88 -
S3, S4 2700 37 73%
S5, S6 2800 47 75%
S7, S8 2500 17 72%
S9 2700 37 67%
Case C
S0 13,000 - -
S1, S2 18,800 594 -
S3, S4 16,200 332 43%
S5, S6 14,700 180 74%
S7, S8 16,200 332 43%
S9 13,200 29 100%
Case D
S0 13,000 - -
S1, S2 14,400 150 -
S3, S4 13,800 90 57%
S5, S6 13,200 29 95%
S7, S8 13,200 29 86%
S9 13,100 19 56%
3.3. Indicators
To illustrate the changes accrued by different OC scenarios, the indicators were compared with
that of the DV scenarios. The change in NPV according to the respective service lifetimes are presented









Figure 4. Percentage change of net present value (NPV) for service lifetime (a) 10, (b) 15 and (c) 20 years,
and (d) CO2 emissions.
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The comparisons of the NPV show that BEV scenarios for the courier transport operations (Cases A
and B) perform financially worse than for the furniture full-container-load transports (Cases C and D).
More specifically, the BEV-based courier transports are generally not financially viable (i.e., positive
change in NPV). The scenarios in Case C are mostly financially viable. The scenarios also show stark
reactions to the OC scenarios and to the use of inductive charging. All scenarios in Case D are fully
financially viable, even without the use of OC. They also display a moderate reaction to OC scenarios.
Based on the change in CO2 emissions, the potential reduction for courier transports (Cases A and B)
are systematically less than for furniture full-container-load transports (Cases C and D). Strikingly,
the reactions to the charging strategies are similar between the pairs Cases A and B and Cases C and D.
There is also a clear increase of CO2 emissions in inductive charging scenarios.
4. Discussions
With reference to the two research questions, the extent to which OC supports the business case
or affects the decarbonisation benefits of using BEVs are discussed.
4.1. Role of Opportunity Charging to Reduce Carbon Dioxide Emissions
The use of OC results in a reduction of CO2 emissions compared to the scenario without OC
(see Rows 1–4, Table 10), except for OC during highway driving for Case C and all the scenarios
in Case D. Each case reacts differently to the OC types (i.e., during breaks and shift changes,
during loading activity, during unloading activity, or while driving on highways).
To put the size of the impacts into perspective, a ceteris paribus sensitivity analysis was performed
testing the influence of charging technology, battery specific energy, and emissions of electricity
production (Rows 5–11, Table 10).
4.1.1. Role of Charging Technology
The calculated values for OC (Rows 1–4, Table 10) are based on conductive charging technology.
Moving from conductive charging to inductive charging (which could simplify operations) will
significantly add to the CO2 emissions in all case studies as analysed (see Row 5, Table 10)—almost
always negating the CO2 emission benefits of OC. Note that dynamic charging was performed using
only inductive technology (Scenario S9) in this study, thus it is always accompanied by an increase
in the CO2 emissions by a large margin. The efficiency of inductive charging should therefore be
improved as an enabler of dynamic charging.
4.1.2. Role of Battery Energy Density
The outcome of the sensitivity analysis on the specific energy (Rows 6–7, Table 10) agrees with the
literature that its influence on CO2 emissions is only slight [44]. Unexpectedly, the results do not show
that the influence is larger for BEVs with larger batteries, such as in Cases C and D.
4.1.3. Role of Electricity Production Emission Factors
In this study, the role of emissions during electricity production was not analysed in greater
detail. An average value for emissions factors based on the electricity production in Singapore of year
2014 [53] was used as the basis for the calculation. Generally, these emissions factors in Singapore
could be expected to reduce with renewable energy, improved power plant technology and the import
of energy from neighbouring countries [56]. However, the use of static averaged values might also
mask the temporal changes of the emissions factors. For instance, Finenko and Cheah [57] showed that
in Singapore, real-world emissions factors are only close to the averaged values in the early mornings
on weekdays and Saturdays, and generally throughout Sundays and public holidays. The marginal
emissions factors can vary up to double the averaged values [57].
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A brief sensitivity analysis of the emissions factor (see Rows 8–11, Table 10) show that whether
in the positive or negative direction, the value of the emissions factor has a significant impact on the
benefits of BEVs, much larger than provided by OC.
Table 10. Changes to the CO2 emissions due to scenario modifications.
Modifications to Scenario A B C D
OC during break or shift change −1.8% −5.7% −1.3% 0.2%
OC during loading activity −2.0% −4.3% −2.3% 0.3%
OC during unloading activity −5.5% −8.2% −1.3% 0.2%
OC while driving on highway −1.0% −1.9% 1.8% 2.5%
Inductive technology 6.0% 5.8% 5.8% 5.6%
10% specific energy −0.8% −1.1% −0.3% −0.1%
20% specific energy −1.6% −1.9% −0.5% −0.1%
+10% emissions factor 6.9% 7.0% 5.6% 5.3%
+20% emissions factor 13.8% 14.1% 11.3% 10.7%
−10% emissions factor −6.9% −7.0% −5.6% −5.3%
−20% emissions factor −13.8% −14.1% −11.3% −10.7%
4.2. Role of Opportunity Charging to Improve the Financial Business Case
OC’s main role is to reduce the operational limitation, while improving the financial attractiveness
of BEVs. To analyse the influence of OC on the lifecycle costs, the changes between inductive charging
scenarios and the DV scenario were calculated for each case (see Figures 5 and 6). The inductive
charging scenarios (S2, S4, S6, S8, and S9) were used, since the “OC while driving on highway” strategy
was calculated only with inductive charging technology. This isolates the influence of charging
technology to focus solely on the difference caused by each OC.
The financial cost categories in the analysis are the same as introduced in Table 7, except for the
“Misc. finances” category, which includes all taxes and registration fees, and “Vehicle purchase minus
resale (minus battery)”, which is self-explanatory. The battery costs are considered separately since it
is a major cost component and to compare it with the battery replacement costs. A positive value in
the figure implies an increase in the cost compared to the DV scenario, and a negative value implies
a benefit.
 
Figure 5. Cost difference breakdown of Cases A and B.
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Figure 6. Cost difference breakdown of Cases C and D.
The results show that OC reduces the magnitude of both cost and benefit, for all cases. Strikingly,
however, is that the costs are reduced substantially more than the benefits, particularly in the purchase
costs (vehicle, charging system and battery). On the other hand, battery replacement costs increase
slightly. The benefit of lower energy costs also reduces with lower purchase costs. Maintenance costs
(according to vehicle model) does not reduce, although it could be expected with lighter vehicles.
In summary, OC improves the business case, although not always sufficiently (i.e., negative total
difference). The magnitude of the influence of OC on the NPV is compared with other factors (charging
technology, service lifetime, battery specific energy, battery unit price, and electricity prices) using a
sensitivity analysis and presented in Table 11.
Table 11. Changes to the net present value.
Modifications to Scenario A B C D
OC during break or shift change −0.6% −3.0% −1.0% 0.9%
OC during loading activity −0.9% −3.2% −9.2% −0.6%
OC during unloading activity −3.8% −5.7% −1.0% −0.9%
OC while driving on highway −3.0% −2.3% −7.9% −0.8%
Inductive technology 2.5% 2.5% 4.0% 1.8%
+5 years’ service lifetime −1.6% −1.3% −1.6% −0.2%
+10 years’ service lifetime −2.3% −1.9% −3.1% −0.8%
10% energy density −0.2% −0.4% −0.3% −0.1%
20% energy density −0.5% −0.5% −0.5% −0.2%
−20% battery price −2.1% −2.3% −3.7% −1.6%
−10% battery price −1.0% −1.1% −1.9% −0.8%
10% electricity prices 0.3% 0.4% 1.5% 0.6%
20% electricity prices 0.6% 0.8% 2.9% 1.2%
−20% electricity prices −0.6% −0.8% −2.9% −1.2%
−10% electricity prices −0.3% −0.4% −1.5% −0.6%
4.2.1. Role of Charging Technology
Like the effects on CO2 emissions, the use of inductive charging reduces the benefits of OC
(see Row 5, Table 11). The magnitude is greater than most reductions using OC in all the cases,
with some exceptions, like in Case C. Part of the reason for the negative influence of inductive charging
is the additional costs of the systems. However, as it also substantially increased CO2 emissions,
another reason would be the loss of energy efficiency caused by the systems. As the technology
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is still at the developmental stage, manufacturers will need to devise smarter ways to reduce the
inefficiencies [58,59].
4.2.2. Role of Service Lifetime
Extension of service lifetime is generally accepted to improve the business case of BEVs [23,24],
as is shown in our study (Rows 6–7, Table 11). The reasoning is that the high purchase cost of the vehicle
and charging system can be potentially off-set by the relatively lower operating and maintenance costs.
However, as battery replacement is considered after a fixed set of charging cycles, the potential savings
may differ [52]. Further, the study did not consider degradation of the battery over time, assuming
that the capacity fade is minimal at 3000 cycles [60].
4.2.3. Role of Battery Specific Energy and Price and Electricity Prices
Improving the battery specific energy (Rows 8–9, Table 11), without reducing the price of battery
(Rows 10–11, Table 11) is not effective to reduce the NPV. The decreasing prices for battery replacement
based on a variety of factors [61]—from production processes to market forces—was already considered
in the main study. Further reduction would have a direct bearing on the purchase price of the vehicle.
Also, unsurprisingly the business case depends on the variation of the electricity prices
(Rows 12–15, Table 11). The strongest effect is found in Case C, which also has highest energy usage
and cost compared to the other cases (compare Figures 5 and 6). This implies that operational
characteristics resulting in high energy cost savings take precedence in improving the business case
before the reduction of electricity prices.
4.3. Unused Battery Capacity of the Fleets
The puzzle remains as to why Cases A and B performed poorly financially compared to Cases C
and D. One potential reason is the unused battery capacity of the fleet. In the study, the fleets for Cases
A and B were taken to be homogeneous in terms of battery capacity and vehicle weight. The battery
capacity was sized according to the need of the limiting vehicle, which had the highest workload
measured in energy consumption. This meant that those BEVs with a lower workload did not fully
utilize the potential cost savings from the lower energy and maintenance costs associated with driving
distance range.
If this reason holds true, the effect of changes to the workload over time should also be investigated.
The study tried to recreate the vehicle usage for a single day, using the available data. While the study
assumed unchanging routes over time, daily transport operations happen within a more complex
context, where new routes could be added, old routes modified, and re-routing occur on the fly.
This too could result in unrealized savings potential.
As noted previously, OC can help with reducing the battery capacity needed on the vehicles,
thus reducing waste. However, in addition, two solutions already identified in literature can also help
deal with the expected variability of operational requirements in the fleet and in the future: modularity
of the battery system and the use of BEV-suitable routing and scheduling decision support systems
(DSS). In the first solution, within the fleet, each BEV can be fitted with the battery capacity it needs.
This can be changed in the future, though probably not regularly, when the operational requirements
change. In the second solution, the use of a DSS that balances energy expenditure, rather than distance
or duration, would reduce energy requirement variability within the fleet or that accounts for mixed
fleets with different driving ranges [15,62].
4.4. Availability of Charging Infrastructure
As previously stated, the study assumed installation of charging infrastructure at charging
locations and that it is not owned by the freight carrier. Since it is not owned by the user, it is not
included into the lifecycle cost analysis, although the price of electricity at different charging locations
were varied to reflect different costs. The study also assumed 100% availability of the charging
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infrastructure at the time needed by freight carrier. These are two strong assumptions about ideal
conditions for OC. But, as one can argue, these assumptions do not detract from the utility of the study,
rather they highlight the importance of further research.
The need for public charging infrastructure is a common issue [11,63]. In the study, the energy unit
cost for all OC was assumed to be higher than for overnight charging by more than 33% [64]. This was
used to account for the commercial case of public charging services. Existing literature do not currently
discuss business models of charging services for commercial vehicles. However, in comparison to
charging stations for passenger vehicles, the business case for providing these services to commercial
vehicles are better for the following reasons:
• BEVs for commercial trips do not occupy a parking-cum-charging slot for a long period compared
to passenger vehicles, thus the turnover rate for that slot is higher.
• Related to that, existing IT-based management and booking of loading bays can help to ensure
availability and high utilization of charging slots for BEVs.
• BEV drivers, which depend on OC to extend their journey, would be more willing to pay the
additional premium on the charging bill.
These a priori reasons provide a basis for further research into the business models of charging
services for commercial vehicles. Some interested parties could be: utility providers, who have an
interest in increasing electricity usage; logistics facilities owners, who can increase revenue sustainably;
or vehicle manufacturers, who have an interest in supporting its own products [65].
5. Conclusions
The study argued for the utility of four different OC strategies, particularly from the perspective
of lifecycle costs and of the decarbonisation benefits. The BEV scenarios reduced CO2 emissions by
at least 23%, up to at least 39% specifically for full-container-load transport cases (i.e., Cases C and
D). Stakeholders, who desire to see CO2 emissions reduce in the road transport sector will find OC a
good approach for most cases. In general, OC was found to reduce lifecycle costs, without a significant
trade-off of the decarbonisation benefits. One notes that despite a general reduction of lifecycle costs,
none of the scenarios of Case A were financially suitable. Other solutions from the fleet managers’
perspective that can be used (see Table 1) must instead be considered.
The study highlighted other potential optimal technological and operational conditions that work
together with OC to reduce costs and CO2 emissions, such as restricting the use of inductive charging,
increasing the service lifetime, and reducing the battery and electricity prices. Policy makers can
make use of the results, particularly in supporting the business models of charging service providers,
reducing regulations that limit the service lifetime of BEVs and promoting the reduction of battery and
electricity prices.
Further research in this field could consider a more complete coverage of UFT operations, perhaps
using agent-based models that can recreate vehicle usage at an operational level. There is also a need
for further understanding the charging service ecosystem and how land use and transport policy can
be co-opted to support its development in the commercial vehicle segment. Finally, future work should
integrate the plethora of strategies outlined in Table 1 to find optimal bundles of solutions that can
push for BEV use in urban freight.
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Abstract: The paper deals with the issue of greenhouse gas emissions that are produced by the road
freight transport sector. These emissions affect the structure of the ozone layer and contribute to
the greenhouse effect that causes global warming-issues that are closely associated with changing
weather patterns and extreme weather events. Attention is drawn to the contradictions linked
to FAME (Fatty Acid Methyl Esters) biofuels, namely the fact that although their use generates
almost zero greenhouse gas emissions, their production requires high levels of energy consumption.
The first part of the paper deals with the theoretical basis of the negative impacts of transport on
the environment and the subsequent measurement of the extent of the harmful emissions generated
by the road freight transport sector. In the methodical part of the paper, the calculation procedures
and declared energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions generated by transport services
are analyzed according to the EN 16258 standard. The experimental part of the paper focuses on the
application of the methodology to a specific shipment on a specified transport route, where the total
energy consumption and production of greenhouse gas emissions is determined. These calculations
are based on comprehensive studies carried out for a particular transport company that assigned the
authors the task of determining to what extent the declared energy consumption and greenhouse gas
emissions change when the type of fuel used is changed.
Keywords: energy consumption; greenhouse gas emissions; road freight transport; calculation;
transport service
1. Introduction
Transport, as one of the fundamental parts of a logistics chain, has significant economic influence
on the standards of living in the developed countries of the European Union. With the development of
transport in the 1990s, came early warning signs of the negative impact of different means of transport
on the environment. Initially, it concerned the impact on the environment in urban agglomerations,
where emissions from (fossil fuel) engines and noise pollution started to reach permitted limits.
The issue of reducing the negative impacts of transport subsequently started to be addressed by a wide
range of governmental and non-governmental research organizations [1].
Over time, plans for reducing the negative environmental impact of transport were developed
not only at the municipal and regional levels but also at the national and international levels. Scientists
started to deal with the issue and developed studies that addressed a much wider range of negative
aspects and their impact on the global environment. These works contain, inter alia, many proposals
to address the situation, proposals which are considered more or less acceptable in terms of sustaining
the growth of national economies and the standards of living of their inhabitants. This poses a
fundamental dichotomy, i.e., how do we reduce the negative impacts of transport, as well as all other
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human activities on the environment, whilst trying to maintain current levels of economic growth and
living standards [2,3]?
This article focuses on the specific issue of the declaration of energy intensity and greenhouse gas
emissions of biofuels. Biofuels have much more positive results in terms of greenhouse gas emissions,
but the efficiency of biofuel production is questionable. FAME (Fatty Acid Methyl Esters) are acids that
are created during the transesterification of vegetable oils and animal fats that create biodiesel. FAME
is the generic chemical term for biodiesel derived from renewable sources [4]. Therefore, the authors
have identified a research question: “How does an increase of the bio-components in diesel fuel affect
the energy intensity of biofuel production?” For this research work, the authors used the verified
methodology EN 16258, which is characterized in Section 3.2. Using this methodology, the energy
intensity of production was calculated for the individual shares of the bio-component [5,6]. In addition
to the energy intensity of production, the authors also calculated the production of greenhouse gas
emissions, but the calculation is illustrative only and aims to point to the environmental benefits of
biofuels [7,8].
2. Literature Review
The issue of greenhouse gas emissions in association with freight transport and its sustainability
have been extensively discussed in literature. For example, Quiros et al. [5] suggest that 70% of
freight transport is conducted with the use of road vehicles that are responsible for producing 20% of
greenhouse gas emissions in the area of transport. A study by Pan et al. [6] focuses on the possibilities
for reducing energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions through the consolidation of freight
transport. In particular, they state: “It is well established that the consolidation of freight transport
represents an effective way of improving the use of logistics resources.” The authors explore the impact
the pooling of supply chains at the strategic level might have on the environment. The suggested that
pooling of supply networks represents a practical approach to CO2 emissions reduction. The study
presented by Woodcock et al. [7] produced similar results.
The majority of authors [8–13] suggest that the sustainability of freight transport lies in a more
effective synchronization of individual kinds of transport; so-called synchromodality. As stated by
Agbo and Zhang [8], synchromodality has the potential to increase the use of transport services.
The advantages in terms of environmental sustainability lie in the reduced use of lorries and the
subsequent reduction in greenhouse gas emissions, congestion, noise, etc.
As stated by several authors [14–17], the use of alternative fuels in road freight transport is
another means by which to reduce energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions. For example,
according to Floden and Williamsson [17], the use of biofuels presents a practical way for developing a
sustainable system of freight transport. In a study by de Jong et al. [16], measures are examined that
could make future biofuel production more efficient.
In contrast to previously published results [8–11,16], the submitted article focuses on a different
way of assessing the efficiency of biofuel use, namely from the point of view of the energy consumption
required for its production. The methodology of the European Committee for Standardisation [18]
was used as a basis for the assessment and was quoted from a study by Konecny and Petro [19].
The methodology is explained in Section 3.2. Having employed this method, the authors
tried to point out the changes of the energy consumption of FAME biofuel production in regard
to the increasing share of biofuels. The authors did not find this methodology and procedure in any
professional literature.
3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Emissions Theory
According to Pohl [20], the negative impacts of transport on the environment can be divided into
five basic categories, namely:
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• emissions—air pollution associated with the imperfect combustion of fossil fuels;
• noise pollution—from combustion engines and the movement of vehicles along transport routes;
• vibrations—due to the movement of vehicles along transport routes;
• water pollution—from the leakage of working fluids, as well as the leakage of transported
substances and fluids due to traffic accidents;
• traffic accidents—in terms of the people and animals killed.
Airborne pollutants are partially transported by air and therefore do not only influence the place
where the emissions are generated. In order to fully analyze the negative impacts of transport, it is
essential to fully understand the relationship “emission—transmission—deposition—immission”.
1. Emission—this term describes the generation and release of harmful substances. Emissions are
expressed in absolute terms, such as the weight of a specific airborne pollutant, or the pollutants
generated by one vehicle in relation to (per) distance travelled.
2. Transmission—this term describes the spread of pollutants by air. Transmission depends on a
variety of factors (type and amount of emissions, meteorological conditions, etc.).
3. Deposition—this term describes the deposition of pollutants at different sites on the Earth´s
surface due to transmission. Wet deposition includes precipitation in liquid form (e.g., rain,
fog, etc.). Dry deposition includes pollutants that fall from the atmosphere due to transmission,
mostly in the form of dust.
4. Immission—this term describes the concentration of pollutants in the air and their impact on
humans and the environment, as well as on, for example, buildings. The scope of the impact
directly depends on the concentration of the pollutant at the point and period of its activity.
Immissions are expressed in absolute units of mass per volume (e.g., g/m3).
When describing the impact of specific pollutants, it is necessary to analyze the complex path
from emission to immission, since it is the only way to determine with precision the harmful effects,
i.e., the relationship between cause and effect [21].
Gases that trap heat in the atmosphere are called greenhouse gases. The Kyoto Protocol highlights
six fundamental gases that influence climate change the most: carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4),
nitrous oxide (N2O), sulfur hexafluoride (SF6), hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), and perfluorocarbons
(PFCs) [2,22].
The Kyoto Protocol [16–19] also states that these greenhouse gases must be converted into
aggregate average emissions as expressed in CO2e units (carbon dioxide equivalent). This conversion
takes into account the different ability of the identified gases to cause the greenhouse effect, as well
as their atmospheric lifetime. Although CO2 is not the gas with the greatest ability to cause the
greenhouse effect, it is the most significant anthropogenic greenhouse gas. It is for this reason that the
other gases are converted into CO2e (see Table 1).
Table 1. Global warming potential of greenhouse gases. GHG: greenhouse gas.
GHG Chemical Formula Atmospheric Lifetime (Years) Global Warming Potential
Carbon dioxide CO2 50–200 1
Methane CH4 12 (±3) 21
Nitrous oxide N2O 120 310
Sulfur hexafluoride SF6 3200 23,900
Source: Authors based on Telang [3].
An example of the CO2e calculation process follows. The calculation is based on the production
of electricity by a diesel aggregate that consumes 100 L of diesel oil.
1. CO2 emissions = Fuel consumption in unit of volume × CO2 emission factor
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2. CH4 emissions = Fuel consumption in unit of volume × CH4 emission factor
3. N2O emissions = Fuel consumption in unit of volume × N2O emission factor
Overall greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in tCO2e = (CO2 emissions) + (CH4 × 21) + (N2O * 310)
1. CO2 emissions = 100 × 0.00265 [3,23]
2. CH4 emissions = 100 × 0.00000036 [3,23]
3. N2O emissions = 100 × 0.000000021 [3,23]
Overall GHG emissions = 0.265299393 + (0.000035819 × 21) + (0.00000215 × 310) = 0.2667 tCO2e
3.2. Methodology for the Calculation and Declaration of Energy Consumption and Greenhouse Gas Emissions
for Transport Services According to the EN 16258 Standard
The EN 16258 standard sets out the methodology and requirements for the calculation and
declaration of energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions for transport services. The standard
was developed for the purpose of unifying existing carbon footprint calculations and their comparison.
In calculations of energy consumption and emissions in relation to vehicles, energy consumption and
emissions relating to the production and distribution of fuels or electric energy are taken into account.
This ensures that the standard assumes a “Well-to-Wheel” (WtW) approach in terms of calculations
and declarations (see Figure 1).
 
Figure 1. Vehicle life cycle assessment. Source: Authors based on the European Committee for
Standardisation [18].
WtW therefore includes the aforementioned energy and emissions for the production of fuels or
electric energy, Well-to-Tank (WtT), as well as the energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions
relating to the operation of vehicle Tank-to-Wheel (TtW) [18,19,24–28].
The Well-to-Wheel analysis therefore determines the consumption of fossil fuel energy and the
production of CO2e for driving conditions that correspond to the European homologation cycle.
The standard further specifies individual processes and principles that are essential for the correct
calculation of energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions [29–32].
The operational processes of a vehicle must include the operation of all vehicle systems, including
propulsion units (main engines), ancillary services, auxiliary equipment used for maintaining the
temperature of the load area, and vehicle handling and transshipment systems.
The energy processes for the consumed fuel must include the extraction or primary energy
production, refining, transformation, transport, and distribution of energy during all production stages.
The principles for calculating the energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions of transport
services must take into consideration all vehicles used for providing transport services, including
those that are subcontracted. Furthermore, it must include the overall fuel consumption of each energy
carrier and all laden and unladen journeys [18].
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3.2.1. Individual Steps of the Calculations for a Specified Transport Service
The calculation(s) for a specified transport service must include the following steps:
1. Identification of the various journeys (legs) that make up the specified transport service.
2. Calculation of energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions for each leg of the specified
transport service.
3. Sum of the results for each leg of the specified transport service [33,34].
The calculation of overall energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions is performed
as follows:
Ew (VOS) = F (VOS) × ew (1)
Gw (VOS) = F (VOS) × gw (2)
Et (VOS) = F (VOS) × et (3)
Gt (VOS) = F (VOS) × gt (4)
where is:
Ew (VOS)—Well-to-Wheel energy consumption vehicle operating system (VOS);
Gw (VOS)—Well-to-Wheel greenhouse gas emissions VOS;
Et (VOS)—Tank-to-Wheel energy consumption VOS;
Gt (VOS)—Tank-to-Wheel greenhouse gas emissions VOS;
(VOS)—overall fuel consumption VOS;
ew—Well-to-Wheel energy factor for fuel used;
gw—Well-to-Wheel greenhouse gases factor for fuel used;
et—Tank-to-Wheel energy factor for fuel used;
gt—Tank-to-Wheel greenhouse gases factor for fuel used.
The values for the energy and greenhouse gas factors are taken from the EN 16258 standard (2013).
3.2.2. Principles for Allocating the Share of Energy Consumption and Emissions per Unit of Cargo
The overall energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions of the vehicle operation system
(VOS) must be allocated to a unit of cargo. The EN 16258 standard applies tkm as the unit for
determining transport performance, which is the product of the mass (weight) of the cargo carried and
the kilometers travelled [35–37]. The mass is the weight of the cargo transported, including packaging,
container(s), pallet, etc. The basic formulas for allocating the cargo are as follows:
S (leg) = (T (leg))/(T (VOS)) (5)
Ew (leg) = Ew (VOS) × S (leg) (6)
Gw (leg) = Gw (VOS) × S (leg) (7)
Et (leg) = Et (VOS) × S (leg) (8)
Gt (leg) = Gt (VOS) × S (leg) (9)
where is:
S (leg)—factor for calculating the share of energy consumption and emissions of the vehicle
operation system (VOS) to be allocated to a specified transport service;
T (leg)—transport performance for leg of the specified transport service;
T (VOS)—transport performance VOS.
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4. Results
The results presented in this article are taken from a study conducted for a private transport
company [38] that entrusted the authors with the task of finding out how a change in the kind of fuel
used by its lorries for international road freight transport might influence their energy consumption
and greenhouse gas emissions. The calculations were made for a specified transport route, namely
Aschaffenburg to Domoradice, as determined by the transport company. The results of the calculations
with regard to energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions according to EN 16258 for the route
are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2. Calculated results for diesel.















582 169 17,251 7469.8 6033.30 534.04 424.19
Source: Authors.
Table 3 shows the energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions figures on the basis of the
use of 100% FAME biodiesel. The route is the same but with slight nuances in the distance travelled
due to the lorry landing at a different hall.
















596 184 16,830 12,604.00 6035.20 353.28 0.00
Source: Authors.
Figure 2 shows a clearer comparison of the results. The results clearly show that the share of
energy consumed for FAME production is much higher than that for diesel. This fact is logical when it
is taken into consideration that this type of fuel is made from industrial crops. In this case, it does not
concern extraction but the cultivation of crops and the process of their transformation into a substance









Diesel with 6% bio-
components
FAME Biodiesel
Figure 2. Comparison of diesel with 6% biocomponent and FAME biodiesel. Source: Authors.
What is even more important is the fact that there are no greenhouse gas emissions during
combustion in compression-ignition engines. Greenhouse gas emissions are generated only in the
production and distribution of FAME, which is also partly influenced by the natural production of
CO2 during the cultivation of the plants. However, it should be stressed that this article only deals
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with greenhouse gas emissions, i.e., carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), sulfur
hexafluoride (SF6), hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), and perfluorocarbons (PFCs) [39–42].
5. Discussion
Having conducted their study of energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions for various
kinds of fuels, the authors were motivated by previous existing literature [13–16,43–50] to apply the
methodology to the calculation of the energy consumption related to FAME biofuel production and
the EN 16258 standard.
The results (see Figure 2) reveal a relatively large increase in energy consumption for FAME
biodiesel. The applied method enables a quick and easy analysis of the energy consumption and
greenhouse gas emissions related to the production of mixed fuels.
The calculations that follow are based on the following assumption: that the same model of
vehicle goes from point A to point B and always consumes 100 L of diesel, but that the volume of the
biocomponent in the diesel differs—from pure diesel (0% biocomponent) up to 100% FAME biodiesel.
The calculations were made for all available volume shares of diesel/biodiesel [51,52]. In order
to calculate the energy consumption on the basis of fuel production and distribution, so-called WtT
(Well-to-Tank), the difference in the numbers for total energy consumption (WtT) and the energy
consumed for the transport service (TtW) needed to be explored. The results for WtT are presented in
MJ units in Table 4.
Table 4. Energy consumption analysis for FAME biofuels.
Biocomponent
(in %)
0% 1% 2% 5% 8% 10% 15% 20% 50% 85% 100%
TtW et [MJ] 3590 3590 3580 3570 3570 3560 3540 3530 3440 3330 3280
WtW ew [MJ] 4270 4300 4320 4400 4480 4530 4660 4790 5560 6460 6850
TtW gt [kgCO2e] 267 264 262 254 246 240 227 214 134 40 0
WtW gw [kgCO2e] 324 323 321 317 313 311 304 298 258 212 192
WtT [MJ] 680 710 740 830 910 970 1120 1260 2120 3130 3570
Source: Authors based on [17,22,38].
The following Figure 3 compares an increase in energy consumption for WtT production of mixed
fuel diesel/biodiesel in relation to a percentage volume share of biocomponents with a decreasing
production of greenhouse gas emissions from the entire life cycle of WtW fuels.
 
Figure 3. Comparing results of analysis on FAME biofuels energy consumption. Source: Authors.
It is clear from Figure 3 that under current technologies the production of biofuels, namely FAME
biofuels, is unacceptably energy-intensive. This results in very poor competitiveness in the fuel market.
Fossil fuels are currently considered environmentally unsuitable and, as a result, are presently listed
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as non-renewable energy sources. Biofuels have the character of a renewable source of fuel, but their
huge drawback is their overly “expensive production” (which is shown in Figure 3). It will therefore
be necessary to look for a more energy-efficient biofuel production process in order to be competitive
with other types of fuels.
6. Conclusions
If we compare the lowest greenhouse gas emissions of 100% FAME biodiesel and the lowest
energy consumption necessary for the production of 100% diesel (fuel with 0% biocomponent), it is
possible to draw an interesting conclusion. To reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 69% compared to
common diesel, we must produce biofuel, the production and distribution of which would consume
more than four times more energy than diesel.
Biofuels, therefore, have considerably more favorable parameters than conventional fossil fuels
in terms of greenhouse gas emissions, but their production is inefficient in terms of energy intensity.
The high energy intensity of the FAME biofuel production is negatively reflected in its fuel price.
The price is still higher than the price of conventional fuels, which results in a lack of interest in using
more environmentally acceptable types of fuel. There is still a large group of customers who do not
take into account the production of greenhouse gas emissions but only fuel costs.
This opens up a new area of research, namely into the search for possibilities to lower this level
of energy consumption to an acceptable level so that 100% FAME biodiesel becomes competitive on
the fuel market, thereby contributing to the reduction of the negative impacts of transport on the
environment and ensuring sustainable transport development.
In conclusion, the authors want to highlight the need for a new approach in the assessment of
energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions in transport due to the high energy consumption
linked to the production of FAME biofuels. Within this context, the presented results should open up a
broader discussion into the sustainability of biofuels as a whole.
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Abstract: There is a need to reduce fuel consumption, and thereby reduce CO2-emissions in all parts
of the transport sector. It is also well known that aerodynamic resistance affects the fuel consumption
in a major way. By improving the aerodynamics of the vehicles, the fuel consumption will also
decrease. A special type of transportation is that of timber, which is performed by specialized
trucks with few alternative uses. This paper follows up on earlier papers concerning Swedish
timber trucks where aerodynamic improvements for timber trucks were tested. By mapping the
entire fleet of timber trucks in Sweden and investigating reduced fuel consumption of 2–10%,
financial calculations were performed on how these improvements would affect the transport costs.
Certain parameters are investigated, such as investment cost, extra changeover time and weight
of installments. By combining these results with the mapping of the fleet, it can be seen under
which circumstances these improvements would be sustainable. The results show that it is possible
through aerodynamics to lower the transportation costs and make an investment plausible, with
changeover time being the most important parameter. They also show that certain criteria for a
reduced transportation cost already exist within the vehicle fleet today.
Keywords: timber trucks; fuel consumption; aerodynamic design; financial consequences
1. Introduction
According to the latest reports, greenhouse gas emissions continue to rise in the world [1].
In Sweden through the 1990s greenhouse gas emissions have increased by 20% [2] and demand for
reduced emissions and increasing fuel prices are ongoing challenges for the whole transport sector.
A large majority of Sweden’s cargo is transported on the road [3] and a special case of that is the
timber transports.
The total fleet of timber trucks consists of over 1600 registered timber trucks that transported
60 million tonnes of round wood last year. These trucks represent 2% of all heavy trucks in Sweden [4].
As these trucks are for a special purpose (timber transport only) the empty running is at least 50%,
resulting in a fill rate under 50%. This is not only when measured by weight, which ordinary trucks
also can achieve, but also measured by volume, which makes timber transports unique [5]. The half
part of the transport distance that is performed by empty trucks makes the fleet unique and any
changes in design must include not only all problems with an irregular cargo situation (piles of timber)
but also the empty vehicles [5]. The average drag coefficient can sometimes also be higher with an
empty truck than a loaded one which creates unique situations. Here it is also important to note
that drag coefficient is not the same as energy efficiency [5]. A lot of effort has over many decades
been made by truck manufacturers to reduce the emissions from the engine itself over many decades.
However little progress has been made when it comes to other efforts of reducing the fuel consumption
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of the timber trucks, and reports show that fuel consumption has remained around 0.58 L/km for the
last years, or 0.030 L/tonneskm, seen in Figure 1 [6]. Hence, alternative measures need to be taken.
From a technology perspective, the fleet needs to become greener through means other than more
efficient engines.
Figure 1. Presents the fuel consumption of timber trucks over the last 10 years. As can be seen, no real
development has taken place.
Through earlier research it has been shown that by improving the aerodynamics of the timber
trucks the drag coefficient can be reduced, and with that the fuel consumption [5,7]. This reduces the
CO2-emissions from the trucks, and lower fuel costs also benefit the haulers [5]. Fuel efficiency is also
a first priority for carriers since it is a major part (30%) of the total operating cost. Earlier research
has addressed aerodynamics improvements for trucks and implications from reduced drag on fuel
consumption, however holistic analyses of the economic consequences is still missing. Reduced fuel
consumption will also lead to reduced cost for the road carriers, but aerodynamics investments will
affect the trucks more than just reduced fuel consumption. For example, aerodynamics installment
will affect the cost of the trucks and the weight of the trucks as well. The implications this will have on
the total transport cost and economic calculations beyond reduced fuel cost is yet to be investigated,
but they will have a crucial part in the success of aerodynamic installments and improvements.
This study aims to further earlier research focused on technical, aspects and investigate and
conceptualize the economic implications aerodynamic improvements will have on transport costs.
The study addresses more parameters of aerodynamic improvements than just the fuel consumption
and aims to understand how these parameters will affect transport costs. It addresses the opportunity to
introduce aerodynamic improvements in the timber truck fleet as a means to reduce fuel consumption
and thereby reduce emissions. Through mapping the entire fleet of vehicles, numerical simulations
and economic calculations, the fleet is assessed and the possibility for feasible investment, here
described in terms of aerodynamic improvements, is investigated. This paper discusses challenges
and opportunities related to making the fleet more sustainable through reconfiguration.
Research Background
This study takes off from prior research in aerodynamic re-design of timber trucks based on
a combination of flow simulations and wind tunnel experiments. In addition, this analysis takes
inspiration from prior findings from green logistics research.
The flow simulations were done using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). The simulations
were performed in the commercially available software ANSYS Fluent 18.0 (ANSYS Inc., Canonsburg,
PA, USA). The model has shown good agreement with experimental data for similar studies [8–11].
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In CFD simulations the domain consisted of a rectangular tunnel making it a “virtual wind tunnel”
where the model was placed 3.5 and 5 truck lengths from the inlet and outlet, respectively, to reduce
possible effects from the boundary conditions. The frontal area of the truck covers less than 1% of the
domain cross section area to minimize the blockage effect.
The free-stream was modeled with a velocity inlet with a prescribed uniform velocity profile,
with turbulence intensity 0.1%, a zero pressure-outlet and free-slip condition for the top and side
surfaces of the domain. The grid consisted of triangle surface mesh connected to a Cartesian grid.
Refinement of the mesh was done in regions where large gradients were expected. Between 6 and
16 prisms layers were added on all the no-slip surfaces to accurately capture the near wall flow.
The two-equation k-ε realizable turbulence model with Enhanced Wall Treatment (EWT) was used for
the RANS (Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes) simulations.
The ground and the surfaces of the truck (model) were modeled with no-slip condition, and to
replicate road conditions moving ground and rotating wheel conditions (rotational velocity boundary
conditions) were used. The truck was simulated at a Reynolds number of 4.9 million, based on the
truck height, which corresponds to the truck driving at 80 km/h and all simulations were performed
at a yaw angle of 5◦.
The tractive resistance of a ground vehicle can be divided into four separate parts [12], Equation (1).
FT = FROLL + FACC + FCLIMB + FDRAG (1)
where FROLL is the rolling-, FACC the acceleration-, FCLIMB the hill climb- and FDRAG the aerodynamic
drag. For a vehicle driving at constant speed on a relatively flat road, the rolling resistance and
aerodynamic drag are the dominating forces. While the rolling resistance varies linearly with the speed
of the vehicle, the aerodynamic drag varies with the square of this speed, Equation (2), which increases
the importance of it at higher speeds.
FDRAG = CD·0.5·ρair·U2∞·A (2)
where CD is the drag coefficient, ρair the density of air, U∞ the free-stream velocity and A the reference
area. The results are presented in Table 1. Two representative cases are presented in Table 1. The Baseline
truck (BLT) is modelled after a standard, contemporary, road-going configuration, whereas the Bulkhead
Shield and the Side Skirts represents possible additions for the Baseline configuration. All CD reductions
are computed using CFD applying the methodology described above; the estimated fuel consumption
reduction is estimated as one-third of the CD reduction according to industry practice.
Table 1. Presents the results from different configurations.
Configuration CD CD Reduction Estimated Fuel Consumption Reduction
Baseline 0.70 - -
Bulkhead Shield 0.63 −10.4% 3.5%
Side Skirts 0.52 −24.8% 8.3%
Total pressure equal to zero represents the large pressure drop, hence energy loss in the flow.
The larger region, the larger energy loss for the flow and thereby more drag created. Figures 2–4
presents examples of the aerodynamic simulations where reduction in purple area (=total pressure
equal to zero) is clearly seen.
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Figure 2. Total pressure equal to zero for the Baseline unloaded timber truck at 5◦ yaw (Cd = 0.7). Note
a quite significant wake behind the cab.
Figure 3. Total pressure equal to zero for the unloaded timber truck fitted with a bulkhead shield at 5◦
yaw (Cd = 0.63). Note a reduced wake both in the immediate vicinity of the cab and along the trailer.
Figure 4. Total pressure equal to zero for the unloaded timber truck fitted with side skirts at 5◦ yaw
(Cd = 0.52). Note a smaller wake that is reduced along the whole of the vehicle.
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Green logistics research includes, among other areas, reducing freight transport externalities [13].
While this area comprises measures for reducing noise, as well as unwelcome environmental effects,
this study relates mainly to the latter.
In general, road carriers, as well as other logistics service providers (LSPs), have been quite
slow and reactive in adopting various green initiatives [14]. Important drivers for adopting green
initiatives among LSPs include top management engagement [15], customer demands, legislation and
the engagement among employees [14]. Barriers to adopting green initiatives include lack of customer
demands, lack of knowledge and insecure investments [16].
Technology in itself is not often a driver or barrier for road carriers wanting to go greener.
Overall technological development has in many ways already reduced CO2-emissions from freight
transport, while demands on fast and agile logistics contribute to accelerate them [17]. It is evident that
technology can reduce CO2-emissions from freight [18], however the insecure pay-off times—partly
due to short-term contracts with customers—in many cases hinder the implementation of technological
solutions for greener freight transport [18]. While green logistics research among other areas address
corporate environmental strategies [13], the strategic investment in greening technology is sparsely
addressed in prior research.
2. Materials and Methods
In order to collect the data needed for this project, a number of different methods and tools have
been used. The initial phase of the project consisted of gathering and the categorizing of the data
needed to map the current fleet of timber trucks, including vehicle data and travel distances.
This combined data was used as input for the financial calculations performed to analyze the
effects of these aerodynamic improvements. Environmental effects in term of reduced CO2-emissions
will be considered as proportional to reductions in fuel consumptions and will be discussed along with
the numerical analyses. In order to understand the strategic and logistics consequences of investments
in aerodynamics technology, a set of semi-structured interviews were conducted with different timber
carriers to obtain ideas and concerns about these possible aerodynamic improvements.
2.1. Mapping of the Fleet
The study includes all registered timber trucks in Sweden, hence no representative selection
was needed. The size of the fleet, 1662 trucks, makes is a suitable fleet to investigate and work with
registration data for every single truck.
The initial phase of the project was to categorize the entire fleet of timber trucks, including such
data as engine size and where they were registered. This was done to be able to use the results from
the economic calculation and try to match them with the results from the mapping and see where in
the country the changes of the fuel consumption would have the largest effect.
The mapping consisted of the gathering of data from different databases (publicly available) and
also the compiling of these data into a special purpose database. The vehicle data was received from
Transportstyrelsen, a state department in Sweden responsible for the all traffic. It is at Transportstyrelsen
a Swedish citizen register his/her vehicle and therefore the department is a valuable resource with
information about all the vehicles in Sweden. All the data had been collected by Transportstyrelsen.
The data received (per 19 June 2017) consisted of more than 30 different parameters for each and
every one of the 1662 timber trucks registered. This data represents a relevant subset of all the data
that is handled by Transportstyrelsen. The data was disconnected from the individual vehicles, hence
there is no possibility to trace specific data sets back to a specific vehicle. The parameters covered a
variety of types of information about the timber trucks, for example from the year it was manufactured
to the number of axis and length between them. All the parameters and the information of the trucks
used in this report can be found in Table 2.
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Table 2. Shows the data used from Transportstyrelsen in this project.
Vehicle Data Technical Data
Manufacturer Engine effect (kw) Height (mm) ECO-car
Vehicle type Fuel Number of axis CO2-emissions
Year Cylinder volume (cc) Distance between axis Particle value for fule
Date of registration Total weight (kg) Rim dimensions Emissions
Coach work code Tax weight (kg) Tire dimensions Tank volume
Energy consumption Trailer weight (kg) Coupling device EEG
Length (mm) Taxrate
Year of production Emission-classification
EURO-classification Gearbox
In the subsequent part the fleet was categorized according to distance travelled. Data was received
from Skogsbrukets Datacentral (SDC) and Skogforsk of the distances transported from every one of
the 21 counties in Sweden [19]. SDC is an economic association that connects the forestry industry
in Sweden, with over 500 forest industry groups connected. SDC regularly publish reports about
the forestry industry, timber transports included. Skogforsk is the Swedish research institute for the
forestry industry. With the help of that data the length and weight of the transports were analysed.
SDC collects data about where transport has taken place but not who or what vehicle did that transport.
Data about average distance and total weigh transported was received for three categories, wood used
as primarily biofuels, timber and pulpwood for each county. The data from each category were then
summarized for each county and average distance and total weight was concluded.
The emissions were calculated using data received from SDC and an emission factor [20]. By using
the length of the average transport in the county and multiplying it with the total weight transported
in that county the transport work (tonnes-km) was calculated. By then multiplying the transport work
with the emission factors, the emissions are calculated. It is important to note that this method was
chosen since no more specific data about every single transport in a county was received. The method
is then an estimate of the real-life situation, but it is a rough number and works as an indication.
2.2. Financial Calculations and Simulations
To be able to assess the economic result of the improved aerodynamics a Skogforsk program,
TransAm, was used. The program is developed by Skogforsk and is an Excel-application for investment
calculation of timber trucks [21]. The trucks can be modelled with a trailer and an on-board crane and
the cost for each can be set by the user. The costs that can be set for the different versions of trucks are
investment cost, salvage value, costs for service and reparation of trucks and wheels but also driver
wages and taxes and interest on capital.
The transport cost is of importance when using TransAm and its price function is an important
part of the financial calculation [22]. TransAm calculates the transport cost (Swedish kronor per
tonnes (SEK/tonnes)) for three user set distances and the cost is calculated as a linear regression of the
sum of the fixed and variable costs for the transport distances. The transport cost is calculated
from a couple of variables: maximum speed, changeover time, break time between transports,
fuel consumption and transport distance. These parameters together with the cost for the vehicle can
then be changed for the sensitivity analyses and a new transport cost in SEK/tonnes is calculated
compared to a user set base-line scenario [23]. In this report the investment cost, fuel consumption,
gross weight and changeover time were investigated besides the change in fuel consumption by the
aerodynamic improvements.
The base-line truck (BLT) for this project was a 64 tonnes gross weight timber truck with the
standard machinery and 44.8 tonnes net load weight. The truck was fully equipped, which means that
it has an on-board crane. The fuel consumption of the BLT was set to 0.58 L/km with a fuel price of
10 SEK/L and the changeover time was set to five minutes and the time for loading of was 40 min with
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an average speed of 80 km/h for the whole distance. It was also assumed that the BLT-truck drives
fully loaded one way and empty on the way back.
To be able to categorize which trucks the improvement of aerodynamics would be useful for,
different parameters were analysed to scope out the different requirements that the nature of the trucks
and carriers had to have. The different cases are presented in Table 3. The parameters used in this
study includes the (extra) weight and (extra) changeover time and the investment cost. The numbers
used here are representative values ranging from a very light-weight and simple aero-shield to a fully
re-designed truck-trailer outfit, including any combination thereof. The tests in Table 3 represents
a comprehensive parameter sweep in order to capture the general behavior of responses due to
single parameter variations and are based on a multitude of possible aerodynamically sound concepts
generated in a previous pilot study [5].
Table 3. The different parameters investigated in each test.
Test Parameters Values Tested
Test 1 Fuel reduction 2%, 4%, 6%, 8% and 10%
Test 2 Weight of instalment 100 kg, 500 kg and 1000 kg
Test 3 Extra changeover time 5 min, 10 min and 15 min extra
Test 4 Investment cost 10,000 SEK, 50,000 SEK and 100,000 SEK
Combination of the parameters in Table 3 were also investigated in to additional cases presented
in the result section and in Table 4. These combinations are set up in order to stress-test possible
aerodynamic concepts with real-world financial aspects.
Table 4. The different parameters investigated in each case.
Case Parameters
Case 1 Highest investment cost, highest weight, no extra changeover time
Case 2 Lowest investment cost, lowest weight, no extra changeover time, 5 min extra changeovertime and 15 min extra changeover time
Case 3 Highest investment cost, highest weight, 15 min extra changeover time and 10% fuel reduction
These different parameters and cases were then, as mentioned, used to map what requirements a
timber truck was to have to be profitable with the investment.
2.3. Interviews
A set of 4 interviews with road carriers were performed. The interviews were semi-structured
and based on a thematic interview protocol with the themes around the business model for how
road carrier contracts are designed. The interviews were conducted by phone. The results from the
interviews are used in the analysis and discussion to enrich the analysis of the calculations by adding
a company perspective.
3. Results
In this section the results of the project are presented. The results are presented according to
the different phases in the project. First, general results about the mapping of the vehicle fleet are
presented followed by a more extensive presentation of the economical results from TransAm.
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3.1. The Mapping
Today the fleet of timber trucks in Sweden consists of 1662 vehicles spread out across all the
counties in the country. All the counties are represented and the most number of registered trucks can
be found in Västernorrlands’ county, as seen in Figure 5.
Figure 5. (left) Presents the number of registered timber trucks per county; (right) Presents the
transport distance in Sweden.
The distance of the timber transports is short, where the majority the transports are no longer than
100 km. A reason for this is that a big part of the timber is only transported within the county, due to
the strategic placing of mills close to the resources [24]. The average distance for timber transport was
81.9 km [24] and almost 50% of all transports were between 40–99 km, but more than 75% are also
longer then 50 km. Not so surprisingly there is a correlation between which county has transported
the most weight and the counties with the most registered trucks, presented in Figure 5. There is no
overcapacity, and the counties with the most trucks are also among the top counties with the most
weight. The county with the most shipped weight according to transport work was Västernorrland.
The smallest amount on shipped weight took place in Gotland, the county with also the smallest


















































































































Figure 6. The distribution of counties in order of which county transported the longest average distance
and the total weight transported in that county.
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For the registered timber trucks, a number of trends can be seen. An unsurprising trend is that
trucks and the freight trains are getting heavier the newer the truck is. This is presented in Figure 7.
In the figure it can be seen that the biggest percentage of the freight trains weigh in average about
70–90 tonnes. It can also be seen that the development the latest years show that the freight trains are
getting heavier. The trucks that have been left out of the figure were older models and lighter trucks,
resulting in 1614 samples. The weight of the freight trains in this figure is the max weight combined
with the trailer weight for each truck.
 
Figure 7. The maximum weight of freight trains. The figure represents the development since 2000.
The figure includes 1614 trucks.
In correspondence to the bigger trucks the engines have also gotten larger during the years, which
is presented in Figure 8.
Figure 8. Presents the development of engine size. (left) Presents the engine size of the whole fleet as
of today and what year the trucks are from and (right) presents the development of the trucks from
2000–2020. At (left) 1662 trucks are included and at (right) 1614 are included.
The engines of the fleets are also up to date which can be seen in Figure 9 where the EURO-classes
are presented.
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Figure 9. The EURO-classifications of all timber trucks. The stacks present the share of the fleet and
the orange line is the accumulated shares.
80% of the trucks have the latest models of engines, of which the majority (almost 45% of all
trucks) are equipped with EURO-VI-engines. Even though the engines have developed, and the fleet
now mostly consists of newer engines, the fuel consumption of the trucks has not been improved,
as presented earlier.
3.2. Financial Calculations and Simulations
In this section the economic results according to TransAm are presented. The results of the
aerodynamic changes are presented in how they would affect the total cost of the transport in Swedish
kronor per tonnes (SEK/tonnes).
The reduction in fuel consumption that was investigated was from 2–10% with 2% intervals,











Figure 10. Presents the cost reduction depending on reduction of fuel consumption. The values
represent how big the decrease in transport cost is in Swedish kronor per tonnes (SEK/tonnes).
The percent represents reduction in fuel consumption and the km the length of the transport. A negative
value represents an increase in transport cost and a positive value a decrease. For example, it can be
seen that the length has to be longer then 150 km with a fuel reduction of 10% to reach a reduced cost
of 4 SEK/tonnes or more.
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The biggest reduction in cost happens when the fuel consumption is the most improved, 10%.
It can also be seen that even an improvement of 2% generates a decrease in the total cost of the transport.
The decrease of the total cost is a linear function and it increases with the distance of the transport,
which can be seen by the biggest reductions taking place in transports with a distance 300 km.
The result presented in Figure 10 is only depending on the reduction in fuel consumption for the
timber trucks, but the aerodynamic kits will also affect other parameters of the trucks. In Figure 11 the
results regarding the weight of the aerodynamic kit is presented. The weight will affect how much the
timber trucks can haul and also therefore how profitable they will be able to be.
For weights less than or equal to 100 kg the investment will be profitable at all distances and with
all tested reductions in fuel consumption, therefore the figure for that is not presented.
When the weight of the installment increases, to 1000 kg in Figure 11 (right), the results show
that a fuel reduction of around 6% will lead to a decrease in transport cost for all distances. A lower
reduction than 5% will lead to an increase in transport cost. Naturally, the results also show that the
longer the distance, the larger the decrease in transport cost. The decrease in transport cost is also
lower when the weight of the instalment is higher, which can be seen by comparing the two.
In Figure 11, an unprofitable economical result is presented. The transport cost will increase for
the carriers, but the overall positive effect the fuel reduction has on the environment is not assessed in
this analysis. The greenhouse gas emissions will decrease with the fuel reduction, leading to a decrease



































Figure 11. Presents the cost reduction as a function of weight. (left) Presents the cost reduction if
the weight of the installments is 100 kg; (middle) Presents the cost reduction if the weight of the
installments is 500 kg; (right Presents the cost reduction if the weight of the installments is 1000 kg.
Depending on the weight of the installment the truck will be able to load less. The values represent
how big the decrease in transport cost is in SEK/tonnes. A negative value represents an increase in
transport cost.
The unanimous response from the interviews was that the changeover time would be the most
important factor according to profitability. Therefore, an increase in changeover time was analyzed
through TransAm and the results are presented in Figure 12.
As can be seen, the changeover time has a big impact on the transport cost. An increase
in changeover time can be explained by, for example, extra time to set up the aerodynamic kits.
An increased changeover time of just 5 min will lead to increased transport cost, even with a fuel
reduction of 8% for distances of 50 km. An even longer time means that the fuel reduction needs to
be bigger or the transport distance longer for the investment to be profitable. The results show that
an increase in changeover time of 15 min will lead to the investment being unprofitable for distances
below 90 km, even with a fuel reduction of 10%. For distances of 300 km the fuel reduction needs to be
at least 4% for the investment to be profitable.
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Figure 12. Presents the cost reduction as a result of increased changeover time. (left) The cost reduction
as a result of five minutes extra changeover time; (right) The cost reduction as a result of 15 min
extra changeover time. The values represent how big the decrease in transport cost is in SEK/tonnes.
A negative value represents an increase in transport cost and a positive value a decrease.
The investment cost of the aerodynamics kits will also affect the transport cost. How much of the
impact it has is presented in Figure 13 (left). Only the highest investment cost investigated, 100,000
SEK, did only result in increased transport cost at the minimal distance and minimal reduction in fuel























Figure 13. Presents the cost reduction of two different cases. (left) Presents the cost reductions with the
highest investment cost of 100,000 SEK; (right) Shows the cost reduction with the highest investment
cost and weight. No extra changeover time is included. The values represent how big the decrease
in transport cost is in SEK/tonnes. A negative value represents an increase in transport cost and a
positive value a decrease in transport cost.
To be able to see how these parameters would impact the result in combination with each other additional
cases were also investigated. The first case (Case 1 in Table 4) investigated was the highest investment cost, the
highest weight, but no extra changeover time; the results are presented in Figure 13 (right).
The results show the investment cost does not impact the transport cost in a major way. Even the
biggest investigated investment cost of 100,000 SEK will still lead to a cost reduction at a decreased
fuel consumption of 2% and at the shortest distance, presented in Figure 13 (left). Though in Figure 13
(middle) the impact of weight of installment is shown. The weight impacts the result and it can be
seen for the investment to be profitable for all distances a fuel reduction of around 9% is necessary.
To be able to determine the importance of changeover time, a case was analyzed with or without
extra changeover time to see how the results would be affected (Case 2 in Table 4). The extra changeover
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time was analyzed with the lowest investment cost and weight of the installment, the results can be
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Figure 14. Presents result from Case 2, how the changeover time affects the result. (left) Presents
the result with no extra changeover time, lowest investment cost and weight of installment; (middle)
Presents the result with 5 min extra changeover time, lowest investment cost and weight of installment;
(right) Presents the result with 15 min extra changeover time, lowest investment cost and weight of
installment. The values represent how big the decrease in transport cost is in SEK/tonnes. A negative
value represents an increase in transport cost and a positive value a decrease.
The results show that the changeover time impacts the result. As can be seen in Figure 14 (middle),
for the lowest distance the reduction in fuel consumption needs to be around 8% for the investment
not to lead to an increase in cost. If it is lower than 8%, the aerodynamic improvements will not
be sufficient enough to make up for the lost time that is needed while mounting the aerodynamic
kits. For the longest distance, 300 km, the aerodynamics improvements will lead to a decrease in
transport cost from the beginning, but it is approximately 2 SEK/tonnes lower than without the extra
changeover time.
With the same settings, how a 15min longer changeover time would affect the cost reduction
was also investigated. With an extra 15 min changeover time for assembly the investment will not be
profitable for distances shorter than 90 km. For distances of 150 km the fuel reduction has to be greater
than 7% and for distances of 300 km and longer the fuel reduction must to a minimum be 4%, otherwise
will it lead to an increase in cost. The results highlight the importance of the changeover time.
The worst possible case was also investigated. The meaning of worst possible case is the highest
investment cost, highest weight and the longest extra changeover time. The results show that even
with a 10% fuel reduction the investment will lead to increased cost for all investigated distances.
The investment will then not be strictly economical profitable.
To be able to understand what sort of effect this would have on the entire fleet and not to a
single carrier, a hypothetical case was analyzed. The county with the most transported weigh was
Västerbotten, as seen in Figure 5. If a fuel consumption of 0.030 L/tonneskm is assumed and all cases of
tested fuel reductions is tested this will lead to a decrease in total fuel consumption presented in Table 5.
Table 5. Presents the total results for the County of Västerbotten with assumed fuel reduction. The fuel
price was assumed 10 SEK/L and the emission factor 2.82 kg CO2-eq/L.
Fuel Reduction 2% 4% 6% 8% 10%
Decreased fuel (thousand litres) 319 638 957 1257 1557
Decreased emissions (tonnes CO2-eq) 900 1800 2700 3500 4400
As can be seen, over a million litres of fuel can be saved only in the County of Västerbotten with
aerodynamic improvements which will lead to decreased emissions as well.
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4. Discussion & Analyses
As presented in the results section, it is possible, through investments in aerodynamics, for road
carriers to lower their transportations costs by reducing their fuel consumption. The investment will
in many cases lower their operating transportation cost and it then becomes a question whether the
pay-off time of the investment becomes short enough for the road carrier’s willingness to invest in
them. This is something this study has not taken in consideration, but that needs to be considered in a
real-life investment situation.
The incentives for making a green investment depend on many factors, and the economic factor
can be a barrier towards investing. There are ways to lower this barrier and share the risk of the
investment. Today a timber truck usually consists of a truck purchased from one company, a trailer
purchased from another company, and the trailer usually has stakes from a third company. Many
actors are involved in a complete truck and this provides an opportunity for split the risk between
the actors. In the extended supply chain—there are five primary parameters included in a contract
between a road carrier and its customer where the risk can be shared by the seller and the buyer
according to according to Eng-Larsson (2017), which are presented in Table 6 [25].
The contracts between the timber carriers and their customers are today are mostly based on how
much timber is transported and how long the transport is. The pricing of the transport is based on the
volume that is delivered and a tariff is used for prices according to distance. From a risk viewpoint
this puts more risk on the road carriers for the parameters price structure, volume commitment and
performance-based payment which makes it more unlikely they would make green investments.
To reduce the risks for the road carriers, the pricing should avoid being based on achievement and
instead set a number of transports and volume that is supposed to be transported.
Table 6. How the risk is split between buyers and sellers in a contract [20].
Contract Component
More Risk is Allocated to the
Seller when Using
More Risk is Allocated to the Buyer
when Using
Price structure Price table Price specified across all dimensions
Price indexing No indices or surchagre Indices that capture all costs that mayvary over the contract horizon
Performance-based payment Payment contingen onperformance No performance-based payment
Volume commitent Frame agreements with looselyspecifiec volumes
Fixed volume and frequency of
shipment
Contract period Short period Long period
The contracts are longer than the individual rides and usually last for a couple of years which is
good from a risk viewpoint: this lowers the risk for the road carrier. Compared to the general transport
market situation [18], the timber transport market hence stands out as stable, with longstanding
contracts that support investments. For price indexing, lesser risk is also put on the road carrier.
The price that usually varies is the fuel price, and for that an index is used which changes every month
according to the fuel price, hence the road carrier is reimbursed at a reasonable level. The prices the
road carriers use will in this way reflect the actual price that the road carriers pay for the fuel which
reduces their risk.
The road carriers running a timber truck business are mostly very small companies, typically
one to a few trucks and a few drivers. Such companies in general fear investments to a higher degree
than larger firms who can better spread the risk of an investment. However, this study clarifies that
the road carriers don’t hesitate to invest in the latest engine technology, which was surprising for
the researchers. This investment can be interpreted as a positive attitude towards new technology,
which would be an important driver for implementing aerodynamic technology, and a novel driver
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compared to previous studies [9–11]. However, as mentioned, the contracts between the road carrier
and the forest owner needs to be more designed towards decreasing the risk for the road carrier in
line with what has been mentioned above. This is in line with prior research results regarding general
LSPs [13,18].
The results show that changeover time is the parameter that impacts the result the most.
One reason for this is the already tight time schedule the carriers are working on. The investment cost
and weight will affect the result, but not with such an amplitude as the changeover time. Even with
the lowest investment cost and weight the smallest added changeover time lead to barely profitable
results for distances lower then 90 km at a 10% fuel reduction. With 15 min extra changeover time,
the investment would lead to an increase in transport cost for all transports shorter then 90 km and a
small decrease in cost for distances close to 150 km. This shows the importance of the changeover time
and that producing an aerodynamic kit that does not have to be manually put on is important for the
profitability of the investment. The importance of the changeover time was also something that the
road carriers mentioned in the interviews, where all interviewees stated the changeover time to be
the most important and critical parameter. The timber trucks already today operate on a tight time
schedule and even more changeover time would make the business less profitable.
By combining the results of the mapping and the economical result from TransAm it is also
possible to decide where in Sweden the investment would be most profitable. Only some investments
investigated are profitable at short distances and these types of investments would be the only one
possible for, for example, Gotland, with the shortest average transport distance. By combining the
results, investments can also be ruled out, for example, an investment that needs distances longer then
90 km can almost be ruled out for all counties since the longest average transport distance is 100 km.
This creates an investment window where it is possible to see where and if an investment would be
profitable for a certain county and transport distance.
As discussed earlier, some results that are economically unprofitable from a company perspective
will still be profitable results from a societal perspective because of the improved environmental effects
and the decrease in external cost the fuel reduction will lead to. The value of environmental parameters
is far beyond comparing them with only company level economical results and they cannot be seen
in the presented financial calculations. The timber fleet today, as presented, is already influenced by
early adopters who take responsibility for a green fleet which can be seen by the majority of Euro
VI-engines, far greater than the share of Euro VI-engines in the complete heavy truck fleet, which
was only 27% (in relation to 45% for timber trucks in this study) [26]. The decreased external cost
and positive impacts of the environment from the unprofitable economic results and investments will
be of more importance for the progressive fleet and the environmental results will overshadow the
unprofitable economic results. But, as presented, aerodynamic investments can also lead to decreased
transport cost, meaning that the carriers will both make a profitable economic investment but also a
profitable environmental investment.
Both on a company and a societal level, a sustainability assessment can be valid. While economic
sustainability is important for the road carriers, they can also benefit from standing out as environmentally
prominent [14,16]. In addition, by reducing the cost from lower fuel consumption, the economic
sustainability for the companies will improve and therefore also the sustainability for the employees and
drivers. By also taking in consideration that the installments can’t be too heavy and can’t be manually
mounted every time leading to increased changeover time, which the results presented show, the work
situation for the drivers will be less demanding and more sustainable. It is equally important to reflect on
how the aerodynamic installments will affect the sustainable living of employees and companies, and not
just the environment per se.
This article has shown that it is possible through reconfiguration and aerodynamic improvements
to reduce the fuel consumption of timber trucks and make the fleet greener through technology.
Fuel consumption can be reduced to such a level that is will be profitable for the road carriers to go
through with the investments. It is possible to make aerodynamic kits within the parameters tested in
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this study, and as the mapping shows, it is also possible to find areas and transports in the countries
which have the characteristics that are needed for a particular investment to reach profitability.
The author would like to stress that the same method can be used for larger data sets for even
bigger vehicle fleets. The method of generating large data sets for vehicle fleets can be used for all
kinds of operations.
5. Conclusions
This paper set out to investigate the opportunities when implementing aerodynamic equipment
with timber trucks in Sweden.
The analysis has demonstrated a range of opportunities. In many cases there are possibilities to
both lower the fuel consumption and reach reduced operating transport costs. The transport distances
today are also of such a distance that are required for the improvements to be economically beneficial.
In all, these examples show viable options for making timber truck operations more sustainable.
The analysis also revealed a range of challenges, mainly associated with the road carrier. The risk
of the investment in aerodynamic equipment is an important barrier. However, this barrier can
be lowered by the sharing of risks among the many actors involved in the operations, but also by
prolonging the contract periods between the timber road carriers and their customers.
This study adds to prior research, as it takes a holistic perspective on the trade-offs between
environmental and financial aspects regarding reconfiguration of trucks. While environmentally
related benefits like reduced fuel consumption reduce the environmental impact and potentially lower
the climate effects, reconfiguration also supports the business of road carriers. Where lower fuel
consumption saves costs, it simultaneously also adds to strengthening the environmental profiles of
the companies, thus securing long term profitability. Together with this, the studied reconfigurations
also demonstrate the potential of improving the working conditions for the truck drivers in the short
term, as well as in the longer time perspective.
The calculations made with TransAm provide a set of variables to consider in any road carrier’s
business model in general, and in particular when environmental investments are considered.
We believe that a similar investment calculation would be a viable way to improve long-term decision
making among road carriers. For instance, similar calculations would be made based on long-term
effects of investments in eco-driving by both educational efforts and a sustainable follow-up system [27].
With respect to the research design, in this study we were able to base our calculations on the
total population of timber trucks in Sweden. That implies that the results reflect not a representation
but the full population for the investigation. We believe that similar analyses can be performed on
other types of vehicles as well. However, timber trucks are dedicated vehicles, whereas other types
of trucks can serve multiple purposes and carry the combination of many different types of goods.
Hence, a similar approach to a wider range of vehicles proposes many new challenges for analysis.
Timber trucks are very common in Sweden, where the forest industry is a major industry.
Therefore, the results of this research, even those of incremental magnitude, have a considerable
impact on the overall fuel consumption and related greenhouse gas emissions. Comparable countries,
with the forest industry as a major industry, are, for example, Finland and Canada. It would be
interesting to expand this research and to compare the different timber truck fleets’ performance and
potential in different countries.
This paper focuses on technology measures and their consequences in terms of sustainability.
Other avenues for future research includes, in general, to take a look into logistics and transport
planning and its consequences. In the case of timber trucks, their alternative use is very restricted,
so the opportunities to identify complementary cargo for the empty running is limited. Nevertheless,
the results from this study applied to general trucks, and in combination with an analysis of logistics
opportunities and consequences, would be a viable way to combine technology with logistics for
greening freight transport.
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Managerial implications from this research relate mainly to the road carriers with timber trucks,
where the results offer advice for implementation of aerodynamic equipment and the financial
consequences thereof. Some advice to the customers of the road carriers would be to offer contracts of
longer time frames as this would lower the barriers for investments, which in turn would benefit both
the road carriers and their customers, financially and environmentally, in the longer time perspective.
In terms of policy implications, this research demonstrates the potential effects of investments
in aerodynamic equipment on timber trucks. Any policy measures that would ease the burden of an
investment in such equipment would increase the speed of making timber trucks more sustainable.
One exciting implication of the present study is that if the timber truck manufacturer(s) would
take these aerodynamic re-designs into account already when designing the next generation vehicles,
the fuel reduction (and hence CO2 reduction) presented here would be essentially free of charge. Thus,
a comprehensive combined understanding of the vehicle fleet, operating conditions, technological
possibilities and financial barriers will lead the way to greener transport.
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